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XIV Summary 

Aerosol synthesis of materials is widely established in industry to manufacture 
fine particles of carbon black, fumed silica, alumina, pigmentary titania or zinc 
oxide with continuously operating aerosol reactors that achieve production rates 
of several tons per hour. Aerosol processes produce nanoparticles with 
sophisticated morphologies like solid solutions, filamentary structures, mixtures 
at the nanoparticle level, core-shell structured and surface functionalized 
particles. 

The first section presents an overview of synthesis of nanomaterials by 
aerosol processes and its design by multiscale models. It is organized in a first 
part discussing the process steps of aerosol methods, the second part 
concentrating on the most important particle characteristics whereas the third 
part reviews representative models and simulations at the various length and 
time scales. 
 

Coagulation of Highly Concentrated Aerosols 

Aerosol processes usually operate at high temperatures where particle growth 
begins in the free molecule regime and might reach the transition and continuum 
regime. Economic manufacturing favors high precursor loadings to achieve high 
production rates. In the example of titania particle synthesis in gas-phase, TiCl4 
oxidation at stoichiometric conditions leads to a solid volume fraction of φs = 
0.0446 %. This is still within the dilute conditions assumed by the classic 
Smoluchowski theory for coagulation (φs < 0.1 %). But! As temperature 
decreases and particle size increases the coalescence (sintering) slows down and 
particle morphology changes from spherical particles to fractal-like aggregates 
and agglomerates whose effective volume fraction, φeff, exceeds the constant φs. 

Section 2 presents Langevin dynamics simulations that track the 
Brownian motion of single particles to investigate coagulation of aerosols at 
high solid volume fractions. The simulated aerosols start growing polydisperse 
by instantaneous coalescence upon collision far in the free molecule regime and 
continue through the transition to reach finally the continuum regime. At dilute 
conditions (φs < 0.1 %) the simulated particle populations attain the well-known 
self-preserving size distributions in the free molecule and continuum regime, a 
signature property of Brownian coagulation, and coagulation rates that are in 
agreement with the kinetic theory in the free molecule and the classic 
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Smoluchowski theory in the continuum regime. Increasing φs results in slower 
coagulation rates far in the free molecule regime, because of kinetic energy 
losses in inelastic collisions (instantaneous coalescence) whereas towards the 
transition regime particle growth accelerates and slightly enhanced coagulation 
rates are observed. In the continuum regime, increasing φs from 0.1 up to 20 % 
results in coagulation rates up to 30 times faster than predicted by the classic 
Smoluchowski theory independent of the Knudsen number. The enhancement of 
the coagulation rate as function of the Knudsen number and solid volume 
fraction is quantified with an empirical formula to easily incorporate the results 
of this mesoscale model into population balance and reactor (continuum) 
models. Quasi-self-preserving size distributions are observed that are slightly 
narrower in the free molecule regime and much broader in the continuum 
regime for increasing φs compared to the ones at dilute concentrations. 
 

Aerosol Coating Model 

To increase the functionality and economic value of aerosol-made nanoparticles 
their surface is modified with shells of desired materials or organic functional 
groups. These core-shell structured (coated) particles preserve the bulk 
properties of the core particle (e.g., magnetic, plasmonic, light absorption) while 
the coating shell replaces the core surface properties with that of the coating 
material (e.g., to inhibit the surface reactivity or to provide an interface to a host 
matrix). Surface functionalization with molecules allows improving the linking 
with host matrices or adding binding sites for functional groups at the core 
particle surface (e.g., nanomagnets for specific separation). Economic 
manufacturing requires minimal coating thicknesses and high coating deposition 
efficiencies to minimize the reduction of core particle bulk properties and/or 
minimize the material costs for the coating precursor. But, despite the many 
advantages of aerosol synthesis of nanoparticles, pigmentary titania particles 
made industrially by the chloride process are still mostly coated with silica by 
wet impregnation. Particle coating in gas-phase is more challenging than in 
liquids as particle growth is much faster and therefore a better understanding of 
the particle dynamics are required for clever design and scale-up of such 
processes. 
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A trimodal particle dynamics model for aerosol coating of titanium 
dioxide particles with nanothin silicon dioxide shells is developed in section 3 
accounting for coagulation, coating precursor reaction and monomer generation 
in gas-phase, sintering and surface growth. The model is investigated at 
concentrations, temperatures and residence times corresponding to lab-scale 
aerosol coating reactors assuming plug flow conditions. Using only three 
particles sizes facilitates the incorporation into computational fluid dynamics 
(CFD) models and is justified by the rapid attainment of self-preserving size 
distributions at the employed high temperatures and particle concentrations. 
Surface growth leads to faster coating particle growth instead of coating shell 
formation, because of the higher concentration of small coating particles 
compared with the bigger core particles providing thus more surface area for 
surface growth. 
 
Aerosol Coating Reactor Design 

The trimodal aerosol coating model is combined with CFD to simulate the SiO2 
coating of TiO2 in gas-phase by injection of hexamethyldisiloxane vapor. 
Section 4 focuses on investigating operation parameters of the coating reactor 
and understanding the sources for non-hermetically coated particles and their 
dependence on varying mixing intensity and coating weight fraction. The 
simulation results for the fraction of non-hermetically coated particles are in 
excellent agreement with the measured photocatalytic oxidation of isopropanol 
in suspensions of such particles which is proportional to the uncoated, exposed 
surface area of the TiO2 core particles. Non-hermetically coated particles 
originate from core particle aerosol flowing in-between the mixing jets and 
along the reactor axis when mixing jets are too weak to reach the reactor center. 
The detailed CFD model is compared with 1D-simulations in terms of evolution 
of coating particle size, coating efficiency, shell thickness and texture. 

Section 5 extends the work above beyond what has been investigated 
experimentally by concentrating on the reactor design parameters in terms of 
the direction (azimuth and inclination angle) and number of the precursor vapor 
jets. The simulations show how mixing jets pointing towards the reactor wall 
open the mixing swirl at the reactor axis and core particles pass uncoated while 
mixing jets pointing towards the reactor axis form stagnation points and 
uncoated core particles flow around them. In general it is shown that rapid and 
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complete mixing of core particle aerosol and coating precursor vapor is essential 
for achieving low fractions of non-hermetically coated particles. 
 

Sintering Rate and Mechanism of TiO2 Nanoparticles 

In aerosol synthesis nanoparticles grow by collision and coalescence (sintering) 
from bottom-up. The sintering rate determines the primary particle size and 
morphology (spherical or fractal-like, aggregate or agglomerate) where both 
have a major influence on the product particle performance. 

Section 6 presents molecular dynamics simulations to investigate the 
sintering of small (2 – 4 nm) rutile TiO2 nanoparticle pairs at high temperatures 
(1500 – 2000 K). Atom interactions are accounted for by pairwise potentials and 
constant charges. For the first time such simulations for TiO2 are accelerated by 
graphic processing units (GPU) that have been originally developed for the 
visualization of highly realistic computer games. That way it is possible to reach 
several hundred nanoseconds of residence time for the employed potential and 
number of atoms, which allows elucidating the important final coalescence stage 
and extracting characteristic sintering times. Sintering takes place mainly by 
surface diffusion of highly mobile oxygen atoms filling up the concave gap 
(sinter neck) between the particles while the bulk atoms remain mainly at their 
initial positions. Smaller particles sinter faster than predicted by expressions 
developed and validated for larger particles (10 – 100 nm) in the literature. With 
increasing size the MD sintering times converge asymptotically in-between the 
literature values at particles sizes of around 4 – 5 nm. The results of this 
molecular dynamics are quantified by an expression for the characteristic 
sintering time as function of primary particle diameter and temperature for small 
rutile TiO2 nanoparticles that can be easily incorporated into continuum 
population balance and reactor models. 
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XX Zusammenfassung 

Aerosol Synthese von Materialien ist ein in der Industrie weit verbreiteter 
Prozess zur Herstellung von feinen Partikeln wie Carbon Black, pyrogenes 
Siliziumdioxid, Aluminiumoxid, Pigment-Titaniumdioxid oder Zinkoxid in 
kontinuierlich betriebenen Reaktoren mit Produktionsraten bis zu mehreren 
Tonnen pro Stunde. Aerosol Prozesse werden auch eingesetzt um besondere 
Materialstrukturen herzustellen wie zum Beispiel Mischkristalle, faserähnliche 
Strukturen, Mischungen von Partikel auf Nanopartikel-Basis, beschichtete oder 
funktionalisierte Partikel. 

Das erste Kapitel dieser Arbeit präsentiert einen Überblick über die 
experimentelle und theoretische Forschung im Bereich der Aerosol Synthese 
von Nanomaterialien. Der erste Teil diskutiert die einzelnen Prozessschritte in 
Aerosol Prozessen, der zweite Teil beschreibt die wichtigsten Partikel 
Charakteristiken während der dritte Teil repräsentative Modelle und 
Simulationen auf verschiedenen Längen und Zeit Skalen vorstellt. 
 

Koagulation in Aerosolen mit hohen Feststoffkonzentrationen 

Aerosol Prozesse werden oft bei hohen Temperaturen betrieben wobei das 
Wachstum der Nanopartikeln im Free Molecule Regime beginnt und das 
Transitions und Kontinuum Regime erreicht werden kann. Ökonomische 
Herstellung verlangt nach hohen Produktionsraten welche mit hohen 
Ausgangsstoff-Konzentrationen erreicht werden. Zum Beispiel führt die 
stöchiometrische Oxidation von TiCl4 zu einer Feststoffkonzentration von φs = 
0.0446 %. Dies liegt immer noch innerhalb des Gültigkeitsbereichs der 
klassischen Theorie von Smoluchowski über die Brown‘sche Koagulation (φs < 
0.1 %). Aber! Wenn die Prozess-Temperatur sinkt oder die Partikelgrösse 
ansteigt nimmt die Rate des Sinterns ab und die Partikelform wechselt von 
sphärischen Partikeln zu Fraktal-ähnlichen Aggregaten und Agglomeraten deren 
effektive Konzentration, φeff, das konstante φs übersteigt. 

Um den Einfluss von hohen Feststoffkonzentrationen auf die 
Koagulation zu untersuchen wird die Langevin-Bewegungsgleichung für 
einzelne Partikel einer Aerosol Population gelöst. Das simulierte Aerosol 
wächst dabei ploydispers durch Partikel Kollisionen mittels unmittelbarer 
Koaleszenz beginnend im Free Molecule Regime und erreicht kontinuierlich 
zunächst das des Tranitions und schlussendlich das Kontinuum Regime. Bei 
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tiefen Konzentrationen (φs < 0.1 %) erreichen die Partikel Populationen die 
selbsterhaltenden Partikelgrössenverteilungen des Free Molecule und 
Kontinuum Regimes, eine charakteristische Eigenschaft Brown´scher 
Koagulation, und Koagulationsraten in Übereinstimmung mit der kinetischen 
Theorie für das Free Molecule und der klassischen Theorie von Smoluchowski 
für das Kontinuum Regime. Die Anhebung der Feststoffkonzentration φs führt 
im Free Molecule zunächst zu einer Verlangsamung der Koagulation durch 
Verlust von kinetischer Energie in unelastischen Kollisionen, verursacht durch 
die unmittelbare Koaleszenz, welche sich mit ansteigender Partikelgrösse 
verringert und gegen das Transitions Regime hin zu einer leichten konstanten 
Beschleunigung gegenüber der kinetischen Theorie führt. Im Kontinuum 
Regime führt eine Anhebung der Feststoffkonzentration von 0.1 auf 20 % zu 30 
Mal höheren Koagulationsraten als von der klassischen Theorie von 
Smoluchowski vorhergesagt. Die Veränderung der Koagulationsrate in 
Abhängigkeit der Feststoffkonzentration und des Koagulationsregimes vom 
Free Molecule zum Kontinuum, definiert durch die dimensionslose Knudsen 
Zahl, wird durch eine empirische Gleichung quantifiziert damit die Ergebnisse 
dieses Mesoscale Modells für Populationsbilanz- oder Reaktor-Modelle zur 
Verfügung stehen (Kontinuum Modelle). Quasi-selbsterhaltende Partikel-
grössenverteilungen werden beobachtet welche mit ansteigender Feststoff-
konzentration im Free Molecule leicht enger und im Kontinuum Regime 
erheblich breiter werden als bei tiefen Konzentrationen. 
 

Modell der Beschichtungsdynamik von Aerosol Partikeln 

Um die Funktionalität und damit den ökonomischen Wert von Nanopartikeln zu 
erhöhen wird deren Oberfläche mit einem anderen Material oder spezifischen 
Molekülen beschichtet. Diese Kern-Hülle strukturierten (beschichteten) Partikel 
behalten die Volumen-Eigenschaften des Kernpartikels während deren 
Oberflächen-Eigenschaften durch die des Beschichtungsmaterials ersetzt 
werden. Eine ökonomische Produktion verlangt nach minimalen Schichtdicken 
um die Volumen-Eigenschaften des Kerns nicht zu sehr abzuschwächen und 
hohe Beschichtungseffizenz um den Einsatz des Ausgangsstoffes des Beschich-
tungsmaterials zu minimieren. Obwohl Aerosol Prozesse sich in der Produktion 
von Nanopartikeln in der Industrie etabliert haben werden Beschichtungen fast 
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immer in der Nassphase durchgeführt. Zum Beispiel werden Titaniumdioxid 
Partikel in der Gas-Phase im Chlorid-Verfahren hergestellt und mittels 
Imprägnierung in der Nassphase mit Siliziumdioxid beschichtet. Die 
Beschichtung von Partikeln in der Gas-Phase ist anspruchsvoller da dort das 
Partikelwachstum viel schneller verläuft als in der Nassphase was ein besseres 
Verständnis der Partikeldynamik nötig macht um solche Prozesse zu entwickeln 
und in Gross-Anlagen zu überführen. 

Um die Dynamik des Beschichtungsprozesses zu beschreiben wird ein 
Partikeldynamik Modell mit drei Partikelgrössen entwickelt unter Beachtung 
von Koagulation, Sintern, Ausgangstoff-Reaktion, Partikel Generierung, 
Oberflächenwachstum und Wachstum als Fraktal-ähnliche Partikel. Das Modell 
wurde für Beschichtung von Titaniumdioxid Nanopartikeln mit Siliziumdioxid 
untersucht wobei die Konzentrationen, Temperatur und Verweildauer denen von 
Labor-Beschichtungsreaktoren entsprechen. Die minimale Anzahl von drei 
Partikelgrössen erlaubt eine einfache, zukünftige Kombination mit numerischen 
Strömungssimulationen von Aerosol Reaktoren. Oberflächenwachstum des 
Beschichtungs-Ausgangsstoffes führt zu schnellerem Wachstum der freien 
Primärpartikel des Beschichtungsmaterials und weniger zu Beschichtung der 
Kernpartikel weil die Partikelkonzentration des Beschichtungsmaterials mehrere 
Grössenordnungen höher ist als die der Kernpartikel. 
 

Theoretische Untersuchung von Aerosol Reaktoren zur 
Beschichtung von Nanopartikeln 

Das Beschichtungs-Partikeldynamik Modell wird mit numerischen 
Strömungssimulationen verbunden um die Beschichtung von Titaniumdioxid 
Nanopartikel Aerosolen mit Siliziumdioxid durch Vermischung mit 
Hexamethyldisiloxan Dämpfen zu untersuchen. Zuerst werden die Gründe die 
zur Entstehung von unbeschichteten Kernpartikeln führen bei verschiedenen 
Mischintensitäten und Beschichtungsmengen untersucht. Die Fraktion an 
unbeschichteten Kernpartikeln welche von dem Modell vorhergesagt wird ist in 
guter Übereinstimmung mit der gemessenen photokatalytischen Aktivität bei 
der Oxidation von Isopropanol in Suspensionen dieser Partikel welche bei 
konstanter Reaktionsrate proportional zu der unbeschichteten Titanium-
dioxidoberfläche ist. Unbeschichtete Partikel entstehen durch zu geringe 
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Mischintensität und Injektionsjets welche die Reaktormitte nicht erreichen oder 
wenn Kernpartikel-Aerosol zwischen den Injektionsjets hindurch strömen kann. 
Die detaillierte Entwicklung der Partikelgrösse, Beschichtungseffizienz, 
Beschichtungsdicke und Beschichtungstextur in der Strömungssimulation wird 
mit der des eindimensionalen Beschichtungs-Partikeldynamik Modells 
verglichen. 

Im nächsten Kapitel werden diese Simulationen mit Fokus auf Reaktor-
Konfigurationen erweitert und der Einfluss der Richtung und Anzahl der 
Injektionsjets untersucht. Injektionsjets die eher gegen die Reaktor Wand 
gedreht sind führen zu Wirbelströmungen welche entlang der Reaktorachse 
unbeschichtete Kernpartikel vorbeifliessen lassen während Jets die gegen die 
Reaktorachse zeigen einen Stagnationspunkt generieren welcher vom 
Kernpartikel-Aerosol umflossen wird. 
 
Sinter Rate und Mechanismus von TiO2 Nanopartikeln 

Bei der Aerosol Synthese von Nanopartikeln wachsen die Partikel durch 
Kollisionen und Koaleszenz (Sintern) von klein zu gross. Die Sinterrate 
bestimmt dabei den Durchmesser der Primärpartikel und die Morphologie 
(kugelförmig oder Fraktal-ähnliche Aggregate/Agglomerate) wobei beides einen 
entscheidenden Einfluss auf die Produkteigenschaften hat und in einem späteren 
Prozessschritt oft nicht mit vertretbarem Aufwand oder gar nicht mehr verändert 
werden können. Um das Sintern von Rutil Titaniumdioxid Nanopartikeln zu 
verstehen werden Molekular Dynamische Simulationen von kleinen (2 – 4 nm) 
Partikel Paaren bei hohen Temperaturen (1500 – 2000 K) durchgeführt. Die 
Interaktionen zwischen den Atomen werden durch paarweise Potentiale und 
konstante elektrischen Ladungen beschrieben. Die Simulationen werden durch 
Grafikprozessoren (GPU, graphic processing unit) beschleunigt welche für die 
Darstellung von hochrealistischen Computerspielen entwickelt wurden. Dadurch 
ist es möglich mehrere hundert Nanosekunden für das vorliegende Potential und 
Anzahl Atome zu simulieren. Dies ermöglicht es das wichtige finale Stadium 
der Koaleszenz der Partikel zu untersuchen und die charakteristische Zeit des 
Sintervorganges zu bestimmen. Das Sintern wird durch Oberflächendiffusion 
von mobilen Sauerstoffatomen bestimmt welche die konkave Region zwischen 
den Partikeln auffüllen während die inneren Atome hauptsächlich nahe ihrer 
Ausgangsposition verbleiben. Kleinere Partikel sintern schneller als von 
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Gleichungen aus der Literatur vorhergesagt welche für viel grössere Partikel (10 
– 100 nm) entwickelt und experimentell validiert wurden. Mit ansteigender 
Partikelgrösse konvergiert die charakteristische Zeit des Sinterns der Molekular 
Dynamischen Simulationen bei etwa 4 – 5 nm gegen diese Gleichungen. Die 
resultierenden Zeiten werden durch eine Modifikation der bestehenden 
Gleichungen quantifiziert damit sie in Populationsbilanz- und Reaktor-Modellen 
(Kontinuum) angewendet werden können. 
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Abstract 
 
Aerosol synthesis of materials is a vibrant field of particle technology and 
chemical reaction engineering. Examples include the manufacture of carbon 
blacks, fumed SiO2, pigmentary TiO2, ZnO vulcanizing catalysts, filamentary 
Ni, and optical fibers, material that impact transportation, construction, 
pharmaceuticals, energy, and communications. Parallel to this, development of 
novel, scalable aerosol processes has enabled synthesis of new functional 
nanomaterials (e.g., catalysts, biomaterials, electroceramics) and devices. This 
review provides an access point for engineers to the multiscale design of aerosol 
reactors for the synthesis of nanomaterials using continuum, mesoscale, 
molecular dynamics and quantum mechanics models spanning 10 and 15 orders 
of magnitude in length and time, respectively. Key design features are the rapid 
chemistry; the high particle concentrations but low volume fractions; the 
attainment of a self-preserving particle size distribution by coagulation; the ratio 
of the characteristic times of coagulation and sintering, which controls the 
extent of particle aggregation; and the narrowing of the aggregate primary 
particle size distribution by sintering. 
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1.1 Introduction 
 
Everyday aerosols are seen as clouds, fog, smoke or sprays. Less 
obviously, approximately 28 wt% of each tire consists of fluffy, 
aerosol-made carbon black particles. If not for these particles, 
whenever one changed the oil in a car, one would have to change the 
tires as well. Even though still we do not know for sure how such 
particles increase the strength of rubber, we certainly take advantage of it. 

Aerosol-made materials and aerosol processes are almost everywhere. 
For example, in drug tablets, fumed silica serves as an excipient material. 
Aerosols are found in cosmetics from powdered makeup to hair sprays as well 
as in lightguides for telecommunications. ZnO is a vulcanizing agent in the 
curing of rubber, and filamentary nickel is a key component in battery 
electrodes (1). More than 60% of the worldwide production of white titania 
pigments, which are in every paint as an opacifier, is made by flame aerosol 
technology via the so-called chloride process. Nearly every gas- or diesel-
powered motor vehicle is equipped with efficient fuel injection and downstream 
filters to capture the diesel soot in the exhaust. Furthermore, the UNIPOL 
process uses aerosols for the gas-phase manufacture of polyethylene and other 
polymers. Today aerosol processes are used worldwide with production rates up 
to several tons per hour to create multibillion U.S. dollar businesses 
(2). 

The broad use of aerosol processes stems from their distinct 
advantages over wet and solid-phase chemistry (3): a) no liquid by-
products; b) easier and cheaper particle collection; c) fewer process 
steps; d) transport phenomena (e.g., diffusion) in gases afford more 
rigorous treatment, which facilitates process design that leads to 
products of e) high purity (e.g., optical fibers), f) unique filamentary 
morphology, and f) non-equilibrium metastable phases (4). To benefit 
from these advantages, one must also deal with some disadvantages 
(5): a) high temperatures can lead to aggregates (hard agglomerates) 
that are not breakable into their constituent (primary) particles (PPs); 
b) low-cost precursors for economical manufacturing can lead to 
product contamination or may not even be available; c) hollow, porous 
or inhomogeneous particle morphologies can occur; d) the particle size 

Aerosol: suspension of 
solid or liquid particles 
in a gas; the particles 
are in continuous 
Brownian motion and 
change size 
continuously 

Agglomerates: 
clusters of (primary) 
particles or spherules 
held together by weak 
physical (e.g., van der 
Waals, electrostatic, or 
capillary) forces 

Aggregates: clusters 
of (primary) particles 
of spherules held 
together by strong 
chemical forces; ridges 
or necks are formed 
between primary 
particles 

Primary particle 
(PP): basic particle for 
building larger fractal-
like particles composed 
of one or several 
crystal grains. Their 
size determines 
properties such as 
opacity 
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distribution is usually polydisperse; and e) particle growth is much faster than in 
liquids, which required clever design for process scale-up. Control of these 
advantages and disadvantages is the art of engineering in the aerosol synthesis 
of materials. 

The historic development of industrial aerosol processes for the 
synthesis of commodities has been summarized recently along with the new 
sophisticated materials and even devices made by such processes (6). Among 
them, flame spray pyrolysis (7, 8) and plasmas (9, 10) are most promising for 
efficient synthesis of an array of nanomaterials and even devices (4). 

More specific to aerosol process design, Kraft (11) has 
reviewed elegantly the basic aerosol phenomena during flame 
synthesis of nanomaterials, highlighting sectional, moment, and Monte 
Carlo particle methods for simulating particle dynamics in laminar and 
turbulent flows. In a fascinating survey of nearly 600 articles, Barnard 
(12) pointed out the merits of various computational techniques in 
describing nanoparticle formation, structure and phase 
transformations. Catlow et al. (13) have reviewed the simulated 
nanocluster structures and their promising properties, which await 
experimental confirmation. 

This review envisions (chemical) engineers confronted with the design 
of aerosol processes for nanomaterial synthesis: a daunting task given the 
limited knowledge of product properties and a priori process understanding. 

First, the process sequence is introduced with a focus on its critical 
components (reactor and cooling). Then key characteristics of 
nanomaterials are identified with a focus on the unique filamentary 
structure of aggregates and agglomerates consisting of PPs. The 
dominant aerosol phenomena (coagulation and sintering) that are 
responsible for this structure are highlighted along with the unique 

features that facilitate multiscale aerosol process design for nanomaterial 
synthesis. 

Classic continuum models (Fig. 1.1a,b) describe the effect of process 
variables (e.g., temperature, concentration) on product characteristics (e.g., 
particle size, morphology, and crystallinity) over the entire process residence 
time and reactor volume. Depending on the state of knowledge about the 
nanoparticle properties (e.g., diffusivity, coagulation, or sintering rate), models 

Coagulation: the 
process by which two 
particles stick upon 
collision regardless of 
if they fuse together; 
also called 
flocculation, 
agglomeration or 
granulation 

Nanocluster: a 
nanoparticle with size 
around ~1 nm, at 
which properties begin 
to depend on the 
discrete number of 
atoms 

Nanoparticle: particle 
with characteristic size 
between 1 – 100 nm, at 
which properties can 
start to differ from bulk 
bulk ones considerably 
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Figure 1.1 a) Overview of the time and length scales for continuum, mesoscale, molecular dynamics (MD) and quantum mechanics
models of the aerosol synthesis of materials. The upper boundary of each model is defined mostly by computational demands,
whereas the lower boundary is fuzzier and areas can overlap. The arrows between the models indicate exchange of information
between them. Insets show representative model results of a) the effect of mixing aerosol and precursor vapor on in-situ coating of
flame-made TiO2, Ag, or Fe2O3 nanoparticles by SiO2 films (58); b) SiO2 particle formation in diffusion flames (120); c) agglomerate
evolution by sintering to aggregates and eventually to compact particles (87); d) the coagulation of highly concentrated aerosols (88);
e) a MD model of TiO2 nanoparticle sintering from surface to grain boundary diffusion and gradual attainment of bulk sintering rates
at approximately 5 nm in diameter (90); and f) a MD model of nanodroplet evaporation (91). 
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with increasing sophistication are employed for property 
determination. For example, mesoscale models that treat particles as 
geometric bodies are used to calculate the coalescence rate (Fig. 1.1c) 

or the transport properties and coagulation rate (Fig. 1.1d) of 
multiparticle structures that are not adequately described by single 
spheres in conventional continuum models. More accurately and 
elegantly, the two-particle coalescence rate (Fig. 1.1e) of such 
structures can be described by molecular dynamics models accounting 

for the interatomic interactions with pairwise potentials. These potentials can be 
determined with quantum mechanics models that account for the electronic 
structure of matter. 

The multiscale modeling is elucidated with particle dynamics and 
chemistry along with the fluid mechanics that frame process design for aerosol 
synthesis of materials. Finally, the unique features of aerosols in process design 
are summarized to highlight some of their emerging applications. 
 

1.2 Process Overview 
 
Figure 1.2 shows the steps in the aerosol synthesis of nanomaterials from raw 
materials to reactor and cooling sections to eventual particle collection with gas 
treatment and recycling. Coating and functionalization are shown as side 
pathways, as they are carried out typically by wet chemistry processes. There is 
keen interest in bringing them to the gas-phase to facilitate aerosol synthesis of 
the final products in one sequence. 
 

1.2.1 Raw Materials 
 
Depending on intended product composition, appropriate precursors are selected 
and aerosolized to facilitate their rapid conversion to the final product. 
Economics dictate the lowest possible precursor cost, although high-end 
products (e.g., biomaterials) can afford far costlier raw materials. Gaseous 
precursors are preferred but are rarely available; a notable example is gaseous 
SiH4 which is used in the synthesis of silicon metal, originally for 
microelectronics (14) and recently for solar applications (15). Typically, liquids  

Coalescence: the 
process by which two 
or more particles fuse 
into a single one; also 
called sintering 

Molecular dynamics 
(MD): simulations that 
describe the motion of 
single atoms with 
empirical interatomic 
potentials 
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such as Ni(CO)4, TiCl4 or SiCl4 and more rarely solids such as metals (used in 
inert gas condensation) (16) or halides (e.g., AlCl3) are evaporated/sublimated 
and then thermally decompose or react with O2 or air for the commercial 
synthesis of metal and ceramic particles. 

Liquid precursors can be sprayed directly into the reactor to undergo 
evaporation and (partial) combustion, as occurs for hydrocarbons in the 
manufacture of carbon blacks (17). More recently, precursor solutions have 
been sprayed and combusted for the synthesis of an array of sophisticated mixed 
ceramics (18) and metals (19) by judicious selection of precursor and solvent 
composition (20). Even solid precursors can be dispersed in hot-wall (21), 
plasma (22), and flame reactors (23), although dosing of solids to maintain 
constant product composition is more challenging than that of gases or liquids. 
 

1.2.2 Reactors 
 
The reactor provides the high-energy environment needed to evaporate the 
precursor and/or drive the chemical reactions in material synthesis. Various 
types of reactors have been developed. A flame reactor is the simplest and 
energetically most favorable (24) because the energy of the precursors is used 
directly for synthesis of powders and films. As a result, flame reactors produce 
80 – 90% by value and volume of the commercially available aerosol-made 
products today (2) and are most promising for the synthesis of catalysts (25), 
metals and biomaterials (19), gas sensors (26), magnetic nanocomposites (27), 
and even nutritional materials (28). 

Hot-wall reactors use fuel combustion or electricity to heat precursors 
as they flow through a ceramic or metal tube in order to evaporate solids (e.g., 
Zn metal for synthesis of ZnO catalysts for rubber vulcanization), to drive SiCl4 
oxidation in lightguide preform fabrication, to decomposition of SiH4 for silicon 
synthesis (14), to decompose Ni(CO)4 for synthesis of filamentary Ni (29), and 
to fuel spray pyrolysis of inorganic salt solutions (30) or powder mixtures by 
laser flash evaporation (31) for the synthesis of carbides, borides, and other 
materials (21). Hot-wall reactors have well-defined temperature and residence 
time distributions and produce approximately 10% by volume and value of 
commercially available aerosol-made products (2). 
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Plasma reactors use various electrode configurations to create a gas 
containing electrons, ions, and/or charged nanoparticles (plasma) (9). Plasma 
reactors can produce narrow particle size distributions (32, 33) because 
Coulomb forces limiting Brownian coagulation (34). Extremely high 
temperatures (thermal plasmas) are capable of evaporation or decomposition of 
solid precursors (22). Low temperatures (nonequilibrium plasmas) are also 
possible for coating sensitive materials (35). Plasmas are used commercially to 
coat surfaces with ceramic and metal films (e.g., Nova AG) and are quite 
promising for chemical vapor deposition (CVD) synthesis of super-hard carbide 
films (36), luminescent Si nanoparticles (32, 33), and heterogeneous catalysts 
(10). Plasmas can be also created in other aerosol reactors when an electric field 
is generated, such as by placing needle or flat electrodes around the plume of an 
aerosol reactor (37) or by spark aerosol generators. 

Microwave (38) and laser reactors (39) use a microwave cavity and a 
laser beam, respectively, to provide a high-energy environment and create a 
plasma as above (9). In addition, lasers are directed onto surfaces to get 
materials into the gas-phase for the synthesis of nanomaterials by laser ablation 
(40). Microwave reactors have been used to make size-controlled Si 
nanoparticles on the laboratory scale at up to 10 g/h (41). Laser reactors have 
been considered for the synthesis of non-oxide materials and solar silicon, and 
even start-up companies have even been created (e.g., Nanogram). 

Inert gas condensation sparked the field of nanotechnology with the 
synthesis of nanostructured metals and ceramics (16, 42). This technique 
involves evaporation of metal vapor in low pressure, cooling by natural or 
forced convection, and collection of nanomaterials on cold surfaces. Although it 
some start-up companies (e.g., Nanophase) have used inert gas condensation, 
few products have been made commercially, in contrast to the technique’s 
academic impact. 
 

1.2.3 Cooling 
 
Typically aerosols must be cooled properly for development of the desired 
crystallinity as well as for collection and storage. Drastic cooling can occur 
through direct spraying of water onto, for example, a freshly-made carbon black 
plume to stop further combustion (17). However, cooling is done usually either 
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by classic shell and tube heat exchangers (e.g., in the synthesis of rutile 
pigments) or by expansion of the freshly made aerosol plume (21). Aerosol 
reactors can provide extremely high cooling rates that permit capture of 
metastable crystal phases (25). Particle deposition to the cold tube walls must be 
avoided by all means. Significant effort has been devoted to this in large-scale 
manufacture of nanomaterials, as such deposits clog the process, and their 
resuspension contaminates the product (6). 
 

1.2.4 Collection, Storage, and Gas Treatment 
 
Particles are collected quite efficiently with cyclones and baghouse filters and 
stored in hoppers (17) or electrostatic precipitators (43). Filtration is reasonably 
well understood, although there is a continuous quest for lower costs, improved 
efficiency, and better understanding, especially of collection of ramified 
nanoparticles that form porous cake structures (44). Such structures possess high 
surface areas that can be easily contaminated, and contaminants can even induce 
changes in size and composition upon collection (45) and storage. The 
environment and temperature of collection and storage units is controlled to 
avoid undesired phase transformations, aggregation, and even dust explosions 
when combustible materials (e.g., carbon blacks, metal powders) are stored. In 
addition, the hydration and fluffiness of particles must be preserved. 
Furthermore, prior to storage, process gases adsorbed on the particles [e.g., HCl 
on fumed silica (46) or H2O on lightguide preforms (47)] are removed. 

Direct aerosol deposition by thermophoresis and/or impaction is used 
in the manufacture of lightguide preforms (47), refractory coatings (36), and Au 
electrodes for gas sensors (48, 49). Electrical fields are also used in deposition 
of ultrathin lines of nanoparticles for microelectronics (50). 

Gases accompanying the aerosol synthesis of materials are either 
recycled, as with the Cl2 from titania production by oxidation of TiCl4 used in 
chlorination of rutile and ilmenite ores, or sold separately, as with HCl in the 
synthesis of fumed silica and lightguide preforms by hydrolysis of SiCl4. 
Another advantage of these chlorine cycles is that they do not produce CO2 
during their chemical reaction in contrast to hydrocarbon-fed flames. In some 
processes, recyclable materials include solid by-products, for example, the NaCl 
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used in flame synthesis of NaCl-coated tantalum powders with ultra-high 
surface area for electronics (51). 
 

1.2.5 Conditioning: Coating and Functionalization 
 
Rarely are particles used as prepared. Typically their functionality (opacity, 
magnetism, color) needs to be preserved while the particles are incorporated in 
appropriate liquid or solid matrices and devices. Coated particles can be formed 
in one aerosol step when the core and shell materials have vastly different 
precipitation rates and compatible surface energies, such as with V2O5-coated 
TiO2 catalysts (52) or carbon-coated TiO2 (53), LiFePO4 (54) and metals (19). 

Most commonly, however, coating and functionalization are carried out 
in liquid solutions. Particle surfaces are conditioned by precipitation or 
impregnation of thin layers or functional groups. This is followed by collection, 
drying and mild annealing to avoid changes in core particle composition and 
morphology. This multistep task (55) essentially doubles the manufacturing cost 
(e.g., pigmentary titania). 

As a result, there is interest in developing gas-phase coating and 
functionalization processes that can occur before particle collection (Fig. 1.2). 
Freshly aerosol-made TiO2, Fe2O3, Si, and Ag particles have been coated in-situ 
with nanothin SiO2 (56) or ZrO2 shells (57) in sequential aerosol processes. The 
hermetic and smooth or granular texture of such shells is important for their 
applications (55), and the presence of unattached shell material or uncoated 
(bare) core particles has motivated the development of continuum models for 
aerosol coating (58). In-situ functionalization (attachment of organic groups) on 
such particles further facilitates their incorporation into suspension stability in 
liquids (59). Atomic layer deposition has been used in fluidized beds to scalably 
coat particles with thin oxide layers (60). Molecular layer deposition followed 
by calcination has resulted in controlled pore diameter, high-surface area 
nanothin ceramic films (61). 
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1.3. Process Yield and Particle Characteristics 

1.3.1 Process Yield or Efficiency 
 
The yield or simply the mass balance is the first verification to be satisfied in 
design simulations and benchmarking with experimental data. This is essential, 
as the finest particles can be lost easily during collection either by diffusion to 
reactor walls or escape with exhaust gases, which can distort comparisons 
between model predictions and data. It is not unusual in laboratory units to have 
yields ranging from 50 to 90% depending on a single process variable, e.g., 
oxidant flow rate (62). 

Typically, maximum yield is sought, which requires reactants to fully 
convert to the product. Aside from the obvious economics, process/product 
quality issues exist also (see sidebar Nanoparticles and Health). Particle deposits 
and accumulation to reactor walls can disrupt the process (reactor clogging) or 
deteriorate product quality by resuspension and inclusion in the product. 
Furthermore, partially converted precursors may deposit and contaminate the 
product particles. In some products, however, reduced yield can be tolerated to 
assure the high quality of the product, as is true for films produced with CVD. 
For example, in the aerosol deposition of films, particles may escape target 
substrates to reduce substantially and acceptably the process yield. This also 
occurs in the synthesis of optical fiber preforms, which have particle deposition 
yields by thermophoresis of approximately 50 % (63). 
 

1.3.2 Morphology and Structure: Primary Particles, Aggregates 
and Agglomerates 

 
One of the key (and sometimes attractive) characteristics of aerosol-made 
materials is their filamentary structure. Aerosol processes form clusters of 
particles that are loosely attached to each other by physical forces (e.g., 
electrostatic, van der Waals) without any necking between the so-called PPs. 
These clusters are called soft agglomerates or just agglomerates and can be 
dispersed or broken into their constituent particles by applying adequate energy 
(e.g., shear, ultrasonic) (64). When PPs form necks between them, they are held  
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Nanoparticles and Health 
Nanoparticles are of great interest in life science systems and applications. On 
the one hand, nanoparticles are potentially hazardous in lungs and cells because 
of their size, shape, solubility, and concentration (65); on the other hand, they 
are promising as therapeutics (thermal cancer treatment), diagnostics (contrast 
agent for tomography), and curing agents (drug delivery). Laboratory and 
workplace safety requires continuous monitoring with appropriate devices to 
measure the particle concentrations governing the actual health risk (e.g., 
number, area, volume) (66). Furthermore, the health effects of engineered 
nanoparticles must be investigated with realistic particle morphologies and 
concentrations (67). 

The established knowledge on nanoparticle growth and properties in 
aerosol processes provides the groundwork for understanding the fate of 
nanoparticles in biological and health-related systems. Existing multiscale 
models and simulations can provide insight into nanoparticle transport 
properties in cells and across cell walls, solubility in cell plasma, shape, and 
morphology, all of which are directly related to their toxicity. 
 
together by chemical (e.g., covalent, ionic) forces. These are hard agglomerates 
or aggregates that are difficult to break into their constituent particles (68). 

Agglomerates can be easily dispersed into liquid matrices, an attractive 
feature for paints and nanocomposites. Aggregates are preferred in catalyst 
pellets, lightguide preforms and sensor films because they facilitate fluid 
transport between particles without restructuring that would collapse them into 
compact structures with smaller pores, which would result in high pressure 
drops and lower transport rates (64). Aggregates are particularly attractive for 
sensors and electroceramics because their necks form long crystal planes that 
minimize contact resistance as well as facilitate electron flow (69) and strong 
sensor signals (70). 

The structure of aerosol-made agglomerates is similar to that 
of mathematical fractals, which greatly facilitates their description and 
processing. Fractal-like agglomerates (71) follow a power law relating 
their number of PPs, np, to agglomerate size (radius of gyration, rg; mobility 
diameter, dm; or projected area, aa): 
 

Fractal: geometric 
structure with a 
noninteger dimension 
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where Df, Dfm and Da are appropriate fractal dimensions, kn, km and ka are 
appropriate pre-exponential factors (e.g., lacunarity) and rp, dp and ap are the PP 
radius, diameter and surface area. 

Aerosol-made agglomerates grow typically by diffusion-limited or 
ballistic cluster-cluster agglomeration (equivalent to coagulation) in the 
continuum or free-molecule regimes, respectively, with Df = 1.78 (72) or 1.89 

(73) and k = 1.4 ±0.12 or 1.36 ±0.10, respectively (74). For sintered 
aggregates, Df typically increases (75) all the way to Df = 3 at full 
coalescence (76). Again, agglomerates made by collision of such 
aggregates would have Df = 1.8 – 1.9. Agglomerates of polydisperse 
PPs and/or aggregates have smaller Df values as their polydispersity 

increases (74). Recent mesoscale simulations indicate that during coalescence or 
sintering of such structures, a nearly self-preserving relationship exists between 
constituent PP number and diameter regardless of sintering mechanism and 
material composition. Such relationships further facilitate characterization of 
these particles and greatly simplify process design. 
 

1.3.3 Size 
 
The size of PPs is essential for nanomaterial performance, whereas the size of 
their aggregates or agglomerates affects handling and processing. Both can be 
measured by counting particles in microscopic images requiring, at least, 100 
particles for a reliable average size and approximately 500 for polydispersity, 
e.g., geometric standard deviation (77). Nitrogen adsorption is used routinely to 
measure specific surface area and to determine the average PP size. By 
inversion of aerosol light scattering, the agglomerate or aggregate size (without 
distinction) can be obtained with some assumptions about the shape of their 
distribution, although the average PP size must be known, typically from 
microscopy (78). Small-angle X-ray or neutron scattering can be used to 
estimate all three sizes, as such wavelengths facilitate scanning four to five 

Fractal-like particles: 
ensembles of clusters 
for which the number 
of constituent particles 
and gyration radius (or 
collision diameter of 
mobility diameter) 
follows a power law 
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orders of particle sizes. Inversion of such spectra is not trivial, however, as it 
requires sophisticated software and assumptions about the shape of the size 
distributions. Nevertheless, it is possible to obtain quite reliable PP sizes and, 
most importantly, to distinguish between aggregate and agglomerate sizes (79), 
especially when such particles are dispersed in polymers (80). 

Mass-mobility measurements offer the potential to measure the 
mobility and structure of aggregate or agglomerate particles without any 
assumptions about their size distribution shape (81). The degree of aggregation 
or agglomeration can be estimated by comparing the mobility and PP diameters 
(82). 

Particle size measurements must be kept in mind when one designs 
aerosol processes and compares simulations with experimental data. For 
example, if diameters are compared, consistent averages of the particle size 
distribution should be used. For example, microscopy typically gives a number-
average diameter, whereas nitrogen adsorption gives the Sauter diameter (a 
surface-volume average). Number-, surface-, and volume averages of the 
number or mass distribution of the same particle sample can differ by as much 
as 300% (83). 
 

1.3.4 Crystallinity 
 
The crystallinity of nanoparticles is often a key element in their performance. 
For example, rutile is preferred over anatase in pigmentary TiO2 for its superior 
light scattering and opacity, whereas anatase is preferred in catalysis. 
Crystallinity is typically measured by X-ray diffraction with appropriate 
software to extract the crystal size and phase composition as well as bimodal 
size distributions of a crystal phase. Comparable PP sizes indicate 
monocrystalline particles. Crystal phase composition is determined by the 
conditions in the reactor and cooling sections. For example, wustite, maghemite, 
or magnetite Fe2O3 can be made by flame spray pyrolysis by controlling the 
precursor and (oxidative or reducing) gas compositions (84). Dopants are also 
used to promote formation of specific phase compositions. For example, Al 
promotes synthesis of rutile, whereas Si promotes anatase TiO2 (85) in hot-wall 
(82) and vapor- (37) and liquid-fed flame reactors (56). 
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1.4. Design 
 
Each process step (Fig. 1.2) affects product particle characteristics. Therefore, a 
thorough design must account for all steps. However, two steps, reactor and 
cooling, determine crystal and grain or PP size and composition in a way that is 
nearly impossible to alter in subsequent processing or finishing (as it is called in 
practice). 

Thus, the design of reactor and cooling is essential to the aerosol 
synthesis of materials. In the reactor, process temperature and pressure rapidly 
increase by either internal (flame) or external (hot-wall, laser beam, discharge) 
heating that drives precursor conversion as well as product aerosol formation 
and early growth. Once the precursors are consumed, the temperature gradually 
drops, but aerosols continue to grow by coagulation and sintering, which results 
in the signature morphology of filamentary aerosol-made materials. 

Figure 1.3 shows a typical evolution of average particle diameter (blue 
lines) by coagulation and sintering at non-isothermal conditions (red dot-broken 
line) on a single streamline in an aerosol reactor (64). Early on (Fig. 1.3 at t < 
8×10−5 s) when the precursor has just been consumed and high temperature and 

small particle sizes prevail, the characteristic time for coagulation, cis much 

larger than that for sintering,s. Then PPs rapidly fuse upon collision, which 
results in compact particles until they reach a size (and/or temperature) at which 

c ~ s (Fig. 1.3 at t = 8×10−5 s). Then the coagulation and coalescence or 
sintering rates are comparable, which results in sinter bonds between colliding 
particles (onset of aggregation at dpN). Aggregates of PPs are formed with 
diameter dp (solid line). These aggregates have a characteristic size given by 
their collision diameter dc (broken line). Later on (t = 4×10−3 s), as the process 

temperature drops further (dot-broken line), sintering practically stops (s → ) 

and the dp and dc no longer change such that c  s (onset of agglomeration). 
Sinter necks are no longer formed between colliding particles, which results in 
agglomerates of aggregates and/or single PPs depending on the duration of the 

aggregation phase (c ~ s).  
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Figure 1.3 Overview of aerosol growth by coagulation and sintering showing the evolution of primary particle (PP) diameter, dp

(blue, solid line), and agglomerate collision diameter, dc (blue, dashed line), with a typical temperature profile (red, dash-dot line) 
(130) along with the relative magnitude of the characteristic times of coagulation, τc, and sintering, τs. The evolution can be divided 
into three stages: full coalescence (τc >> τs), aggregation (τc ~ τs) and agglomeration (τc << τs); the first and second stages determine 
the PP and average aggregate sizes, whereas the second and third stages determine the agglomerate size (64). The length of the middle 
stage (τc ~ τs) determines if agglomerates of aggregates (top, upper path) or of spherical particles (top, lower path) are formed ‒ in 
other words, the extent of aggregate formation and hard bonding between PPs (dcH/dpH). For dcH/dpH → 1, few, if any, aggregates are 
formed. 
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To design aerosol processes or nanomaterial syntheses one needs to 
quantitatively describe the above particle dynamics at non-isothermal conditions 
with fluid mechanics as well as the precursor chemistry using multiscale models 
of increasing sophistication depending on the uncertainty of the particle 
properties and available supporting information. For example, the diffusivities 
and coagulation rates of spherical particles (1 – 1’000 nm) are well understood 
through the Stokes-Einstein and Fuchs equations, respectively (86). As a result, 
they can be readily implemented in continuum models of fluid and particle 
dynamics to calculate particle growth and deposition on reactor walls (Fig. 
1.1a,b). In contrast, the diffusivity of aggregates or agglomerates accounting for 
their size and structure, can be determined by mesoscale models (Fig 1.1c,d) 
before the diffusivities are employed in these continuum models. The above 
models also describe properties of agglomerates such as their diffusivity as well 
as the PP coordination number for use in MD simulations of particle sintering; 
determination of the evolution of agglomerate fractal dimension during 
fragmentation, restructuring or sintering (87); and calculation of the coagulation 
rate at high particle concentration (88) as an input parameter to continuum 
models. 

MD simulations provide a much more detailed description of PP 
dynamics by treating each atom or ion separately. The increasing number of 
interactions between atoms that must be calculated, however, limits MD to 
systems that are smaller in both length and time. For bottom-up nanoparticle 
growth, the rate of particle coalescence (sintering) is important. The 
nanoparticle sintering rate can be described by MD through the detailed atomic 
motion from interatomic potentials, but these are not available for every 
material and especially for material mixtures. Development of such potentials is 
not easy and is frequently based on empirical fits to macroscopic properties 
(e.g., crystal lattice, elasticity) or more conveniently on simplified results of 
quantum mechanics calculations based on first principles (89). 

With MD it is possible to obtain the characteristic sintering times (Fig. 
1.1e) of nanoparticles (90) or evaporation rates (Fig. 1.1f) of nanodroplets (91). 
Such information can be used, for example, in mesoscale and continuum models 
of aggregates undergoing sintering for use in continuum reactor design models. 
Furthermore, MD simulations with classic potentials accelerate the search for 
minimum energy structures for geometry optimization calculations with 
quantum mechanics methods (92), which allow accurate material simulations 
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but are limited to tiny systems on the order of 10 to 100 atoms depending on 
accuracy. Quantum mechanics models allow investigation of chemical reaction 
rates and mechanisms that can be incorporated directly into continuum models. 

Combination of these methods leads to multiscale models for aerosol 
processes that describe the effect of process variables (precursor concentration, 
flow rate, temperature, cooling rate) on product particle characteristics (primary, 
aggregate, and agglomerate size, size distribution, morphology, and structure) 
that determine performance (4) in passive nanostructures (coatings, dispersions) 
and active devices (sensors, battery cells, etc.). Particle dynamics, chemistry, 
and fluid mechanics constitute the established continuum models in the design 
of aerosol processes in material synthesis, as examined below. 
 

1.4.1 Particle Dynamics 
 
Despite the high particle concentrations used in the aerosol synthesis of 

materials even at industrial conditions (e.g., titania production), rather small ( 
= 10−3-10−4) solid volume fractions are employed at huge Re numbers, up to 105 
– 106, and production rates up to 25 t/h. Following Levenspiel’s classification, 
these reactors are best characterized as transport reactors (3). In contrast to 

packed ( = 0.5) or fluidized beds ( = 0.01 – 0.1) in which particles affect fluid 
flow, in aerosol reactors particles barely influence fluid flow, chemistry, and 
process temperature. As a result, analytical (e.g., laminar flow) or numerical 
solutions [via computational fluid dynamics (CFD)] to momentum, energy, and 
mass balances (Navier-Stokes equations) give the temperature and velocity 
profiles of reactive flows (93). Then the evolution of particle characteristics 
along the reactor can be described by the general dynamics equation for aerosols 
for the rate of change of particle concentration, n(vp,t), of volume, vp (71): 
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The first two right-hand-side terms account for coagulation, the third for 
nucleation, and the last for condensation or surface growth. Depending on how 
particle shape is quantified (length, surface, volume, structure), this equation 
must be written in two or more particle variables (or size dimensions). For the 
typical fractal-like particles made by aerosol processes (section 1.3.2), equation 
1.2 is solved using volume and surface area as the two particle size dimensions 
by extending a 1D sectional technique (94) to the two size dimensions (95). 
That way the interplay of coagulation and coalescence is elucidated through the 
evolution of the detailed particle volume and surface area distributions, which 
provides process insight. This explains, for example, why fumed silica has a 
more filamentary structure than titania made at identical hot-wall reactor 
conditions, in accord with experimental data (96). This knowledge also 
facilitates the development of simpler models (97) that capture the essence of 
the process and can be readily interfaced with chemistry and fluid dynamics 
models, as shown below. Despite their computational demands, even 3D (finite 
volume) population balances are now routinely used throughout particle 
technology (e.g., granulation) with particle size, binder content, and 
agglomerate porosity as variables (98). 

Nevertheless, the computational demands of detailed representations of 
the size distribution have motivated the development of models in terms of the 
moments of that distribution. Various approaches have been used to close these 
moments by forcing a lognormal shape (99, 100), interpolating between integer 
moments (101), or using more elaborate schemes (102) addressing even multi-
dimensional size distributions (103, 104). A disadvantage of moment models is 
associated with the non-uniqueness of reconstruction of the particle size 
distribution from its moments (11, 101). Nevertheless, moment models have 
been used in the design and operation of lathes for fabrication of lightguide 
performs by modified CVD (MCVD) on an industrial scale; in this case the 
focus was more on the particle deposition rate and efficiency rather than on the 
size distribution (105). 
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1.4.1.1 Simplified Particle Dynamics 
 
There are, however, unique process features during the aerosol synthesis of 
materials that can simplify the quantitative description of particle dynamics, as 
summarized here: 
 

1. Typically, precursors react quickly to yield high particle concen-
trations. As a result, Brownian coagulation dominates aerosol dyna-
mics, rather than nucleation and condensation, which are dominant, for 
example, with atmospheric aerosols (86). 

 
2. Such highly concentrated aerosols attain a self-preserving size 

distribution (SPSD) by coagulation (106) quickly, e.g., by the 
time they have grown to two to three times their initial size 
(107) or to the size (a few nanometers) at the end of chemical 
reaction (108). As a result, particles obtain a size distribution 
with a constant number-based geometric standard deviation 

(108), g = 1.44 – 1.46, even though they continue to grow. 
Notably, in their legendary paper Granqvist and Buhrman (42) made 
nanoparticles of ten different metals by inert gas condensation, and all 

had g= 1.48 ±0.12. Therefore, coagulation dynamics can be followed 
by a single moment (e.g., the total number concentration, N): 
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dt
   (1.3) 

 

where  is the collision frequency (86). From the N and a mass balance 
for the total particle mass or volume concentrations, V, the average 
particle diameter, d, is: 
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From d and g, the complete particle size distribution can be 
reconstructed at any process residence time. 

 

Self-preserving size 
distribution (SPSD): 
time-invariant shape 
size distribution of 
aerosols undergoing 
Brownian coagulation; 
defined by mean 
diameter and standard 
deviation 
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3. When particles do not coalesce upon collision, fractal-like 
agglomerates (grape-like structures) of radius rg are formed that consist 
of np PPs of radius rp following a power law (eq. 1.1) with Df = 1.8 – 
1.9 (72, 73). This is attained when np > 10 (109). The collision 

frequency of agglomerates can be estimated from the above  for 
spheres (eq. 1.3) by replacing d with the agglomerate collision 
diameter, dc: 
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where A is the total surface area concentration of agglomerates. They 
also obtain a SPSD, which is slightly broader than that described above 
for spheres (110). There is a need, however, for more rigorous 

expressions for such  values that can be obtained from mesoscale 
models (Fig. 1.1c). 

 
4. When PPs within an agglomerate fuse or sinter, they become 

aggregates that are more compact than agglomerates (75, 78) and their 
surface area, a ( = A/N), follows a phenomenological rate (111): 

 

fc

s

a ada

dt 


   (1.6) 

 

where s is the characteristic time for sintering and depends on material 
composition, particle size, and temperature. This is the time needed for 
particles to reduce their excess surface area (a - afc) over that of a 
sphere of equal mass by 63 % (95). Equation 1.6 has explained 
quantitatively the coalescence of non-spherical SiO2, TiO2, B4C, Ag, 

and PdO (37) by adjusting the parameters of the corresponding s to the 
material composition and/or process configuration (e.g., by lumping 
fluid mechanics and composition). More rigorous expressions are 
obtained for particle ensembles by mesoscale (112) and even MD 
models (90). 
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5. The PP size distribution within aggregates narrows as particles sinter in 
inverse proportion to their size (113), similar to aerosol condensation 
(86), as sintering rates are inversely proportional to particle diameter. 

 
6. Turbulence barely affects PPs (114) but affects agglomerate particle 

size through enhanced coagulation (115), restructuring, and even 
fragmentation (107). 

 
These features permit the use of unimodal aerosol dynamics models (116) 
accounting for reaction, coagulation and sintering (97) as well as surface growth 
(77) and even the use of bimodal models (117) that can be readily interfaced 
with fluid dynamics. This approach works well for the synthesis of particles 
large enough that coagulation washes out any chemistry effects on product 
particle sizes. During particle formation, a nucleation and a coagulation mode 
are formed, and the average particle diameter substantially underpredicts 
measured particle sizes, as it averages the numerous product molecules 
(monomers) with molecular clusters or particles. Once particle formation ceases, 
however, the diameters are within 20 % of those predicted by detailed models 
such as eq. 1.2 (77). 
 

1.4.2 Chemistry 
 
The chemistry of aerosol formation determines particle composition and 
crystallinity as well as the mass balance and production rate of the process. In 
particle manufacture, usually complete reactant conversion is sought so every 
effort is made to achieve complete conversion without close attention to its 
intricate detail. As a result, overall reaction rates in terms of the limiting reactant 
(precursor) are used in the oxidation of TiCl4 for production of titania (118) or 
SiCl4 for production of lightguide performs by MCVD (119). These rates can be 
used to compare characteristic times for chemical reaction with those for 
turbulent mixing in schemes to estimate equipment-specific formation rates of 
product. In addition, they are used to determine the temperature and velocity 
profiles in the reactor and to monitor precursor conversion and avoid precursor 
breakthrough and condensation to product particles. These overall chemistry 
models are readily interfaced with fluid and particle dynamics in diffusion flame 
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aerosol reactors for SiO2 (120) and Cr2O3 (121), in premixed flames for TiO2 
(77), in hot wall reactors for SiO2 (122) and TiO2 (123), and for lightguide 
performs by MCVD. When such reaction rates are extremely fast, it is possible 
to treat the particle formation as reactant-mixing limited in detailed chemistry 
and fluid mechanics computational models (120). 

In film synthesis (e.g., CVD of Si) only a fraction of the reactant (e.g., 
SiH4) is converted because a key process goal is to prevent snow formation and 
particle deposition that would ruin the film uniformity. As a result, close 
attention is paid to the chemistry of silane decomposition (124), and detailed 
models have been developed to interface silane chemistry and fluid mechanics 
in various reactor configurations (125, 126). Recently, more detailed chemistry 
models have been developed for SiCl4 hydrolysis in the absence of particles 
(127) and for TiCl4 oxidation (128). 

In most of these processes, gas-phase kinetics dominates precursor 
conversion. In the synthesis of carbon black, however, most soot formation 
takes place via surface growth. Note, however, that approximately half of the 
precursor is oxidized to pyrolyze the other half to produce carbon black. 
Nevertheless, the energy released from hydrocarbon oxidation seems to be much 
larger than that generated by surface growth, as it dominates the reactor 
temperature-velocity profile and maintains the one-way coupling in simulations 
of such reactors (11, 129). In filamentary Ni or Fe metal synthesis by carbonyl 
decomposition, again surface growth is dominant, but external heating by 
electric elements dominates the process temperature, and again the one-way 
coupling is preserved (29). 

If the chemistry, however, dominates the process (autocatalysis) or 
highly ramified particles are formed influencing far more reactor volume than 
their solid volume fraction, detailed interfacing of particle and fluid dynamics 
might be needed as in modeling transport phenomena in fluidized beds. The 
latter could be the case when high precursor volume fractions (e.g., 10 vol% 
SiCl4) lead to production of micron-sized agglomerates of fine (< 10 nm) 
nanoparticles (130). 

Fast chemical reactions are typical in the aerosol synthesis of materials. 
Naturally, they result in high concentrations of product molecules (monomers) 
and molecular clusters that grow immediately by coagulation, because their 
critical nucleation size at typical reactor conditions is smaller than that of a 
single monomer/molecule (114). But this macroscopic view of coagulation 
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might not be the final answer to the initial growth of nanoclusters (13). From a 
detailed mechanism of TiCl4 oxidation with 64 reactions, West et al. (128) 
found that the critical nucleation size of TiO2 consists of five such molecules. 
Bromley and Illas (131) compared the total energy (relative stability) of (SiO2)N 
nanoclusters and found that, although the overall trend indicates that larger N 
leads to more stable SiO2 clusters, certain N are more stable than N-1 and N+1, 
thus creating a series of magic N that might represent the energetically most 
favorable cluster growth path. However, this effect diminished for bigger 
particles approaching continuum. 

From a multiscale perspective, Hamad et al. (92) investigated the 
global energy minima of small (TiO2)N nanoclusters for N = 1 – 15. They found 
that classical MD potentials for TiO2, which can be used for simulations of 
particles of several nanometers, can describe (TiO2)N in terms of energy and 
geometry in quite good agreement with the more expensive quantum 
mechanical density functional theory (DFT) method for N > 9. 

Furthermore, there is keen interest in the early stages of particle 
formation, as chemistry determines the phase composition of the early clusters. 
Detailed chemistry computations are used to identify these clusters (13). DFT 
computations have not yet revealed the rutile promotion effect obtained by 
doping TiO2 formation with Al (132), which is observed experimentally (75) 
and widely practiced in the pigment industry (133). However, far more 
chemistry research into this early stage of particle formation is expected. In 
addition, the development of gas-phase coating or functionalization processes 
requires a quantitative understanding of the pertinent chemistry on par with that 
of CVD of films in order to achieve efficient and hermetic particle coatings of 
controlled smooth or rough texture (58). 
 

1.4.3 Fluid Mechanics 
 
As in all chemical reactors, CFD models give the all-important residence time 
distribution of particles, especially at high temperatures. This reveals classical 
pathological problems in the reactor such as recirculation zones or dead 
volumes. As a result, readily available, commercial CFD software packages are 
used routinely in industry to design and operate aerosol reactors. They are used 
also in academia to trace the sources of extreme or unusual product particle 
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characteristics and redesign experiments. For example, highly bimodal size 
distributions of Bi nanoparticles were traced to premature particle formation and 
recirculation in the evaporation zone of Bi metal vapor generation, which led to 
new mixing heads for the of hot metal vapor and cooling gas (45). 

Early combinations of CFD and particle dynamics addressed laminar 
flows. For example, such simulations showed that coagulation increases the size 
of newly formed silica so that Brownian diffusion no longer dominates particle 
deposition to lightguide preform walls; this makes thermophoresis the dominant 
transport mechanism in perform fabrication by MCVD, (63). MCVD is one of 
the few industrial processes in which detailed aerosol process design was 
employed all the way down to the production lines. For example, Yu et al. (121) 
modeled chromium oxide formation by detailed aerosol dynamics in laminar 
diffusion flames in reasonable agreement with data in the free molecule regime. 
Bensberg et al. (134) showed that limited radial diffusion of freshly made Si3N4 

particles in hot-wall laminar flows led to a broader size distribution than the 
SPSD. 

Most investigations of turbulent reactors rely on Reynolds-averaged 
Navier Stokes (RANS) turbulence models, either standard k-ε, realizable k-ε 

(135) or Reynolds stress model (RSM) (136). The RSM is more 
demanding, as it adds six additional equations to the solution, whereas 

the k-ε models require only two. However, it often returns more 
accurate results, such as with swirling flows (137), whereas the 

realizable k-ε leads to better results than the standard k-ε and resolves the round-
jet anomaly (135). 

Turbulent diffusion flames producing Al2O3 and TiO2 (138) 
nanoparticles have been simulated by RSM to extract an effective sintering rate 
of titania to reproduce a measured specific surface area at various flame 
conditions. Ji et al. (139) simulated nanoparticle synthesis in hydrogen flame 
reactors by implementing moments of the size distribution in CFD and 
accounting for particle growth by condensation and chemical reaction in 
agreement with measurements (140) when adjusting the particle formation and 
growth rates. Manenti and Masi (141) used CFD to design tangential nozzles for 
flame aerosol reactors to reduce recirculation and broadening of the particle size 
distribution without distinguishing between primary and agglomerate particles. 
Widiyastuti et al. (23) included nucleation, coagulation, evaporation, and 

RANS: Reynolds-
averaged Navier 
Stokes 

RSM: Reynolds stress 
model 
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condensation in solid-fed flame synthesis of silica by CFD in agreement with 
field-emission scanning electron microscope measurements. 

Direct numerical simulation (DNS) describes turbulence flows most 
accurately by accounting for all of their length and time scales. Therefore, the 
grid must be fine enough to resolve the smallest length scale of turbulence, the 
Kolmogorov scale η, and be large enough to describe the characteristic size of 
the simulated geometry. The extremely high computational demand of DNS 
confines it to local problems such as boundaries between different flows or 
simple jet configurations. Thus, coagulation of nanoparticles in 2D, 
incompressible, isothermal mixing layers of co-flowing streams of different 
velocities has been investigated by DNS in combination with moment 
(lognormal) representation of the particle size distribution (142) to reveal 
concentration gradients inside the turbulence eddies. 

Large eddy simulations (LESs) are less demanding than DNS 
but more demanding than RANS models because LESs resolve the 
large-scale motion of the turbulence exactly, but models are applied to the 
unresolved subgrid-scale turbulence. LESs of planar jets have shown that large 
eddies distort the homogeneous particle concentration fields, but eddies that 
merge together result again in more homogeneous fields (143). Recently, LES 
has been combined with moment models (104) and detailed chemistry (128) to 
simulate (144, 145) titania formation in classic diffusion flames (146) without 
accounting for sintering. 

Fluid and particle dynamics can guide quite effectively the design of 
novel aerosol processes such as the in-situ coating of freshly made 
nanoparticles, when rather few experimental data are available. For example, the 
process variables (mixing of core aerosol with shell precursor vapor) that affect 
most effectively the hermetic coating of titania particles by nanothin silica films 
were identified (58), which facilitated efficient experimentation and screening 
of potential reactor configurations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LES: large eddy 
simulation 
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1.5. Concluding Remarks 
 
There is no doubt that aerosol technology has contributed decisively to the 
development of many products and business sectors to create value and jobs. It 
is fascinating to see the creation of new aerosol products and scalable processes, 
especially in connection to nanotechnology and life sciences. Synthesis of a 
spectrum of heterogeneous catalysts by aerosol technology is rapidly gaining 
traction even in industrial settings (e.g., at Johnson-Matthey). For example, an 
array of biomaterials for dental prosthetics and bone replacements are under 
development and evaluation with animals. Spinoff companies are making 
functionalized cobalt and iron-based magnetic nanoparticle suspensions that are 
broadly used in biosystems. Nanosilver made in flames is incorporated in 
polymer films and fibers for textiles to take advantage of its antibacterial and 
antiseptic properties. Furthermore aerosol-made nanominerals (Fe, Zn, Ca, Mg) 
that can be readily dissolved in the low pH of the stomach are being evaluated 
as nutritional supplements (28). Patterned aerosol deposition of nanostructures 
(spots or lines) on select substrates creates the opportunity to build memory 
devices (147), Li battery electrodes (148), and highly selective gas sensors for 
acetone vapor in the human breath for monitoring diabetes (149). 

For both established and budding applications, efficient process design 
is essential for industrial implementation of aerosol technology. This design is 
challenging because it involves solids processing that is far more complex than 
dealing with gases or liquids. The reactive turbulent flows and highly 
concentrated aerosols with filamentary or fractal-like particle structure pose the 
major hurdles. Unsurprisingly, most of the early process development for 
manufacture of carbon blacks, pigmentary titania, and fumed silica relied on 
evolutionary research and empiricism in the mid- to late twentieth century. In 
contrast, manufacture of optical fibers by thermophoretic aerosol deposition of 
successive layers of graded refractive index silica from laminar flows relied on 
solid chemical engineering in the mid-1980s. This shows clearly that when the 
science is accessible, industry will use it. 

In the past 20 years, mostly academic research has addressed these 
challenges, making aerosol process design far more attractive by sound aerosol 
science and technology. Most notably, the high particle concentrations make 
coagulation the dominant aerosol phenomenon, in stark contrast to 
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environmental aerosols for which nucleation, condensation, or surface growth 
dominate aerosol formation and transport. This assures rapid attainment of the 
SPSD, which permits the description of the particle size distribution evolution 
by a single moment. This greatly simplifies and allows for an efficient 
incorporation of aerosol dynamics in fluid mechanics simulators to elucidate 
aerosol processes and unravel the effect of process variables on product particle 
characteristics. 

The dominance of coagulation also simplifies the description of 
chemistry during the aerosol synthesis of materials because coagulation is 
forgiving and forgetting uncertainties in early process stages. Although 
precursor chemistry plays a critical role in early formation of the crystalline 
structure and/or composition, it tends to have little influence on the final product 
characteristics, as the chemistry tends to be completed rather quickly compared 
with particle growth. In addition, the formation of multicomponent particles 
with combined functionalities is quite challenging because the properties of 
mixed materials are difficult to determine a priori. 

Furthermore the extent of aggregation of the fractal-like structures is 
traced to the relative rates of particle coagulation and coalescence. Although the 
coalescence rate is not understood as well as the collision rate of spherical 
particles, phenomenological expressions (when available) allow for a 
quantitative description of the evolution of clusters of loosely attached particles 
(agglomerates) to hard- or sinter-necked ones (aggregates) to fully compact or 
fused ones (e.g., spheres) to many ceramic and metal particles. This is an area of 
active research, as the sintering rates of powder compacts can be used as a 
starting point for the coalescence rate of unconstrained particles in the gas-
phase. Clearly, distinct differences exist between packed particle beds 
undergoing coarsening in conventional sintering ovens and particle ensembles 
free flowing through an aerosol reactor. 

The intimidating irregular structure of agglomerates can be 
characterized by power laws, which capitalizes on advancements in fractals. In 
particular, diffusion-limited and ballistic cluster-cluster agglomeration are quite 
similar to the coagulation of non-coalescing particles with a well-defined fractal 
dimension, Df = 1.8 – 1.9 and pre-exponential factor, k = 1.4. High particle 
concentrations mean that Brownian coagulation is the dominant particle growth 
mechanism. This leads to particles with a size distribution with a well-defined 
shape, the SPSD. The formation of sintered aggregates facilitates the narrowing 
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of the size distribution of their constituent PPs similar to aerosol condensation, 
as the sintering rate is also inversely proportional to particle size. This enables 
aerosol-made materials to perform similarly to wet-made monodisperse 
particles; for example, absorption spectra shift with decreasing ZnO crystal size 
without any size segregation (150). 

In summary, although a lot needs to be learned in this interface of 
physical chemistry, mathematics, and materials science, enough is known to 
make sophisticated nanomaterials on a large scale through aerosol processes 
using sound chemical reaction engineering and principles of aerosol particle 
technology. Plenty of design tools at various levels of complexity await to 
attract and challenge chemical and process engineers: Classic continuum, 
mesoscale, molecular dynamics and even quantum mechanics models address 
topics from industrial-level reactive processes down to the electronic state of 
molecules. The choice and application of such models depends on the end use of 
the product and the current state of knowledge of its properties. 

 
 

1.6 Summary Points 
 

1. Aerosol processes are advantageous for scalable synthesis of 
nanomaterials because they offer no liquid by-products, easy particle 
collection, few process steps, and rigorous transport phenomena (e.g., 
diffusion), features that facilitate process design that leads to high-
purity products (e.g., optical fibers), unique filamentary morphology, 
and nonequilibrium, metastable phases. 

 
2. Aerosol processes are used to make carbon blacks, most pigmentary 

TiO2, fumed silica (and other oxides) for pharmaceuticals, optical 
fibers and microelectronics, and filamentary metals, and ceramic films 
and powders. 

 
3. Flame reactors dominate the value and volume of aerosol-made 

materials. 
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4. The presence of high particle concentrations in aerosol manufacturing 
leads to rapid attainment of the SPSD by Brownian coagulation. This 
simplifies greatly the description of particle dynamics by monitoring a 
single moment of their distribution (e.g., number). 

 
5. Fractal theory describes well the ramified structure of aerosol-made 

materials. 
 

6. Sintering narrows the size distribution of the constituent PPs in 
aggregates. 

 
7. The ratio of characteristic coagulation to sintering time during aerosol 

formation and growth determines the extent of particle aggregation. 
 

8. Aerosol-made materials contribute to the development of novel 
catalysts, gas sensors, biomaterials, electroceramics, and even 
nutritional materials. 

 

1.7 Future Issues 
 

1. Development of more efficient descriptions of chemistry, fluid flow 
and particle dynamics during aerosol synthesis of materials. 

 
2. Synthesis of nanoparticles of mixed composition or encapsulated with 

several layers or functional molecules requires more detailed, 
multiscale models accounting for the chemistry of material interactions 
to predict optimal reactor conditions. 

 
3. Doping of nanoparticles with tracer concentrations of other elements 

changes physical and chemical properties dramatically, and future 
models will need to account for the influence of doping atom type, 
concentration, and location on sintering rates, crystal phase, surface 
reactivity, etc. 
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4. Understanding the sintering of nanoparticles in the gas-phase in more 
detail while quantifying the influence of doping atoms, surface 
molecules and crystal composition on characteristic sintering rates. 

 
5. Incorporation of particles directly from the gas-phase into devices and 

applications simplifies their manufacture while minimizing process 
steps and influences on particle properties. 

 
6. Fractal-like particles exhibit specific rates for transport, coagulation, 

sintering, restructuring and even fragmentation that are so far often 
approximated by models originally developed for spherical (non-
fractal) particles. Future models will determine separate rates for 
mechanisms involving fractal-like particles as function of their size and 
fractality. 

 
7. Developing further life science applications of nanoparticles for 

therapeutic, diagnostic, and drug delivery applications by designing 
and optimizing aerosol processes experimentally guided by modeling 
and simulation. 

 
8. Coagulation is the dominant process for nanoparticle growth, and its 

rate is quantified assuming that every collision leads to attaching 
particles. Sticking efficiencies of nanoparticles upon collision as a 
function of surface structures such as coating shells, and functional 
surface molecules will provide more exact coagulation rates. 
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Abstract 
 
A number of material synthesis processes such as flame, plasma and laser 
ablation have been developed for production of films and powders at low 
pressure and high temperature. At these conditions particle growth typically 
takes place by coagulation in the free molecule and transition regimes. As 
economic manufacturing of these materials favors operation at high particle 
concentrations, classic coagulation theory may not be sufficient to describe the 
ensuing aerosol dynamics, especially if fractal-like particles are formed. The 
coagulation rate of highly concentrated, polydisperse aerosols is investigated 
here from the free molecule to the continuum regime by solving the 
corresponding Langevin dynamics (LD) equations. The LD simulations are 
validated by monitoring the attainment of the self-preserving size distribution 
(SPSD) for dilute particle volume fractions, φs, below 0.1 %. High particle 
concentrations in the free molecule regime lead to deviations of the aerosol 
dynamics from the kinetic theory of gases especially during instantaneous 
coalescence (completely inelastic particle-particle collisions) resulting in slower 
coagulation rates and slightly narrower SPSDs than in conventional dilute 
aerosols. In the transition regime, the coagulation rate of highly concentrated 
aerosols is progressively higher than that for dilute aerosols as growing particles 
enter the continuum regime where coagulation rates are 2 – 30 times higher than 
that of classic Smoluchowski theory. At high particle concentrations (φs > 1 %), 

a self-preserving size distribution is approached (g,n = 1.42) that does not 
exhibit the characteristic minimum at the transition regime of dilute aerosols. A 
relationship is developed for the aerosol coagulation rate of highly concentrated 
aerosols from the free molecule to continuum regime. 
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2.1 Introduction 
 
Brownian coagulation in aerosol and other particulate or colloidal processes is 
described by the Smoluchowski theory. Corrections to that have been developed 
for van der Waals forces, charged or non-spherical particles (1) and other 
particle interactions (2) without altering, however, its basic theoretical 
framework: establishment of a steady-state Fickian flux to the colliding particle 
surface. By definition, the Smoluchowski equation cannot describe coagulation 
at high particle concentrations (effective volume fraction above 1 %) that are 
encountered in large scale aerosol synthesis of fumed silica and titania (3, 4) as 
well as alumina, carbon black or soot (5). 

More specifically, during manufacture of these materials, agglomerates 
(particles bound or bonded by physical forces, e.g., van der Waals or Coulomb 
forces) containing aggregates (particles bound by chemical forces, e.g., sintering 
necks at contact points) and/or single spherical (primary) particles are formed 
(6). The collision volume of these fractal-like particles is much larger than their 
solid volume. Even though the particle solid volume fraction, φs, is constant 
upon completion of the oxidation of their precursor (e.g., SiCl4 or TiCl4) at 
constant temperature, the particles’ total collision or effective volume fraction, 
φeff, increases with increasing residence time (4). As a result, φeff becomes larger 
than 1 % indicating that the dynamics of these fractal-like particles can no 
longer be described by classic coagulation theory (4). It should be noted that 
primary particle (or specific surface area) and aggregate sizes are hardly 
affected by this as they are determined largely by coagulation and sintering. In 
contrast, agglomerate size and structure are affected and can influence the 
rheological properties of suspensions of these particles (3, 4). 

The influence of high particle concentration on coagulation and even 
gelation has been discussed in several theoretical studies over the past years. 
Gimel et al. (7) simulated the structure and kinetics of diffusion limited cluster 
aggregation (coagulation) up to the sol-gel transition with Monte Carlo methods. 
Fry et al. (8) investigated the enhancement of kinetics in dense coagulating 
systems with off-lattice, diffusion-limited cluster-cluster simulations, to name a 
few. Recently the rate of coagulation at high particle concentrations was 
calculated from first principles by Langevin dynamics (LD) in the continuum 
regime (9). These calculations nicely reduced to the classic Smoluchowski result 
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at dilute concentrations (φs < 1 %). Furthermore, it was shown that self-
preserving size distributions (SPSDs) develop also at high concentrations of 
spherical particles though the width of their SPSD broadens with concentration. 
Most importantly, however, the coagulation rate at high concentrations can be 
up to 2 – 30 times faster than that of classic Smoluchowski theory for φs = 5 – 
30 %, respectively. In addition, highly concentrated fractal-like aerosols 
undergoing coagulation develop SPSDs only temporarily as they approach 
gelation at effective agglomerate volume fraction of about 15 %, coinciding, 
thus, with the percolation limit (9: Fig. 9). 

This paper explores and generalizes the effect of particle concentration 
on coagulation rate over the entire size spectrum: from the free molecule to the 
transition and continuum regimes. Aside from its fundamental value, it may 
have also applications in materials synthesis at low pressure and/or high 
temperature. Recently, a number of such aerosol processes have been developed 
with flames (10), plasmas (11), microwave (12), laser reactors (13) or ablation 
(14) for synthesis of several promising nanostructured products such as TiB2 
(15), fullerenes (16) and luminescent (11) or photovoltaic (12) silicon. It is 
likely that economic manufacture of some of these materials would require the 
high concentrations employed today in production of commodities and optical 
fibers (17). Subsequently, LD simulations tracing individual particle trajectories 
were carried out here for polydisperse aerosols at high concentrations. These are 
validated by monitoring the attainment of the SPSD for coagulation of spherical 
particles at low concentrations in the free molecule (1, 21), transition (18) and 
continuum (19) regimes. Deviations from the classic results are explained at 
high concentrations and the existence of SPSD is explored as it greatly 
facilitates the design of aerosol reactors by replacing the elaborate polydisperse 
particle dynamics with monodisperse ones when combining them with fluid 
dynamics (20-22). A correlation describing the aerosol coagulation rate over the 
entire particle size and concentration spectra is proposed. 
 

2.2 Theory 
 
Langevin dynamics are calculations of single-particle trajectories defined by the 
Langevin differential equation according to Chandrasekhar (23): 
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  ,p ext i j Bm f     v v w F F F (2.1) 
 
where mp is the mass and f the friction of the particle, v and w are vectors 
representing the velocity of the particle and the fluid, respectively,  is the first 
derivative with respect to time of v and represents the acceleration of the 
particle, Fext and Fi,j are vectors representing external force fields and inter-
particle forces, respectively and vector FB is the stochastic force on the particle 
and represents the randomness of Brownian motion. According to Ermak and 
Buckholz (24) and neglecting external and inter-particle forces, partial 
integration of eq. 2.1 describes particle velocity and position, r, as function of 
time, t: 
 

    tt t t e    v V v (2.2) 
 

       1 tt
t t t e 


     

v
r R r  (2.3) 

 
The V and R represent the stochastic component of particle velocity and 
position vectors, respectively, and are explained in more detail by Ermak and 
Buckholz (24) or Gutsch et al. (25) and given by Heine and Pratsinis (9) and the 
source code is given in Appendix I. 

 
Figure 2.1 Schematic of the three dimensional Langevin dynamics simulation domain and the simulated
polydisperse particles (green). Two colliding particles are replaced by one particle with the same mass and
momentum. The simulation is periodic in all dimensions whereas the ghost particles are shown only in one 
dimension (gray). 
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The  is the mass specific friction coefficient (9, 25): 
 

p

f

m
   

(2.4) 

 
where mp is the mass of the particle. The LD simulations for validation in the 
free molecule regime used the friction coefficient, f, derived from kinetic theory 
(26) to describe particle interaction with the fluid: 
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where dp is the diameter of the particle, f the fluid density, kB the Boltzmann 
constant, T is the temperature, mf the molecular mass of the fluid and a is the 
accommodation coefficient representing the fraction of gas molecules that leave 
the surface in equilibrium with the surface (1). For LD simulations starting in 
the free molecule regime and growing through transition into the continuum 
regime, the f based on Stokes law corrected with the slip correction factor, C, 
was used: 
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where  is the fluid viscosity and C is defined for air as (1): 
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where  is the mean free path of the gas. 
The geometric mean Knudsen number, Kng, is defined as the Knudsen 

number of the geometric mean particle diameter, dg: 
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The overall collision frequency for Brownian coagulation in the transition 

regime at dilute concentrations, dilute, is given by the Fuchs interpolation 
function for monodisperse particles with the size of the number-based geometric 
mean diameter, dg,n (2, 27): 
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where the particle diffusion coefficient, D, thermal mean velocity of particles, c, 
transition parameter, g, and the mean free path of particles, lp, are: 
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Here dilute was always calculated without accounting for the enhancement of the 
overall collision frequency of SPSD over monodisperse ones which is 17.9 % in 
the free molecule and 7.34 % in the continuum regime (19). That way it is 
possible to monitor continuously the growth of aerosols from the free molecule 

to continuum regime. The overall collision frequency obtained by LD, LD, is 
(9): 
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where Nn and Nn+1 are the particle number concentrations from LD simulations 

at times tn and tn+1, respectively. The collision frequency enhancement, , is (9): 
 

LD

dilute




  (2.11) 

 
It describes the enhancement of polydisperse coagulation rate at high 

concentrations over monodisperse coagulation at dilute concentrations so  = 
1.179 or 1.0734 in the free molecule or continuum regime, respectively, as 
stated above. 

Simulations of Brownian coagulation were carried out assuming 

instantaneous coalescence in air at T = 293 K and p = 1.013105 Pa, 

corresponding to a mean free path of the gas  = 65 nm. All particles were 

initially of diameter dp,0 = 0.1 Å and density p = 1 000 kg/m3. The time-step, 

t, is defined in 3-D space so that the maximum mean square displacement of 
each simulated aerosol particle does not exceed 2 % of its corresponding 
particle diameter, dp,i: 
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This means that the particle that travels fastest with respect to its diameter 
determines the time-step of the LD simulation. The initial particle number was 
n0 = 2000 and was held between n = n0 and 0.5n0 by duplicating the simulation 
domain (9). As the number of particles is limited, the total momentum of all 
particles is not exactly zero. In the continuum regime this error is negligible as it 
is dominated by the randomness of Brownian motion, averaging it out at zero. In 
the free molecule regime only few major changes in particle trajectories occur 
and therefore the momentum error does not decrease fast enough, leading to a 
momentum error increasing by a factor of 2k after k duplications. To prevent 
this error, particle velocities in the duplicated domain were of equal magnitude 
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but opposite direction than the original ones. That way the momentum error is 
averaged out at zero, resulting in a stable system. 

The evolution of the particle size distribution is monitored to explore 
the attainment of self-preserving size distribution (SPSD) by coagulation to 
numerically validate such simulations. Subsequently emphasis is placed on the 
geometric standard deviation of the size distribution that provides a quantitative 
estimate of the aerosol polydispersity and attains a constant value when a SPSD 
is attained (28). The number-, dg,n, and volume-based, dg,v, average diameters are 
(29, 30): 
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The number-, σg,n, and volume-based, σg,v, geometric standard deviations are 
defined as: 
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where di is the diameter of particle i. 
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2.3 Results and Discussion 

2.3.1. Validation 
 
First, validation of LD simulations was carried out by tracking the particle 
diffusion coefficient, D, of non-interacting particles at dilute particle 
concentrations. That D was in excellent agreement with the familiar Stokes-
Einstein relation (31) in the continuum regime. The influence of high 
concentrations of non-interacting particles on D was investigated by treating the 
particles as hard-spheres and allowing only movements leading to new positions 
without particle overlapping, similar to quasi Monte Carlo at high 
concentrations (32) The resulting D as function of φs and t were in good 
agreement with simulations (32-34), theory (35) and dynamic light scattering 
experiments (36). 

The LD simulations of coagulation in the free molecule regime were 
validated by investigating the attainment of self-preserving size distributions 

(SPSDs) for dilute concentrations (28, 37) at φs  0.1 %. Figure 2.2 shows the 
evolution of the normalized particle number size distribution as function of 
particle diameter, dp,i, normalized with the number-based geometric mean 
diameter, dg,n, at dg,n/dp,0 = 1.2 (diamonds), 2 (triangles), 10 (squares) and 100 

(circles) that correspond to residence times t = 6.310−9, 3.210−8, 110−6, and 

2.510−4 s, respectively. Each distribution is an average of three different LD 
simulations with identical starting conditions. At short residence times, dg,n/dp,0 
= 1.2, the distribution is still nearly monodisperse but gradually broadens to 
attain the SPSD of the free molecule regime (dotted line) (28) at dg,n/dp,0 = 10 
and 100. 
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Figure 2.3 shows the evolution of the corresponding number-based, g,n 

(top), and volume-based, g,v (bottom), geometric standard deviations for the 
three LD simulations of Figure 2.2 as function of normalized geometric mean 
diameter dg,n/dp,0 that corresponds to time as discussed above. All simulations 

approach the corresponding self-preserving g for coagulation in the free 
molecule regime (dotted lines) (28) after dg,n/dp,0 = 2 – 3, consistent with 
Vemury et al. (19). 

Figure 2.2 Evolution of normalized particle number size distribution of initially
monodisperse particles in the free molecule regime with φs = 0.1% at dg,n/dp,0 = 1.2
(diamonds), 2 (triangles), 10 (squares) and 100 (circles) corresponding to residence time t
= 6.310−9, 3.210−8, 110−6 and 2.510−4 s, respectively. The distribution is
approaching the classic self-preserving distribution for the free molecule regime (dotted
line) (28). 
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Figure 2.4 shows  for φs = 0.01 % (solid line) as a function of Kng,n. In 

the free molecule regime  attains a value around 1.18, close to the theoretical 
17.9 % enhancement of SPSD over monodisperse coagulation at dilute 
concentrations in that regime (dash-double-dot line) (28). In the continuum 

regime  reaches a value around 1.07 agreeing with the SPSD enhancement over 
monodisperse aerosols of 7.34 % (dashed line) (19). 

Finally, the influence of the accommodation coefficient, a, on the 
friction coefficient, f (eq. 2.5), was investigated for a = 0 – 1, corresponding to 
an increase of f up to 39.3 % at a = 1. As the same a on all particles was used, 
no considerable influence on the SPSD could be observed. Only a minor 
influence on the coagulation rate of the particles was observed, so a = 0.9 was 
chosen (1) for all calculations in the free molecule regime. 

Figure 2.3 Evolution of the number-based, g,n (top), and volume-based, g,v (bottom), 
geometric standard deviation for three different LD simulations. All simulations
approach the corresponding self-preserving values of the free molecule regime (dotted
line) (28). 
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2.3.2. Self-Preserving Size Distributions at High Particle 
Concentrations 
 
Initially monodisperse particles of dp,0 = 0.1 Å at φs = 0.1 – 20 % grow 
polydisperse by coagulation from the free molecule (Kng,n > 100) to transition 

into the continuum regime (Kng,n < 0.01). Figure 2.5 shows the evolution of g,n 
for solid volume fraction φs = 0.1 (dash-double-dot line), 1 (dash-dot line), 10 
(dashed line) and 20 % (solid line). Each line is an average of 10 different LD 

simulations. First coagulation at dilute concentrations (φs  1 %) leads to the g,n 
= 1.46 of the SPSD in the free molecule regime, followed by a minimum in the 

transition and finally reaching the g,n = 1.44 of the SPSD of the continuum  

Figure 2.4 Collision frequency enhancement, , for φs = 0.01 % at higher magnification 
on the vertical axis. For dilute concentrations (φs = 0.01 %, solid line)  reaches the 
theoretical enhancement values of SPSD over monodisperse collision frequency of
17.9 % in the free molecule (dash-double-dot-line) (28) and 7.34 % in the continuum 
regime (dashed line) (19). 
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regime. This is in excellent agreement with Otto et al. (18) for coagulation of 
dilute aerosols (dotted line) over the entire size spectrum. 

High concentrations (e.g., φs = 10 %, dashed line) lead to slightly 
narrower SPSDs than those of dilute aerosols in the free molecule regime and 
show a less pronounced minimum in the transition regime. At φs = 20 % (solid 
line) the SPSDs in the free molecule get slightly broader, but there is no 

minimum of g,n in the transition regime anymore as aerosols coagulate from the 
dense aerosol to continuum regime. As coagulation proceeds further, the 
substantially broader SPSDs in the continuum regime are reached for 
concentrated aerosols (9). 

Figure 2.5 Evolution of number-based geometric standard deviation, g,n, as a function
of number-based geometric mean Knudsen number, Kng,n, from free molecule (Kng,n >
100) to continuum regime (Kng,n < 0.01) for solid volume fractions φs = 0.1 – 20 %. The
aerosol reaches the g,n = 1.46 of the SPSD in the free molecule regime and grows
through quasi self-preserving size distributions in the transition regime to the g,n of the
SPSD in the continuum regime. More dilute concentrations reach the geometric standard
deviation of the free molecule regime earlier. In the transition regime the equation 19 of
Otto et al. (18) is shown (dotted line). Coagulation of aerosols at dilute concentrations (φs

 1%) is in excellent agreement with that equation. 
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Figure 2.6 shows normalized particle size distributions of the 
simulations presented in Fig. 2.5 at Kng,n = 100 along with the corresponding 
SPSDs for dilute concentrations in the free molecule regime (dotted line) (28). 
Increasing the particle concentration from 0.1 to 20 % leads also to SPSD and 

constant g,n and g,v as in Fig. 2.2. In fact Figure 2.5 shows that φs hardly 
affects the attained SPSD that are practically identical to those obtained by 
dilute aerosols in the free molecule regime as shown in Fig. 2.5 already through 
their geometric standard deviations. These SPSDs are slightly narrower than the 
classic SPSD in the free molecule regime, indicating that the effect of increasing 
φs in the free molecule regime is hardly measurable with size distributions. 

Figure 2.6 Normalized self-preserving size distributions (SPSDs) in the free molecule
regime at Kng,n = 100 for solid volume fraction φs = 0.1 (circles), 1 (squares), 10 
(diamonds) and 20 % (triangles) along with the corresponding SPSD for dilute
concentrations (dotted line) (28). Highly concentrated aerosols also attain a SPSD that
slightly narrows for increasing φs. 
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Figure 2.7 shows the normalized particle number size distribution 
obtained by the LD simulations of Fig. 2.5 for Kng,n < 0.01 and solid volume 
fraction φs = 1 (circles), 10 (squares), 20 (diamonds), and 30 % (triangles) along 
with the corresponding SPSD for dilute concentrations in the continuum regime 
(dashed line) (19). Higher solid volume fractions lead to broader SPSDs in 
excellent agreement with Heine and Pratsinis (9) (solid lines) scaled by 2.3 that 
corresponds to ln(1.2)/log10(1.2) for their employed spacing of 1.2 as they had 
divided by log10(1.2) rather than ln(1.2) the size distribution in the ordinate of 

their Figs. 2 – 4. The inset in Fig. 2.7 shows also the corresponding g,n and g,v 
that are also in agreement with Heine and Pratsinis (9). 

Figure 2.7 Normalized self-preserving size distributions (SPSDs) in the continuum
regime at Kng,n < 0.01 for solid volume fraction φs = 1 (circles), 10 (squares), 20
(diamonds), and 30 % (triangles) along with the corresponding SPSD for dilute
concentrations (dashed line) (19). The particle diameters, dp,i, are normalized with the
corresponding geometric mean diameter, dg,n. Higher solid volume fractions lead to
broader SPSDs in excellent agreement with Heine and Pratsinis (9). 
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2.3.3. Overall Coagulation Rate at High Particle Concentrations 
 

Figure 2.81 shows the evolution of the overall collision frequency, LD, 
corresponding to the simulations of Fig. 2.5, as a function of number-based 
geometric mean Knudsen number, Kng,n, for solid volume fraction φs = 0.01 
(dash-double-dot line), 1 (dash-dot line), 10 (dashed line), 20 % (solid line). 
Each line is an average of 10 different LD simulations with identical φs. The 

overall collision frequency of dilute monodisperse aerosols, dilute, (eq. 2.9, 
dotted line) is also shown. 

 

At dilute concentrations (φs = 0.01 %), the LD-calculated collision 

frequency, LD,0.01, closely follows the dilute (dotted line). It should be noted that 

this LD,0.01 is always higher than dilute as polydisperse aerosols coagulate faster 
than monodisperse ones. This difference is slightly larger in the free molecule 
than in the continuum regime consistent with the corresponding self-preserving 
enhancements of 17.9 % and 7.34 %, respectively, as discussed earlier. In the 

                                                 
1 Figure 7 of Buesser et al. (2009) (in Journal of Aerosol Science, 40, 89 – 100) shows the slip 
correction of their eq. 7 instead of as stated eq. 9. The pressure, p, and mean free path, λ, have been 
mislabled. Both has been corrected here for Figure 2.8. 

Figure 2.8 Overall collision frequency obtained from LD simulations, LD, as a function 
of number-based geometric mean Knudsen number, Kng,n, for solid volume fraction φs = 
0.01 (dash-double-dot line), 1 (dash-dot line), 10 (dashed line) and 20 % (solid line) and
the theoretical overall collision frequency for dilute concentrations, dilute (dotted line). 
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continuum regime (Kng,n  0.01), the LD becomes substantially larger than dilute 
with increasing φs consistent with Heine and Pratsinis (9). At the other limit 

(Kng,n  100), however, the overall coagulation rate of highly concentrated 

aerosols (φs  1 %) is progressively slower than that of dilute aerosols with 
increasing φs. 

To better understand this seemingly paradox one needs to look closer at 

the mean free path of gas, , and the average mean free path of the aerosol, p’, 
in the free molecule regime. There a particle is small enough to resemble 
another gas molecule (2). Aerosols at high concentrations may exceed the 
volume fraction of the gas molecules and can even exceed them in number 
concentration. The kinetic theory of gases describes gas molecules as hard 
spheres experiencing completely elastic collisions and therefore the total kinetic 
energy is conserved. In contrast, aerosols undergoing coagulation with full 
coalescence upon collision experience completely inelastic collisions. The 
energy of deformation in inelastic collisions reduces the kinetic energy of the 
newly formed particles, that is known as “cooling” of granular gases (38). Here 
particles undergo inelastic collisions among themselves (coalescence) 
independent of collision angle while they experience elastic collisions with gas 
molecules. Therefore the particle has to be accelerated again by the gas 
molecules after a particle-particle collision. As many particles are present in 
highly concentrated aerosols, the time between particle-particle collisions is too 
short for this and therefore the particles should have lower average velocity than 
that given by kinetic theory of gases as dictated by conventional aerosol 
dynamics in the free molecule regime. As the trajectories of particles in the free 
molecule regime are nearly straight and ballistic, it is possible to calculate the 

average mean free path of the aerosol, p’, as: 
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Figure 2.9 shows a map describing the regimes for Brownian 

coagulation in terms of Knudsen number, Kn, and solid volume fraction, φs. At 
dilute concentrations (φs < 1 %) borders (dotted lines) between free molecular 
and transition regimes as well as between transition and continuum regimes are 
set conventionally at Kn = 10 and 0.1, respectively. Conditions of Kn and φs for  
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 = p’ are shown in Fig, 2.9 (bold line), where the region marked as dense 

aerosol describes conditions where  > p’. The LD simulations here predict for 
such conditions overall collision frequencies lower than those of aerosols at 
dilute concentrations (Fig. 2.8, dotted line). For example, for an aerosol with φs 
= 1 % the particles have to grow up to Kng,n = 23.5 to leave this dense aerosol 
regime and to behave as described by classic kinetic theory of gases for the free 
molecule regime (bold line). In Fig. 2.8 it can be seen that the overall collision 
frequency for φs = 1 % (dash-dot line) has not attained the constant 
enhancement of self-preserving size distributions over monodisperse aerosols 
(dotted line) at dilute concentrations of around 17.9 % for Kng,n > 23.5 (dash-
double-dot line of φs = 0.01 %). 

Figure 2.9 The particle size spectrum is divided into free molecule (Kn > 10), transition
and continuum (Kn < 0.1) regime. The bold line defines the dense aerosol regime where
the inter-particle distance is smaller than the gas mean free path ( > ’p). 
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The classic free molecule regime shrinks for increasing φs and for high 
concentrations (φs > 2 %) the particles never experience coagulation in the free 
molecule regime as they cannot follow the kinetic theory of gases. There 
particles grow directly from the dense aerosol regime into the transition and 
continuum regimes. 

A significant increase in coagulation rate in the free molecule regime 
for high aerosol concentrations was not observed here as in Trzeciak et al. (39). 
Particles at high concentrations hardly have the chance to experience conditions 
for coagulation in the free molecule regime of dilute aerosols as discussed 
above. As a result, particles have a lower average particle velocity and therefore 
even lower coagulation rates than predicted by the free molecule theory for 
dilute aerosols. This is only observed with polydisperse growing aerosols rather 
than the colliding monodisperse particles of Trzeciak et al. (39). Therefore the 
coagulation rate in the free molecule regime at high particle concentrations may 
not be described by just shifting the theory for dilute concentrations as reported 
there. 

Figure 2.10 Collision frequency enhancement, γ = βLD/βdilute, as a function of number-
based geometric mean Knudsen number, Kng,n, for solid volume fraction φs = 0.1 % 
(dash-double-dot line), 1 % (dash-dot line), 10 % (dashed line) and 20 % (solid line).
Equation 2.18 gives γ as a function of φs and Kng,n (dotted lines) over the entire particle
size spectrum. 
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Figure 2.10 shows the collision frequency enhancement,  = LD/dilute, 
as the ratio of collision frequencies obtained by LD and equation 2.9, for the 

data of Fig. 2.8 for φs = 0.1 – 20 %. Equations 2.18, describing  as a function of 

φs and Kng,n was best fitted to the LD data for  of Fig. 2.8 by the method of 
least squares and plotted in Fig. 2.10 (dotted lines): 
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where in the continuum-transition regime the enhancement of coagulation rate, 

1, is: 
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where bc = 1.0734 and fm = 1.179 are the enhancement of the overall collision 
frequency of SPSD over monodisperse aerosols in the continuum and free 

molecule regime, respectively. The 2 describes the influence of the dense 
aerosol effect in the free molecule regime on the collision frequency 
enhancement: 
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In the continuum regime (Kng,n < 0.01) the  reduces to that of Heine and 

Pratsinis (9). As stated before,  is less than 1 for high φs in the free molecule 
regime because the overall collision frequency is lower than predicted by theory 
(eq. 2.9) for dilute concentrations. 

Equations 2.18 enable the simulation of particle growth with simple 
monodisperse models (27) with accounting for the effect high solid volume 
fractions on coagulation rate from free molecule to continuum regime. 
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2.4 Conclusions 
 
The coagulation rate of highly concentrated aerosols has been investigated by 
Langevin dynamics over the entire particle size spectrum. Increasing solid 
volume fraction, φs, leads also to self-preserving size distributions (SPSDs) in 
both free molecule and continuum regimes that are narrower or wider, 
respectively, than the classical ones at dilute concentrations. In the transition 
regime, quasi-SPSDs are obtained with highly concentrated aerosols that are 
narrower than those with dilute aerosols in the free molecule or continuum 
regime. Increasing φs, however, broadens the quasi-SPSDs in the transition 
regime becoming identical to the SPSD in the free molecule regime. 

The overall collision frequency in the free molecule regime is not 
influenced by the solid volume fraction as in the continuum regime. High 
particle concentrations in the free molecule regime lead to conditions where the 
particles are closer to each other than the gas molecules. There the kinetic 
theory of gases is no longer applicable due to dominant inelastic collisions 
between particles; this is defined as dense aerosol regime. There slightly 
narrower SPSDs and slower coagulation rates are obtained than those given by 
free molecule theory of dilute aerosols. An expression for coagulation rate of 
highly concentrated aerosols is proposed for the entire particle size spectrum 
and up to φs = 20 %. This expression reduces to those in the continuum and free 
molecule regimes as well as to the classical rates in these regimes for 
conventional dilute aerosols with decreasing particle volume fraction. 
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2.6 Nomenclature 
 
a accommodation coefficient [-] 
C slip correction factor [-] 
c thermal mean velocity of particles [m s−1] 
D particle diffusion coefficient [m2 s−1] 
dg,n geometric mean diameter, number-based [m] 
dg,v geometric mean diameter, volume-based [m] 
dp particle diameter [m] 
dp,0 initial particle diameter [m] 
Fext external force, vector [N] 
Fi,j inter-particle forces, vector [N] 
FB stochastic force of Brownian motion, vector [N] 
f friction coefficient [kg s−1] 
g transition parameter [m] 
i particle index [-] 
Kng geometric mean Knudsen number [-] 
kB Boltzmann constant [J K−1] 
lp mean free path of particle [m] 
mf molecular mass of the fluid [kg] 
mp particle mass [kg] 
N particle number concentration [# m−3] 
n number of simulated particles [#] 
n0 initial number of simulated particles [#] 
p pressure [N m−2] 
R stochastic component of particle position, vector [m] 
r particle position, vector [m] 
T temperature [K] 
t time [s] 

t time-step [s] 
V stochastic component of particle velocity, vector [m s−1] 
v particle velocity, vector [m s−1] 
v  particle acceleration, vector [m s−2] 

w fluid velocity, vector [m s−1] 
Greek letters 
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 mass specific friction coefficient [s−1] 

dilute theoretical collision frequency at dilute concentrations [m3 s−1] 

LD collision frequency of Langevin dynamics [m3 s−1] 

bc SPSD enhancement, continuum [-] 

fm SPSD enhancement, free molecule [-] 
φs solid volume fraction [-] 
φeff effective volume fraction [-] 

 collision frequency enhancement [-] 

 mean free path of gas [m] 

p’ average mean free path [m] 

 fluid viscosity [kg m−1 s−1] 

f fluid density [kg m−3] 

p particle solid density [kg m−3] 

g,n geometric standard deviation, number based [-] 

g,v geometric standard deviation, volume based [-] 
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Abstract 
 
Core-shell particles preserve the performance (e.g., magnetic, plasmonic or 
opacifying) of a core material while modifying its surface with a shell that 
facilitates (e.g., by blocking its reactivity) their incorporation into a host liquid 
or polymer matrix. Here coating of titania (core) aerosol particles with thin 
silica shells (films or layers) is investigated at non-isothermal conditions by a 
trimodal aerosol dynamics model, accounting for SiO2 generation by gas-phase 
and surface oxidation of hexamethyldisiloxane (HMDSO) vapor, coagulation 
and sintering. After TiO2 particles have reached their final primary particle size 
(e.g., upon completion of sintering during their flame synthesis), coating starts 
by uniformly mixing them with HMDSO vapor that is oxidized either in the gas-
phase or on the particles’ surface resulting in SiO2 aerosols or deposits, 
respectively. Sintering of SiO2 deposited onto the core TiO2 particles takes place 
transforming rough into smooth coating shells depending on process conditions. 
The core-shell characteristics (thickness, texture and efficiency) are calculated 
for two limiting cases of coating shells: perfectly smooth (e.g., hermetic) and 
fractal-like. At constant TiO2 core particle production rate, the influence of 
coating weight fraction, surface oxidation and core particle size on coating shell 
characteristics is investigated and compared to pertinent experimental data 
through coating diagrams. With an optimal temperature profile for complete 
precursor conversion, the TiO2 aerosol and SiO2-precursor (HMDSO) vapor 
concentrations have the strongest influence on product coating shell 
characteristics. 
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3.1 Introduction 
 
Particles are frequently coated to facilitate their processing (e.g., reduce 
agglomeration) and enhance their performance by making them compatible with 
solid or liquid host matrices (1). With such core-shell particles, one conserves 
the properties of the core material (e.g., dielectric, magnetic, plasmonic, 
scattering or opacifying functions) while modifying its surface with a shell 
material. For example, pigmentary rutile TiO2 particles are made by the chloride 
or sulfate process (2). They are coated with silica, alumina and other oxides by 
wet impregnation processes to prevent the photocatalytic activity of TiO2 with 
the host solvent, die or polymer (3) and reduce its agglomeration in paints (1). 

Though wet phase coating of particles has been practiced for long and 
even for large scale manufacture of commodities, it is a demanding and costly 
process (4). An alternative route is to coat particles by gas-phase processes that 
do not involve liquid by-products, offer easier particle collection and can reduce 
the multiple steps of wet processes (5). Despite its advantages, coating of 
particles in the gas-phase is challenging, as particle growth is much faster than 
in liquids. As a result, it is quite difficult to control and develop a scalable gas-
phase coating process. So, even commercial particles made by aerosol routes 
(e.g., TiO2 made by the “chloride” process) are always coated by wet processes. 

Despite this industrial “reality”, significant effort has been made in 
understanding the fundamentals of aerosol particle coating in academic 
laboratories and developing such processes industrially (6). Hung and Katz (7) 
investigated the formation of mixed TiO2-SiO2 powders in a counter-flow 
diffusion burner and identified conditions for synthesis of such core-shell 
particles by varying the inlet Si/Ti from 0.15 to 3. Akhtar et al. (8) made TiO2-
SiO2 particles by co-oxidation of their chloride precursors in a hot-wall reactor 
and found silica films on TiO2 by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy at inlet 
Si/Ti = 0.04 – 0.20. Fotou et al. (9) made and simulated flame-coating of 
suspended fibers with smooth or rough layers by controlling the sintering rate of 
flame-made silica coating particles. Powell et al. (10, 11) deposited silica or 
alumina coatings on TiO2 particles made in a hot-wall reactor at inlet SiO2/TiO2 
= 0.007 – 0.18. Increasing the flow rate of the coating precursor (SiCl4 or AlCl3) 
led to rougher coatings by formation of separate silica or alumina particles. 
Improving the mixing of the coating precursor with the core particles led to 
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smoother coating shells. A moment model was developed for this process at 
isothermal conditions by Jain et al. (12) that was in qualitative agreement with 
Powell et al. (11). Ehrman et al. (13) made SiO2/TiO2 particles including coated 
ones in a premixed flame reactor at inlet Si/Ti = 1. Teleki et al. (14) observed 
smooth SiO2 coatings on TiO2 particles by rapid quenching of the flame with a 
critical flow nozzle (15). Rough and smooth coating shells were made at inlet 
Si/Ti = 0.33, otherwise segregated ones were formed. King et al. (16) have used 
atomic layer deposition to smoothly coat TiO2 particles with SiO2 layer-by-layer 
without increasing their aggregation in a fluidized bed. Sheen et al. (17) made 
coated composite particles in a sliding co-flow diffusion flame at inlet Si/Ti = 4 
– 57. Recently, Teleki et al. (18) hermetically coated flame-made TiO2 particles 
with nanothin SiO2 (mole Si/Ti = 0.066 – 0.4) shells by injecting the SiO2 
precursor vapor into an enclosed flame reactor at a location where TiO2 primary 
particle growth had been completed. The coating quality was determined by 
Raman, FT-IR, microscopy and photocatalysis of isopropanol in suspensions of 
these particles. Teleki et al. (19) showed also that improving the mixing 
between core aerosol and coating precursor vapor increases the fraction of 
coated core particles and the quality of coating, experimentally and by 
computational fluid dynamics. 

Today, there is a reasonable understanding of what is needed to coat 
particles. For example, minimal coating thickness and high efficiency are 
required in coating TiO2 or Fe2O3 particles to minimize the costs of coating 
material or maximize the bulk properties of the core particle like magnetization 
performance (20). Smooth coatings give consistent optical performance while 
rough ones facilitate minimization of agglomeration (1). Furthermore there is a 
reasonable understanding on how to control coating of aerosol-made particles in 
various laboratory scale flame, hot-wall or fluidized-bed aerosol reactors. 

Here, emphasis is placed on the quantitative understanding of aerosol 
coating processes. Gas-phase synthesis of nanothin coating shells on aerosol 
core primary particles is investigated theoretically accounting for monodisperse 
core (21) and bimodal coating particle dynamics (22) by coagulation, sintering 
and surface growth. Emphasis is placed on understanding the effect of aerosol 
process parameters and formation pathways, gas-phase or surface reaction, on 
the efficiency of the process, texture of the coating shells (smooth or rough) and 
the equivalent thickness of the coating shell. The results of the simulations are 
compared with experimental data. 
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3.2 Theory 
 
Figure 3.1 shows a schematic of the coating process (left hand side) and the 
evolution of the trimodal particle size distribution (right hand side). Core 
aerosol particles (e.g., TiO2, white) that no longer sinter enter the coating unit 
with number concentration Nc well-mixed with coating precursor vapor (e.g., 
HMDSO, black dots) of concentration C. Coating monomers (e.g., SiO2, blue 
dots) with concentration N1 are generated by precursor oxidation (23) and 
coagulate either with core particles creating immediately smooth shells of 
volume concentration Vs or among themselves forming fractal-like or spherical 
coating particles of concentration N2 with surface area and volume 
concentrations A2 and V2, respectively. 

These coating particles result in rough shells of area and volume 
concentration Ar and Vr, respectively, by coagulation with core particles. Rough 
shells are smoothed out by sintering, depending on their (primary) particle 
diameter, dpr, and temperature. Oxidation of coating vapor (e.g., HMSDO) may 
take place also on the surface of core or coating particles leading to smooth 
shells or bigger coating particles, respectively. Core particles coagulate to form 
agglomerates but not aggregates as their coating takes place when their sintering 
has ended (24). So their number concentration Nc changes but the total number 
of core primary particles is constant. 

During HMDSO vapor oxidation in the gas-phase, coating (SiO2) 
monomers are formed that grow into large coating particles by coagulation or 
deposit onto core particles forming smooth shells (Fig. 3.1a). Also HMDSO can 
decompose onto the particles forming SiO2 by surface reaction. As the HMDSO 
oxidation ceases, coating monomers are depleted while coating particles start to 
deposit onto the core particles to form rough shells and a typical bimodal 
coating monomer/particle distribution develops (Fig. 3.1b). As coating 
monomers disappear, coating aggregates and agglomerates form a unimodal 
distribution and deposit onto the core particles while rough shells are smoothed 
out by sintering (Fig. 3.1c). The implementation of this model is shown in 
Appendix J.  
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Figure 3.1 Schematic of the coating process (left) and the corresponding evolution of the
trimodal particle size distribution (right): a) formation of coating monomers and particles
as well as smooth shells on the core particles from conversion of the corresponding
precursor vapor, b) end of coating precursor vapor conversion and growth of coating
particles into aggregates and rough and smooth shells, c) formation of coating
agglomerates and fractal-like coating shells. 
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3.2.1 Oxidation of Coating Precursor 
 
The coating precursor vapor (e.g., HMDSO) can react with oxygen either in the 
gas-phase, generating coating monomers or on particle surfaces, leading to 
surface growth. So the overall oxidation rate of coating precursor vapor is: 
 

 g s

dC C dQ C dQ
kC k k C

dt Q dt Q dt
      (3.1) 

 
The first right hand side (RHS) term accounts for the overall (gas-phase and 
surface) oxidation of HMDSO: 
 
C6H18OSi2 + 12 O2   →   2 SiO2 + 6 CO2 + 9 H2O 
 

with k = 41017exp(−3.7105/(8.314T)) s−1 (13). The second RHS term 
accounts for the change in gas volume and composition by cooling and reaction. 
The gas flow rate, Q, is calculated by ideal gas law accounting for the 
concentration of each gaseous species including the reaction above and changes 
in temperature (25). 

The overall surface oxidation rate of HMDSO is not known, but its 
impact on coating can be estimated here considering that it encompasses two 
steps: a) transport of HMDSO molecules to the particle surface and b) their 
oxidation there. The rate of HMDSO transport to coating and core particles is 
determined by their respective collision frequencies, βp,2 and βp,c. When there is 
no information about the second step, the oxidation rate of the colliding 
molecules on the particle surface (e.g., surface oxidation of HMDSO), the 
overall surface oxidation rate constant, ks, for transport and reaction can be 
written as: 

 

2 ,2 2 ,s p c p c ck N N     (3.2) 
 
where βp,2N2 and βp,cNc describe the rate of transport of HMDSO molecules to 
the surface of coating and core particles, respectively. The α2 and αc describe the 
fraction of arriving HMDSO molecules that are oxidized on the particle surface 
(26), also called efficiency of collisions. Assuming for simplicity α = α2 = αc, 
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two limiting cases then are distinguished: for instantaneous surface reaction 
αmax = 1 and no surface reaction αmax = 0. Molecules that have not been oxidized 
on the particle surface (e.g., the fraction 1−α) return into the gas-phase 
immediately after collision. 

For a finite overall surface reaction rate (α nonzero) with reaction order 
equal to that of the overall gas-phase reaction (e.g., TiCl4 (27)) the gas-phase 
oxidation rate constant, kg, is defined for an overall surface oxidation rate 
smaller than the overall oxidation rate (ks < k) as the difference between the two 
oxidation rate constants (27, 28): 
 

g sk k k   (3.3a) 

max   (3.3b) 
 
where αmax is the maximum value which usually has to be determined 
experimentally (26). When the aerosol surface area increases so much that the 
estimated overall surface oxidation rate becomes higher than the overall 
oxidation rate (ks > k), surface reaction dominates and gas-phase reaction stops. 
In the model the gas-phase oxidation rate constant and the fraction of successful 
collisions are defined then as (28): 
 

0gk   (3.4a) 

 ,2 2 ,p p c c

k

N N


 



 

(3.4b) 

 
So the surface oxidation rate of the coating precursor vapor does not exceed the 
experimentally determined k and the gas-phase generation of coating monomers 
stops (kg = 0) while coating precursor vapor is oxidized only on particle 
surfaces. Here calculations are carried out for the two limiting cases αmax = 1 and 
αmax = 0. 
 

3.2.2 Coating Particle Dynamics 
 
The evolution of coating monomers (index 1) and particles (index 2) is 
described with a bimodal model (22) extended for coagulation with core 
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particles (index c) but without surface growth on monomers as here the coating 
precursor (HMDSO) generates two monomers per molecule (nm = 2). The 
coating monomers represent the smallest possible coating particle (23) 
corresponding to SiO2 molecules with a diameter of 0.4 nm (29). 

The rate of change of the coating monomer number concentration, N1, 
is: 
 

21 1
1,1 1 1,2 1 2 1, 1

1

2 1m g c c

dN Nr dQ
n k C N N N N N

dt r Q dt
      


 (3.5) 

 
where nm = 2 for HMDSO. The collision frequencies, β, are calculated with the 
Fuchs interpolation function (21). The size ratio r = v2/v1 weighs monomer-
monomer collisions and preserves the particle number and volume concentration 
(30). The first RHS term describes formation of coating monomers by gas-phase 
oxidation. The second and third RHS terms account for the loss of coating 
monomers by coagulation with monomers and coating particles, respectively. 
The fourth accounts for the loss of coating monomers by coagulation with core 
particles (forming smooth coating shells) and the fifth for the changing gas flow 
rate. 

The rate of change of coating particle number concentration, N2, is: 
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 (3.6) 

 
The first RHS term describes the gain by coagulation of coating monomers, the 
second and third RHS terms account for the loss of coating particles by 
coagulation among themselves and with core particles (forming rough coating 
shells). The fourth RHS term accounts for the changing gas flow rate. 

The rate of change of surface area concentration of coating particles, 
A2, is similar to eq. 3.6 and defined as: 
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(3.7) 

 
The fourth RHS term describes the loss of A2 by sintering of coating aggregates 
(31, 32) and the fifth RHS term the gain by surface oxidation of coating 
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precursor vapor (22). The sintering time for SiO2 has been calculated with the 
equation of Tsantilis et al. (33) with dp,min = 1 nm. Similarly, the rate of change 
of volume concentration of coating particles, V2, is: 
 

22 2
1,1 1 1 1,2 1 2 1 ,2 2 1 2, 2 2

1

2 1 p m c c

dV Vr dQ
N v N N v CN n v N N v

dt r Q dt
       


 (3.8) 

 
The collision diameter of coating particles for the calculation of β (21) is 
defined as (25): 
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 (3.9) 

 
The coating particles grow as aggregates or agglomerates with constant fractal 
dimension Df = 1.8 (34). 
 

3.2.3 Core Particle Dynamics 
 
Coating of core particles is optimal when core primary particle growth (and 
their sintering) has stopped (18). As a result, during coating the initial core 
primary particle diameter, dpc, and the total number of core primary particles, 
Ncnpc, remains constant. So the evolution of the number concentration of core 
agglomerate particles, Nc, can be described by a monodisperse coagulation 
model: 
 

2
,

1

2
c c

c c c

dN N dQ
N

dt Q dt
    (3.10) 

 
where the coagulation rate of core agglomerates is given by Kruis et al. (21) 
with the core collision diameter from section 3.2.3.2 accounting for the coating 
shell. 
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3.2.3.1 Coating of Core Particles 
 
The coating shells on the core primary particles are distinguished into rough and 
smooth and described by their surface area and volume concentrations. So, the 
rate of change of rough coating shell surface area concentration, Ar, is: 
 

 2, 2 2
r r r

c c

pr

dA A A dQ
N N a

dt Q dtd



    

(3.11) 

 
where dpr is the primary particle diameter of the coating aggregates making up 
the rough coating shells: dpr = 6Vr/Ar (9). The first RHS term describes the 
surface area increase by coagulation of coating and core particles, the second 
RHS term accounts for the loss of Ar by sintering of rough into smooth coating 
shell lamellae that have negligible surface area (section 3.7). Similarly, the rate 
of change of rough coating shell volume concentration, Vr, is given by: 
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r r r
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(3.12) 

 
The rate of change of smooth coating shell volume concentration, Vs, is given 
by: 
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(3.13) 

 
where the first RHS term accounts for coagulation of coating monomers with 
core particles, the second RHS term for the gain by sintering of rough into 
smooth coating shells and the third RHS term for the gain by surface oxidation 
of coating precursor vapor. The surface area concentration of smooth coating 
shells, As, is calculated as the area of spheres with the volume of the core 
particles and smooth coating shells. 
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3.2.3.2 Collision Diameter of Core Agglomerates 
with Smooth or Rough Shells 

 
The coating particles (section 3.2.2) form fractal-like structures upon deposition 
on core agglomerates as shown exemplarily in Figure 3.2a. There the core 
agglomerate consists of four core primary particles with diameter dpc each 
having spherical smooth and fractal-like rough coating shells. The collision 
diameter of these core agglomerates dc, is calculated at two extreme limiting 
cases: a) an evenly distributed, spherical coating shell on the core particle (Fig. 
3.2b) or b) a fractal-like particle composed of monodisperse primary particles 
with equal area and volume. a) Assuming that smooth and rough shells are 
evenly and smoothly distributed over the core primary particles, one can 
calculate by mass balance the enlarged primary particle diameter as the diameter 
of a sphere with the volume of the initial core primary particle plus its total 
coating volume of thickness δ (Fig. 3.2b): 
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 (3.14a) 

 
The number of core primary particles per core agglomerate, npc, is calculated by 
dividing the constant initial number of core primary particles, Nc0npc0, by the 
number of core agglomerates, Nc, accounting for the change in gas volume by 
cooling: 
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The smooth shell coated core agglomerate collision diameter, dcs, is (eq. 3.9): 
 

1

fD

cs pcs pcd d n  (3.14c) 

 
b) The fractal-like coated core agglomerate (Fig. 3.2a) consists of monodisperse 
primary particles with the same surface area and solid volume as the constituent 
core particles and coating shells (Fig. 3.2c). Core primary particles encapsulated 
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with a smooth coating shell are accounted for as primary particles with diameter 
dpcδ, the diameter of a sphere with the volume of the initial core primary particle 
plus the smooth coating volume per core primary particle: 
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 (3.15a) 

 
The monodisperse primary particle diameter, dpcr, of that agglomerate (Fig. 
3.2c) is: 
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 (3.15b) 

 
where the brackets of the nominator represent the volume of core primary 
particles plus smooth and rough coating shells. 

The dpcr could be smaller than the core primary particle diameter, dpc 
(constant), as it accounts for the fractal-like rough coating shell consisting of 
coating primary particles much smaller than dpc. 

The number of monodisperse primary particles, npcr, is obtained by 
dividing the volume of core primary particles, the smooth and rough coating 
shells by the volume of the equivalent monodisperse primary particles dpcr: 
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(3.15c) 

 
So the fractal-like shell coated core agglomerate collision diameter is: 
 

1

fD

cr pcr pcrd d n  (3.15d) 

 
Here, calculations are carried out for both dcs and dcr to bracket the limits of 
aerosol coating morphology and dynamics.  
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Figure 3.2 Schematic of two limiting cases for calculation of the collision diameter of
fractal-like coated core agglomerate (a) having original core primary particle diameter
dpc: b) dcs when accounting for the deposited coating as evenly distributed smooth shells
with total thickness δ. So, its new primary particle diameter is dpcs = dpc + 2δ. c) dcr when
describing the core agglomerate and fractal-like coating as one agglomerate with equal
surface area and volume consisting of npcr equivalent monodisperse primary particles of
diameter dpcr. 
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3.2.4 Coating Shell Characteristics 
 

The total coating thickness, , is defined as the thickness of a perfectly smooth 
and dense coating shell with volume concentration Vs + Vr: 
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(3.16) 

 

Similarly the thickness of the smooth coating shell, s, is: 
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(3.17) 

 
The texture of the coating shell is characterized by the fraction of smooth 
coating volume concentration of the total coating shell volume concentration, σ: 
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The coating efficiency, , is the fraction of coating precursor vapor that has 
formed coating shells on core particles: 
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3.2.5 Simulation Conditions 
 
The initial temperature of the mixture of core TiO2 aerosol and HMDSO vapor 
is T = 1350 K (Fig. 3.3, solid line). The temperature decreases with cooling rate 
CR = 2×103 K/s to account for heat losses of the coating reactor (19). Then the 
oxidation of HMDSO is completed within t = 3×10−3 s (Fig. 3.3). 
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The initial composition of the gas flow is determined by combining the 
TiO2 core aerosol, for complete conversion of its precursor, and the HMDSO-
laden flow for the standard experiments of Teleki et al. (18). That way the initial 
composition of the gas flow is 32.5 l/min O2, 11 l/min CO2 and 9.7 l/min H2O 
and 15.8 l/min HMDSO-laden N2 at T = 293 K. This corresponds to a residence 
time of t = 0.1 s in a tubular reactor with diameter 4.5 cm and a length of 30 cm 
(19). 

The TiO2 core particle production rate is always 23.5 g/h and results in 

an initial single core primary particle (npc0 = 1) concentration of Nc0 = 4.231016 
#/m3 at T = 293 K for a primary particle size of dpc = 40 nm and density ρTiO2 = 
4000 kg/m3. The influence of core particle size at constant production rate is 
discussed also for dpc = 100 nm and 400 nm corresponding to initial number 

concentrations of Nc0 = 2.711015 and 4.231013 #/m3 at T = 293 K, 
respectively. The amount of coating is defined by its weight fraction, WF, in the 

Figure 3.3 The evolution of temperature (solid line) and normalized HMDSO
concentration (dashed line) as function of residence time inside the coating reactor. The
initial temperature T = 1350 K decreases with cooling rate CR = 2×103 K/s. 
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total mass of product (coating and core) particles. With density ρSiO2 = 2200 
kg/m3, WF = 20 wt% SiO2 corresponds to an initial number concentration of 
coating precursor vapor of C0 = 6.63×1021 #/m3 at T = 293 K (HMDSO, nm = 2). 
 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Coating Particle Dynamics 
 
Figure 3.4 shows the evolution of coating aerosol: a) monomer (N1, bold lines) 
and particle (N2, thin lines) number concentrations and b) primary particle (dp2, 
bold lines) and collision (d2, thin lines) diameters for the standard conditions of 
Teleki et al. (18) dpc = 40 nm and WF = 20 wt%. Results are shown for 
neglecting (solid and dash-dot lines, αmax = 0) and accounting for surface 
oxidation (dashed lines, αmax = 1). The coating thickness was accounted for 
assuming an evenly distributed smooth shell (eq. 3.14, solid and dashed lines) 
and compared with the fractal-like rough shell (eq. 3.15, dash-dot lines). 

When neglecting HMDSO surface oxidation, the monomer 
concentration decreases slowly until about 0.001 s (Fig. 3.4a, bold solid line) as 
monomer generation and loss by coagulation nearly balance each other. Later on 
(after t = 0.003 s), N1 decreases quite fast as monomer generation ceases since 
HMDSO is fully oxidized (Fig. 3.3, dashed line) and coating monomers grow to 
particles (N2) or form smooth shells on the core particles. The N2 decreases also 
steadily (Fig. 3.4a, thin solid line) but slower than N1 by coagulation with 
coating particles or core particles to form rough shells. 

Accounting for surface oxidation (dashed lines) leads to a faster 
reduction of N1 as the gas-phase monomer generation competes with oxidation 
on the surface of core and coating particles (27: Fig. 1b). This fast reduction of 
coating monomer concentration (thick dashed lines) reduces also N2 (thin 
dashed lines). The fractal-like texture of the coating shell (dash-dot line) hardly 
makes any difference in N1 and N2 evolution when surface oxidation is 
neglected (Fig. 3.4). It is worth noting, however, that coating particle 
concentrations converge within about 0.005 s regardless of accounting or not for 
surface oxidation and the fractal-like structure of the resulting shells on the core 
particles. Coagulation completely masks all these effects. 
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Figure 3.4 The evolution of a) number concentration of coating monomers (bold lines)
and particles (thin lines) and b) primary particle (bold lines) and collision (thin lines)
diameter of coating particles for dpc = 40 nm and WF = 20 wt% for neglecting (solid and
dash-dot lines) and accounting for HMDSO surface oxidation (dashed lines). Collision
diameters are calculated with assuming smooth shells (solid and dashed lines) and
fractal-like rough shells (dash-dot lines). 
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Figure 3.4b shows that when neglecting surface oxidation, the onset of 
aggregate formation takes place at t = 3×10−4 s and that of agglomeration at t = 
0.02 s when dp2 levels off and sintering stops (24). The coating primary particles 
grow faster when accounting for surface oxidation (27: Fig. 1a) and reach the 
onsets of aggregate and agglomerate formation an order of magnitude faster. 
Nevertheless the coating primary particle size at the onset of aggregate 
formation is not much influenced by surface oxidation as well as the final 
coating primary and collision diameters. 

This indicates that a more accurate description of the surface reaction 
may not change considerably the predicted particle sizes at the employed 
process conditions (e.g., temperature and concentrations). The final primary 
particle diameter is 4 nm in coating agglomerates with a collision diameter of 
65 nm. Accounting for fractal-like rough shells (eq. 3.15, dash-dot line) makes 
hardly any difference in coating primary particles size and decreases slightly the 
coating agglomerate size. Apparently accounting for the fractal shells on the 
core particles leads to smaller coating agglomerates by more effective 
scavenging of coating particles with core particles, accelerating the increase of 
coating efficiency as it will be shown next. 
 

3.3.2 Coating Shell Characteristics 
 
Figure 3.5 shows the evolution of a) coating efficiency, ε (bold lines), and 
fraction of smooth coating, σ (thin lines), and b) total, δ (bold lines), and 
smooth, δs (thin lines), coating thickness for the conditions of Fig. 3.4, 
neglecting (solid and dash-dot lines, αmax = 0) and accounting for surface 
oxidation (dashed lines, αmax = 1). The coating thickness was accounted for 
assuming core particles with evenly distributed smooth (eq. 3.14, solid and 
dashed lines) or fractal-like rough coating shells (eq. 3.15, dash-dot lines). 

As coating takes place, coating monomers and particles deposit on the 
surface of core particles increasing steadily the coating efficiency, ε. Early on, 
the fraction of smooth coating, σ, is 100 % as the shell is formed primarily by 
coating monomers and small coating particles (clusters) that sinter fast into 
smooth coating shells. Later on, σ decreases as soon as coating particles start to 
form aggregates (Fig. 3.4b) at t = 3×10−4 s (solid line). Then, sintering becomes 
too slow to smooth out the coating shell. Finally, σ approaches a constant value 
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as soon as ε approaches 100 % and the coating process is completed. Figure 
3.5b shows that coating thickness increases quite fast. At the onset of (coating) 
aggregate formation (t = 3×10−4 s, Fig. 3.4b), δ increases faster than δs in 
agreement with the decreasing fraction of smooth coating (Fig. 3.5a). It can be 
seen that the smooth coating thickness, δs, reaches the final value quite early, at t 
= 2×10−3 s. This happens because the concentration of coating monomers N1 
(which form smooth coating shells) decreases rapidly at that time (Fig. 3.4a). 

Although the detailed reaction kinetics for gas-phase and in particular 
for surface oxidation of HMDSO are unknown and had to be approximated, a 
clear trend emerges: if HMDSO surface oxidation competes effectively with its 
gas-phase oxidation, there is little chance for synthesis of smooth coatings at the 
employed process conditions. As rather smooth coating shells were obtained 
experimentally at these conditions (18), the effect of surface oxidation is 
neglected in subsequent calculations as the surface reaction rate of HMDSO is 
really unknown and perhaps rather small at the employed conditions, but not 
necessarily zero. For example, surface growth of HMDSO is driving growth of 
SiO2 nanofibers or nanowires in flame deposition of antifogging silica films on 
glass substrates at low HMDSO concentrations (35). Similarly, the SiO2 
sintering rate employed here (33) was compared to that by Xiong et al. (36). 
The latter gave much lower coating efficiencies and rougher coating in contrast 
to experimental data (18). As a result, the sintering rate of Tsantilis et al. (33) 
was used in all simulations. 

Accounting for the fractal-like structure of rough coating shells (dash-
dot lines) accelerates the evolution of both ε (Fig. 3.5a) and δ (Fig. 3.5b) by 
higher coagulation rates but reach the same asymptotic values as when 
neglecting it (solid lines). This can be seen also by the slightly lower coating 
particle concentration (N2) at higher residence times in Fig. 3.4a (dash-dot 
lines). The fraction of smooth coating attains a slightly higher value than the 
evenly distributed coating shells (solid line). Perhaps, fractal-like structures 
scavenge more efficiently coating SiO2 monomers up to about t = 0.001 s (Fig. 
3.4a,b). 
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Figure 3.5 The evolution of a) coating efficiency (bold lines) and fraction of smooth
coating (thin lines) and b) total (bold lines) and smooth (thin lines) coating thickness for
dpc = 40 nm and WF = 20 wt% for neglecting (solid and dash-dot lines) and accounting
for HMDSO surface oxidation (dashed lines). Collision diameters are calculated
assuming smooth (solid and dashed lines) or fractal-like rough shells (dash-dot lines). 
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3.3.3 Effect of Core Particle Diameter and Coating Vapor 
Concentration 

 
Figure 3.6 shows the evolution of a) N1 (bold lines) and N2 (thin lines) and b) dp2 
(bold lines) and d2 (thin lines) for lower coating weight fraction, WF = 5 wt% 
(dashed lines), with dpc = 40 nm and bigger core primary particles dpc = 100 
(dash-dot lines) or 400 nm (dotted lines), but with WF = 20 wt% and neglecting 
surface oxidation, accounting for evenly distributed coating shells (eq. 3.14). 
Lowering the WF (dashed lines) leads to generation of less coating monomers 
that result in lower N1 and N2. At the same WF, increasing the core primary 
particle size and therefore decreasing the number concentration of core particles 
hardly affects N1 and N2 that are nearly identical to those of Fig. 3.4a (solid 
lines). 

Figure 3.6b shows that less coating material, WF = 5 wt%, leads to 
slower coating particle growth, with slightly smaller primary particles but 
amazingly little aggregate and agglomerate formation. This is caused by slower 
coagulation rates arising from lower particle concentrations (Fig. 3.6a). At 
higher WF = 20 wt%, increasing the core primary particle size, dpc, leads to 
coating agglomerates with slightly higher collision diameter, but identical 
primary particle size. Larger core primary particles offer less area for coating 
monomer and particle deposition. As a result, more coating material remains in 
the gas-phase to coagulate into larger coating agglomerates. 

Figure 3.7 shows the evolution of coating characteristics for WF = 
5 wt% for dpc = 40 nm (dashed lines) and WF = 20 wt% for dpc = 100 (dash-dot 
lines) and 400 nm (dotted lines) neglecting surface oxidation, all accounting for 
evenly distributed coating shells (eq. 3.14). Decreasing the WF to 5 wt% for 
dpc = 40 nm accelerates the attainment of maximum of coating efficiency (Fig. 
3.7a). Increasing the core particle size to 100 and 400 nm reduces the coating 
efficiency below that of 40 nm core primary particles (Fig. 3.7a) by the lower 
core particle number and area concentrations for deposition. The fraction of 
smooth coating decreases as soon as coating particles start to form aggregates at 
t = 3×10−4 s for dpc = 100 and 400 nm (Fig. 3.7). For WF = 5 wt% only a small 
amount of intermediate rough coating shells is formed decreasing the fraction of 
smooth coating to 95 % between t = 10−3 – 10−2 s in agreement with the short 
duration of aggregate formation (Fig 3.6b). 
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Figure 3.6 The evolution of a) number concentration of coating monomers (bold lines)
and particles (thin lines) and b) primary particle (bold lines) and collision (thin lines)
diameter of coating particles for dpc = 40 nm and WF = 5 wt% (dashed lines), as well as
WF = 20 wt% and dpc = 100 (dash-dot lines) and 400 nm (dotted lines). 
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Figure 3.7 The evolution of a) the coating efficiency (bold lines) and fraction of smooth
coating (thin lines) and b) the evolution of total (bold lines) and smooth (thin lines)
coating thickness for dpc = 40 nm and WF = 5 wt% (dashed lines), as well as
WF = 20 wt% and dpc = 100 (dash-dot lines) and 400 nm (dotted lines).
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Figure 3.7b shows that for WF = 5 wt% the total and smooth coating 
thickness are identical at about 0.6 nm, corresponding to a coating monolayer 
and consistent with the limited formation of aggregates (Fig. 3.6b). At constant 
core particle production rate, increasing the core particle diameter slightly 
increases the smooth coating thickness, but most of the coating texture is quite 
rough with low coating efficiency as most coating material has formed SiO2 
particles rather than shells onto the core TiO2 particles. It is worth noting, 
however, that at WF = 20 wt% for dpc = 400 nm the σ is higher (Fig. 3.7a, dotted 
line) than that for dpc = 100 nm (Fig. 3.7a, dash-dot line) and even higher than 
that for 40 nm (Fig. 3.5a, solid line) at t = 0.1 s. This paradox is attributed to 
formation of large coating particles that hardly reach the core particles, resulting 
in a really low coating efficiency (Fig. 3.7a, dotted line). As a result, one may 
obtain a higher fraction of smooth shells but at reduced and probably 
unacceptable process yield (coating efficiency, ε). 
 

3.3.4 Coating Diagrams and Comparison with Experimental Data 
 
Figure 3.8 shows a) coating efficiency and b) fraction of smooth coating in the 
parameter space of core primary particle diameter, dpc, and coating weight 
fraction, WF, at constant core particle production rate and coating reactor 
residence time t = 0.1 s. Following the analysis above, only evenly distributed 
coating shells (eq. 3.14) have been considered and surface oxidation of HMDSO 
has been neglected as these assumptions do not alter the product characteristics 
considerably. The white contours represent the total, δ (Fig. 3.8a), and smooth 
coating thickness, δs (Fig. 3.8b). The WF ranges from 1 to 50 wt% 
corresponding to a mole Si/Ti = 0.013 – 0.66 that experimentally seems to give 
good coating characteristics (7, 8, 11, 14). 

Increasing the core particle diameter dpc at constant core particle 
production rate does not affect coating efficiency (Fig. 3.8a) up to dpc = 100 nm. 
At these conditions, coagulation of coating particles is fast enough to let all 
coating material deposit onto the core particles, resulting in perfect coating 
efficiencies (ε = 100 %, red). Larger dpc, however, lower the ε (blue) because the 
coagulation rate between core and coating particles is reduced by the low 
concentration of core particles. The coating weight fraction, WF, weakly 
influences ε in the investigated range (Fig. 3.8a). This weak influence can be 
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explained by the corresponding small variation in coating precursor vapor 
concentration compared to the variation in Nc by changing dpc. Increasing dpc by 
a factor of 10 reduces Nc0 by 1000 at constant core particle production rate and 
therefore lowers the core particle surface area concentration by a factor of 10. 
For low WF the range for dpc to achieve high coating efficiencies is slightly 
increased. 

Increasing WF leads to proportionally increasing total coating thickness 
(white contours), depending on coating efficiency. This is consistent with Boies 
et al. (37) who found that the coating precursor flow rate and nitrogen purge gas 
dilution influenced the coating thickness the most in their reactor. Up to dpc = 
100 nm, the total coating thickness increases with dpc as the surface area 
concentration of core particles is decreasing with increasing dpc and ε = 100 % 
(red). Above 100 nm, δ decreases with the decreasing coating efficiency, ε. 

The fraction of smooth coating, σ, reaches up to 100 % (red) for small 
dpc and low WF (Fig. 3.8b) where most of the shell is deposited by the coating 
monomers and small clusters at the high coagulation rates. The apparent 
minimum of δ and σ (blue) is attributed to the formation of aggregates and the 
decreasing coagulation rates of core particles with coating particles as discussed 
in Fig. 3.7. Higher WF lead to more coating particles while larger dpc decrease 
the coagulation rate of coating with core particles, both promoting the formation 
of coating aggregates that finally lead to rough shells (Fig. 3.4b and 3.5a). For 
the largest dpc barely any shells are deposited by coagulation with coating 
particles within the reactor residence time while coagulation with coating 
monomers early in the process still leads to thin smooth shells. The thickness of 
these smooth shells shows a weaker dependence on dpc than the total thickness. 
This faster decrease of the deposited amount of rough shells than that of smooth 
shells leads to an increase of σ after the minimum for increasing dpc. In Fig. 3.8a 
it can be seen that these smoother shells at the largest dpc come, however, at 
fairly low coating efficiencies, which means low and perhaps unacceptable 
process yields. 

The circles in Fig. 3.8 correspond to the experimental conditions of 
Teleki et al. (18) where spherical TiO2 core particles with a diameter of 40 nm 
were coated with WF = 5, 10 and 20 wt% of SiO2 and high ε were reported (few 
separate SiO2 particles in the product), which is consistent with the above 
diagrams. The total and smooth coating thickness are increasing and the fraction 
of smooth coating shells is decreasing for increasing WF consistent with  
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Figure 3.8 The influence of core primary particle diameter and coating weight fraction
on a) coating efficiency and b) fraction of smooth coating at the outlet of the coating unit 
(t = 0.1 s). The white contour lines correspond to a) total and b) smooth coating
thickness. The white circles correspond to experimental data (18). 
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Teleki et al. (18). More specifically, for WF = 20 wt% the simulation 
results in total and smooth coating thicknesses between 2 to 3 nm and 0.7 to 0.8 
nm, respectively, and coating shells with σ = 30 %. This is in agreement with 
Teleki et al. (18) who reported a total coating thickness of 2 nm with rather 
rough surface texture at these conditions. 

This dependency of σ on WF is consistent also with Hung and Katz (7), 
who reported that increasing the precursor concentration ratio (increasing Si/Ti 
or WF) led to less uniform coating thickness distribution on the same core 
particle. For low concentrations of SiO2 precursor vapor, they observed discrete 
spots of SiO2 on TiO2 core particles. The diagram is also consistent with Powell 
et al. (11) who found that increasing the coating precursor vapor concentration 
led to rougher coatings. 

The lower WF = 5 wt % leads to thinner coating shells with a thickness 
a little above 0.4 nm corresponding to a monolayer of coating monomers, too 
thin to be detected by microscopy and without any rough coatings! The presence 
of such a thin SiO2 shell is consistent again with Teleki et al. (18) who observed 
50 % reduction of photo-oxidation of isopropanol to acetone and attributed this 
to partially-coated particles. The thickness and completeness of these totally 
smooth coating shells could be increased by multiple injection of precursor 
vapor of low WF in series building up coating shells layer-by-layer along the 
aerosol reactor similar to atomic layer deposition processes (16). 
 

3.4 Conclusions 
 
A trimodal model for high temperature aerosol coating was developed 
accounting for gas-phase oxidation, coagulation, sintering and surface growth. 
Coating of TiO2 aerosol nanoparticles with nanothin SiO2 shells by 
hexamethyldisiloxane (HMDSO) vapor oxidation was investigated predicting 
the coating thickness, texture and efficiency in terms of design diagrams that 
were consistent with pertinent experimental data. 

Smooth coatings were formed primarily by deposition of freshly-
formed SiO2 monomers and sintering of small SiO2 clusters and to a much lesser 
extent by surface oxidation of HMDSO on the TiO2 core particles. Accounting 
for surface oxidation by a two-step model in the absence of an overall reaction 
rate, resulted in rough coating shells at the employed process conditions. This 
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was in contrast to pertinent experimental data indicating the minimal 
significance of surface reaction here. Accounting also for the structure of shells 
(rough fractal-like or smooth) had little influence on the design calculations at 
the present process conditions. 

The concentrations of core aerosol and coating precursor vapor (here 
HMDSO) had the strongest influence on coating efficiency and shell texture in 
agreement with the literature. Bigger core particles at constant production rate 
lead to lower coating efficiency. Increasing the coating weight fraction hardly 
influences the coating efficiency and leads to proportionally higher total coating 
thickness but also to rougher coating shells. Low concentrations of coating 
precursor vapor and high concentrations of core particles lead to high fractions 
of smooth shells and high coating efficiency. The thickness of these smooth 
shells could be increased by multiple injections of coating precursor vapor at 
low concentrations in series, building up smooth coating shells layer-by-layer. 
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3.6 Nomenclature 
 
Ar surface area concentration of rough coating shell [m2 m−3] 
As surface area concentration of smooth coating shell [m2 m−3] 
A2 surface area concentration of coating particles [m2 m−3] 
a1 surface area of coating monomer [m2] 
a2 surface area of coating particle [m2] 
a2f surface area of fully-coalesced (spherical) coating particle [m2] 
C coating precursor vapor concentration [# m−3] 
C0 initial coating precursor vapor concentration [# m−3] 
CR cooling rate [K s−1] 
Df fractal dimension [-] 
d2 collision diameter of coating particle [m] 
dcs collision diameter of core particle (smooth) [m] 
dcr collision diameter of core particle (fractal-like) [m] 
dpc primary particle diameter of core particle [m] 
dpcr equivalent primary particle diameter of core agglomerate 
 coated with rough shells [m] 
dpcs diameter of core primary particle (smooth) [m] 
dpcδ diameter of core primary particle with smooth coating shell  
 (fractal-like) [m] 
dp,min minimum sintering primary particle diameter [m] 
dpr primary particle diameter of rough coating shell [m] 
dp2 primary particle diameter of coating particle [m] 
k overall oxidation rate constant [s−1] 
kg gas-phase oxidation rate constant [s−1] 
ks overall surface oxidation rate constant [s−1] 
N1 number concentration of coating monomers [# m−3] 
N2 number concentration of coating particles [# m−3] 
Nc number concentration of core particles [# m−3] 
Nc0 initial number concentration of core particles [# m−3] 
nm number of monomers per precursor molecule [-] 
np2 number of primary particles per coating particle [-] 
npc number of core primary particles per core particle [-] 
npc0 initial number of core primary particles per core particle [-] 
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npcr number of equivalent primary particles per core agglomerate 
 coated with rough shells [-] 
Q gas flow rate [m3 s−1] 
Q0 initial gas flow rate [m3 s−1] 
r volume ratio, r = v2/v1 [-] 
T temperature [K] 
t residence time [s] 
Vr volume concentration of rough coating shells [m3 m−3] 
Vs volume concentration of smooth coating shells [m3 m−3] 
V2 volume concentration of coating particles [m3 m−3] 
v1 volume of coating monomer [m3] 
v2 volume of coating particle [m3] 
WF weight fraction of coating material [%] 
 
Greek Letters 
 
α fraction of collisions leading to surface oxidation [-] 
β collision frequency [m3 s−1] 
δ total coating thickness [m] 
δs smooth coating thickness [m] 
ε coating efficiency [%] 
ρSiO2 density of SiO2 [kg m−3] 
ρTiO2 density of TiO2 [kg m−3] 
σ fraction of smooth coating shells [%] 
τ characteristic sintering time [s] 
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3.7 Appendix 
 
Sintering reduces the rough coating shell surface area, Ar, and volume, Vr, 
concentration. For a perfectly smooth and fully coalesced coating no rough 
coating exists and therefore Ar and Vr, converge to zero. As a result the entire 
rough coating shell area concentration is the driving power for sintering, while 
the kinetics are given by the characteristic sintering time (33), τ(dpr): 
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As rough coating shells become smooth by sintering, its volume concentration 
decreases as follows: 
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The gain in smooth coating volume is given by the overall volume balance: 
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Abstract 

 
Core-shell particles preserve the bulk properties (e.g., magnetic, optical) of the 
core while its surface is modified by a shell material. Continuous aerosol 
coating of core TiO2 nanoparticles with nanothin silicon dioxide shells by jet 
injection of hexamethyldisiloxane precursor vapor downstream of titania 
particle formation is elucidated by combining computational fluid and aerosol 
dynamics. The effect of inlet coating vapor concentration and mixing intensity 
on product shell thickness distribution is presented. Rapid mixing of the core 
aerosol with the shell precursor vapor facilitates efficient synthesis of 
hermetically coated core-shell nanoparticles. The predicted extent of hermetic 
coating shells is compared to the measured photocatalytic oxidation of 
isopropanol by such particles as hermetic SiO2 shells prevent the photocatalytic 
activity of titania. Finally the performance of a simpler, plug-flow coating 
model is assessed by comparisons to the present detailed CFD model in terms of 
coating efficiency and silica average shell thickness and texture. 
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4.1 Introduction 
 
Core-shell particles facilitate incorporation of functional particles into host (e.g., 
liquid or polymer) matrices: silica-coated TiO2 pigments (1) and 
superparamagnetic Fe2O3 (2), alumina-coated oxidation resistant Ni (3), non-
toxic plasmonic Ag (4) and carbon-coated Cu for sensors (5). Typically core-
shell particles are made in the liquid phase (6) but there is keen interest to 
develop gas-phase or aerosol coating processes that do not generate liquid by-
products, offer fewer process steps, easier particle collection and hermetic shells 
(2). Coating of particles in the gas-phase, however, is challenging, as particle 
motion and growth are much faster than in liquids. As a result, it is difficult to 
control and develop a scalable gas-phase coating process. So, even 
commercially produced particles made by aerosol routes (e.g., pigmentary TiO2 
made by the “chloride” process (1)) are coated by wet processes (6). 

Coating of TiO2 nanoparticles with SiO2 shells in the gas-phase has 
been investigated experimentally in laboratory aerosol reactors: counter-flow 
diffusion burner (7), hot-wall (8-10), quenched flames (11), atomic layer 
deposition (12), co-flow diffusion flame (13) and spray flames (14). Very little 
however has been done with respect to design aerosol processes for synthesis of 
coated nanoparticles. There are one-dimensional models for flame-aerosol 
coating of fibers by smooth and rough silica films (15), titania nanoparticles by 
silica films in hot wall (16) and flame aerosol reactors (17). Almost nothing has 
been done for developing comprehensive aerosol reactor models combining 
fluid and particle dynamics for synthesis of coated aerosol particles even though 
there are plenty of CFD-aerosol models for uncoated Al2O3 (18), SiO2 (19), 
TiO2 (20-25), and Al (26) nanoparticles. Recently Teleki et al. (27) showed that 
improving the mixing between core aerosol and coating precursor vapor 
increases the fraction of coated core particles and quality of coating, 
experimentally and by CFD, but without accounting for the ensuing particle 
dynamics. 

Here, gas-phase (aerosol) coating is elucidated in considerable detail, 
for the first time to our knowledge, by computational fluid and particle 
dynamics for core particles (TiO2) and coating shells (SiO2). Emphasis is placed 
on understanding the influence of process variables (weight fraction of coating 
shells and jet intensity for mixing of core aerosol and shell precursor vapor) on 
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core-shell product characteristics (coating efficiency, shell thickness and 
texture) by a trimodal aerosol model (17) accounting for SiO2 monomer 
generation, coagulation and sintering. The predicted extent of complete (or 
hermetic) coating shells is compared to the measured photocatalytic oxidation of 
isopropanol by such particles and release of acetone (14, 27). As hermetic SiO2 
shells prevent the photocatalytic activity of TiO2, the performance of coated 
particles is explained by the spatial distribution of shell thickness on core 
particles by detailed reactor flow field analysis. Finally the performance of a 
simpler coating model (17) is assessed by comparisons to the present detailed 
CFD model. 
 

4.2 Theory 

4.2.1 Computational Fluid Dynamics 
 
The aerosol coating reactor (Fig. 4.1a, black lines) simulated here consists of a 
vertical quartz glass tube with diameter di = 4.5 cm and length 35 cm. A torus 
tube (dt = 0.38 cm) ring (dr = 4.7 cm) is positioned at HAB = 20 cm 
corresponding to the reactor of Teleki et al. (14) (Fig. 4.1a, black and grey lines) 
producing core-shell TiO2-SiO2 nanoparticles up to about 36 g/h. The coating 
section of the reactor (HAB = 15 – 50 cm) has been split axially into 1/16 of its 
perimeter (22.5°) to take advantage of its rotational periodicity and is shown 
magnified in Fig. 4.1b. This volume was discretized with an unstructured mesh 
consisting mainly of tetrahedral elements. The mesh has been generated with the 
CFX-Mesh 12.0.1 algorithm with a maximum body spacing of 1 mm and 
minimum/maximum surface spacing of 0.1/1 mm, respectively. Two line 
controls have been incorporated to refine the mesh at the jet inlet and along the 
reactor axis. The mesh generation accounted for periodic boundary conditions 
and inflation layers have been included on all wall boundaries with an 
expansion factor of 1.2 on 5 layers and a maximum thickness of 2 mm. The final 
mesh contains 101’282 nodes (Appendix D). 

The velocity inlet boundary “Inlet” is 5 cm below the torus ring where 
the core aerosol enters with parabolic velocity and concentration profiles (Fig. 
4.1b). The maximum velocity is 7.1 m/s (T = 1900 K, Appendix E) and the core 
aerosol concentrations correspond to a production rate of 24 g/h with a primary 
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particle diameter of 40 nm, consistent with experimental conditions (27). The 
inlet velocity boundary “Torus” has a velocity of 0.72 m/s (T = 300 K) and a 
coating precursor concentration of 0.046 mol/kg for total hexamethyldisiloxane 
(HMDSO)/N2 flow rate Q = 15.8 l/min and SiO2 coating weight fraction WF = 
20 wt% of the product core-shell TiO2-SiO2 nanoparticles. The 15.8 l/min is the 
sum of 0.8 l/min N2 saturated with HMDSO vapor and 15 l/min N2 to increase 
the mixing intensity between HMDSO vapor core TiO2 aerosol (14). Both flows 
are mixed before entering the torus ring pipe at 20° C. The torus ring is 
connected with the reactor tube by 16 openings with dj = 0.06 cm for 
HMDSO/N2 jets pointing 10° away from the reactor tube axis and 20° in 
downstream direction. This configuration induces a swirling aerosol motion in 
the coating zone above the torus ring and helps to prevent stagnation in the core 
particle production zone upstream of the torus ring. The “Exit” boundary is 
defined as outflow type and all other surfaces of the reactor and torus tube are 
included to the wall type boundary “Wall”. The tube wall is made of quartz 
glass with a density of 2201 kg m−3, specific heat capacity 1150 J kg−1 K−1 and 
constant thermal conductivity of 2.5 W m−1 K−1. 

The gas flows at the “Inlet” and “Torus” have the properties of oxygen 
and nitrogen, respectively. The thermal conductivity (a1 = −4.0056e−4, a2 = 
1.0043e−4, a3 = −4.1646e−8, a4 = 1.9678e−11, a5 = −5.1112e−15 and a6 = 
5.3313e−19) and viscosity (a1 = 1.8161e−6, a2 = 7.0697e−4, a3 = −3.1683e−11, 
a4 = 9.8833e−15 and a5 = −1.2194e−18) of the gas mixture in the reactor is 
described by polynomials based on the properties of oxygen (28) which is the 
most abundant species in the reactor (27). 

The simulations have been done with the Ansys Fluent 12.1.4 software 
package (29) in parallel on a PC with 8 cores. The equations were solved with 
second order discretization with the pressure-based 3D solver and Green-Gauss 
Node based gradient option. The SIMPLEC method has been used for the 
Pressure-Velocity coupling with a skewness correction number of 1. Turbulence 
has been described with the Reynolds stress model that successfully predicts 
confined turbulent swirling flows with strong streamline bending (30, 31). 
Gravity has been included with g = 9.81 m s−2 in the axial direction. 
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Figure 4.1 a) Schematic of aerosol coating reactor and torus inlet of the coating
precursor (HMDSO) at height above the burner (HAB) of 20 cm. b) By accounting for 
periodicity, 1/16 (22.5° of the perimeter) of the reactor volume was discretized by the
CFD grid. c) Temperature field on the plane across the reactor axis, showing the hot core
TiO2 aerosol entering the reactor at the bottom (red) and the cool HMDSO/N2 vapor jet 
from the torus ring (blue). 
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4.2.2 Particle Dynamics 
 
The TiO2 core particle dynamics have been simulated with the monodisperse 
model of Kruis et al. (32) resulting in core particle number, area and volume 
concentrations, Nc, Ac and Vc, respectively. Monodisperse particle dynamics are 
justified by the rapid attainment of self-preserving distributions by coagulation 
at the employed high aerosol concentrations. The coating particle and shell 
dynamics have been described in terms of HMDSO, SiO2 monomer number and 
particle number, area and volume concentrations, C, Ns1, Ns2, As2 and Vs2, 
respectively (17). The oxidation rate of HMDSO has been described with an 
Arrhenius reaction rate (33). These equations have been implemented as source 
terms for the user defined scalars (29) (UDS) accounting for the influence of gas 
density. The wall boundary conditions for the UDS had a constant value of 0, 
which describes wall deposition of aerosols by Brownian diffusion. Sintering of 
SiO2 coating particles and shells and TiO2 core particles has been described with 
the characteristic sintering times of Tsantilis et al. (34) and Kobata et al. (35), 
respectively. The fractal dimension of the SiO2 and TiO2 agglomerates was set 
to Df = 1.8 (36). The source code is presented in Appendix K. 

The efficiency of the coating process is defined as the fraction of 
HMDSO vapor ending on the surface of core particles. Coagulation of core TiO2 
particles with SiO2 monomers and particles leads to smooth and rough coating 
shells, respectively. The volume ratio of them was defined as the fraction of 
smooth coating shells (17). Some of the initially rough shells were smoothed out 
by sintering to lamellae (15, 17) along the coating reactor. 
 

4.3. Results and Discussion 

4.3.1 Temperature Field 
 
Figure 4.1c shows the temperature field for 15.8 l/min total mixing flow rate 
through the torus ring consistent with experimental measurements (27). The 
core particle aerosol enters at high temperature (red) at the bottom of the reactor 
and is mixed with coating precursor gas mixture entering from the torus ring 
(HAB = 20 cm) in swirling flow at room temperature (blue). That way the core 
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particle aerosol is cooled and the formation of “dead” volume or recirculation 
upstream of the torus ring is prevented. 
 

4.3.2 Aerosol Mixing and Coating Precursor Reaction 
 
Figure 4.2 shows streamlines of the core particle aerosol flow at HAB º 18 – 26 
cm for HMDSO/N2 total flow rate, Q, of a) 5.8, b) 15.8 and c) 30.8 l/min 
through the torus ring. The color of each streamline shows the SiO2 shell 
thickness evolution on the core particles where blue indicates uncoated TiO2 
core particles. The red iso-surfaces (Fig. 4.2) correspond to 1 % of the initial 
HMDSO concentration in the torus ring. One can see for example how blue 
streamlines below the torus ring change to green as they pass through the red 
HMDSO “cloud” so-to-speak. The distance between the beads on each 
streamline corresponds to a constant time interval ∆t = 0.005 s. Beads on the 
same streamline which are close together indicate low flow velocities, larger 
bead distances indicate higher gas velocities. The grey shading represents the 
vertical tubular wall of the reactor and the torus ring with its 16 jet openings. 

For low mixing intensity, Q = 5.8 l/min (Fig. 4.2a), the 16 HMDSO/N2 
jets (red) do not penetrate the core aerosol at the reactor center axis and are even 
“bent” upwards in the downstream direction. Core particles are coated near the 
wall region where streamlines go through the “red” HMDSO jets and become 
“green”, indicating a shell thickness of around 3 nm. The blue streamlines in the 
center of the reactor pass without deposition of any shells, indicating a shell 
thickness below 0.4 nm. Adjacent streamlines start to turn to the right after 
passing the HMDSO/N2 jets but make only a quarter turn until the reactor exit 
as the swirl speed induced by the mixing jets is quite low. For Q = 15.8 l/min 
(Fig. 4.2b), the HMDSO vapor reaches closer to the reactor center by the higher 
jet inlet velocity. Most of the core aerosol streamlines are focused to the center 
of the reactor by the swirling flow. These core particles get coated with an even 
shell thickness (2 nm, light green). There are few streamlines that bypass the 
torus ring by flowing in-between the jets near the reactor wall region without 
any coating shells on them (blue). The swirl is not strong or large enough to 
capture these streamlines after the torus ring before the entire coating SiO2 
particles have been deposited onto the core particles or the reactor walls. For 
high mixing intensity of Q = 30.8 l/min (Fig. 4.2c), however, the mixing jets 
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reach the reactor center and even carry the shell precursor vapor (HMDSO) 
close to the wall on the opposite side of the reactor. The streamlines flowing in-
between the jets are drawn to the center by the strong swirl that expands close to 
the reactor wall shortly after the torus ring. The still available HMDSO vapor 
and coating SiO2 particles lead to a relatively even shell thickness distribution 
(light blue to green) on all core aerosol streamlines. 
 

4.3.3 Coating Dynamics 
 
Figure 4.3 shows in rows from bottom to top the concentration of a) core 
particle volume (m3/kg), b) coating precursor (mol/kg), c) particle volume 
(m3/kg) and d) total shell (smooth and rough) volume (m3/kg) on the axial 
reactor plane passing through two opposite mixing jet inlets at HAB = 19 – 25 
cm for Q = 5.8 (left column), 15.8 (middle column) and 30.8 l/min (right 
column) HMDSO/N2 through the ring at HAB = 20 cm. The core aerosol flow 
direction is from bottom to top. The legends connecting color with 
concentrations are shown at the right hand side for each row. 

Figure 4.3b shows the concentration of the coating precursor, C. The 
mixing jets are carrying the HMDSO vapor which forms two SiO2-monomers 
by oxidation per HMDSO molecule. The HMDSO concentration is highest 
inside the torus ring where no oxidation takes place as only nitrogen is present. 
After injection into the reactor, the concentration decreases by oxidation and 
dilution by mixing with the core aerosol. The initial concentration is the highest 
for 5.8 l/min (red) and the lowest for 30.8 l/min (light blue) as all cases have the 
same amount of SiO2 in the product particles (WF = 20 wt%) but different N2 
flow rates. It can be seen that for 5.8 l/min the weak mixing jets are not reaching 
very far into the reactor and are even bent upwards (in the downstream 
direction) close to the wall region, because of their low inlet velocity (Fig. 4.2a). 
Also because of this low flow rate, the mixing jet is heated up faster and 
HMDSO oxidation takes place more rapidly leading to a quicker consumption 
of HMDSO. For 15.8 l/min the HMDSO reaches closer to the reactor axis. For 
30.8 l/min, the HMDSO, transported by the faster jets crosses the reactor center, 
reaches nearly the wall on the other side of the reactor, and reacts slower by the 
increased cooling induced by the larger mixing N2 flow rate. 
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The volume concentration of coating SiO2 particles, Vs2, is shown in 
Fig. 4.3c. Inside the reactor, the HMDSO is oxidized forming SiO2 coating 
monomers which grow by coagulation to SiO2 coating particles. At all flow 
rates, the concentration of SiO2 particles first increases by coagulation of the 
SiO2 monomers and later decreases by coagulation with TiO2 core particles 
forming SiO2 shells on their surface as well as by coagulation with other SiO2 
particles and dilution by further mixing with the core aerosol. While for Q = 
5.8 l/min the coating SiO2 particles appear mainly near the reactor wall where 
also the HMDSO oxidation mostly took place, they appear near the reactor axis 
for Q = 15.8 l/min. At high mixing intensity (30.8 l/min) the coating particles 
are distributed across the entire reactor cross-section indicating a good mixing 
of the coating vapor/particles and core (Fig. 4.3a) aerosols. 

Figure 4.3d shows contours of the total coating shell concentration, 
which is the volume of SiO2 deposited on the surface of TiO2 core 
particles.Coating shells are formed in regions where core particles and coating 
monomers/particles are simultaneously present. For Q = 5.8 l/min the coating 
particles are mainly near the reactor wall leading to high coating shell 
concentrations on low core particle concentrations (Fig. 4.3a) which should 
result in quite non-uniformly coated product particles (Fig. 4.2a, dark blue to 
green streamlines). For 15.8 l/min, the coating shell concentration spreads 
across the reactor but uncoated core aerosol flows near the reactor wall 
indicating limited uniformity of core-shell particles. For Q = 30.8 l/min the high 
intensity mixing of core and coating aerosols leads to exposure of all core 
aerosol streamlines to HMDSO/SiO2 resulting in a rather uniform distribution of 
coating shells across the reactor cross section at about HAB = 23 cm (all green) 
and quite possibly to well-coated TiO2 particles. 
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Figure 4.3 Contour plots between HAB = 19 – 25 cm of the concentration of a) core
(TiO2) particle volume, b) coating precursor vapor (HMDSO), c) coating SiO2 particle 
volume and d) coating (SiO2) shell volume per unit mass of gas on the plane through the
inlet of two mixing jets and the reactor axis for HMDSO/N2 flow rate through the torus 
ring at HAB = 20 cm of Q = 5.8 (left column), 15.8 (middle column) and 30.8 l/min (right
column). 
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4.3.4 Shell Thickness Distribution 
 
Figure 4.4 shows the cumulative shell thickness distribution for different total 
mixing flow rates Q = 5.8 (solid line), 15.8 (dashed line), 20.8 (dash-dot line) 
and 30.8 l/min (dash-double-dot line) at HAB = 50 cm for WF = 20 wt%. In this 
graph a vertical line would indicate that all core particles are coated with the 
same shell thickness. The lowest jet-aerosol mixing intensity (5.8 l/min) results 
in the broadest shell thickness, and even bi- or trimodal, distribution between 0 
and 5 nm. Increasing the mixing intensity leads to a narrower shell thickness 
distribution on the core particles and more homogeneous coating characteristics 
in the product particles. 
 

 

 

Figure 4.4 The cumulative shell thickness distribution of product core-shell TiO2-SiO2

nanoparticles for total HMDSO/N2 flow rate Q = 5.8 (solid line), 15.8 (dashed line), 20.8
(dash-dot line) and 30.8 l/min (dash-double-dot line) for WF = 20 wt%. The lowest flow
rate (5.8 l/min) results in the broadest shell thickness distribution (Fig. 4.2a). Increasing
Q leads to a narrower and more uniform shell thickness distribution on the core particles
and, as a result, a more homogeneous product. 
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Figure 4.5 shows the cumulative mass thickness distribution for SiO2 
coating weight fractions WF = 5 (solid line), 10 (dash-dot line), 20 (dashed line) 
and 30 wt% (dotted line) of the core-shell particles at HAB = 50 cm and Q = 
15.8 l/min. Increasing the coating weight fraction leads to broader shell 
thickness distributions. For WF = 5 wt% the shell thickness distribution is the 
narrowest with values between 0 and 1 nm indicating a significant fraction of 
uncoated TiO2 particles (δ < 0.6 nm) in agreement with electron microscopy 
data (14). 

At WF = 20 wt% less than 10% of TiO2 particles is uncoated in good 
agreement with Teleki et al. (14). Increasing WF leads to higher concentrations 
and larger primary particle diameters of SiO2 particles. This leads to a broader 
shell thickness distribution between 0 and 7 nm for WF = 30 wt%. This is in 
agreement with the experimental observations also by Hung and Katz (7) or 

Figure 4.5 The cumulative shell thickness distribution for SiO2 coating weight fraction,
WF, of 5 (solid line), 10 (dash-dot line), 20 (dashed line) and 30 wt% (dotted line) for Q
= 15.8 l/min. Increasing WF leads to larger coating particles and subsequently to broader
shell thickness distributions in the product core-shell TiO2-SiO2 particles. 
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Powell et al. (9, 37) who found that higher coating precursor loadings led to 
broader distributions of shell thickness on the core particles. 

4.3.5 Comparison with Experimental Data on Photochemical 
Activity 

 
Silica coating of TiO2 is applied to prevent its photocatalytic activity in paints 
and polymer composites. So the photooxidation of isopropanol by TiO2 can be 
used as a quantitative measure of how complete or hermetic are the SiO2 shell 
on TiO2 particles. Assuming uniform TiO2 particle surfaces, their overall 
catalytic activity is proportional to their uncoated surface area. This can be 
quantified, for example, by measuring the acetone concentration formed by the 
photooxidation of isopropanol in aqueous suspensions of these particles (27). 

Figure 4.6 shows this normalized photocatalytic activity of SiO2-coated 
TiO2 particles (circles) of Teleki et al. (27) as function of total N2 flow rate, Q, 
at the reactor exit at HAB = 50 cm for WF = 20 wt%. The simulated results are 
shown as the fraction of surface area of particles having a shell thickness less 
than a cut-off thickness δcut = 1.0 (dashed line), 0.6 (dotted line) and 0.4 nm 
(dash-dot line) corresponding to a bit more than a monomer layer of SiO2. For 
particles with a shell thickness less than δcut the uncoated surface area was 
accounted for proportionally with the ratio of its deposited coating volume to 
the coating volume it would need for δcut. The values of δcut might have to be 
adapted for different shell morphology (smooth vs. rough). Uncoated core TiO2 
particles have a normalized photocatalytic activity of 1. Increasing Q decreases 
the fraction of non-hermetically coated particles in good agreement with 
experimental data (27). This sensitivity on δcut decreases for higher mixing flow 
rates and lower fraction non-hermetic coating shells. For Q = 5.8 l/min around 
20 % of the core particle surface is uncoated. These are core TiO2 particles that 
have flown through the center of the coating reactor (Fig. 4.2a). For Q = 15.8 
l/min the fraction of uncoated particles is decreased by the stronger mixing jets, 
but still around 8 % of the core particle surface is uncoated. Most of these 
uncoated particles have flown in-between the HMDSO/N2 jets (Fig. 4.2b). A 
higher HMDSO/N2 flow rate (30.8 l/min) leads to completely hermetic SiO2 
shells on all particles and rather uniform shell thickness for all TiO2 particles 
(Fig. 4.4). 
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Figure 4.7 shows the fraction of non-hermetically coated core particles 
for δcut = 1.0 (dashed line), 0.6 (dotted line) and 0.4 nm (dash-dot line) and the 
measured normalized photocatalytic activity (14) (circles) as function of SiO2 
coating weight fraction at HAB = 50 cm for Q = 15.8 l/min. Increasing the 
coating weight fraction leads to thicker coating shells (Fig. 4.5), and decreases 
the fraction of non-hermetic coating shells. This trend is in agreement with 
experimental data (14) especially for WF > 5 wt%. For 2.5 and 5 wt% there is 
some difference between simulations and experimental data which might be 
attributed to uncertainty on the HMDSO oxidation rate (33) and/or early stage 
sintering of silica (34) in the presence of titania particles. 

Figure 4.6 Fraction of non-hermetically coated core particles predicted by the present
model for various cut-off shell thicknesses of δcut = 1.0 (dashed line), 0.6 (dotted line)
and 0.4 nm (dash-dot line) along with the measured normalized photocatalytic activity
(circles) of isopropanol (IPA) slurries containing such particles as function of total
HMDSO/N2 flow rate, Q at HAB = 50 cm for WF = 20 wt%. Increasing Q decreases the
fraction of non-hermetically coated particles that could participate in the photooxidation
of IPA and release of acetone in agreement with experimental data (27). 
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4.3.6 Comparison of 1D and Present CFD-Interfaced Coating Model 
 
Figure 4.8 shows the axial evolution of a) coating efficiency and mixing-cup 
averages of b) coating primary particle diameter, c) fraction of smooth coatings 
and d) shell thickness along the reactor axis for 1D (thin lines) (17) and present 
CFD-interfaced (bold lines) coating models for Q = 5.8 (solid line), 15.8 
(dashed line) and 30.8 l/min (dash-dot line) for WF = 20 wt%. The dependence 
of all four variables on the mixing flow rate is in agreement between 1D and 
CFD. The simple (plug flow) 1D model predicts faster attainment of the final 
coating efficiency than the CFD model (Fig. 4.8a) as it assumes instantaneous  

Figure 4.7 Fraction of non-hermetically coated core particles and the normalized 
photocatalytic activity (circles) (14) as function of SiO2 coating weight fraction, WF, of 
the core-shell TiO2-SiO2 particles at HAB = 50 cm for Q = 15.8 l/min. Increasing WF 
leads to thicker coating shells, decreasing the fraction of non-hermetically coated 
particles. The sensitivity on δcut decreases for increasing WF. 
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perfect mixing of core aerosol and coating precursor vapor and therefore the 
deposition of coating shells starts earlier. Higher mixing flow rates lead to an 
increase of the coating efficiency further downstream as the mean axial gas 
velocity is higher and particle residence time shorter. 

The SiO2 coating primary particle diameter increases steadily along the 
reactor length (Fig. 4.8b). Lower mixing flow rates lead to higher mixing-cup 

Figure 4.8 Evolution of a) coating efficiency and mixing-cup averages of b) coating
primary particle (SiO2) diameter, c) fraction of smooth shells and d) shell thickness as
function of reactor length from the 1D (thin lines) (17) and CFD (bold lines, this work)
coating models for WF = 5 (solid line), 20 (dashed line) and 30 wt% (dash-dot line) for Q
= 15.8 l/min. 
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averages of the SiO2 primary particle diameter (Fig. 4.8a) as poor mixing with 
core aerosol leads to slower coating deposition rates and more time for SiO2 
coating particle growth at higher temperatures. This spatial difference in SiO2 
particle dynamics is lost by the 1D model resulting in no difference in particle 
dynamics among all mixing flow rates in stark contrast with the CFD model. 
This may not be, however, important as the emphasis of this process is hardly 
on SiO2 primary particle diameter but rather on the shell characteristics. 

The fraction of smooth shells, σ, starts at initially 100 % and decreases 
faster for lower Q because of the larger SiO2 particles formed at these conditions 
(Fig. 4.8c) as discussed in Fig. 4.2a. This is agreement with experimental 
observations (8, 9, 27) of smoother and more hermetic shells at higher mixing  
intensities. The shell thickness (Fig. 4.8d) increases along the reactor axis, 
corresponding to the coating efficiency, at all flow rates with final values 
between 2 and 2.5 nm. For both of these coating characteristics the prediction of 
the 1D and CFD coating models are consistent though the 1D model 
underpredicts by 50 % the final σ as it cannot account for the spatial 
inhomogeneity of temperature and HMDSO/SiO2 composition. 

Figure 4.9 shows the evolution of coating characteristics as in Fig. 4.8 
for SiO2 WF = 5 (solid line), 20 (dashed line) and 30 wt% (dash-dot line) at Q = 
15.8 l/min. Increasing WF delays the attainment of the final coating efficiency 
(Fig. 4.9a), as higher concentrations of coating particles have to be deposited, 
but they converge to similar (nearly perfect) final values. 

Higher WF lead to faster SiO2 coating particle growth (Fig. 4.9b) by 
coagulation and sintering with mixing-cup averages of primary particle sizes 
between 4 and 5 nm for the CFD interfaced simulations that are finally quite 
close to the ones from the 1D model. Larger coating particles lead to rougher 
coating shells and therefore to lower fractions, σ, of smooth coating shells (Fig. 
4.9c) for higher WF in agreement with pertinent experimental data (7, 9, 37). 
For the lowest WF = 5 wt% the present CFD-interfaced simulations also predict 
very smooth coating shells, in agreement with 1D simulations. At higher WF the 
1D model underestimates the σ. The shell thickness increases accordingly to the 
coating efficiency (Fig. 4.9d) where higher WF leads to thicker coating shells. 

The 1D and CFD-interfaced coating models show similar dependence 
on mixing flow rate and coating weight fraction. The difference between these 
two models is mainly the time needed for the calculations and the level of detail  
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of the results especially at the early stages of the coating process. While the 1D 
simulations need seconds to minutes of calculation time, only weakly depending 
on reactor size, the CFD interfaced simulations require hours to days, strongly 
depending on reactor size and CFD mesh quality. 

The 1D coating model simulations are able to predict coating 
efficiency, shell thickness, coating particles sizes and to some extent fraction of 
smooth shells with mean values (17) whereas the CFD interfaced coating model 

Figure 4.9 Evolution of a) coating efficiency and mixing-cup averages of b) coating 
primary particle (SiO2) diameter, c) fraction of smooth shells and d) shell thickness as 
function of reactor length from the 1D (thin lines) (17) and CFD (bold lines, this work) 
coating models for total HMDSO/N2 flow rate of Q = 5.8 (solid line), 15.8 (dashed line)
and 30.8 l/min (dash-dot line) for WF = 20 wt%. 
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simulations presented here are able to give detailed insight into the escaping of 
uncoated core particles caused by reactor geometry and flow field. Furthermore 
it gives a measure of homogeneity of the product core-shell particles with 
distributions of shell thickness and the fraction of smooth shells that cannot be 
offered by the 1D model. 
 

4.4 Conclusions 
 
The dynamics of gas-phase coating of nanoparticles have been investigated by 
interfacing an aerosol coating model with computational fluid dynamics, for the 
first time to our knowledge. The model has elucidated deposition of nanothin 
SiO2 shells on TiO2 core particles by oxidation of hexamethyldisiloxane 
(HMDSO) vapor. As a result, the origin of non-hermetically coated or uncoated 
core particles for varying mixing intensities has been identified. For low mixing 
intensity (5.8 l/min) the mixing jets are not able to penetrate the core particle 
aerosol far enough and a large part of the core particle aerosol flows uncoated 
through the center of the coating zone in the reactor. For intermediate mixing 
intensity (15.8 l/min) a small part of the core particle aerosol is able to flow in-
between the HMDSO/N2 mixing jets without being coated. For the high mixing 
intensity (30.8 l/min), however, the swirl in the coating zone is strong enough to 
capture also the core aerosol flow passing in-between the above jets leading to a 
uniform distribution of hermetic coating shells on the core particles with rather 
narrow thickness distribution. 

The simulated silica shell thickness on titania particles was consistent 
with data from microscopic measurements at various inlet HMDSO 
concentrations. Notably, increasing the SiO2 weight fraction or the mixing 
intensity leads to thicker and more hermetic shells as well as broader 
distributions of silica shell thickness. This progressively limits or blocks the 
photocatalytic activity of such core-shell titania-silica particles, in excellent 
agreement with experimental data of photooxidation of isopropanol with slurries 
of such particles (14, 27). 

The comparison between 1D and CFD interfaced coating model 
simulations showed good agreement especially for coating efficiency and shell 
thickness and less for the fraction of smooth coating shells and SiO2 primary 
particle diameters at low HMDSO/N2 flow rates. The short simulation time from 
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seconds up to few minutes for the 1D model makes it suitable for quick 
estimation of the behavior of aerosol coating reactors. The interface with CFD 
increases the calculation time but results in a higher level of detail of the aerosol 
coating process inside the reactor and the product properties. 

The trimodal aerosol coating model (17) is useful for the optimization 
and scale-up of aerosol coating reactors for the production of particles coated 
with nanometer thin shells. Furthermore interfacing it with CFD here allows 
reducing the gas consumption for the mixing flow by optimizing the number of 
torus rings and mixing jets, reactor size and geometry and leads to identification 
of dead-zones and recirculation inside of the reactor, which leads to better 
control of product uniformity and quality. Finally, optimized aerosol coating 
reactors produce hermetically coated core particles, avoiding post processing 
steps to remove the non-hermetically coated core and the not deposited coating 
particles, leading to possibly more economic manufacturing of coated 
nanoparticles. 
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Abstract 
 
Particles are coated with thin shells to facilitate their processing and 
incorporation into liquid or solid matrices without altering core particle 
properties (coloristic, magnetic, etc.). Here, computational fluid and particle 
dynamics are combined to investigate the geometry of an aerosol reactor for 
continuous coating of freshly-made titanium dioxide core nanoparticles with 
nanothin silica shells by injection of hexamethyldisiloxane (HMDSO) vapor 
downstream of TiO2 particle formation. The focus is on the influence of 
HMDSO vapor jet number and direction in terms of azimuth and inclination jet 
angles on process temperature and coated particle characteristics (shell thickness 
and fraction of uncoated particles). Rapid and homogeneous mixing of core 
particle aerosol and coating precursor vapor facilitates synthesis of core-shell 
nanoparticles with uniform shell thickness and high coating efficiency (minimal 
uncoated core and free coating particles). 
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5.1 Introduction 
 
At industrial scale, particles are made efficiently in the gas-phase (e.g., carbon 
black, fumed silica or pigmentary TiO2) but coated and functionalized typically 
in the liquid-phase (1, 2). Wet-chemistry processing routes, however, result in 
large volumes of undesirable liquid by-products, require many process steps and 
costlier particle collection (3). So there is great interest to develop a continuous, 
gas-phase process to coat particles hermetically with a dense shell in a single 
step (4) while they are still suspended (“on the fly”). 

Aerosol co-oxidation of certain metal precursors leads “naturally” to 
core/shell particles like carbon-coated silica (5), titania (6) or copper (7) and 
V2O5-coated titania (8). Vastly different properties of core and shell materials 
promote formation of V2O5 or C films (e.g., boiling point of V2O5 and TiO2 or 
surface growth of C) on top of the core particles. Other materials, however, 
hardly form coating shells when co-oxidized e.g., C/Pt, where C is oxidized in 
the presence of Pt catalyst (9), C/LiMn2O4 or C/LiFePO4 requiring a second 
stage of coating (10, 11). For SiO2-coated TiO2, for example, co-oxidation may 
form thin SiO2 shells but only within a very narrow window of process 
conditions while typically segregated particles or very thick, matrix-like 
coatings are formed (12, 13). 

Although the advantages of aerosol processing of materials are well 
known (14), the implementation of aerosol coating on industrial (4) and even on 
laboratory (12) scale has been difficult. Particle and shell growth rates in the 
gas-phase are much faster than in liquid-phase making design and control of 
gas-phase coating quite challenging. A notable exception is the functionalization 
of fumed silica to convert it from hydrophilic to hydrophobic in fluidized beds 
(15). Silica coating on TiO2 nanoparticles has been achieved in gas-phase with 
counter-flow diffusion flames (12), hot wall reactors (16), atomic layer 
deposition (17), or chemical vapor deposition (18). Recently on a lab-scale 
spray flame reactor, continuous SiO2 coating of flame-made TiO2 nanoparticles 
(up to 30 g/h) has been achieved by sequentially injecting the SiO2 coating 
precursor vapor downstream of TiO2 core particle formation through a torus 
tube (19), similar to a CFD-optimized flame quenching ring (20). This reactor 
has been used to produce Fe2O3 (21), Ag (22) or Fe2O3-Ag composite (23) 
nanoparticles hermetically coated with thin SiO2 shells. On the other hand, 
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quantitative understanding of aerosol coating has been advanced with 
monodisperse (24), lognormal moment (25), Monte Carlo (26) or trimodal (27) 
coating particle dynamic models combined with computational fluid dynamics 
(28). 

Using the latter (28) model, the effect of operation parameters of 
aerosol coating reactors (19) (e.g., coating precursor concentration and mixing 
flow rate) was elucidated and found in good agreement with experimental data 
of the fraction of uncoated TiO2 core particles. Furthermore the effect of these 
parameters on product characteristics that are difficult to measure (e.g., shell 
thickness distribution) was unraveled. For example, increasing either the coating 
weight fraction or the coating precursor jet flow rate broadens or narrows, 
respectively, the shell thickness distribution. More importantly, with such a 
fluid-particle dynamics model (28), the origin of uncoated particles was traced 
to incomplete mixing of core aerosol and coating precursor vapor. 

Here, this model (28), is used to go beyond what has been investigated 
experimentally. So the focus shifts from the operation (28) to the design 
parameters of aerosol coating reactors and their effect on process temperature, 
spatial distribution and evolution of core-shell product particle characteristics 
(fraction of uncoated particles and shell thickness distribution). 
 

5.2 Reactor and Simulation Conditions 

5.2.1 Aerosol Coating Reactor and CFD 
 
The aerosol coating reactor consists of a vertical quartz glass tube (di = 4.5 cm, 
L = 50 cm) and a torus tube (dt = 0.38 cm) ring (dr = 4.5 cm) with radially 
evenly distributed openings for coating precursor vapor jets (dj = 0.06 cm) at its 
inner side (29). Figure 5.1 shows a) axial and b) horizontal cross-sections of the 
reactor with the definition of inclination angle β (e.g., 20°) and azimuth angle α 
(e.g., 10°) of the 16 evenly distributed (every 22.5°) jets (open arrow) issuing 
the SiO2 coating precursor (HMDSO) carried by N2 into the core particle aerosol 
(filled arrow). 
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Figure 5.1 Axial (a) and horizontal (b) cross-sections of the coating reactor and its torus
ring with 16 evenly distributed coating precursor vapor jet openings (every 22.5°) and
enclosing quartz glass tube along with the definitions of jet inclination, β, and azimuth, α,
angles. 
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Standard simulation conditions correspond to the optimal reactor 
operation parameters (28): TiO2 core particles with diameter dp = 40 nm are 
produced at 24 g/h coated with SiO2 shells having a weight fraction WF = 20 
wt% in the final core-shell TiO2-SiO2 particles (28) (e.g., 6 g/h SiO2 for 24 g/h 
TiO2). The simulations with varying α or β have a total N2 mixing flow rate of Q 
= 15.8 l/min issuing from 16 jets. The number of jets is investigated at constant 
N2 mixing flow rate per jet Qjet = 0.99 l/min. 

Each simulation for α and β as well as number of HMDSO/N2 jets 
requires a separate mesh. This has been generated by accounting for jet direction 
and taking advantage of the rotational periodicity (except the for the case of 1 
jet) by periodic boundary conditions (28). The gases have the properties of 
oxygen for the core particle aerosol and nitrogen for the precursor vapor flow 
through the torus ring. Gravity (g = 9.81 m s−2) is included in the upstream 
direction. Turbulence is described by the Reynolds Stress Model since it gives 
more accurate results for confined swirling flows (30), that are expected here, 
than simpler (31) (e.g., k-ε) turbulence models. The following particle dynamics 
model is connected with source terms for user defined scalars (32) (UDS) to 
Ansys Fluent 12.1.4. All simulations are done in parallel on 8 cores on a desktop 
PC (28). 
 

5.2.2 Particle Dynamics 
 
The trimodal coating particle dynamics model (27) accounts for SiO2 monomer 
generation, coagulation and sintering while terms for surface growth and gas 
volume variation are neglected (27, 28). 
 

5.2.2.1 Coating Particles 
 
The reaction of coating precursor HMDSO is described by a first order reaction 
rate: 
 

g

dC
k C

dt
  (5.1) 

 

with kg = 4×1017exp(−3.7×105/(8.314×T)) s−1 (33). 
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The rates of change of coating monomer number concentration, N1, and 
coating particle number, N2, surface area, A2, and volume, V2, concentration are 
(27): 
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where nm = 2 for HMDSO producing two SiO2 monomers per molecule and 
characteristic sintering time for SiO2, τ2, with dp,min = 1 nm (34). A detailed 
discussion of each term of the following equations can be found in previous 
publications (27, 28) and in the source code of the model (Appendix K). The 
collision diameter of the coating particles is (35): 
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utilizing a constant fractal dimension (36) Df = 1.8 and is used to calculate the 
collision frequency, βi,j, with the Fuchs interpolation function (37). 

5.2.2.2 Core Particles 
 
The rate of change of number, Nc, surface area, Ac, and volume, Vc, 
concentration of core particles is given by (27): 
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Ideally, core primary particles have reached their final size (sintering has 
become negligible) before being coated (19). Therefore it would be sufficient to 
track only the number of core particle agglomerates while the total number of 
core primary particles and their size (surface area) remains constant. To confirm 
that this assumption is correct Ac was tracked by accounting for core particle 
sintering with characteristic sintering time (38), τc, and found to not change at 
the investigated conditions. With these concentrations the core primary particle 
diameter, dpc, and number, npc, and their collision diameter, dcc, is (37): 
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with Df,c = 1.8. 
 

5.2.2.3 Coating Shells 
 
The rate of change of concentrations of rough coating shell surface area, Ar, 
volume, Vr, and smooth coating shell volume, Vs, concentrations are (27): 
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(5.6) 

 
where dpr is the primary particle diameter of the rough coating shells: dpr = 
6Vr/Ar (24). 

5.2.2.4 Coating Shell Characteristics 
 
Product particles are characterized by the equivalent shell thickness, δ, assuming 
uniform shells and the fraction of uncoated core particle surface area, F (28). 
The shell thickness (27), δ, is the thickness of a spherical coating shell with 
constant density (ρSiO2 = 2200 kg/m3) and volume concentration Vs + Vr: 
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Core particles are coated hermetically if their δ exceeds a cut-off thickness, δcut, 
and partially coated or uncoated with δ < δcut, contributing proportionally to F: 
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where the term inside the brackets accounts for partially coated core particles 
proportional to the shell thickness. 

Experimentally F has been obtained by measuring the acetone 
concentration from photocatalytic oxidation of isopropyl alcohol in suspensions 
of such particles (19, 29). This reaction takes place on TiO2 but not on SiO2 so 
its rate is proportional to the (uncoated) TiO2 surface area (39). Here, δcut is set 
to 0.6 nm, corresponding to about 1.5 times the equivalent diameter of a single 
SiO2 molecule (40), according to previous simulations (28) with the same model 
on varying reactor operation parameters and their agreement with several data 
points (28, 29). The δcut = 0.6 nm is consistent with wet-phase SiO2 coating of 
TiO2 nanoparticles: There 12 (41) to 20 (42) wt% of SiO2 coating shells is 
sufficient to inhibit the photocatalytic oxidation of isopropyl alcohol on their 
rutile TiO2 particles (140 m2/g). These weight fractions correspond to average 
coating thickness 0.4 (41) or 0.7 (42) nm bracketing the δcut = 0.6 nm obtained 
before (28) and used here. 
 

5.3 Results and Discussion 

5.3.1 Azimuth Angle of Precursor Vapor Jets 
 
Figure 5.2 shows the 3D-evolution of SiO2 shell thickness (color-coded) on 
TiO2 core particle flow streamlines by oxidation of HMDSO vapor issuing from 
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16 torus ring jets, each with inclination β = 20° and azimuth angle α = a) 0° (no 
swirl), b) 10° and c) 20°. Dark blue indicates uncoated TiO2 particles. The red 
iso-surface corresponds to 1 % of the initial HMDSO concentration in the torus 
ring. The distance between beads on each streamline corresponds to a time 
interval of ∆t = 0.005 s. 

For α = 0° (Fig. 5.2a), all precursor vapor jets focus or aim at the 
reactor axis forming a (cone-like) stagnation point above the level of the torus 
ring. So some HMDSO vapor is transported upstream coating TiO2 particles 
before they have reached the torus ring level (please see green and yellow 
streamlines and beads just below the ring). It can also be seen that most 
streamlines flow parallel to the reactor axis without much mixing with the 
precursor vapor jets unless passing through them. The high axial velocities 
(large distance between beads) downstream of the stagnation point transport 
unreacted HMDSO far downstream along the reactor axis (red surface) but not 
much radially. This leads to well-coated particles along the axis (green and 
yellow streamlines inside the red surface) but partially (light blue) or completely 
uncoated (dark blue) ones towards the reactor wall. 

Intermediate azimuth angles (Fig. 5.2b, α = 10°) mix better the core 
particle aerosol and HMDSO vapor jets by forming a swirl where the HMDSO 
vapor covers a large part of the reactor cross-section (28). Some core particle 
streamlines however still pass in-between the HMDSO vapor jets of the torus 
ring and remain uncoated (dark blue) near the wall even though such 
streamlines swirl. Nevertheless, far more core particles are coated with SiO2 
than for α = 0°. 

Larger azimuth angles (Fig. 5.2c, α = 20°) swirl even more the 
HMDSO vapor forming essentially a short “twister” before widening the swirl 
away from the reactor axis. The HMDSO vapor then stays close to the reactor 
wall while some core particles can pass uncoated through the center of the torus 
ring (dark blue streamlines). Clearly there should be an optimal azimuth angle  
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of the precursor vapor jets for maximum contact between HMDSO and core 
particles (Fig. 5.2a-c). 

Figure 5.3 shows temperature cross-sections along the reactor axis (Fig. 
5.1a) for the conditions of Fig. 5.2. Cold HMDSO/N2 is injected from the torus 
ring (blue, T = 300 K) into the hot core particle aerosol (red, T = 1900 K) 
entering from the bottom. For α = 0° (Fig. 5.2a) the stagnation point leads to 
flows in upstream and downstream direction decreasing markedly the reactor 
temperature above and even below the torus ring (green to light blue). Therefore 
the transport of HMDSO vapor far downstream (Fig. 5.2a, red cone) is caused, 
besides the increased axial velocities (Fig. 5.2a, longer distances between beads 
on streamlines closer to the reactor axis) also by the lower temperatures at the 
reactor axis that result in lower HMDSO oxidation rates (Fig. 5.3a). Further 
downstream (after 3 cm above the ring), the temperature decreases along the 
reactor wall also by heat losses. The upstream flow towards the highest 
temperatures results in some really large SiO2 particles early in the coating 
process (Fig. C.2b) leading to high coating efficiency early on in the process 
(Fig. C.2a). 

For α = 10° there is no stagnation point (20) and upstream HMDSO 
flow. The improved mixing results in a homogeneous temperature distribution at 
about 3 cm above the torus ring (green) and significant fraction of core particles 
being coated as seen in Fig. 5.2b. For α = 20° the temperature remains high (red) 
along the reactor axis by the widened swirl (Fig. 5.2c) preventing mixing of 
HMDSO/N2 gas and TiO2 aerosol. As a result, the temperature decreases steeply 
at the reactor wall right after the ring where most of the HMDSO/N2 flow swirls 
because of the cold HMDSO/N2 jets pointing more towards the reactor wall than 
for α = 10°. This leads to lower HMDSO oxidation rates and decreases the 
coating efficiency to 86 % from 98 % for α = 10° (Fig. 5.2b and C.2a). The 
azimuth angle has a significant effect on the reaction temperature as a 0° – 40° 
variation results in a 200 – 300 K difference (Fig. C.1). 

Figure 5.4 summarizes the above showing the fraction of uncoated core 
particle surface area, F, at the reactor exit as a function of α. The experimentally 
determined fraction of uncoated TiO2 core particle surface at α = 10° (circle) 
(29) is in good agreement with the present simulations as it has been shown also 
for the optimal operation parameters of this reactor (28). The aerosol coating 
model (28) allows now to explore efficiently the influence of α whereas an  
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experimental study may require building a new torus ring for each α. A 
minimum of F of about 0.05 exists between α = 10° and 15°. This is close to the 
optimal azimuth of 10° predicted by CFD for quenching open flame reactors 
(20). Increasing α above 15° increases F drastically up to 0.45 for α = 40° by the 
widened mixing swirl at the reactor axis. Decreasing α below 10° leads to 
unstable mixing conditions (20) and F up to 0.19. 

Figure 5.5 shows the cumulative shell thickness distribution on the core 
particles, which is difficult to determine experimentally, for azimuth α = 0° 
(solid line), 10° (dashed line), 20° (dash-dot line) and 40° (dash-double-dot 
line). Ideally these lines should be nearly vertical corresponding to an equal 
shell thickness on all core particles and therefore a high product particle quality. 

Figure 5.4 Fraction of uncoated core particle surface area, F, as function of HMDSO/N2

jet azimuth angle, α, compared with experimental data (29) (circle) at α = 10°. 
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Increasing the azimuth to 20° and 40° and widening the swirl generated by the 
HMDSO/N2 jets results in increasingly bimodal shell thickness distribution of 
either nearly uncoated core particles originating from the reactor axis or 
relatively thick shells from the reactor wall region. In spite of this 
polydispersity, the large azimuth angles give the highest fraction of smooth 
shells (Fig. C.2c) and smallest free coating particles (Fig. C.2b). It should be 
noted that these distributions could deviate from experimental ones as at each 
streamline the average shell thickness is used for calculation and polydispersity 
of core particles is neglected. 
 
 

Figure 5.5 Cumulative mass distribution as function of SiO2 shell thickness for azimuth 
α = 0° (solid line), 10° (dashed line), 20° (dash-dot line) and 40° (dash-double-dot line). 
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5.3.2 Inclination Angle of Precursor Vapor Jets 
 
Figure 5.6 shows the evolution of SiO2 shell thickness on TiO2 core particles 
across and along the reactor similar to Fig. 5.2 at the standard conditions but for 
inclination angle β = a) −10° (pointing upstream) b) 10° and c) 30° where Fig. 
5.2b shows β = 20°. Decreasing β from 20° to 10° (Fig. 5.6b) creates a hollow 
HMDSO/N2 jet swirl around the reactor axis as in Fig. 5.2c and an increasing 
amount of core particles passes uncoated through the ring as indicated by the 
dark blue streamlines along the reactor axis. For jets with negative β (Fig. 5.6a), 
the HMDSO vapor (red cloud) remains closer to the torus ring level forming a 
stagnation disk. Nevertheless some core particles pass in-between the 
HMDSO/N2 jets uncoated. Increasing β from 20° (Fig. 5.2b) to 30° (Fig. 5.6c) 
leads to a swirl that swipes and contacts most of the core particle flow but again 
core particles are passing in-between the HMDSO vapor jets close to the reactor 
wall remain uncoated. The temperature evolution (Fig. C.3) above the torus ring 
level is quantitatively the same 5 cm above the torus ring for all β. 

Figure 5.7 shows similar to Fig. 5.4 the fraction of uncoated particle 
surface area, F, for α = 10° as function of β. The highest fraction of uncoated 
particles can be seen at β = −10° (upstream direction) of around 0.16 and the 
minimum around 0.02 at β = 30°. For larger inclination angles the fraction of 
uncoated particles increases slightly to 0.04 at β = 50°. Please note that the 
overall dependence of F on β seems to be smaller than on α. The experimental 
datum on the fraction of uncoated particles (29) (Fig. 5.4) was obtained with an 
inclination angle of β = 20° (circle). Also here, each experiment with another β 
would require an arduous modification of the coating reactor while the present 
aerosol coating reactor model (28) allows to screen such designs quite 
efficiently. 
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5.3.3 Number of Precursor Vapor Jets 
 
Figure 5.8 shows the evolution of SiO2 shell thickness (similar to Fig. 5.2) for 
the number of HMDSO/N2 jets njet = a) 1, b) 4, c) 8 and d) 16 with α = 10° and β 
= 20°. The flow rate per jet is Qjet = 0.99 l/min while the total flow rate increases 
with njet corresponding to Q = 15.8 l/min for njet = 16 according to lab-scale 
experiments (29). The total SiO2 coating weight is always WF = 20 wt%, e.g., 
for njet = 1 the jet inlet HMDSO concentration is 16 times higher than that for a 
single jet with njet = 16. Two reactor cross-sections are shown at 4 and 7.5 cm. 
The color on the slices and the streamlines corresponds to the SiO2 shell 
thickness. 

Figure 5.7 Fraction of uncoated core particle surface area, F, as function of HMDSO/N2

jet inclination angle, β, compared with experimental data (29) (circle) at β = 20°. 
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For its simplicity in design and fabrication, single jet injection is 
applied commonly for mixing aerosols from a diffusion (10) or spray (43) 
flame, water sprays (44) or to apply carbon (9) coatings and even in-situ 
functionalization (45). Typically, the jet direction, number and even flow rate 
have been hardly optimized since it would have required tedious modifications 
of the reactor. Flow rate and direction of the injection, however, are crucial for 
high quality mixing and to avoid jet impingement on the opposite reactor wall 
(too strong jet) or close to the jet inlet (too weak). 

Figure 5.8a shows one single HMDSO/N2 jet intercepting relatively 
few core aerosol streamlines. So the HMDSO and resulting SiO2 particles cross 
the reactor in a quite narrow jet flow impinging on the tubular reactor wall 
opposite to the jet inlet. This is not ideal for aerosol reactors as it could lead to 
enhanced losses (deposition) of core and coating particles on the reactor wall. 
The few core particle streamlines that mix with the HMDSO jet obtain relatively 
thick coating shells of around 4 – 5 nm (orange to red) while many core particle 
aerosol streamlines flow around this jet without ever being coated (dark blue). 
The coating thickness distribution on the cross-section slices look like half-
moon shapes formed by two vortexes at their edges as commonly observed for 
jets into crossflows (46). 

Figure 5.8b shows that 4 HMDSO jets introduce a symmetric, swirling 
motion downstream of the torus ring. Some of the SiO2 coating particles are 
transported into the faster swirling region along the reactor axis resulting in 
thicker SiO2 shells there (3 – 4 nm, orange) while part of the SiO2 coating 
particles are crossing over the neighboring jet and are drawn into the slower 
swirling part closer to the reactor wall. Each slice shows four distinct spots of 
coating thickness (white arrows), originating from these SiO2 particles, that are 
enlarging further downstream and rotating slowly around the reactor axis. That 
way coating shells are deposited on core particles across nearly the complete 
reactor cross-section. 

The increased total flow rate of 8 precursor vapor jets (Fig. 5.8c) leads 
to a swirl that is rotationally more symmetric and focused closer to the reactor 
axis. The coating shells are distributed in homogeneous circles which remain 
rather closely confined around the reactor axis and open slowly farther 
downstream. 
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Figure 5.8 Three-dimensional evolution of SiO2 shell thickness on TiO2 core particles
for numbers of precursor vapor jets njet = a) 1, b) 4, c) 8 and d) 16 with constant flow rate
of Qjet = 0.99 l/min per jet similar to Fig. 5.2. Color of streamlines and cross section
slices at 4 and 7.5 cm above the mixing ring correspond to SiO2 shell thickness where
dark blue indicates uncoated TiO2. 
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For 16 jets (Fig. 5.8d) the coating is distributed more evenly across the 
reactor cross-sections broadening these “circles” of coated particles on the slices 
at 4 and 7.5 cm above the torus ring. Please note that Fig. 5.8d is essentially the 
same to Fig. 5.2b as well as the dotted lines for 16 jets in Fig. C.5 and the 
broken lines of Fig. C.1. 

For 1 and 2 jets the temperature increases to a maximum around 5 cm 
above the torus ring level close to where the jet crosses the reactor axis and 
decreases quite rapidly after impinging on the reactor wall (Fig. C.5). More jets 
lead to more homogeneous temperatures across the reactor cross-section. This 
results in lower maximum T for higher jet numbers, caused by the increased 
flow of cold N2, that cools the entire process (Fig. C.5). 

Figure 5.9 shows the fraction of uncoated core particle surface area, F, 
as function of njet and the conditions of Fig. 5.8. The F decreases with increasing 
number of precursor vapor jets from 1 to 4 by the improved and more 
symmetric mixing of core and coating aerosol from 0.3 to 0.05. Between 4 and 8 
jets F increases again up to 0.35 as the jets start to focus the swirl closer to the 
reactor axis. For higher numbers of jets F decreases again to values between 
0.03 and 0.06 for 12 to 32 precursor vapor jets because the mixing swirl starts to 
expand faster across the complete reactor cross-section. Please note that higher 
njet (or Q) could lead to too slow reaction rates and again an increasing F. The 
experimental data (29) (circle) shown also in Figs. 5.4 and 5.7 has been obtained 
for 16 precursor vapor jets. The evolution of average coating efficiency, and the 
fraction of smooth coating show only a weak dependence on the number of jets 
(Fig. C.6). The SiO2 particle diameter and shell thickness, however, show quite 
some sensibility to njet. For example, thicker coating and finer, free coating 
particles are obtained at the highest njet. 

While the azimuth and inclination angle simulations showed a clear 
minimum that would be relatively easy to interpret from experimental data, the 
non-linear behavior for varying number of precursor vapor jets seems be more 
difficult. This shows the great advantage of this aerosol coating reactor model 
(28) that allows looking into the black box of the reactor and elucidating the 
sources for uncoated particles. 
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Figure 5.9 Fraction of uncoated particle surface area, F, as function of the number of 
HMDSO/N2 jets with constant N2 flow rate per jet Qjet = 0.99 l/min compared with 
experimental data (29) (circle) at 16 jets. 
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5.4 Conclusions 
 

The influence of the geometry of an aerosol coating reactor has been 
investigated for SiO2 coating of TiO2 nanoparticles using a computational fluid 
and particle dynamics model focusing on direction and number of coating 
precursor vapor injection jets. 

Increasing the azimuth or decreasing the inclination angle forms 
mixing swirls that are widened at the reactor axis and allow core particles to 
pass the coating zone without deposition of any coating shells. Decreasing the 
azimuth angle focuses the coating precursor vapor at stagnation points or disks 
where large parts of the coating precursor vapor are transported far downstream 
by the high axial velocity and low temperatures originating at the stagnation 
point or disk. The lowest fraction of uncoated particles was found for azimuth 
α = 12.5° or inclination β = 30° which is close to the values found for quenching 
rings of open flames (20) and aerosol coating experiments (19) (α = 10°, β = 
20°). Varying the number of mixing jets elucidated the changing shape of the 
mixing swirl and its influence on the fraction of uncoated core particle surface 
area. 

The presented simulations show how to design and optimize the 
geometry of aerosol coating reactors for continuous gas-phase synthesis of 
coated nanoparticles, with minimal fraction of uncoated particles and maximum 
coating efficiency. 
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5.6 Nomenclature 
 
A2 surface area concentration of coating particles [m2 m−3] 
Ac surface area concentration of core particles [m2 m−3] 
Ac,fc surface area concentration of filly coalesced core particles [m2 m−3] 
Ar surface area concentration of rough coating shell [m2 m−3] 
a1 surface area of coating monomer [m2] 
a2 surface area of coating particle [m2] 
a2f surface area of fully-coalesced (spherical) coating particle [m2] 
C coating precursor vapor concentration [# m−3] 
Df fractal dimension [-] 
dc2 collision diameter of coating particle [m] 
dcc collision diameter of core particle [m] 
dp2 primary particle diameter of coating particle [m] 
dpc primary particle diameter of core particle [m] 
dpr primary particle diameter of coating shell [m] 
F fraction of smooth coating shells [%] 
kg gas-phase oxidation rate constant [s−1] 

 mass flux [kg s−1] 
N1 number concentration of coating monomers [# m−3] 
N2 number concentration of coating particles [# m−3] 
Nc number concentration of core particles [# m−3] 
nm number of monomers per precursor molecule [-] 
np2 number of primary particles per coating particle [-] 
npc number of core primary particles per core particle [-] 
r volume ratio, r = v2/v1 [-] 
V2 volume concentration of coating particles [m3 m−3] 
Vc volume concentration of core particles [m3 m−3] 
Vr volume concentration of rough coating shells [m3 m−3] 
Vs volume concentration of smooth coating shells [m3 m−3] 
v1 volume of coating monomer [m3] 
v2 volume of coating particle [m3] 
WF weight fraction of coating material [%] 
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Greek Letters 
 
α precursor vapor jet azimuth angle [°] 
β precursor vapor jet inclination angle [°] 
βi,j collision frequency [m3 s−1] 
δ total coating thickness [m] 
ρ gas density [kg m−3] 
τi characteristic sintering time [s] 
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Abstract 
 
Titania is the dominant white pigment and photocatalytic material, a key 
component of sunscreens and has promising applications in photovoltaics and 
sensors of organic vapors. The growth of TiO2 nanoparticles by sintering, the 
critical step during their large scale manufacture and processing, is elucidated 
and quantified by molecular dynamics. Highly mobile ions from the particle 
surface fill in the initially concave space between nanoparticles (surface 
diffusion) forming the final, fully-coalesced, spherical-like particle with 
minimal displacement of inner Ti and O ions (grain boundary diffusion) 
revealing also the significance and sequence of these two sintering mechanisms 
of TiO2. A sintering rate for TiO2 nanoparticles is extracted that is much faster 
than that in the literature but nicely converges to it for increasing particle size. 
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6.1 Introduction 
 
Titania (TiO2) nanoparticles have many attractive applications in photovoltaic 
(1) and photocatalytic (2) processes as well as chemo-resistive gas sensors (3) 
and sunscreens (4), while possible health effects of these nanoparticles are 
investigated (5). The performance of TiO2 nanoparticles depends considerably 
on their size and composition which are determined by their sintering rate 
during synthesis and/or post-processing. The sintering rate determines the 
growth rate of nanoparticles and is crucial for design of their gas-phase 
synthesis with controlled size, structure, composition and eventual performance 
in a number of applications (6). 

Most studies of sintering during synthesis of nanoparticles extract 
effective rather than intrinsic sintering rates of TiO2 (7-11). In contrast, Seto et 
al. (12) have proposed a sintering rate for TiO2 and validated it by accounting 
for the detailed fluid mechanics of their hot wall reactor forming rather large 
TiO2 nanoparticles (dp = 10 – 100 nm). Little is known, however, for the 
sintering rate of small TiO2 nanoparticles (dp < 10 nm) as it is difficult to 
reliably measure it. 

On the other hand molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been 
used to study the sintering to full coalescence of metallic and metalloid 
nanoparticles (13, 14) though much less has been done for ceramic ones as their 
force fields and potentials are difficult to determine. Nevertheless Collins et al. 
(15) identified three stages of TiO2 sintering (contact, locking and fusion) using 
the force field of Matsui and Akaogi (16). Similarly, Koparde and Cummings 
(17) investigated the sintering of two TiO2 nanoparticles up to t = 0.5 ns by 
tracking the shrinkage of the center-to-center distance and the growth of the 
sintering neck. They compared MD with phenomenological sintering models, 
investigated the melting of TiO2 nanoparticles (18) and found that the 
transformation size of anatase to rutile titania was only 1.65 nm at T = 1473 K 
which was further decreased for increasing T (19). A review of the literature on 
molecular dynamics simulations of sintering nanoparticles is presented in 
Appendix H. 

The above MD simulations for TiO2 sintering have reached up to no 
more than 1 ns residence time, a duration that is not sufficient for complete 
coalescence of the considered particles. So most of the surface area reduction of 
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such small particles has taken place by adhesion (contact) and neck growth 
(locking) that limited the detailed understanding of sintering mechanisms and, 
most importantly, the extraction of quantitative sintering rates that are needed in 
systematic process design for manufacturing nanoparticles. 

Here, the complete sintering of rutile TiO2 nanoparticles is investigated 
by accelerated MD (20) from adhesion and neck growth to finally full 
coalescence up to several hundred nanoseconds. This allows determining the 
sintering rate of very small TiO2 nanoparticles (dp < 5 nm) by monitoring the 
evolution of their surface area and comparing it to that of larger particles (12, 
21). Here the sintering mechanism of TiO2 is unraveled and its rate of sintering 
or coalescence is quantified, bridging the gap of knowledge from a few 
molecules to several nanometers, the key size range for nanoparticle properties 
and performance. 
 

6.2 Theory 

6.2.1 Molecular Dynamics 
 
The Buckingham-type potential, U, of Matsui and Akaogi (16) is used here as it 
reproduces best the TiO2 crystal structures of rutile, anatase and brookite (22): 
 

  6
exp ij ij i j

ij ij
ij ij ij

r C qq
U r A k

B r r

 
     

 

 (6.1) 

 
where rij is the distance between the centers of ions i and j with their charges qi 
and qj, respectively. The constants Aij, Bij and Cij depend on the Ti or O ion 
combination (Table 6.1). The performance of this force field was investigated 
for simulation of the (110) surface of rutile TiO2 and, even though it was 
developed for bulk TiO2, quite good agreement was found in terms of bond 
lengths (23). This potential also gives similar results to computationally more 
demanding polarizable force fields (24). Comparison of the above force field 
with density functional theory (DFT) showed good agreement for clusters larger 
than Ti9O18 (25).  
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Table 6.1 Parameters for the force field of Matsui and Akaogi (16) 

atom-atom Aij [kcal/mol] Bij [Å] Cij [kcal Å6 mol−1] 

Ti−Ti 717’654 0.154 120.997 

Ti−O 391’053 0.194 290.392 

O−O 271’719 0.234 696.941 
 

 

Here, charge neutral, spherical particles with diameter dp,0 = 2 – 4 nm 
have been cut out from a perfect rutile TiO2 crystal made of multiples of its unit 
cell (26). These particles were equilibrated by temperature rescaling for 100 ps 
with a timestep of 1 fs (22) (Fig. 6.1). The quality of equilibration and energy 
conservation has been tested by integration in the microcanonical ensemble 
(NVE) for additional 100 ps. Two particles with different initial ion velocity 
distribution at each temperature and diameter have been prepared. These have 
been combined to one simulation with a minimum separation of 0.3 nm between 
the closest ion centers of the two particles. For each diameter and temperature, 
four simulations were carried out by initially turning the second particle by 0, 
90, 180 and 270°. Sintering simulations have been carried out in the 

Figure 6.1 Initial configuration of molecular dynamics simulations of sintering TiO2

nanoparticles (Ti: green, O: red) with initial primary particles diameter of dp,0 = 3 nm, 
each consisting of 1365 atoms. Two charge neutral spheres have been cut out of a rutile
TiO2 crystal and equilibrated separately for 100 ps. During equilibration the translational
and rotational momentum has been zeroed by adjusting the velocities of the atoms. The
smallest distance between the atom centers of the two particles was 0.3 nm. 
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microcanonical (NVE, constant energy) and NVE combined with velocity 
scaling every 103 timesteps of 1 or 3 fs (22) (conserved temperature) to 
minimize the influence of temperature control on the dynamics. 

6.2.2 Surface Area Analysis 
 
The particle surface area is determined using the MSMS 6.2.1 program (27) 
which calculates the surface areas of overlapping spheres (here, corresponding 
to Ti or O ions) numerically and analytically. The radius of the probing sphere 
was 2.25 Å corresponding to that of a N2 molecule while the radii of the Ti and 
O ions are their van der Waals radii, 1.96 and 1.52 Å, respectively (28). This 
corresponds to the standard measurement of particle surface area by N2 
adsorption (29). 
 

6.2.3 GPU Acceleration 
 
The simulations have been run on a common graphics card (NVIDIA GeForce 
GTX 295) and a desktop workstation (Dell Precision T3400, Ubuntu 9.10, 
CUDA Version 2.3). Some issues between central (CPU) and graphics 
processing unit (GPU) simulations have to be considered (30), especially for 
single precision floating point operations to achieve quite good energy 
conservation (31). The open source MD code HOOMD-blue 0.8.2 (32) was 
modified to simulate the TiO2 pairwise potential of Matsui and Akaogi (16). The 
original code running on one GPU attains a performance of around 34 CPUs in 
parallel on a distributed memory cluster for Lennard-Jones liquids with rcut = 3σ 
(32). There, significant computational time was used on updating the neighbor 
lists of the ions, but here to account for the long range interactions of the TiO2 
force field all ions have been included in the neighbor lists and therefore it was 
not updated during the simulations. The implemented TiO2 potentials have been 
optimized with single precision runtime math operations and benchmarking the 
code for different block sizes (33). This resulted in a speedup of 114 compared 
to LAMMPS (34) on a single CPU on the same machine for sintering of two 
TiO2 particles with dp,0 = 3 nm (2730 ions). The required memory for the real 
and “ghost” ions limited the sintering simulations to particles with initial 
diameters between 5 and 6 nm on the utilized GPU chip. 
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6.2.4 Characteristic Sintering Time 
 
The characteristic sintering time, τ, is the time needed for the sinter neck 
diameter to reach 83 % of the initial primary particle diameter: lf/dp,0 = 0.83 
(21). This corresponds to a 67 % reduction of excess surface area over that of a 
volume-equivalent fully coalesced sphere. This is close to the reduction of 
excess surface area of (1−1/e) = 63 % by exponential models (35) with constant 
τ (36) that are routinely used in process design for nanoparticle synthesis (11). 

The characteristic sintering time of Kobata et al. (21) is based on a 
surface diffusion neck growth model (37): 
 

16 4 258'000
7.44 10 exppd T

RT
      

 
 (6.2) 

 
where dp is the primary particle diameter (m) and T the temperature (K). Using 
this equation, Kobata et al. (21) predicted a final primary particle size of 50 nm 
in reasonable agreement with experimental data. Based on a grain boundary 
diffusion neck growth model (37), Seto et al. (12) proposed also: 
 

15 4 258'000
9.75 10 exppd T

RT
      

 
 (6.3) 

 
and simulated the evolution of the particle surface area by accounting for the 
flow field in good agreement with the measured TiO2 primary particle diameters 
of TiO2 aggregates (dp = 10 – 100 nm) made in hot-wall aerosol reactors at T = 
300 – 1673 K. 
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6.3 Results and Discussion 

6.3.1 Evolution of Nanoparticle Surface Area by Sintering 
 
Figure 6.2 shows the evolution of the surface area, a, of two TiO2 nanoparticles 
(dp,0 = 3 nm) normalized by their initial surface area, a0, during sintering by MD 
in a microcanonical (NVE) ensemble (constant energy, black line) with a time 
step of 1 fs and conserved temperature (NVE with velocity rescaling, red line) 
with a time step of 3 fs at initial T0 = 1800 K where both simulations result in a 
similar surface area evolution. The insets in Fig. 6.2 show the two TiO2 
nanoparticles (Ti: green and O: red) at t = 0, 0.03, 3 and 150 ns along with the 
predictions of a common phenomenological model (35) (green line) for two 
characteristic sintering times, τ. 

At the beginning (10−5 – 10−3 ns), the two particles approach each other 
and slightly rotate to adjust their lattice planes which has also been observed for 
example for gold nanoparticles by MD (14) and experimentally (38) and might 
be an indication of an oriented attachment mechanism (39) for TiO2 where 
highly mobile particles translate and rotate to find energetically favorable 
contact points. Then their total surface area might even increase slightly by 
deformation arising by their ion interactions. Shortly after, sintering starts 
reducing the surface area in three stages (15): First by about ~ 6 – 7 % through 
adhesion and initial neck growth (18) of the two particles at t = 10−3 – 0.01 ns. 
Second the area is reduced by another 1 – 2 % at 0.01 – 1 ns forming rather oval 
structures where the sinter neck becomes comparable to the particle diameter 
and, finally the third stage at about 1 – 100 ns, where the a/a0 decreases slowly 
by about 10 % to full coalescence by forming a compact, spherical-like particle. 

This stage-wise evolution of sintering has been observed also for 
micron-sized Cu, Ag and UO2 particles (40), by boundary integral simulations 
for viscous sintering of amorphous particles (41) and for MD simulation of iron 
cluster coalescence (42). It is consistent also with previous MD of TiO2 (18) for 
two rutile (dp,0 = 3 nm) particles (Fig. 6.2: blue line) at T = 1473 K (NVE) where 
after the initial peak of surface area by particle deformation, the first stage of 
adhesion leads to a similar area reduction. This first stage by Koparde and 
Cummings (18) occurs later than here because their initial particle separation 
was 1 nm instead of 0.3 nm here. 
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Figure 6.2 Evolution of normalized surface area of two sintering TiO2 nanoparticles (dp,0

= 3 nm) by MD for constant energy (black line) and conserved temperature (red line)
integration at T0 = 1800 K along with the MD simulations (18) at 1473 K (blue line,
constant energy) and the predictions of a phenomenological model (26) with
characteristic sintering times from eq. 6.2 (green solid line) by Kobata et al. (21) and eq.
6.4 (green broken line) developed here. 
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Figure 6.2 shows also that the slope of the final sintering stage is 
comparable to that (solid green line) of the phenomenological model (35) with 
the characteristic sintering time of eq. 6.2. Early deviations between the two 
simulations are caused by the surface area loss by contact and adhesion during 
the first sintering stage that is not accounted for by that model (35) that 
underpredicts the surface area evolution by over an order of magnitude 
indicating that the employed sintering rate of eq. 6.2 is too slow. 

Figure 6.3 shows the evolution of the particle temperature for the 
simulation of Fig. 6.2 for constant energy integration (NVE, black line) and 
conserved temperature (red line). The temperature increases by ∆T = 300 K 
from 10−3 to 100 ns by the conversion of excess surface energy to kinetic energy 
(NVE) whereas it remains around T = 1800 K for the conserved temperature 
simulation (red line). Although temperature control can influence ion dynamics, 

Figure 6.3 Evolution of temperature of two sintering TiO2 nanoparticles (dp,0 = 3 nm) for 
constant energy (black line) and conserved temperature (red line) integration at 1800 K. 
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there is little difference between the two calculations with respect to particle 
surface area dynamics (Fig. 6.2). To compare the present MD data with the 
literature and address realistic systems where in most cases the excess heat is 
removed by colliding gas molecules (42), all subsequent simulations are carried 
out at conserved temperature. 
 

6.3.2 Sintering Mechanism of TiO2 
 
The ion mobility and the intrinsic mechanism of TiO2 nanoparticle sintering are 
elucidated by coloring the Ti and O ions initially on the particle surface yellow 
and blue, respectively, while the bulk ones, green and red, as in Fig. 6.2. Figure 
6.4 shows snapshots of these nanoparticle cross-sections at a) t = 0, b) 0.03 ns, 
c) 3 ns, d) 30 ns, e) 100 ns and f) 150 ns. At t = 0.03 ns, the particles have 
formed a sinter neck mostly by adhesion without much ion relocation leading to 
the rather large area reduction of the first sintering stage (Fig. 6.2). Later on, 
close to the end of the second sintering stage (t = 3 ns), the sinter neck diameter 
has been increased mostly by surface ions (yellow and blue) that have moved 
over the particle surface and found energetically favorable positions that fit the 
local lattice (surface diffusion, filled arrows) filling the initially concave region 
between nanoparticles (Fig. 6.4c). This has led some of the previously bulk ions 
to emerge to the particle surface (open arrows) where they increase their 
mobility. 

During the last sintering stage (t = 30 ns, Fig. 6.4d), the two particles 
have transformed into an oval structured particle. The concave region between 
nanoparticles has been filled completely by initial surface Ti/O ions during 
sintering by surface diffusion. In addition, the initial surface ions forming a 
yellow/blue boundary or zone between coalescing particles (Fig. 6.4b) have 
moved away into the initially concave region between particles (Fig. 6.4e), 
partially contributing to neck growth during sintering by grain boundary 
diffusion. Most of the Ti/O ions initially in the core of the nanoparticles are still 
recognizable and these cores have been deformed slightly by plastic flow (43). 

Finally at t = 150 ns (Fig. 6.4f), the particles have fully coalesced into a 
compact, spherical-like structure. The layer of yellow/blue surface ions at the 
initial outer edges of the two nanoparticles has become very thin or even  
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disappeared at some places (filled arrows). In the core of the fully coalesced 
particle, there are still two regions of only green/red ions indicating that during 
sintering the core Ti/O ions experience little net movement. The surface ions in-
between the original nanoparticles (Fig. 6.4b) have been squeezed out (no 
yellow Ti there) into the formerly concave space between the initial particles 

Figure 6.4 Snapshots of cross-sections of the particles in Fig. 6.2 with Ti and O atoms
initially (t = 0 ns) colored green and red (bulk atoms) or yellow and blue (surface atoms),
respectively, at a) t = 0, b) 0.03 ns, c) 3 ns, d) 30 ns, e) 100 ns and f)150 ns. 
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(open arrows). More green/red bulk ions have emerged to the surface (filled 
arrows) as the initial surface ions (yellow/blue) have diffused towards the neck 
region. These green/red ions have increased mobility upon reaching the surface 
and spread all over it and even on top of the neck region. It is worth noting, 
however, that mostly red (oxygen) ions are there rather than green (titanium) 
consistent with the higher mobility of O than Ti ions (44). Additional snapshot 
of cross-section of TiO2 nanoparticles with dp = 2 – 4 nm are shown in 
Appendix G. 

These results reveal that sintering of TiO2 nanoparticles is caused 
mainly by mobile surface ions while bulk ones remain largely in their place. 
Surface diffusion appears to be the dominant mechanism during TiO2 sintering 
at these particle sizes and temperatures, in agreement with literature (21, 45, 
46). This is not unreasonable given the high mobility of nanoparticle surface 
ions, a signature property of nanomaterials. It should be noted, however, that 
part of sintering takes place also by grain boundary diffusion; a mechanism that 
should become more important with increasing particle size and number of 
grains especially in compacted nanoparticle structures with limited free surface. 
 

6.3.3 Influence of Initial Primary Particle Diameter and Process 
Temperature 

 
Figure 6.5 shows the evolution of normalized surface area of two particles at 
1800 K with initial particle diameter of dp,0 = 2 (solid line), 2.5 (dashed), 3 
(dash-dot), 3.5 (dash-double-dot) and 4 nm (dotted) as average of 4 simulations 
with different initial ion positions (Fig. F.3). For dp,0 = 2 nm (solid line) the 
surface area drops quickly by rapid coalescence as for two liquid droplets (Fig. 
F.1). Increasing the initial particle diameter leads to slower surface area 
reduction by neck growth (second sintering stage, Fig. 6.2) consistent with 
experimental observations (12). The final coalescence stage seems to have a 
similar slope in the logarithmic time for particle diameters, in agreement with 
analytical models (47). The characteristic sintering time, τ, is extracted after the 
excess surface area of the particles (over that of the fully coalesced ones, afc) has 
decreased by 67 % (right axis, horizontal line). This corresponds to a/a0 = 0.86 
or a sintering neck diameter of 83 % of the initial primary particle diameter (21). 
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Figure 6.6 shows these τ (Fig. 6.5) obtained by MD simulations at a) 1800 K 
(circles) and b) 1900 K (squares) and 2000 K (triangles) along with that from 
eq. 6.2 (solid lines) and eq. 6.3 (dashed lines) as function of initial particle 
diameter dp,0 with decreasing line thickness for increasing temperature. For 1800 
K and dp,0 < 3.5 nm (Fig. 6.6a), the τ calculated here by MD are significantly 
lower than those predicted by eqs. 6.2 and 6.3. Nevertheless with increasing 
initial size (dp,0 > 3.5 nm), the τ by MD asymptotically converge in-between 
those predicted by eqs. 6.2 and 6.3 that had been developed for larger particles 
(dp,0 > 10 nm) confirming that MD nicely reproduces these literature results. 
  

Figure 6.5 The evolution of total surface area of equally sized rutile particles with 
various initial diameters, dp,0, at 1800 K. The thin horizontal line where the excess
surface area (right axis) has decreased by 67% defines the characteristic sintering time, τ,
for each particle size. 
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Figure 6.6 The characteristic sintering time, τ, obtained from Fig. 6.5 along with that of
Kobata et al. (21) (solid lines) and Seto et al. (12) (dashed lines) as function of initial
primary particle diameter, dp,0, at a) T = 1800 K (circles) and b) 1900 K (squares) and
2000 K (triangles). The MD simulations are quantified by eq. 6.4 (dotted line). 
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Higher temperatures (Fig. 6.6b) lead to faster sintering and shorter τ, 
again between those of eqs. 6.2 and 6.3. The dotted lines in Fig. 6.6 show a 
nonlinear fit to the MD data (48): 
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(6.4) 

 

with dp in (m), T in (K) and R in (J K−1 mol−1). 

Figure 6.7 The characteristic sintering time obtained by the present MD simulations
(circles) along with those of eqs. 6.2. (solid line), 6.3 (dashed line) and 6.4 (dotted line) 
as function of temperature for dp,0 = 2.5 nm. Increasing the temperature leads to shorter
characteristic sintering times and therefore faster sintering in agreement with
experimental observations. 
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Figure 6.7 shows the τ (circles) obtained by MD (Fig. F.4) along with 
that of eqs. 6.2 (solid line) and 6.3 (dashed line) as function of temperature for 
dp,0 = 2.5 nm as well as the prediction of eq. 6.4 (dotted line). The MD results, 
however, are for these conditions closer to those from eq. 6.3 by Seto et al. (12) 
and the deviation at higher temperatures is attributed to the approaching of the 
melting point of TiO2. The MD data in Fig. 6.6 (symbols) are matched well by 
eq. 6.4 (dotted line). As the these data were not used to develop eq. 6.4 as in Fig. 
6.6, this indicates that this equation is able to predict the slower sintering rates 
(increasing τ) for decreasing temperature and could be used in design of 
processes for synthesis of small TiO2 nanoparticles. So when eq. 6.4 is used in 
the common phenomenological model (35) to describe the nanoparticle surface 
area during sintering with dp,0 = 3 nm and T = 1800 K (Fig. 6.2: green broken 
line), this model comes much closer to the final MD predictions even though it 
does not closely follow the MD-evolution of surface area. 

The shorter τ or faster sintering of smaller nanoparticles given by the 
MD-derived equation 6.4 is another manifestation of material properties being 
different in the nanoscale from the corresponding bulk ones. The higher 
percentage of surface ions in these particles from 10 nm down to 1 nm is the 
most likely reason for their increased sintering rates shown in Fig. 6.6. This is in 
excellent agreement with Seto et al. (12) who had concluded that nanoeffects on 
sintering must occur for dp smaller than 10 nm because no deviation was 
observed for larger particles. The present MD simulations reveal that indeed this 
happens for dp < 4 nm. 
 

6.4 Conclusions 
 
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations elucidate the sintering of small (2 – 4 
nm) rutile TiO2 nanoparticles to complete or full coalescence at 1500 – 2000 K. 
Ions on the particle surface exhibited higher net displacement than bulk ones 
revealing that surface diffusion is the dominant sintering mechanism of TiO2 
nanoparticles. Sintering by grain boundary diffusion takes place to a lesser 
extent but should increase for larger nanoparticles or for compacted ones that 
limit the displacement of surface ions. This might explain conflicting literature 
on the dominance of surface or grain boundary diffusion during TiO2 sintering. 
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The sintering rate was determined quantitatively by monitoring the 
evolution of the surface area of two coalescing particles at various initial sizes. 
Lower temperatures or larger initial particle diameters led to longer sintering. 
For the smallest particle diameters, the MD-obtained sintering rates were 
smaller than that predicted by theory developed for larger particles. An 
expression for the sintering rate of rutile TiO2 nanoparticles has been extracted 
from MD. With increasing particle size and decreasing temperature, this 
expression converges nicely to the literature ones for sintering of larger 
particles. This MD-derived sintering rate facilitates the use of fundamentally-
based phenomenological models in design of processes for large scale 
manufacture and processing of nanoparticles (49). 
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7.1 Research Recommendations 

7.1.1 Coagulation at High Volume Concentrations 
 

Industrial aerosol synthesis of materials is operating at high 
temperatures and precursor loadings for economic manufacturing. At these 
conditions agglomeration leads in absence of fragmentation and restructuring to 
effective volume fractions, φeff, that exceed the constant solid volume fraction, 
φs, of the particles while sintering transforms agglomerates into aggregates with 
smaller φeff. 

Langevin dynamics (LD) simulations have been carried out to 
investigate the coagulation of spherical particles undergoing instantaneous 
coalescence at high volume fraction (1), φs = φeff = constant, of effective 
spherical particles (2) by assuming a constant fractal dimension, Df, (φs = 
constant, φeff increasing) which leads finally to gelation, or between spherical 
particles and a fractal-like growing collector agglomerate (3). 

Recently, LD simulations of nanoparticle coagulation without 
coalescence have been presented (4) where forces between primary particles 
have been accounted for by a pairwise potential, similar to molecular dynamics. 
The interaction potential allowed investigating simultaneous formation and 
restructuring of agglomerates without any assumption on the fractal dimension, 
in fact the fractal dimension was a result of these simulations. Similar 
simulations have been presented for the agglomeration and restructuring in 
shear flows (5) where the inter-particle forces have been described by van der 
Waals forces and hydrodynamic interactions by the Stokes’ law. 

Future research should investigate a combination of LD with pairwise 
potentials to investigate effects of high particle volume concentration on 
coagulation and the formation of agglomerates. That way the description of the 
agglomerate structure would account for restructuring and fragmentation which 
would be more accurate than using collision diameter and constant fractal 
dimension (2). Further, high temperatures in aerosol processes lead to finite 
sintering (coalescence) rates. Recent literature (6) and simulations in our 
laboratory (7, 8) describe the evolution of the structure of aggregates 
undergoing sintering. Combining these aggregate sintering models with LD 
simulations accounting for pairwise potentials (4, 5) would allow a dynamic 
description of simultaneous coagulation, sintering, restructuring and 
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fragmentation. That way the evolution of the fractal-dimension, coagulation 
rate, particle size and effective volume fraction as function of temperature, 
particle concentration, shear rate, etc. could be quantified by expressions which 
are needed as input in multiscale models (9). 

Here (1), it has been assumed that high particle volume concentrations 
do not alter the surrounding gas molecules. This assumption should be 
investigated further to see if high particle concentrations change, for example, 
the temperature of the surrounding gas which in turn directly influences the 
coagulation rate. This could be achieved by models that conserve the total 
energy of the particles and the gas molecules. One would have to account for the 
heating of the particles by the inelastic collisions and instantaneous coalescence 
and the heat transfer from the particles into kinetic energy of the gas molecules 
during their collisions. 

Further, LD simulations accounted so far only for one-way coupling 
where the surrounding fluid influences the particle motion but the fluid is not 
influenced by the presence of the particles. Shielding effects might reduce the 
friction experienced by primary particles in the agglomerate center compared to 
an exposed one at the end of an agglomerate branch. 
 

7.1.2 Aerosol Coating Processes 

7.1.2.1 Aerosol Coating Reactor Design 
 
The fraction of hermetically coated particles is an important measure of product 
quality and depends strongly on the mixing intensity of coating precursor vapor 
and core particle aerosol. So far, the coating reactor flow field has been 
investigated with Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) turbulence models 
describing an average velocity field. That way it was possible to observe 
macroscopic sources for uncoated particles (10) on a desktop PC within a 
relatively short simulation time. 

Large eddy simulations (LES) are computationally much more 
demanding than RANS models but describe the evolution of the largest eddies 
accurately in time and space. Such simulations could elucidate the influence 
turbulence eddies created by the mixing jets on the fraction of coated particles. 
Maybe, certain mixing flow rates lead to conditions where eddies generated by 
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the jets with well mixed core and coating particles alternate with eddies 
containing only core particles, as observed in turbulent mixing aerosol reactors 
(11) or seen in computationally even more demanding direct numerical 
simulations (DNS) (12, 13). Furthermore, jets into cross-flows can oscillate 
because of instable conditions between the jet and the reactor wall upstream of 
the jet inlet. Such oscillations can only be captured by LES or DNS models. 

LES combined with coating particle dynamics (14) of the complete 
aerosol coating reactor (15) could probably require parallelized simulations on a 
cluster. If the computational demand for the complete reactor becomes too high, 
LES  could be used for the coating zone itself, e.g., the fine mesh part of 
previous simulations (16), or only one single mixing jet (17). Recently 
developed hybrid LES-DNS models could increase the accuracy of the flow 
field description, especially the regions of particle formation (18). This is 
essential for thin and smooth coating shells. But, although LES provides deeper 
insights, it does not always lead to much more accurate results for the average 
values than RANS models (19). 

The tubular wall of the aerosol coating reactor is the simplest possible 
shape. Preliminary simulations with simple spray flame models showed that the 
sheath gas is absorbed rapidly into the spray flame immediately after injection 
into the reactor while the fast jet of the spray flame shoots along the reactor 
axis. This creates a volume with low velocity right next to the flame at half of 
the flame length creating recirculations. Design by computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD) could lead wall shapes that reduce these undesired 
recirculations as they might influence the core particle size distribution and 
stability of the coating reactor (20). 

The present simulations showed that injecting the coating precursor 
vapor by one mixing rings can result in uncoated particles even for relatively 
high mixing intensities because of the discrete nature of the mixing jets. 
Preliminary CFD simulations (Appendix B) showed how two coating precursor 
injection rings in series capture core particle aerosol passing uncoated in-
between the jets of the first ring. Further dividing the coating precursor on 
several rings might reduce the amount and growth rate of free coating particles, 
and lead to deposition of smaller coating particles for smooth and hermetic 
shells. Setups with several rings provide more parameters to optimize e.g., the 
number of jets on each ring, their flow rate and direction (azimuth and 
inclination), the coating precursor concentration and the distance between the 
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rings. Reactor design could go even a step further to more complex injections 
where each jet has its independent gas supply and optimized flow rate and 
direction. 

The swirling motion of the present aerosol coating reactor leads to a 
quite stable flow field. Therefore it can be quite difficult to capture uncoated 
core particle aerosol that flows in-between the coating precursor jets. Chaotic 
turbulent mixing (11) could decrease the amount of such uncoated core particle 
flows. The mixing intensity could then be controlled by the turbulence intensity 
covering the complete reactor cross-section. 

Close attention should be paid when changing precursors or solvents of 
the core particle spray flame as it has a considerable influence on the volume 
flow rate and gas temperature downstream in the coating zone (Appendix E). 
Temperature affects the coating precursor reaction rate and coating particle 
dynamics while the flow rate changes particle concentrations and their mixing. 
Further, temperature variations might lead to secondary nucleation of core 
particles after the coating stage, especially for metals. 

The present aerosol coating reactor model (10) could be further 
extended for the simulation of aerosol particle functionalization reactors (21) or 
aerosol plume quenching sections (22) that have a similar construction as 
aerosol coating reactors by accounting for droplet and evaporation dynamics of 
functionalization precursor sprays. 
 

7.1.2.2 Coating Particle Dynamics 
 
The present aerosol coating model (14) has been developed for sequential 
coating where the coating precursor is mixed with the core particle aerosol after 
it has reached the optimal particle size. This model should be extended for cases 
where core and coating precursors are mixed and reacted simultaneously 
following previous work on two component aerosols by Monte Carlo (23) or 
phase transitions by discrete sectional models (24). The presented trimodal 
model could be extended into a 3D-sectional model to elucidate the coating 
thickness distribution on polydisperse core particles in detail. 

The coating model could also be extended towards mixing of two 
particle aerosols of different materials to investigate the distribution of the 
particle combinations (25). Introducing additional equations for a third material 
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might even allow simulating the distribution and preferential depositions of it, 
especially in combination with CFD. This might be of interest for two nozzle 
spray flame experiments synthesizing nanomixtures or preferentially deposited 
noble metals on support materials for catalytic applications (26, 27). 
 

7.1.2.3 Morphology of Core-Shell Structured Particles 
 
The investigation of coating shell morphology and its evolution is of interest for 
process design to find conditions for hermetic and dense coating shells that 
prevent core particle atoms from diffusing through the coating shells and 
accumulate on the shell surface or dissolve into the environment. 

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of core-shell structured 
nanoparticles could be useful to elucidate the morphology and properties of 
coating shells, especially their mechanical and thermal stability. Force fields for 
interesting material combinations have been developed mainly for bulk mixtures 
of, for example, silica-silver (28) or silica-alumina (29), however awaiting 
experimental validation. These are simple force fields that allow large numbers 
of atoms, but further validation is required as in the case of silver the potential 
does not account for a changing oxidation state. 

The evolution of the coating shell morphology on core particles should 
be investigated similar to the morphology of soot particles growing by 
competing surface growth, coagulation and nucleation (30). It has been shown 
that the presence of small particles results in more spherical particles while their 
absence to more fractal-like ones. Similar effects could be expected for coating 
shells where up to a certain coating particle size smooth and dense coating shells 
are formed while the presence of larger coating particles would lead to rough or 
porous coating shells. 

Sintering of viscous flowing coating shells on pairs of rigid core 
particles has been investigated with continuum models (31). It could worth 
revisiting this model and combine it with mesoscale (6) or continuum (32) 
aggregate sintering models to investigate the evolution of aggregates of coated 
particles and, to go even farther, combine them with LD simulations to track 
their growth by sintering and coagulation similar to the discussion above for 
coagulation high volume concentrations (section 7.1.1). 
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7.1.3 Sintering of Nanoparticles 
 
It has been shown here how characteristic times for sintering, τS, can be 
extracted from MD simulations without relying on phenomenological sintering 
models. The present simulation have concentrated on small rutile TiO2 
nanoparticles and could be extended towards anatase TiO2 or combinations of 
both (33) to investigate the dependence of τS on the crystal phase. Simulation 
could also be extended to other materials like SiO2, Al2O3, ZnO, ZrO2 or CeO2 
(Appendix H) to investigate their governing sintering mechanisms and 
dependence on material and crystal phases. The coordination number of primary 
particles (number of neighboring primary particles) seems to have an influence 
on the characteristic sintering rate (34, 35), so the sintering of particle pairs 
should be extended towards several primary particles (36) and compared to 
phenomenological sintering models that have been originally developed for two-
particle sintering (37), but are commonly applied for multi-particle sintering. 
That way, expressions for τS that account for the coordination number of 
primary particles could be obtained as input for continuum aerosol reactor 
models. 

The phenomenological sintering model of Koch and Friedlander (37) is 
usually applied using expression for τS as function of the evolving primary 
particles diameter (38). That way the same characteristic sintering time is used 
for just touching primary particles as well as for such with already developed 
sintering necks as long as they have the same primary particle diameter. 
Therefore it would be of great interest to learn more about the influence of the 
degree of sintering and develop a characteristic sintering time as function of 
primary particle diameter and degree of sintering (e.g., sinter neck diameter). 

It has been shown experimentally that adding silicon as doping atoms 
to aerosol reactors producing TiO2 particles leads, next to different 
morphologies, to smaller primary particles, while aluminum dopants lead to 
larger ones. This indicates that these doping atoms might influence the sintering 
process of titania (39). Molecular dynamics simulations of nanoparticle 
sintering should investigate the influence of dopant element type and 
concentration or surface chemistry to elucidate their effect on the sintering rate 
and mechanism. Ideally this should lead to characteristic sintering times as 
function of doping element type and concentration. However, reliable force 
fields for materials of several elements seem to be more challenging to develop. 
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Polarizable ion force fields might be a starting point, but need further validation 
on the representation of material properties (40). Force fields that allow faster 
simulations with damped long range interactions are preferred to reduce the 
computational demand. 

The formation of polycrystalline particles could be investigated with a 
setup following MD of iron-nickel alloys (41). That way it was possible to 
observe phase transitions starting from the grain boundaries. This could be 
extended to simulate the growth of crystal grains within a single nanoparticle or 
the sintering of polycrystalline nanoparticles. 

Molecular dynamics could also be applied to simulate the sintering of 
core-shell structured particles to study the role of the coating shell as function of 
coating thickness and structure. Here, it was shown for TiO2 nanoparticles that 
the surface atoms have a higher mobility than the bulk atoms. Therefore, it 
would be very interesting to see how a coating shell, for example, of amorphous 
SiO2 would change this difference and quantify its influence on the sintering 
kinetics for application in multiscale models. 
 

7.1.4 General Research Recommendations 
 
Multiscale models are a comprehensive description of a process accounting for 
properties at all length and time scales. It is important to keep in mind that the 
results of simulations at certain length and time scales should provide/quantify 
their results in an easily accessible way as input parameters to other scales as, 
for example, coagulation rates (section 2) or characteristic sintering times 
(section 6). Continuum models for reactor design can make use of these rates 
that are sometimes hardly accessible by experimental methods. 

Graphic processing units (GPU) undergo a rapid development and are 
at the edge of research. Recent GPU chips are capable of double precision 
operations at astonishing rates that increase every year. This technology should 
be observed closely as it allows exploring so far unreached orders of time and 
length scales, for example, with MD or Monte Carlo simulations. 

Energy optimization of nanoclusters with density functional theory 
allows finding possible nucleation routes or growth paths. Recently, the work 
has been extended to investigate the influence of doping atoms on TiO2 
nanoclusters focusing on the doping elements C, N and S and their influence on 
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the electronic structure (42). This should be continued for other doping elements 
like Si, Al or Fe to investigate their influence on the atom dynamics, crystal 
structure and bond formation mechanisms. 

Sensitivity analysis (43, 44) of multiscale aerosol dynamics models 
would provide information which input parameters play the most important role 
and therefore guide which parameters are worth to be investigated in more detail 
first. 
 

7.2 Outlook 
 
The major challenge in future will be connecting simulations at different length 
and time scales in general and specifically in aerosol synthesis of materials. A 
single simulation does not necessarily have to account for all the scales at once, 
but its results should be provided in a form that can be easily used as input for 
simulations at other scales in the framework of a multiscale model. Building 
more reliable rates for mechanisms like sintering or coagulation allow building 
better aerosol reactor models that have a higher predictive capability. 

The vision for future theoretical research is that aerosol reactors will be 
designed completely on computers to target product particle properties before 
the first particle is produced, minimizing expensive trial and error experiments. 
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Abstract 
 
Models and simulations of aerosol synthesis of materials are reviewed focusing 
on flame reactors and selected hot wall, plasma, microwave reactors and local 
phenomena. First the properties of the various aerosol reactors are summarized 
and gas-phase particle dynamics are introduced. Then models of particle 
dynamics and aerosol reactors are reviewed and finally recent developments 
towards multiscale models for aerosol processes are discussed. 
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A.1 Introduction 
 
Aerosols are suspensions of small solid or liquid particles in gases. One 
encounters them every day as, for example, perfume sprays, cigarette smoke, or 
smog. Although aerosol processes play a key role in today’s production of 
nanostructured materials and manufacturing of nano-devices, they are not a 
recent discovery. Particles, maybe even nanoparticles, have been produced 
commercially by controlled flame aerosol processes probably since the ancient 
Chinese generated lamp (carbon) black by combustion of vegetable oils and 
used them as pigments in black inks (1). The aerosol process was already back 
then favored because of its ability to produce fine particles with controlled 
properties. Since then carbon black has developed into the nanostructured 
material with the largest production volume of all aerosol-made materials and 
has found a number of essential applications (2). Without these fluffy, aerosol 
made particles one would probably have to change car tires every so often as the 
motor oil. Since the 1940’s fumed silica is manufactured by flame hydrolysis 
with the AEROSIL process (3). Its development was initially driven by the need 
for a white carbon black as reinforcement agent. Later in the 1950’s production 
of pigmentary or white TiO2 by the chloride process (4, 5) started, mainly 
developed by DuPont de Nemour (6). The history of industrial aerosol processes 
for commodity materials has been summarized (7) and the state-of-the-art of 
aerosol science and technology along with its promising future applications has 
been presented (8). 

The fundamentals of aerosol science have been collected in standard 
text books written by Friedlander (9), Seinfeld and Pandis (10), Kodas and 
Hampden-Smith (11), or Hinds (12) to name only a few. Some of these books 
had been written in the context of atmospheric science which illustrates the 
diversity of aerosol science spanning from clouds to nanotechnology. 

The research literature on aerosol synthesis of materials until 1998 has 
been reviewed by Pratsinis (13) and Wooldridge (14). Recent reviews have 
concentrated on the synthesis of smart flame-made nanoparticles (15), the 
fundamentals of particle formation in flames (16), flame spray pyrolysis (17-19) 
or recent developments from oxides to new salt and metal materials in gas-phase 
(20). Applications of aerosol-made materials have been reviewed recently for 
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catalysts (21), metals and biomaterials (20), gas sensors (22), magnetic 
nanocomposites (23), and nutritional materials (24). 
 

 
 

 

A.2 Aerosol Reactors 
 
Nowadays, 80 – 90 % of all aerosol-made materials are synthesized in flame 
reactors (25). Figure A.1 shows a laboratory pilot scale flame spray pyrolysis 
reactor (19) where solvents and precursors containing the desired elements are 

Figure A.1 Pilot-scale flame spray pyrolysis reactor for high production rates (Courtesy
of Robert Büchel, ETH Zürich) 
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sprayed and subsequently ignited by flamelets. The spray forms droplets that 
evaporate while the solvent and precursor undergo reaction in gas-phase 
resulting in simultaneous thermal energy release and particle formation. Next to 
spray flames also diffusion flames (laminar and turbulent) (25) and flame-
assisted pyrolysis reactors (26) exist. Flame reactors are relatively easy to build 
and operate, also because of the energy that drives the reaction and particle 
dynamics is released at the same area where the particles are formed. 

Hot-wall reactors have well-defined temperature and velocity fields 
inside of ceramic or metal tubes and are used to synthesize approximately 10% 
by volume and value of commercially available aerosol-made products (25). 
Precursors can be gases, as in the decomposition of SiH4 for the synthesis of 
bulk, high purity silicon (27), liquids, as in the spray pyrolysis of inorganic salt 
solutions (28), or solids, as in the laser flash evaporation of powders mixtures to 
synthesize zinc-cobalt-oxide nanoparticles (29). 

Plasmas are gases containing free electrons and ions in high energy 
environments generated by electrodes (30, 31). Dusty plasmas contain also 
charged nanoparticles which affect coagulation by Brownian motion and leads 
to narrower size distributions (32-34). Plasma reactors have been developed for 
extremely high temperatures (thermal plasma) to decompose solid precursors 
(35) or fairly low temperatures (non-equilibrium plasma) to coat sensitive 
materials (36). 

Microwave reactors create such non-equilibrium plasmas using 
microwaves to evaporate solid precursors without requiring solvents (37). 
Laboratory scale reactors achieve quite high production rates of up to 10 g/h of 
silicon nanoparticles (38). The extreme conditions inside the reactor allow 
synthesizing non-equilibrium crystal phases or solid solutions beyond the 
equilibrium solubility (37). 

Laser reactors create plasmas with laser beams (39) or the laser beams 
are in the case of laser ablation aimed directly onto solid materials to 
evaporate/sublimate it to create aerosol plumes (40). 

Inert gas condensation was one of the earliest processes to produce 
metal and ceramic nanoparticles (41, 42) and involves evaporation of metals at 
low pressures, cooling by natural or forced convection, and collection of the 
nanomaterials deposited on cold surfaces. 

Certain material combinations like carbon-coated SiO2 (43), TiO2 (44) 
or Cu (45) and V2O5-coated TiO2 (46) lead, when reacting simultaneously in the 
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reactor, to core-shell structured particles because of their vastly different 
material properties. For the case of silica coated titania this occurs only within a 
quite narrow set of reactor conditions (47). Aerosol coating reactors have been 
developed that inject the coating precursor sequentially at the position where the 
core particles have reached their optimal size that ideally will not change by 
sintering anymore (48). Such reactors have been developed for example based 
on hot wall (49) or flame spray pyrolysis (48) reactors. 

Aerosol reactors, being established in the manufacturing of materials, 
receive increasing attention in the manufacturing of active and passive devices 
(8). Wegner et al. (50) have reviewed the deposition of nanostructures films for 
promising applications like, for example, membranes, fuel cells and electronic 
components, synthesized by aerosol methods. Recently, aerosol methods have 
been applied to deposit nanoparticle films directly onto electronic circuits (51) 
or as ultrathin parallel lines on photoresist patterns (52). 
 

A.3 Particle Growth in Gas-phase 
 
Figure A.2 illustrates particle morphologies and growth mechanisms in aerosol 
processes. The particle synthesis begins with bringing the precursor molecules 
into the gas-phase (a) which is easy if gaseous precursors (b) are available. 
Often this is not the case and liquid (c) or solid precursors (d) have to be used 
involving droplet dynamics and evaporation/sublimation processes. In the gas-
phase the precursor reacts resulting in monomers (e) of the material (e.g, SiO2 
molecules) which, depending on material properties, grow either as stable 
particles by molecular coagulation (53) or by nucleation (54) to critical clusters 
(f). Depending on the process conditions (e.g., temperature, vapor pressure, 
reaction rate) surface reaction of precursor vapor increases the particle size 
proportional to the particle surface area while evaporation decreases it forming 
again monomers. The nanoclusters grow by coagulation and instantaneous 
coalescence upon collision to bigger, mostly spherical particles (g) mostly in the 
high temperature region of the reactor. The final particle morphology depends 
mainly on the temperature profile and primary particle size and can be either 
categorized into single particles (h), aggregates (i) where primary particles are 
connected by sinter necks, or agglomerates (j) where primary particles are held 
together by physical forces. Single particles occur when sintering is much faster  
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Figure A.2 Overview of particle morphologies and growth paths in aerosol synthesis of 
materials (a-j), coated particles (k-p) and nanomixtures with preferential deposition (q-t).
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than the coagulation. If the rates of sintering and coagulation are comparable the 
particles form aggregates while negligible sintering results in agglomerates. 
This can be easily estimated by comparing the characteristic times for sintering 
and coagulation (section A.4.1). 

The design of these particle dynamics steps (a-j) is fairly well 
understood. However, new processes which increase the value and functionality 
of the particles like coating (k-p) or preferential deposition on nanoparticle 
mixtures (q-t), which are under development in laboratories, require new models 
based on the existing mechanism. Particles that have reached their optimal size 
(k) that does not change by sintering anymore (core particles) are coated with 
another material by mixing with the corresponding precursor vapor (l). This 
coating precursor forms either coating shells on the core particles by surface 
reaction or reacts in gas-phase forming coating monomers that either condense 
on the core particles (m) or grow to coating particles following the mechanisms 
discussed above. Coating shells are formed by coagulation between coating and 
core particles with increasing hermeticness (n). If the coating particles become 
big enough the coagulation with core particles leads to the formation of rough or 
porous coating shells (o). Ideal processes synthesize hermetic coating shells 
with even thickness distribution on the core particles, low fraction of uncoated 
core particles and minimal un-deposited coating particles. 

Precursor mixtures (q) that react simultaneously can form particle 
aerosols of both materials (r) which can result in the. Coagulation between the 
two particle types leads to deposition of the smaller particles, usually from the 
smaller precursor concentration, on top of the bigger particles (s). This aerosol 
can be mixed with another aerosol after which coagulation leads to the 
formation of particles mixed at the nanoparticle level where the smaller particles 
of the precursor mixture are preferentially deposited on one of the two other 
materials (t). 
 

A.4 Aerosol Reactor Design 

A.4.1 Characteristic Times 
 
Comparing characteristic times is an efficient method of estimating reactor 
conditions. The characteristic time of sintering, τs, can be compared with that of 
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coagulation, τc, to estimate the particle morphology. If the τs is much shorter 
than τc (τc/τs >> 1) the particles have enough time to fully coalesce until the next 
collision with a particle resulting into a compact (spherical) particle (Fig. A.2h). 
If the τs is longer than τc (τc/τs << 1) the particles have hardly time to coalesce 
between the collisions and the particles form agglomerates (Fig. A.2j). If both τ 
are of the same order (τc/τs ~ 1) coagulation and sintering compete and form 
aggregates (Fig. A.2i). 

Brownian coagulation leads to time-invariant self-preserving size 
distributions (SPSD) independent of the initial particle size distribution (55). 
Initially monodisperse or narrow particle size distributions broaden while broad 
distributions narrow until the SPSD with a number-based geometric standard 
deviation of 1.445 (56) in the continuum or 1.46 (56) in the free molecule 
regime is attained. The characteristic time for the attainment of SPSD, τSPSD, for 
monodisperse particles is around 10×τC,fm in the free molecule (57) and 12×τC,c 
in the continuum regime (9), respectively. Higher particle concentrations lead to 
shorter τC and therefore faster SPSD attainment. Residence times longer than 
τSPSD no longer change the shape or polydispersity of the particle size 
distribution by coagulation. 

Detailed design of an aerosol coating reactor using characteristic times 
for heat transfer, coagulation, sintering and mixing has been presented by 
Holunga et al. (58). 
 

A.4.2 Particle Population Balance Models 
 
Population balance models are used to predict the evolution of particle 
characteristics like size and morphology distributions. A detailed review of 
models and simulations for gas-phase synthesis of nanomaterials has been 
presented by Kraft (59) and only selected references are discussed below. 

To describe the particle morphology the 1D-sectional models for 
volume concentrations have been extended by a second equation for surface 
area (60) or number of primary particles (61). Two-dimensional sectional 
models allow a more detailed description of the particle morphology (62) or the 
primary particle size distribution (PPSD) (63). That way it was possible to solve 
the problem of numerical narrowing of the primary particle distribution which is 
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present in all previous sectional models originating from their average primary 
particle size per size bin (63). 

The rapid attainment of SPSDs, which can be reconstructed with the 
mean particle size and total particle number concentration, at high particle 
concentrations and high temperatures allows to drastically simplify the 
modeling of aerosol particle dynamics by replacing elaborate polydisperse 
models with the monodisperse model (64) where the average particle size and 
total number concentration suffice to describe the complete polydisperse 
distribution. This model has been applied, for example, for high-temperature, 
gas-phase synthesis of hard or soft TiO2 agglomerates (65) and extended to 
particle coating of silica fibers (66). 

Mühlenweg et al. (67) compared sectional and monodisperse CFD 
models with 1D-sectional simulations for a premixed flame with simple 
geometry and plug flow. Both sectional models obtained the same particle size 
distribution evolution. The monodisperse model calculated a smaller mean 
particle size during ongoing chemical reaction and particle generation, which 
can be explained by the bimodal distribution at that time, but converged towards 
the sectional models after the reaction was completed. 

The small mode of these bimodal distributions is close to the monomer 
(nucleation) size and has a very high (peak) concentration during particle 
formation while the large mode represents the growing particles. The 
monodisperse model predicts an average size in-between these two modes, but 
when the precursor reaction ceases and the small mode disappears it converges 
to the correct solution (67). 

The bimodal model (68) extends the monodisperse model by one 
equation for the concentration of the monomers formed by the gas-phase 
reaction (small mode) having constant particle size of a monomer. Its 
concentration increases by precursor reaction and decrease by coagulation. That 
way good agreement with sectional models was found also during the precursor 
reaction phase (68). 

The methods of moment close the system of equations by assuming a 
lognormal size distribution (MOM) (69), interpolative closure (MOMIC) (70), 
quadrature (QMOM) (71) and direct quadrature (DQMOM) (72). 
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A.4.3 Aerosol Reactor Models 

A.4.3.1 Flame Reactors 
 
Aerosol reactor models based on computational fluid dynamics (CFD) calculate 
the flow, temperature and particle concentration fields. Chemical reactor models 
and the CFD theory have been reviewed by Fox (73). The literature combining 
CFD with particle dynamics models focusing on flames and hot wall reactors is 
summarized in Table A.1. 

Flame aerosol reactor models can be distinguished into laminar and 
turbulent flows. Laminar flows occur, for example, in laminar diffusion flames 
or hot wall reactors. Characteristic for laminar flows is that the streamline do 
not mix and therefore particles remain mainly on the streamline where they had 
been formed, which allows studying particle dynamics with well defined 
residence times. 

Turbulent flows have been described using Reynolds-averaged Navier-
Stokes (RANS), large eddy simulations (LES) and direct numerical simulations 
(DNS) with increasing accuracy and computational demand. Often used RANS 
turbulence models include the standard and realizable k-ε (74) and the Reynolds 
stress model (RSM) (75). The RSM is more demanding, because it adds 6 
additional equations to iterate whereas the k-ε models require only 2. In most 
cases the RSM leads to more accurate results than k-ε models, especially for 
swirling flows (76) while the realizable k-ε leads to better descriptions 
compared to the standard k-ε and resolves the round-jet anomaly (74). LES are 
less demanding than DNS by several orders but more demanding than RANS 
models as they resolve the large scale motion of the turbulence but relies on 
models for the unresolved subgrid scale turbulence. LES of turbulent 
combustion in general and comparison with RANS simulations has been 
reviewed and discussed by Pitsch (77). 

Yu et al. (78) simulated laminar diffusion flames accounting for 
monomer generation by gas-phase chemical reaction, coagulation in the free 
molecule regime and condensation with a discrete sectional model. The results 
were in agreement with dynamic light scattering experiments. Thermophoresis, 
diffusion and convection had a considerable influence on the spatial distribution 
of the aerosol particles in the laminar flames. 
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The synthesis of SiO2 by oxidation and hydrolysis of SiCl4 in a 
counter-flow diffusion flame, which provides well defined flow fields, has been 
simulated with the 2D-sectional model (62) describing volume and surface area 
along different streamlines by Lee et al. (79). The temperature field was in 
agreement with the experimental data of Hung and Katz (47). Different sintering 
rates for SiO2 have been compared in terms of the evolution of primary particle 
size and number concentration where the combination of atomistic diffusion 
(80) and viscous flow sintering rates (81) showed the best agreement with 
experimental data. 

The same sectional model was used by Kim et al. (82) for a H2/O2 
diffusion flames producing SiO2 particles by oxidation/hydrolysis of SiCl4 
accounting for the detailed chemistry of 51 reactions and 20 species. Agreement 
between simulations and experiments was found. The polydisperse model was 
compared against the monodisperse model (64) showing good agreement as 
long as the particle size distribution was not to too broad and/or bimodal. 

Monodisperse particle dynamics were connected with CFD simulations 
to investigate turbulent diffusion flames producing Al2O3 nanoparticles (83) 
accounting for sintering and coagulation. Turbulence was described by the 
Reynolds stress model. From the temperature and flow fields several streamlines 
were selected along which the particle dynamics model was solved by a 
Lagrangian method. The sintering rate was modified to increase with higher 
numbers of primary particles per agglomerate, arguing that higher number of 
contact points (coordination number) lead to faster sintering. The model was 
then in agreement with experimental specific surface area as function of 
methane flow rate. Johannessen et al. (84) extended this model for the same 
reactor producing titania nanoparticles. They found that by fitting an effective 
sintering rate the model was able to reproduce the experimental specific surface 
area for various flame conditions. This effective sintering rate may be reliable 
only for the presented reactor. 

A hydrogen diffusion flame for the synthesis of silica nanopowders was 
simulated with QMOM and an axi-symmetric CFD model (85). The resulting 
average particle sizes were consistent with experiments and increased with 
precursor loading. Varying the uncertain reaction rate of TEOS had a 
considerable influence on the final particle size. 
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Figure A.3 a) Simulated temperature fields of a turbulent laboratory-scale diffusion 
flame (91) with oxygen flow rates of 12, 15.3 and 20 l/min (courtesy of Arto Gröhn,
ETH Zürich). b) Comparison of primary particle diameter predicted by the model (a) (92) 
and experimental data (93) as function of oxygen flow rate. 
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The effect of precursor loading in diffusion flames for the synthesis of 
TiO2 nanoparticles was investigated with QMOM (86) by a one-step chemical 
reaction for TiCl4 oxidation and particle formation. The combustion energy 
release was described with the eddy dissipation concept. The temperatures and 
particle sizes were in agreement with experiments where increasing the diluting 
carrier gas resulted in broader particle size distributions. A similar flame 
producing titania nanoparticles from TTIP was investigated (87) for the 
experimental conditions of Wegner and Pratsinis (88). 

Manenti and Masi (89) coupled the lognormal particle size distribution 
moment model to CFD for the design of new configurations of vapor-phase 
aerosol reactors with focus on inlet feed configurations. It was shown that 
opposing and axi-symmetric inlets lead to recirculations and broader particle 
size distributions. Vortexes were observed that captured particles and increased 
their residence time. 

Widiyastuti et al. (90) compared model and experiments for the solid 
fed flame-synthesis of SiO2 where solid micrometer silica particles were fed into 
a shielded methane flame. The detailed flow field based on standard k-ε 
turbulence model was used as input for the nodal model accounting for 
nucleation, coagulation and surface growth. 

Turbulent diffusion flames (91) were investigated with monodisperse 
particle dynamics (92). Figure A.3a shows the temperature fields for varying 
oxygen flow rates where increasing it results in shorter flames. The fractal 
dimension had only a small influence on the primary and aggregate diameters 
and the primary particle diameters (blue triangles) were in quite good agreement 
with the experimental data (red circles) of Scheckman et al. (93) (Fig. A.3b). 
This difference could be explained by uncertainties in the sintering rate for SiO2, 
which could be investigated in detail with molecular dynamics for the multiscale 
model (section A.5). Increasing the oxygen flow rate leads to smaller primary 
particles because of the shorter residence time at high temperature. 

Recently, production of TiO2 nanoparticles in turbulent vapor flames 
was investigated by LES focusing on the description of the chemistry (94) and 
nucleation (95). 
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A.4.3.2 Hot-Wall Reactors 
 
Particle evolution in a co-flowing tubular aerosol reactor simulated by MOM 
(96) showed that in this laminar flow field the particles leave the reactor mainly 
at the same radial position where they had been generated upstream by 
precursor reaction. As a result, larger particles were obtained from streamlines 
with high precursor concentration leading overall product particle size 
distributions broader than the SPSD. In that case diffusion was too slow to mix 
these size gradients. 

Schild et al. (97) interfaced monodisperse TiO2 particle dynamics with 
CFD for a tubular aerosol flow reactor where the particle concentrations were 
described as Eulerian scalars. Sintering was described by the characteristic time 
of Kobata et al. (98) and TiCl4 precursor reaction with the reaction rate of 
Pratsinis et al. (99). This was the first model that combined monodisperse 
particle dynamics (64) with CFD and described the particle evolution in the 
reactor volume. 

Jeong and Choi (100) combined polydisperse particle dynamics 
accounting for particle generation, coagulation and coalescence with a two-
dimensional, axi-symmetric CFD flow field including convection, diffusion, 
wall depositions and thermophoresis and investigated the experimental 
conditions of Akhtar et al. (101). The performance of the particle dynamics 
model was compared against its combination with CFD. The agreement between 
both models was better at low flow rates because of the more homogenous 
temperature field. Higher flow rates have lead to larger radial temperature 
gradients that only the CFD model could resolve. 

The flow field of a hot wall reactor synthesizing silver nanoparticles by 
evaporation of silver powder was used as input for the precursor reaction and 
particle dynamics (102). A simple plug flow model was compared with the 
detailed model accounting for the flow field. The more detailed model was 
useful to understand certain aspects better but it was not considered essential as 
both models were in agreement with the experimental particle size distribution. 
This small difference between the models might be explained by the developed 
Poiseuille flow inside the straight tubular reactor where shortly after the inlet all 
streamlines were parallel to the reactor wall and axis, which is quite close to 
plug flow conditions. 
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The simulation of a carbon black reactor by CFD was used as input for 
a monodisperse particle dynamics model (103), however neglecting the 
important surface growth mechanism and the presence of aromatic oils. It was 
able to capture some of the reactor behavior in terms of production rate and 
specific surface area. 
 

A.4.3.3 Aerosol Coating Reactors 
 
Aerosol coating dynamics models have been developed based on the 
monodisperse model (64) for particle coating of silica fibers (66) and the 
method of moments (104). For nanothin, hermetic coating shells it is essential to 
deposit the coating as small nanoclusters, maybe even while the precursor 
reaction is going on. Therefore the bimodal model (68) has been extended to a 
trimodal aerosol coating model where the third mode represents the core 
particles (105). 

Recently an aerosol coating reactor model was developed and used to 
investigate SiO2 coating of TiO2 nanoparticles with hermetic and nanothin shells 
in agreement with experimental data (105, 106). With that model it was possible 
to elucidate the mixing of coating precursor vapor with core particle aerosols 
and conditions leading to low fractions of uncoated core particles. 
 

A.4.3.4 Plasma Reactors 
 
Kim and Kim (107) studied the influence of charges on coagulation in a silane 
plasma reactor by a sectional aerosol model. The bulk of the plasma was 
assumed to behave like a continuously stirred-tank. They found that particles 
were mostly negatively charged though a fraction of the smallest particles was 
observed to be neutral or even positively charged. Increased coagulation rates 
between small positively and large negatively charged particles resulted in a bi-
modal particle size distribution in agreement with the measurements of Shiratani 
et al. (108). 

Warthesen and Girshick (109) presented a 1D-sectional model for the 
earliest stages of a plasma aerosol process accounting for nanoparticle surface 
growth, coagulation, charging and transport. They observed four distinct phases 
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of nanoparticle behavior: a) the charge limited phase where small singly charged 
nanoparticles were easily neutralized and could escape the plasma by diffusion, 
b) the charge accumulation phase where nanoparticles obtained several charges 
as they grew which thus decreased diffusion and concentrated the aerosol to the 
reactor center, c) the early ion drag phase counteracting the electrostatic force 
and moving the negatively charged particles from the reactor center towards the 
electrodes due to the flux of ions, and d) this shift in particle concentration 
caused the plasma sheath to shrink and electron temperature to increase in the 
sheath interaction phase. 
 

A.4.3.5 Local Phenomena 
 
LES of planar jets showed how large eddies create inhomogeneous particle 
concentration fields, but eddies merging together result again in more 
homogenous fields (110, 111). In mixing layers between two co-flowing 
streams with different velocities the variations in particle concentration by the 
coherent structures were larger than the gradients caused by coagulation (112). 

DNS represents turbulence without any model by accounting for all 
length and time scales of turbulence. The grid has to be fine enough to account 
for the smallest scales of turbulence, the Kolmogorov scale, and at the same 
time the grid has to be large enough to describe the largest scale in the order of 
the characteristic length of the simulated geometry. The computational demand 
is very high and not many simulations have accounted for aerosol particle 
dynamics. Existing literature with DNS focused on the boundaries between 
different flows or simple jet configurations to study the influence of eddies on 
the local particle size distribution. 

Coagulation of nanoparticles in two-dimensional, incompressible and 
iso-thermal mixing layers, occurring where co-flowing streams of different 
velocities clash, has been investigated by DNS combined with the method of 
moments (lognormal) (113) revealing the particle concentration gradients inside 
the eddies. A small sectional model (1 – 8 nm, which might be too narrow to 
represent a SPSD) combined with DNS described coagulation of 1 nm particles 
in a planar jet in co-flow conditions (114). The large eddies formed downstream 
broadened the overall size distribution beyond the SPSD by increasing the 
residence time of a fraction of the particles. On average the large eddies 
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increased the polydispersity, but instantaneous, local values where close to the 
SPSD, except at the interface regions of the eddies. A similar setup accounted 
for TiCl4 chemistry in methane combustion and TiO2 particle formation with a 
nodal model (115) where increasing TiCl4 concentrations resulted in larger TiO2 
particles. 

Recently, DNS showed that particles in the cores of a jet have a more 
uniform size than those at the interface of the jet to the surrounding (116). Better 
mixing of precursor with oxidants as observed in small eddies leads to faster 
precursor reaction. Similar simulations show that better mixing leads to larger 
particles (117). The simulations provided insight into the morphology 
distribution (spherical/aggregated) inside the flame, which might be interesting 
for thermophoretic sampling experiments, as the distribution seems not to be 
homogeneous across the flame cross-section. 
 

A.5 Multiscale Models 
 
The dynamics of aerosol reactors and the properties of the nanoparticles depend 
on physical and chemical properties spanning 10 orders of magnitude in length 
(from Angstrom for the electronic structure up to meters for the reactor size) and 
15 orders in time (from femtosecond for the oscillations of hydrogen atoms on 
the nanoparticle surface up to seconds for reactor residence time). The challenge 
in modeling and simulating aerosol synthesis of materials is to connect these 
scales effectively. The models can be distinguished into continuum, mesoscale, 
molecular dynamics and quantum mechanics simulations [Fig. A.4, (118)]. 
Their range of application towards larger time and length scales is mainly 
limited by the computational demand, whereas the boundary towards smaller 
scales is less defined and can overlap. Here, for each scale selected, 
representative publications are presented. 
 

A.5.1 Continuum Models 
 
Continuum models neglect the discrete atom interactions and utilize 
macroscopic material properties. Sintering simulations belong to the smallest 
time and length scales in the group of continuum simulations. The governing  
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equations can be solved e.g. by finite element methods or for simple cases 
analytically. 

Viscous flow sintering was simulated with a finite element method on a 
moving mesh for periodic particle compacts and groups of three particles (119) 
focusing on the development of solution strategies of the Navier-Stokes 
equations. The coalescence of particles by viscous flow has been investigated by 
describing the surface as a Hippopede curve for equally sized particles (120). 
The method is computational very efficient requiring only seconds of simulation 
time. The early rates of sinter neck growth were within 5 – 15 % of the 
corrected model of Frenkel (81) with larger deviations afterwards. The results 
were in also agreement with finite element methods (121) in terms of shrinkage 
as function of the neck radius. The evolution of surface area showed two stages 
where first a quite fast decrease upon the formation of the sinter neck was 
followed by a longer period of only small surface area decrease. This work was 
later extended and modified to unequally sized particle pairs (122). Wakai et al. 
(123) simulated the coarsening of two unequally sized particles by a surface 
evolver program (124). Coarsening of the particles was driven by the curvature 
between the two particles. 

The volume of fluid (VOF) method (125) solves the Navier-Stokes 
equation to describe the free surface of flows. Three-dimensional, fractional 
VOF simulations including free surface movement represented the viscous flow 
sintering of SiO2 nanoparticles at different arrangements like particle pairs, 
straight particle chains and agglomerates (126). 
 

A.5.2 Mesoscale Models 
 
Mesoscale models (Fig. A.4b) describe particles with geometric bodies like, for 
example, spheres. Mesoscale simulations of coagulation and sintering treat 
primary particles of aggregates as spherical geometric bodies that are touching 
upon coagulation and overlap by sintering. That way the evolution of Df was 
determined as function of characteristic times for sintering and coagulation for 
primary particles in aggregates undergoing sintering along its original backbone 
structure (127, 128). The Df increased from 1.85 for diffusion limited 
coagulation only (τc/τs = 0) to a value of 3 for fast sintering (τc/τs > 4). 
Simultaneous surface growth increased the primary particle size proportionally 
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to its exposed surface and shifted these Df’s to smaller τc/τs resulting in denser 
structures for given conditions. A master curve for Df as function of an 
empirical characteristic time including surface growth allowed application of the 
evolving Df in simulations in multiscale models (129). 

The hydrodynamic drag these particles was determined by the lattice 
Boltzmann method and accelerated Stokesian dynamics (130) showing that the 
total drag force scatters considerably depending on the rotation and inner 
structure of the agglomerates. 

The evolution of the fractal dimension of agglomerates  under shear 
(131) and for polydisperse primary particles (132) and its evolution during 
sintering (133) was investigated by mesoscale models. 

Langevin dynamics describe the Brownian motion of particles. It was 
used, for example, to investigate the coagulation rate of polydisperse, growing 
aerosols in the continuum (134) and from the free molecule to the continuum 
(135) regimes showing that increasing the solid volume fractions up to 20 vol% 
accelerates the coagulation rate by factor of 30. This was then quantified by 
expressions as function of particle size and volume fraction that can be used as 
input for multiscale models. 
 

A.5.3 Molecular Dynamics 
 
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations provide a much more detailed 
description of the primary particles as they do not rely on the continuum 
assumption and treat each atom separately. The increasing number of 
interactions, here between atoms that have to be calculated, limits MD to 
smaller systems in length and time (Fig. A.4c) than mesoscale and continuum 
models. 

Nanoparticle growth from bottom-up and the rate of particle 
coalescence (sintering) is an essential design input parameter. MD simulations 
of TiO2 nanoparticles extracted characteristic sintering times that were smaller 
than the experimentally validated theory for larger particles but converged to it 
for larger particles (136). 

The properties of nanodroplets and their dependence on surface 
curvature have been, for example, investigated with MD by Thompson et al. 
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(137) and compared with the Laplace and Kelvin equations which are based on 
macroscopic properties. 

Iron clusters undergoing coalescence were simulated by MD embedded 
in an inert gas heat bath (138). That way it was possible to completely exclude 
effects of temperature control and equilibrium preparation of the particles to 
achieve realistic conditions. Three distinct stages of sintering were reported: The 
first sharp decrease in surface area was attributed to the contact and adhesion of 
the two particles followed by a stage where the particles exhibited an oval-like 
shape and the surface area did not change much. Finally the oval shaped particle 
coalesced into a single spherical-like particle during the slowest step by several 
orders driven by the excess surface area. During this final evolution the realistic 
heat bath and the particle had the same temperature as excess energy of the 
sintering particles was transferred into the heat bath by gas atom collisions. 
 

A.5.4 Quantum Mechanics 
 
Quantum mechanics calculations allow highly accurate material simulations, but 
are limited to small systems of in the order of 10, maybe 100 atoms depending 
on its accuracy (Fig. A.4d). Catlow et al. (139) have reviewed recent 
developments in simulating nanoclusters and nucleation while Woodley and 
Catlow (140) have concentrated on crystal structure predictions. 

The global energy minima of small (TiO2)N nanoclusters with N = 1 – 
15 have been found by evolutionary algorithms (141). It was shown that 
increasing N lead in general to more stable clusters without the observation of a 
critical size. Structure optimization of (SiO2)N clusters resulted in energy 
minima showing possible pathways for cluster growth at the initial stages of 
particle synthesis (142). It was shown that certain N are more stable than N−1 
and N+1 revealing series of magic N that might represent the most likely cluster 
growth path. Similar studies have been presented for ZrO2 (143), TiO2 (144, 
145), In2O3 (146) and carbon, nitrogen and sulfur doped TiO2 nanoclusters 
(147). 
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A.6 Conclusions 
 
This review shows that there are good models for aerosol reactor design. 
Uncertainties exist mainly at the sintering rates, reaction rates and coagulation 
rates of non-spherical particles. Multiscale models can model such processes at 
length and time scales shorter than the residence time of the reactor and provide 
more detailed expressions for these rates. 
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Table A.1 Literature on flame and hot-wall aerosol reactor models 
 

Reference Reactor Fluid Particles Dynamics 
Turbulence 
model 

Highlights 

       

Yu et al. 
(1998) (78) 

diffusion flame 
O2/H2/ 
Cr(CO)6

1 
CrO polydisperse laminar - 

Bensberg et al. 
(1999) (96) 

co-flow SiCl4/NH3/N2 Si3N4 MOM (lognormal) laminar 

highest 
polydispersity 
at the flame 
sheet 

Schild et al. 
(1999) (97) 

aerosol flow O2/TiCl4 TiO2 monodisperse laminar - 

Tsantilis et al. 
(1999) (148) 

jet aerosol 
flow condenser 

N2/Pd vapor Pd monodisperse standard k-ε - 

Di Muzio et al. 
(2000) (149) 

aerosol TPT3/H2O TiO2 MOM (lognormal) standard k-ε 

deposition of 
titania thin 
films, 
supercritical 
CO2 

Johannessen et al. 
(2000) (83) 

diffusion flame 
CH3/air/ 
ATSB2 

Al2O3 monodisperse 
Reynolds stress 
model 

- 

Pyykönen and 
 Jokiniemi (2000) 
(150) 

laminar flow air DBP4 sectional laminar - 

Hansen et al. 
(2001) (151) 

quenched flame 
air/CH4/N2/ 
zinc acetyl- 
acetonate 

ZnO w/o 
Reynolds stress 
model 

varying off-
center and 
downstream 
angle on 
quenching ring 

Johannessen et al. 
(2001) (84) 

diffusion flame CH4/air/TiCl4 TiO2 monodisperse 
Reynolds stress 
model 

- 

Lee et al. (2001) 
(79) 

counter-flow 
diffusion flame 

H2/Ar/O2/ 
SiCl4 

SiO2 2D sectional laminar 
2D sectional 
Xiong along 
trajectory 

Mühlenweg et al. 
(2002) (67) 

premixed flame H2/air Si monodisperse laminar 

comparison 
with 1D and 
2D sectional 
models 

Jeong and Choi 
(2003) (100) 

tubular hot wall O2/TiCl4 TiO2 polydisperse/sectional laminar - 

Kim et al. (2003) 
(82) 

diffusion flame 
H2/N2/O2/ 
SiCl4 

SiO2 polydisperse/sectional laminar 

comparison 
with 
monodisperse 
model, 
detailed 
chemistry 

Schwade and Roth 
(2003) (152) 

hot wall SiH4 Si MOM (lognormal) laminar - 

Settumba and 
Garrick (2003) 
(113) 

temporal mixing 
layer 

air - polydisperse/lognormal DNS 

particle 
concentration 
gradients in 
large eddies 
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Reference Reactor Fluid Particles Dynamics 
Turbulence 
model 

Highlights 

       

Miller and Garrick 
(2004) (114) 

planar jet - - polydisperse/sectional DNS 

broader 
distributions 
caused by 
eddies 

Skillas et al. 
(2005) (103) 

combustion chamber 
N2/O2/ 
oil droplets/ 

C monodisperse realizable k-ε - 

Wang and Garrick 
(2005) (115) 

diffusion flame 
CH4/N2/O2/ 
TiCl4 

TiO2 nodal DNS 
reaction is 
mixing limited 

Chan et al. 
(2006) (153) 

round jet - - MOM (lognormal) discrete vortex - 

Zucca et al. 
(2006) (154) 

non-premixed 
turbulent flame 

C2H2/air C DQMOM 
Reynolds stress 
model 

- 

Yu et al. (2007) 
(111) 

planar jet - - MOM (lognormal) LES - 

Ji et al. (2007) 
(85) 

flame/hydrogen 
TEOS/H2/O2/ 
air/Ar 

SiO2 QMOM standard k-ε - 

Brown et al. 
(2008) (155) 

hot wall H2/N2/CO Fe MOM (lognormal) laminar - 

Mitrakos et al. 
(2008) (102) 

hot wall Ag powder/N2 Ag sectional laminar solid precursor 

Sunsap et al. 
(2008) (156) 

diffusion flame 
TiCl4/N2/O2/ 
C3H8 

TiO2 - standard k-ε - 

Yu et al. (2008) 
(86) 

diffusion flame 
CH4/air/Ar/ 
TiCl4 

TiO2 QMOM standard k-ε - 

Yu et al. (2008) 
(87) 

diffusion flame 
CH4/air/Ar/ 
TTIP 

TiO2 QMOM standard k-ε - 

Manenti and Masi 
(2009) (89) 

vapor phase aerosol 
TiCl4 and 
ZrCl4 

TiO2, 
ZrO2 

MOM (lognormal) standard k-ε 

influence of 
feed 
configuration 
on 
polydispersity 

Widiyastuti et al. 
(2009) (90) 

solid-fed flame 
CH4/O2/solid 
SiO2 
microparticles 

SiO2 sectional standard k-ε solid precursor 

Das and Garrick 
(2010) (116) 

turbulent jet TiCl4/H2O TiO2 nodal DNS 

large particles 
grow at the 
edges of 
turbulent jets 

Teleki et al. 
(2009) (157) 

gas mixing O2/N2 - w/o standard k-ε 

mixing 
simulation of 
aerosol coating 
reactor 

Mehta et al. 
(2010) (94) 

diffusion flame 
CH4/Ar/air/ 
TiCl4 

TiO2 QMOM LES 

comparison of 
detailed 
chemistry with 
on-step 
reaction 

Gröhn et al. 
(2011) (92) 

diffusion flame CH4/O2 SiO2 monodisperse realizable k-ε 

particle 
formation rate 
depending on 
turbulent 
mixing 
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Reference Reactor Fluid Particles Dynamics 
Turbulence 
model 

Highlights 

       

Buesser and  
Pratsinis (2011) 
(106) 

aerosol coating O2/N2 
TiO2/Si
O2 

trimodal 
Reynolds stress 
Model 

fluid and 
aerosol 
dynamics for 
gas-phase 
coating 

Sung et al. (95) diffusion flame 
CH4/Ar/air/ 
TiCl4 

TiO2 QMOM LES 
detailed LES 
of a diffusion 
flame reactor 

Gröhn et al. (158) 
flame spray 
pyrolysis 

CH4/O2 ZrO2 monodisperse realizable k-ε 

detailed 
simulation of 
an FSP reactor 
accounting for 
droplet/evapor
ation dynamics 

1 chromium hexacarbonyl; 2 aluminum-tri-sec-butoxide; 3 tetraisopropyl orthotitanate; 

4 dibutylphtalate 
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B.1 Introduction 
 
The aerosol coating reactor of Teleki et al. (1, 2) with one mixing ring achieves 
high production rates of coated particles with low fractions of non-hermetically 
coated ones (below 10 %). For high performance materials where the coating 
shells should prevent toxicity reliably, for example silica coating on silver 
nanoparticles (3), the fraction of non-hermetically coated particles has to be 
much smaller. The majority of the coating is deposited within a quite short 
distance after the mixing ring (4) and one single mixing ring might miss some of 
the uncoated core particles that bypass the coating zone in-between the mixing 
jets. Increasing the mixing intensity by increasing the mixing jet flow rates is 
one way to decrease the fraction of non-hermetically coated particles, but at the 
cost of lower temperatures which lead to slower, or too slow, reaction rates and 
lead to precursor breakthrough. Higher gas flow rates also lead to lower particle 
concentrations which result in slower coating particle dynamics by lower 
coagulation rates. 

Here, computational fluid and particle dynamics are used to investigate 
mixing conditions of two coating precursor injection rings, each with 8 jets and 
constant total mixing flow rate. Three different setups are investigated: co-
swirling rings, counter-swirling rings and counter-swirling rings where the 
second ring has an increased azimuth angle. 
 

B.2 Theory 
 
Aerosol coating particle dynamics (5) has been combined with computational 
fluid dynamics (CFD) (4). The CFD meshes have been generated following 
previous descriptions (4). The first ring was positioned at height above burner 
HAB = 20 cm and the second at HAB = 21 cm. The inclination angle was always 
β = 20°. The jet inlets of the upper ring were positioned in-between the jets 
inlets of the lower ring by rotating the upper ring by 22.5° around the reactor 
axis. For the co-swirling setup the jets of both rings had an azimuth angle of α1 
= α2 = 10° while for the counter-swirling setup α1 = 10° (lower ring) and α2 = 
−10° (upper ring). For the counter-swirling setup with different azimuth angles 
α1 = 10° while α2 = −30° which should create a widened swirl. 
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B.3 Results 
 
Figure B.1 shows the evolution of silica coating thickness on core TiO2 particles 
by oxidation of HMDSO vapor injected by the mixing jets from the mixing 
rings (red) for the a) co-swirling setup and the counter-swirling setups for b) 
α2 = −10° and c) α2 = −30°. The color of each streamline carrying TiO2 particles 
represents the shell thickness on these particles where dark blue indicates 
uncoated TiO2. The red iso-surfaces correspond to of 1 % of the initial HMDSO 
concentration in the torus rings. The distance between the beads on each 
streamline corresponds to a time interval ∆t = 0.005 s. 

The co-swirling setup (Fig. B.1a) shows a stronger and more 
homogeneous swirl than one single ring (Fig. 4.2b and 5.8c) because of the 
increased mixing intensity by the higher total N2 flow rate. The uncoated core 
particle aerosol that flows in-between the mixing jets of the first ring is captured 
by the jets of the second ring. The coating shells are thicker along the reactor 
axis (green streamlines) than towards the reactor wall (light blue streamlines) 
because the mixing jets of both rings point rather to the reactor axis than to the 
reactor wall. 

The counter-swirling setup (Fig. B.1b) with the same azimuth angle but 
in opposite direction also results in thicker coating at the reactor center (green 
streamlines). The flow is not swirling downstream of the rings because both 
rings inject the same momentum but in opposite directions and neutralize each 
other. Because of this non-swirling mixing the uncoated core particles that have 
flown in-between the mixing jets of the first ring also by pass the second ring 
uncoated. 

These uncoated particles can be coated by opening the second swirl 
towards the reactor wall by an increased azimuth angle (Fig. B.1c). That way 
coating precursor vapor is injected by the first ring more towards the center 
region along the reactor axis and by the second ring more towards the reactor 
wall. Improved distribution of coating precursor (red cloud) across the entire 
reactor cross-section results in homogeneously coated core particles (all 
streamline green). 

Figure B.2 shows the cumulative coating thickness distribution for the 
a) co-swirling (solid line) setup and the counter-swirling setups for b) α2 = −10° 
(dashed line) and c) α2 = −30° (dash-dot line). The co- and counter-swirling 
setups where both rings have the same azimuth angle lead to similar coating 
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thickness distributions between 0 and 5 nm (solid and dashed line) whereas the 
better coating precursor distribution by the increased azimuth angle of the 
second ring (α2 = −30°) leads to a nearly perfectly homogeneous coating 
thickness distribution around 2 nm (dash-dot line). 

Following this trend the fraction of non-hermetically coated particles, 
F, for the co- (F = 1.9 %, Fig. B.1a) and counter-swirling (F = 3.4 %, Fig. B.1b) 
injection rings with equal azimuth angles, which is already half of that for the 
same total mixing flow rate through 16 jets on one torus ring (F = 5.4 %, Fig. 
4.2b), decreases to F = 0 % (Fig. B.1c) for the counter-swirling setup with larger 
azimuth angle on the second ring for a cut-off thicknesses of δcut = 0.6 nm. 
 

Figure B.2 Cumulative coating thickness distributions for the a) co-swirling (solid line) 
setup and the counter-swirling setups for b) α2 = −10° (dashed line) and c) α2 = −30° 
(dash-dot line). 
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B.4 Conclusions 
 
These preliminary simulations show that co- and counter swirling setups with 
the same azimuth angles result in similar fractions of uncoated particles 
although through different mixing flow fields. Completely coated particles with 
homogeneous thickness distribution are obtained when coating precursor is 
distributed evenly across the entire reactor cross-section by a first mixing swirl 
concentrated at the reactor axis and a second mixing swirl focused towards the 
wall region. 
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C.1 Coating Shell and Process Analysis 
 
The coating shell texture (1) is analyzed by the fraction of smooth shell volume 
concentration of the total (rough and smooth) shell volume, σ: 
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where Re is the reactor radius,  is the mass flow rate of the gas and ρ the 

density of the gas. The coating efficiency, , is (1) the fraction of coating 
precursor vapor concentration C at the njet coating precursor jet openings with 
radius Ri that has formed coating shells on core particles inside the reactor: 
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(C.2) 

 
where nm is the number of shell material monomers per coating precursor vapor 
molecule. 
 

C.2 Azimuth Angle of Precursor Vapor Jets 
 
Figure C.1 shows the temperature as function of height above the torus ring a) 
on a streamline that starts at the center of any HMDSO/N2 jet opening, T, and b) 
as area-weighted average, Tav, along the reactor axis for different azimuth angles 
α for the conditions of Fig. 5.2. After HMDSO/N2 injection, the streamline 
temperature (Fig. C.1a) increases rapidly above 1000 K with a maximum around 
5 cm above the torus ring, except for α = 0° where the maximum is shifted to 13 
cm because of the formation of a jet stagnation point at the reactor axis. Larger 
α lead to incomplete mixing of hot core particle aerosol and the cold 
HMDSO/N2 vapor resulting in lower temperatures on the jet streamlines (Fig. 
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5.3). The variation of Tav with α is much smaller than for T on the streamline 
despite the dramatic variation of the detailed temperature profiles inside the 
reactor for various α. For α = 20° a local minimum around 2 cm can be observed 
because the high temperatures are focused to a smaller cross-section area (Fig. 
5.3). Towards the reactor exit the order of temperature as function of α is, 
except α = 0°, reversed for Tav. 

Figure C.2 shows the evolution of a) coating efficiency and mixing-cup 
averages of b) coating primary particle (SiO2) diameter, c) fraction of smooth 
shells and d) shell thickness as function of reactor length for azimuth angle α = 
0° (solid line), 10° (dashed line) and 40° (dash-dot line). For α = 0° the coating 
efficiency (Fig. C.2a) has already increased to 17 % below the height of the 
torus ring because of the upstream flow of HMDSO vapor caused by the 
stagnation point. The efficiency is lower for higher α (e.g., α = 40°) where the 
widened “twister” transports most of the coating material close to the reactor 
wall where it can deposit by diffusion and the incomplete mixing decreases the 
coagulation rates with core particles. The stagnation point (α = 0°) leads to large 
SiO2 coating primary particles diameters below the torus ring which results in 
rougher coating shells early in the reactor (Fig. C.2c). For α = 10° the SiO2 
primary particle size increases faster towards the reactor exit (Fig. C.2b) 
resulting in rougher coating shells (Fig. C.2c). Higher α result in smaller SiO2 
particles and therefore smoother coating shells. The evolution of coating shell 
thickness, δ, is quantitatively similar at all α (Fig. C.2d) even though there is a 
significant variation in the δ distribution across the reactor (Fig. 5.5). This 
indicates using these averages might not be sufficient to understand the effect of 
design parameters, but gives a broad picture of the effect of a design variable on 
product characteristics. 
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Figure C.1 Temperature as function of height above the torus ring on a) HMDSO/N2

streamline and b) as area-weighted average along the reactor axis for azimuth angles α =
0° (solid line), 10° (dashed line), 20° (dash-dot line), 30° (dash-double-dot line) and 40° 
(dotted line). 

Figure C.2 Evolution of a) coating efficiency and mixing-cup averages of b) coating 
primary particle (SiO2) diameter, c) fraction of smooth shells and d) shell thickness as
function of reactor length for azimuth angle α = 0° (solid line), 10° (dashed line) and 40°
(dash-dot line). 
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C.3 Inclination Angle of Precursor Vapor Jets 
 
Figure C.3 shows the evolution of temperature similar to Fig C.1 for the 
conditions of Fig. 5.6 with varying inclination angles. All temperature 
evolutions are quantitatively similar except for β = −10° where the HMDSO/N2 
jets are issued aiming upstream which leads to a higher maximum streamline 
temperature below the torus ring (Fig. C.3a, solid line). Figure C.3b shows the 
area weighted average temperature which, except from the early stages, is 
quantitatively similar and independent of β. 

Figure C.4 shows the evolution of a) coating efficiency and mixing-cup 
averages of b) coating primary particle (SiO2) diameter, c) fraction of smooth 
shells and d) shell thickness as function of reactor length for inclination angle β 
= −10° (solid line), 10° (dashed line) and 30° (dash-dot line). The coating 
efficiency (Fig. C.4a) begins to increase already below the torus ring for β = 
−10° (not shown here) by the upstream issuing of the coating precursor. The 
evolution of average coating SiO2 primary particle diameter is similar for all β 
(Fig. C.4b). For β = −10° the fraction of smooth coating shells decreases more at 
early stages but all β result in similar final values (Fig. C.4c). The shells are 
thicker below the torus ring for β = −10°, in agreement with the coating 
efficiency (Fig. C.4a). All β result in final average shell thicknesses between 2.7 
and 3.2 nm. 
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Figure C.3 Temperature as function of height above the torus ring on a) HMDSO/N2

streamline and b) as area weighted average along the reactor axis for inclination angles β
= −10° (solid line), 10° (dashed line) and 30° (dash-dot line). 

Figure C.4 Evolution of a) coating efficiency and mixing-cup averages of b) coating
primary particle (SiO2) diameter, c) fraction of smooth shells and d) shell thickness as
function of reactor length for inclination angle β = −10° (solid line), 10° (dashed line)
and 30° (dash-dot line).
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C.4 Number of Precursor Vapor Jets 
 
Figure C.5 shows the evolution of temperature similar to Fig. C.1 for the 
conditions of Fig. 5.8 for different numbers of mixing jets. As the HMDSO/N2 
flow for 1 and 2 jets is crossing the reactor diameter and impinging on the 
reactor wall the temperature on its streamlines increases to a high maximum 
temperature at the reactor axis followed by a fast decrease because the flow 
remains largely in the colder wall region. Higher numbers of jets lead to more 
homogeneous temperature evolutions with decreasing T. The average 
temperature decreases with increasing number of jets because of the 
proportionally increased flow rate of cold N2 (Fig. C.5b) while the evolution of 
Tav is qualitatively similar for all njet. 

Figure C.6a shows the evolution of a) coating efficiency and mixing-
cup averages of b) coating primary particle (SiO2) diameter, c) fraction of 
smooth shells and d) shell thickness as function of reactor length for number of 
jets njet = 1 (solid line), 4 (dashed line) and 8 (dash-dot line). Despite the 
strikingly different flow fields are the evolutions of coating efficiency (Fig. 
C.6a) and the mixing cup averages (Fig. C.6b-d) even quantitatively very 
similar. 
 

C.5 References 
 
1. Buesser B, Pratsinis SE, "Design of aerosol particle coating: Thickness, 
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Figure C.5 Temperature as function of height above the torus ring on a) HMDSO/N2

streamline and b) as area weighted average along the reactor axis for number of jets njet =
1 (solid line), 2 (dashed line), 4 (dash-dot line), 8 (dash-double-dot line) and 16 (dotted
line). 

Figure C.6 Evolution of a) coating efficiency and mixing-cup averages of b) coating
primary particle (SiO2) diameter, c) fraction of smooth shells and d) shell thickness as
function of reactor length for number if jets njet = 1 (solid line), 4 (dashed line) and 8
(dash-dot line). 
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D.1 Grids for Computational Fluid Dynamics Simulations 
 

Mesh Nr. Nr. of jets azimuth inclination Nr. of cells Nr. of nodes 
1 1 10° 20° 2’112’101 403’848 
2 2 10° 20° 1’433’399 291’613 
3 4 10° 20° 1’093’404 221’880 
4 6 10° 20° 1’245’509 164’126 
5 8 10° 20° 1’130’830 235’021 
6 12 10° 20° 809’333 180’879 
7 16 0° 20° 596’035 131’336 
8 16 2.5° 20° 618’922 135’419 
9 16 5° 20° 604’222 132’903 

10 16 7.5° 20° 613’423 134’612 
11 16 10° 20° 449’702 103’351 
12 16 12.5° 20° 613’233 134’649 
13 16 15° 20° 593’319 130’983 
14 16 17.5° 20° 598’814 131’779 
15 16 20° 20° 600’590 132’133 
16 16 30° 20° 598’489 131’822 
17 16 40° 20° 600’937 132’224 
18 16 10° -10° 569’175 126’365 
19 16 10° 0° 538’247 119’358 
20 16 10° 10° 625’747 136’413 
21 16 10° 25° 662’698 143’739 
22 16 10° 30° 608’967 133’361 
23 16 10° 35° 557’614 124’045 
24 16 10° 40° 795’078 172’891 
25 16 10° 50° 866’886 189’867 
26 32 10° 20° 1’343’648 294’303 
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Mesh 1, 1 mixing jet 
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Mesh 2, 2 mixing jets 
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Mesh 3, 4 mixing jets 
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Mesh 4, 8 mixing jets 
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Mesh 11, 16 mixing jets 
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Mesh 26, 32 mixing jets 
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D.2 Mixing Flow Fields 
D.2.1 Mixing Flow Rate 
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D.2.2 Coating Weight Fraction 
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D.2.3 Number of Mixing Jets 
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D.2.4 Azimuth Angle 
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D.2.5 Inclination Angle 
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E.1 Results and Discussion 
 
The temperature has been measured 0.5cm downstream of the mixing ring by 
thermocouple Tc = 1300 K (1). The influence of thermal radiation on Tc is 
calculated by approximating the radiation effects to estimate the temperature of 
the core particle aerosol at the inlet boundary (Fig. 4.1b). The enclosed spray 
flame of the aerosol coating reactor is approximated as a circular disk with the 
diameter of the reactor and temperature Tf (Fig. E.1). The thermocouple is 
described as a sphere (Fig. E.1) (2). The flame and the thermocouple are 
enclosed by the cylindrical reactor wall with temperature Tw. The energy 
balance of the (thermocouple) sphere accounting for convection and radiation 
can be written as: 
 

     4 4 4 4 0c c gas c f c c f c w c c whA T T F A T T F A T T         (E.1) 

 
where the first term describes convection, the second term defines radiation 
from the thermocouple to the flame and the third term describes radiation from 
the thermocouple to the surrounding wall. 
 

 
 

Figure E.1 Schematic of the radiation geometry. 
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The view factor from the spherical thermocouple to the disk shaped 
flame, Fc-f, can be approximated as (2, 3): 
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(E.2) 

 
The view factor from the thermocouple to the surrounding wall, Fc-w, is obtained 
by the radiation balance: 
 

1c w c fF F    (E.3) 
 
The Reynolds number, Re, of the thermocouple sphere is: 
 

Re cVd


  (E.4) 

 
and is used in the empirical expression for the Nusselt number, Nu, for forced 
convection past a sphere (4): 
 

20.5 0.432 (0.4Re 0.06Re )PrNu    (E.5) 

 
resulting in the convective heat transfer coefficient, h: 
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With this the actual gas temperature, Tgas, can be much higher than the 
thermocouple temperature: 
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This shows that the actual gas temperature, Tgas, around the thermocouple is 
higher than the thermocouple temperature, Tc, (Figs. 4.1c and 5.3b). 
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Variable Description Value 
   

rc radius thermocouple 1.5 mm 
dc diameter thermocouple 2rc 
rf radius flame 2.25 cm 
a distance flame-thermocouple 15 cm 
Rc rc / a - 
Rf rf / a - 
Ac area of a sphere, 4πrc

2 m2 
Af area of a circular disk, πrf

2 m2 
Tc temperature thermocouple 1300 K 

Tgas temperature gas K 
Tf temperature flame (average) 1900 K 
Tw temperature wall 1000 K 
Ff-c view factor flame-thermocouple - 
Fc-f view factor thermocouple-flame - 
Fc-w view factor thermocouple-wall - 
σ Stefan-Boltzmann constant 5.6704×10-8 W m-2 K-4 
Pr Prandtl number 0.7 
Nu Nusselt number - 
k thermal conductivity air (1300 K) 0.0797 W m-1 K-1 (5) 

Re Reynolds number - 
h convective heat transfer coefficient W m-2 K-1 
ν kinematic viscosity air (1300 K) 256×10-6 m2 s-1 (6) 
V gas velocity 15 m/s (1) 
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F.1 Validation 
 
Figure F.1 compares the calculated total energy of equilibrated rutile TiO2 
nanoparticles (open symbols) with diameter dp,0 = 2 (triangles) and 3 nm 
(circles) as function of temperature with the simulations of Collins et al. (1) for 
d = 2.8 nm (filled circles). The energy of the dp,0 = 3 nm particle calculated here 
is largely in agreement to that of Collins et al. (1) validating the setup of the 
present calculations. The difference in the energy step at 2300 to 2700 K is 
attributed to differences in particle size. Decreasing the particle size to dp,0 = 2 
nm leads to an even smaller step in the total energy, which marks the transition 
temperature between solid- and liquid-like particles. The small size of this step 
is an indication that the transition between liquid and solid is small. Increasing 
the particle size shifts this step to higher temperatures, higher than the melting 
temperature of bulk TiO2 in agreement with Koparde and Cummings (2). 

 

Figure F.1 The total energy of the equilibrated rutile TiO2 nanoparticles (open symbols) 
with initial diameter dp,0 = 2 (triangles) and 3 nm (circles) with that of Collins et al. (1) 
with dp,0 = 2.8 nm (filled circles) as a function of temperature. It can be seen that the
energies of dp,0 = 3 nm are close to Collins et al. (1) because of the similar particle size. 
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F.2 Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) Accelerated MD 
 
Recently graphics processing units (GPU) have become an attractive tool for 
computationally demanding simulations (3). Originally designed for 
visualization and computer games, GPUs offer a significant computational 
performance for parallelizable algorithms (4). In general, applications for which 
the same operation is applied to multiple objects can be effectively implemented 
on GPUs. This is the case for molecular dynamics (MD) codes which have been 
optimized previously to run on conventional distributed memory clusters [e.g., 
LAMMPS (5), NAMD (6) and GROMACS (7)]. With the development of high-
level programming languages for GPU processors, direct implementation of MD 
simulations has become possible (8, 9). 

There are many issues that have to be considered between central 
processing unit (CPU) and graphics processing unit (GPU) simulations (10). 
The conservation of energy is an important measure of quality in molecular 
dynamics simulations. Here, the simulations have been carried out with single 
precision floating point operations that can achieve good energy conservation 
(11). For this, the open source MD code HOOMD-blue 0.8.2 (9) was modified 
to include the TiO2 pairwise potential of Matsui and Akaogi (12). The original 
code running on one GPU attains the performance of approximately 30 CPUs on 
a distributed memory cluster for a Lennard-Jones liquid (9). In these 
simulations, significant computational time was used on updating the neighbor 
lists of the atoms. Here, for TiO2 it is necessary to account for long range 
interactions, so that list includes all other atoms and it does not need to be 
updated during the simulations. The computational speed is also defined by 
floating point operations needed for calculating the forces and integrating 
particle positions. 

This favors the GPU implementation due to the high computational 
capacity, 10 times that of CPUs (13). Furthermore the employed solver was 
designed to operate completely on GPU avoiding the time consuming 
transferring of variables between GPU and CPU. We have optimized the 
implemented potentials by using single precision runtime math operations and 
benchmarking the code for different block sizes (14). Figure F.2 shows the 
performance in timesteps per second as function of total number of atoms of the 
modified HOOMD-blue code running on a single CPU/GPU (circles) along with 
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Figure F.2 The number of timesteps per second as function of total number of atoms,
corresponding to two particles with dp,0 = 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4 and 5 nm, for GPU accelerated
MD (circles) and serial CPU MD (triangles). 

LAMMPS running on a single CPU (triangles) for our sintering setups of two 
nanoparticles corresponding to diameters dp,0 = 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4 and 5 nm. The 
increasing amount of memory of the real and “ghost” atoms limited the present 
simulations to particles between 5 and 6 nm. The acceleration increases for 
higher number of atoms, up to two orders of magnitude for dp,0 = 5 nm. The 
simulations have been run on a common graphics card (NVIDIA GeForce GTX 
295) and a desktop workstation (Dell Precision T3400, Ubuntu 9.10, CUDA 
Version 2.3) with low cost and power consumption (15). 

 

 

F.3 Different Initial Particle Orientations 
 
Figure F.3 shows a) the evolution of normalized surface area with a timestep of 
3 fs where the right particle is rotated by 0 (black), 90 (red), 180 (pink) and 270° 
(green) at conserved temperature. Figure F.3 shows that different initial particle 
orientations lead to slightly different evolutions of normalized surface area 
during sintering as all of them show the characteristic three stages (Fig. 6.2) and 
are close to each other. The evolution for 0° (red line) deviates slightly more  
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Figure F.3 Evolution of normalized surface area for two rutile TiO2 particles undergoing
sintering with dp,0 = 3 nm at conserved T = 1800K where the right particle is rotated by 0
(red), 90 (black), 180 (pink) and 270° (green) along with their average (dashed line). 

 

than the rest but it also converges with the others at the end. The average of 
these four simulations is shown here and in Figure 6.5 (dash-dot line). 
 

F.3 Influence of Temperature on Sintering 
 
Figure F.4 shows the average of four evolutions of normalized surface area a/a0 
for two TiO2 nanoparticles undergoing sintering with initial diameter dp,0 = 2.5 
nm at constant T = 1500 (dotted line), 1600 (dash-dot), 1700 (dashed) and 1800 
K (solid). The horizontal line defines the surface area decrease by 67 % as 
discussed above. Decreasing the temperature leads to slower neck growth and 
therefore slower coalescence. Increasing the temperature leads to shorter 
characteristic sintering times and therefore faster sintering in agreement with 
experimental observations (16). Note that the initial stage of sintering (adhesion)  
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Figure F.4 Evolution of normalized surface area as for two sintering TiO2 nanoparticles
with initial diameter dp,0 = 2.5 nm at constant temperatures T = 1500 (dotted line), 1600
(dash-dot), 1700 (dashed) and 1800 K (solid). Decreasing the temperatures leads to
slower neck growth and later coalescence stages. The thin horizontal line where the
excess surface area (right axis) has decreased to 33 % defines the characteristic sintering
time. 

 

does not depend on temperature so all evolutions are clustered together because 
adhesion depends mostly on particle diameter for solid particles. 

Further the bond order parameters Q4, W4 and W6 for oxygen and 
titanium atoms in the present nanoparticles were calculated following Steinhardt 
et al. (17) with the source code of Wang et al. (18). It was found that the final 
coalesced TiO2 nanoparticle remained in the rutile phase as the initial ones in 
agreement with Koparde and Cummings (19) who found rutile to be the most 
stable phase at these conditions. They observed that sintering of an anatase with 
a rutile particle results in phase transformation of anatase to rutile starting at the 
rutile particle as seed. 
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G.1 Introduction 
 
Rutile TiO2 nanoparticles undergoing sintering at T = 1800 K, as discussed in 
section 6, are shown as cross-sections for dp,0 = 2 nm (Fig. G.1), 2.5 nm (Fig. 
G.2), 3 nm (Fig. G.3), 3.5 nm (Fig. G.4) and 4 nm (Fig. G.5). For the particle 
pairs on the left hand side the bulk titanium and oxygen atoms are colored green 
and red, respectively, while the surface titanium and oxygen atoms are colored 
yellow and blue, respectively. For the same particle pairs on the right hand side 
the titanium and oxygen atoms of the left particle are colored green and red, 
respectively, whereas the ones of the right particle are colored yellow and blue, 
respectively. 
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Figure G.1, dp,0 = 2 nm 
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Figure G.2, dp,0 = 2.5 nm 
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Figure G.3, dp,0 = 3 nm 
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Figure G.4, dp,0 = 3.5 nm 
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Figure G.5, dp,0 = 4 nm 
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H.1 Introduction 
 
This review was prepared to prepare the work and select the models for the 
sintering simulations of section 6. Sintering is one of the main mechanisms of 
nanoparticle growth in aerosols and determines their size and crystal 
morphology. Here, models to design nanoparticle sintering and experimental 
research on the sintering rate of TiO2 and SiO2 nanoparticles are summarized. 
Simulations at the various time and length scales of nanoparticles undergoing 
sintering are discussed for molecular dynamics and selected mesoscale and 
continuum models. 
 

H.2 Sintering 
 
Sintering is the process where touching particles, with ideally just a point 
contact, reduce their surface area to minimize the surface energy. Mass transport 
occurs as surface, volume or grain boundary diffusion, plastic/viscous flow and 
evaporation/condensation (1) as shown in Fig. H.1 following German (2). 
Surface diffusion is the motion of surface atoms that experience an increased 
mobility because of their lower coordination number towards energetically more 
favorable positions, preferably around the sinter neck. Grain boundary diffusion 
occurs along the distorted boundary regions between two non-aligned crystals 
whereas the motion of atoms through the crystals driven by concentration 
gradients is called volume diffusion. The material can also evaporate and 
condense favored by the vapor pressure dependence on the surface curvature 
leading to a spheroidization. Amorphous materials deform and sinter similar to a 
viscous flowing liquid by plastic/viscous flow. 

Sintering forms a neck (Fig. H.1), increasing in size, between two 
adjacent particles. Three or more particles form pores that shrink by sintering, a 
mechanism that is more important for powder compacts (3). 

The evolution of particle surface area during sintering is approximated 
by the linear rate sintering model of Koch and Friedlander (4): 
 

fca ada

dt 


  (H.1) 
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where a is the surface area of the two particles at time t, afc is the area of the 
completely coalesced spherical particles and τ is the characteristic sintering time 
depending on material, particle size and temperature (5, 6). Improved 
expressions for τ should also account for the doping or impurity atom 
concentration, surface chemistry, the sinter neck diameter and the crystal 
phases. The τ corresponds to the time needed to decrease the excess surface area 
(a − afc at t = 0) by 63 %. 
 

 
 

Initial stage neck growth laws for several mechanisms have been 
assessed by Coblenz et al. (7) and used by Kobata et al. (5) and Seto et al. (8) to 
derive expression for the characteristic sintering time, τ. The derivation is shown 
in detail by Seto et al. (8) but seems to contain a typo in an intermediate steps. 
The model for grain boundary diffusion is (7, 9): 

Figure H.1 Schematic of three sintering particles that are connected by sintering necks
and grain boundaries while forming a pore in their center. The mass transfer paths for the
most common sintering mechanisms are illustrated with arrows (surface, grain boundary
and volume diffusion and plastic flow) following German (2). 
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with the sinter neck diameter lf, the grain boundary diffusion coefficient bDb, 
surface tension γ, atomic volume Ω, time τ, Boltzmann constant kB and 
temperature T. Solving for τ leads to: 
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 (H.3) 

 
The characteristic sintering time was defined by Kobata et al. (5) as the time 
needed to increase the sinter neck diameter up to 0.83×dp,0. This corresponds to 
a decrease of excess surface area of 67 %, which is close to the 63 % percent 
defined by the sintering model of Koch and Friedlander (4, 10) assuming 
constant τ. Using the bDb of Astier and Vergnon (11) of 
1.6×10−14×exp(258’000/R/T) with R in J K−1 mol−1 the sintering time of Seto et 
al. (8) is obtained: 
 

15 4 258'000
9.75 10 exppd T

RT
      

 
 (H.4) 

 
where dp is the primary particle diameter (m) and T the temperature (K). Several 
characteristic sintering times (Table H.1) have been obtained experimentally or 
theoretically for SiO2 (1, 12-15) and TiO2 (5, 8, 13, 14, 16, 17) and are 
compared in Fig. H.2. 
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Figure H.2 Characteristic sintering times of Table H.1 for SiO2 (a-b) and TiO2 (c-d) at 
function of particle diameter (a-c) at T = 1500 K and as function of temperature (b-d) for 
d = 20 nm. 
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Table H.1 Characteristic Sintering Time Expressions 

Reference Material S
iz

e 
(n

m
) 

T
em

p
er

at
u

re
 

(K
) 

Characteristic Sintering Time1 Highlights 

      

Kingery et 
al. (1976) 
(1,13) 

SiO2 - - 
 

- 

Kobata et al. 
(1991) 
(7) 

TiO2 50 1273 
 

derived from neck 
growth law, hot wall 
reactor with sectional 
model, accounting for 
anatase-rutile 
transformation 

Xiong et al. 
(1993) 
(13) 

TiO2 60 
1300 

– 1700
externally heated flow 
reactor, effective 
sintering rate, 2D 
sectional model 

TiO2, 
5 % SiO2 

40 
1500 

– 1700

SiO2 8 
1300 

– 1700

Seto et al. 
(1995) 
(8) 

TiO2 
30 – 
100 

300 
– 1673  

derived from neck 
growth law, hot wall 
reactor, sectional 
model 

Yang and 
Biswas 
(1997) 
(16) 

TiO2 
10 – 
80 

1400 
– 1800  

anatase, effective 
sintering rate 

Ehrman et 
al. (1998) 
(14) 

SiO2 10 
1000 

– 1800

- 

TiO2 13 - 

Ehrman et 
al. (1999) 
(15) 

SiO2 - - 
correction for 
nanoeffect of smallest 
particles 

Tsantilis et 
al. (2001) 
(12) 

SiO2 
10 – 
40 

300 
– 2000

correction for 
nanoeffect of smallest 
particles, dmin = 1 nm 

13 690 '000
6.5 10 expd

RT
      

 

16 4 258 '000
7.44 10 expd T

RT
     

 

18 4 30 '762
8.3 10 expd T

RT
     

 

18 4 64 '849
8.5 10 expd T

RT
     

 

5 13'011
5.5 10 expd

RT
     

 

15 4 258'000
9.75 10 expd T

RT
     

 

16 4 265'300
1.67 10 expd T

RT
     

 

8 507 '154
6.3 10 expd

RT
      

 

9 3 282 '676
1.5 10 expd T

RT
     

 

3
16

0 0

4

1.67 10 exp
128

d a aE v P
d RT d

D v RT






        
 
 
 

13 69 '000
6.5 10 exp 1 mind

d
RT d
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Cho and 
Biswas 
(2006) 
(17) 

TiO2 
55.6 
nm 

1173 
– 1323

tandem DMA, 
externally heated 
furnace, effective 
sintering rate 

TiO2 50 nm

TiO2 40 nm

TiO2, V 40 nm

1 R in J mol-1 K-1; T in K; d in m 

 

H.3 Simulation of Nanoparticle Sintering 

H.3.1 Molecular Dynamics 
 
Molecular dynamics (MD) has developed from the first simulations of hard 
sphere systems (18, 19) into a wide field of computational science (20) using 
two- and/or many-body potential surfaces to calculate the forces between atoms 
resulting in acceleration, velocity and position following Newton’s laws. 

Nanoparticles undergoing sintering have been investigated with MD 
simulations for silver (Ag) (21-23), gold (Au) (24-30), aluminum (Al) (31), 
copper (Cu) (23, 32-35), Iridium (Ir) (36), iron (Fe) (37, 38), iron-nickel (Fe-Ni) 
(39), nickel (Ni) (40), nickel-aluminum (Ni-Al) (41, 42), lead (Pb) (23, 43), 
silicon (Si) (44-48), silicon carbide (SiC) (49), silicon nitride (Si3N4) (50), 
titanium dioxide (TiO2) (51-56), tungsten (W) (57), zinc oxide (ZnO) (58) and 
zinc sulfide (ZnS) (59). Table H.2 summarizes the residence time, temperature, 
number of atoms and employed force field of nanoparticle sintering MD 
literature in chronological order. The realized residence time depends on the 
force field, number of atoms and timestep. Many simulations have only reached 
the sintering stages of particle adhesion/collision and initial neck growth but 
have missed the important final coalescence stage that would have been required 
to extract characteristic sintering times. Selected simulations will be discussed 
in detail in the following sub-sections. 
 

19 4 236 '000
7.22 10 expd T

RT
     

 

20 4 234 '000
3.32 10 expd T

RT
     

 

21 4 284 '000
7.32 10 expd T

RT
     

 

12 4 363'000
2.22 10 expd T

RT
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H.3.1.1 Silicon 
 
Silicon nanoparticles undergoing sintering are one of the most widely 
investigated materials by MD. The relatively short cut-off radius of the 
Stillinger-Weber potential (60) allows simulating high numbers of atoms 
compared with potentials that include long range (Coulomb) forces (61). 

Equilibrated silicon nanoparticles (62) have been combined to pairs and 
sintered until full coalescence with up to 1000 atoms (44) where the time to 
reach coalescence was increasing with increasing particle size and decreasing 
temperature as expected. For solid particles solid-state diffusion seemed to be 
the dominant sinter mechanism while the liquid-like particles coalesced by 
viscous flow sintering. In this work (62) the term phenomenological applies to 
the sintering mechanism. The sintering rate of unequal sized silicon particles 
pairs increased for larger size ratios (46). 

The surface morphology has a considerable influence on the sintering 
rate. Comparing MD of silicon nanoparticles with bare and hydrogen-terminated 
surfaces (45) by parametrizing a silicon-hydrogen force field (63) showed that 
increasing coverage of the particle surface with hydrogen slows down the 
sintering rate. A complete hydrogen layer on the surface resulted in a 3 to 5 
times longer coalescence time than with bare surfaces. This might be caused by 
the hydrogen atoms themselves or by the temperature that increased only half as 
much as for bare surfaces which might depend on the force field parameters. 

Primary particles in agglomerates often form long chains and have 
several contact points with adjacent primary particles (coordination number). 
Molecular dynamics of straight chains of up to 80 silicon primary particles with 
sizes between 2.5 and 7 nm (48) showed a three stage evolution of their shape: 
first the sinter necks grow between the adjacent touching primary particles until 
the chain of beads look like plain cylindrical surface, then the two ends of the 
chain start to coalesce and increase in size and finally approach each other for 
full coalescence into a single sphere. The time to coalescence normalized by the 
primary particle diameter was found to depend only on the chain length and the 
results were in agreement with a continuum model for cylindrical particles. 
Very long chains fragment at the center because of the increased stress and 
finally result in separated coalesced spheres. Changing the shape of the straight 
chains to L- and T- and aggregate-shaped ones (47) containing up to 110 
primary particles each with 500 atoms (dp = 2.5 nm) describes sintering of 
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fractal-like particles. It was found that the sintering time of the aggregates 
normalized with the primary particle diameter scales with its number of primary 
particles and the fractal dimension. 
 

H.3.1.2 Titanium Dioxide 
 
The structure of TiO2 nanoparticles has been investigated by Collins et al. (64) 
with the force field of Matsui and Akaogi (61) after a detailed evaluation the 
performance of existing force fields for TiO2 in representing the properties of 
bulk TiO2 crystal phases (65). In solid particles the surface atoms had a higher 
mobility than bulk atoms whereas this difference diminished for the liquid 
particles. A hopping mechanism was discovered for bulk and surface diffusion. 
The formation of (100), (110) and (101) facets of crystalline rutile was observed 
on equilibrated particles. The adhesion and initial neck growth sintering of these 
TiO2 particles was investigated for already quite large particles, at that time, 
with dp ~ 2.8nm (1245 atoms) at temperatures between 1200 – 2000 K (53) 
while no fractures or elastic rebounds were observed. Because of the high 
computational demand caused by the force field accounting for long range 
interactions and the relatively high number of atoms, only the initial stages of 
sintering could be investigated wherein three distinct stages were observed: 
adhesion, locking (rearrangement of the particles along the crystal planes) and 
fusion (initial neck growth). No influence of temperatures within a residence 
time of 1 ns was observed. This could be explained by the fact that they only 
investigated the initial neck growth stage, which is only very little depending on 
temperature since no diffusion processes are involved and neck formation 
mainly results from the contact area of the collided particles, formed by 
adhesion. 

The structure of rutile and anatase TiO2 nanoparticles was later 
investigated in more detail with simulated X-ray diffraction patterns, bond 
length distributions, coordination number and surface energies by Naicker et al. 
(66). They reported that the force field of Matsui and Akaogi (61) leads to a 
crossover size (67) for the size dependent anatase to rutile transformation of 
only 2.5 nm. The sintering of TiO2 nanoparticles was simulated for residence 
times up to 500 ps and particle sizes of 3 – 4nm (55) investigating the initial 
neck growth. The surface evolution for a similar setup (52) was compared to the 
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sintering model of Koch and Friedlander (4). The results are difficult to interpret 
because the sintering model was developed for the final stages of sintering and 
does not account for the stages of adhesion, where surface area gets lost just by 
contact (adhesion) of the particles, and initial neck growth. 

Computationally more demanding variable charge models (68) for TiO2 
show that dynamic charge transfer results in the formation of an electric double 
layer at the surface and higher surface diffusivity compared to force fields with 
fixed charges (54). 
 

H.3.1.3 Gold 
 
Investigation of the shape evolution of liquid-liquid, solid-liquid and solid-solid 
pairs of gold nanoclusters undergoing coalescence (29) using the Embedded 
Atom Method (EAM) potential (69) was one of the first MD simulations of gold 
nanoparticle sintering. Melting and freezing of the gold nanoparticles was 
simulated and in quite good agreement with experimental data  on the melting 
temperature(70). Coalescence of two small liquid particles can result in a 
particle that is solid at that temperature (70). Deviations from neck growth 
models (71) have been attributed to the formation of stable facets, that have also 
existed in the initial particles, slowing down the surface diffusivity. Neck 
growth models often assume spherical particles and constant diffusivities, while 
the facets provide conditions comparable to perfect flat surfaces where atoms 
cannot easily leave their position in the perfect surface ordering or, once they 
have, do not feel the surface curvature anymore reducing the surface diffusivity. 

Arcidiacono et al. (25) investigated the coalescence of gold nano-
particles based on the glue potential (72) and found even better agreement with 
experimental melting temperatures (70). The temperature evolution of the 
coalescing particles was compared to an analytical energy balance based on the 
surface area evolution described by the sintering model of Koch and Friedlander 
(4). The neck growth rate was not always in agreement with neck growth 
models for grain boundary diffusion (71) which was explained with that there 
were probably other sintering mechanisms present next to grain boundary 
diffusion. 

Simulations with the same force field (24) for larger gold nanoparticles 
(4.4 and 10 nm) also found reasonable agreement with neck growth laws for 
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larger particles while the smaller particles showed deviations that have been 
attributed to the small particle effect. Initial neck growth of liquid gold particles 
followed the viscous flow sintering model (28) while for solid particles the 
initial neck growth was dominated by viscous flow and at a later stage by grain 
boundary diffusion at temperatures slightly below the melting temperature (28).  

Simulations of pairs and two-dimensional arrays of gold nanoparticles 
(26) showed that the particle morphology had no influence on the particle-
particle interactions for very small particles (140 atoms, 1.5 nm). 
 

H.3.1.4 Metals 
 
Copper nanoparticles are one of the earliest materials investigated with MD (32, 
33). There, the first two stages of contact and initial neck growth was observed 
and attributed to the high shear stresses at the contact points exceeding the 
materials strength. The particles aligned to energetically more favorable contact 
positions, before the formation of an initial sinter neck started (32). Rapid neck 
formation and later a slower densification of the particles was observed also for 
aluminum nanoparticles undergoing sintering (31). The relative orientation of 
the two particles showed only minor effect on the sintering process, but it 
seemed to influence the extent of surface diffusivity. 

Iron clusters undergoing coalescence were monitored embedded in an 
inert gas heat bath (37). That way it was possible to completely exclude effects 
of temperature control and equilibrium preparation of the particles and achieve 
realistic conditions. Three distinct stages of sintering were reported: The first 
sharp decrease in surface area was attributed to the contact and adhesion of the 
two particles followed by a stage where the particles formed an oval-like shape 
while the surface area did not change much. Finally the oval shaped particle 
coalesced into a single spherical-like particle as the slowest step by several 
orders of magnitude, driven by the excess surface area. During this final 
evolution the realistic heat bath and the particles had the same temperature as 
excess energy of the sintering particles was transported into the heat bath by gas 
atom collisions onto the particle surface. 

Another exciting MD setup was presented for the formation of iron-
nickel alloys of nano-crystalline structures from Fe80Ni20 nanoparticles (39). The 
volume around an array of single, equally-sized particles was decreases by 
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about 50 % in the constant pressure and temperature ensemble (NPT) resulting 
in a polycrystalline bulk alloy structure. Subsequently decreasing the 
temperature induced the martensitic transformation starting at the grain 
boundaries. 

The coalescence of nickel and aluminum nanoparticles resulted in the 
formation alloy particles during an energetic reaction (41, 42). It was shown that 
the sintering time is nearly linearly dependent on the number of atoms of the 
particles and that the heat release is only significant for particles smaller than 10 
nm, but there increasing strongly with decreasing particle size. 

Pre-melting of the surface layer was observed for tungsten 
nanoparticles leading to viscous flow sintering (57). 

Collision and coalescence determine already the growth of monomers 
and nanoclusters. Iridium clusters of 1 to 7 atoms were simulated by MD (36). 
The formation of stable trimers was found to be very sensitive to collision angle, 
orientation and kinetic energy, resulting in overall collision efficiencies around 
50 % for the formation of trimers. Similar simulations were presented for silver 
clusters with 3 to 19 atoms (22) reporting that collisions with too high kinetic 
energy do not result in the formation of dimers. 
 

H.3.1.5 Oxides, Carbides, Nitrides and Sulfides 
 
There are only few publications on sintering of carbides, nitrides, sulfides and 
oxides besides TiO2. It seems to be more challenging to develop force fields for 
materials of several elements. For example Tsuruta et al. have simulated the 
initial stages sintering of silicon nitride (50) and silicon carbide (49) 
nanoparticles and Fang et al. (58) have simulated zinc oxide nanoparticles. A 
very interesting setup was presented by Zhang and Banfield (59), who 
investigated the coalescence and rearrangement of up to five equally sized zinc 
sulfide nanoparticles. The observed translational and rotational movements 
during sintering were caused by inter particle forces. During sintering the atoms 
on the surface had a much higher mobility than the bulk ones. Hu et al. (73) 
investigated melting, coalescence and recrystallization of ZnO nanoparticles 
suspended in liquid tetradecane by MD to study the properties of semiconductor 
nanoparticles in colloids and their manipulation with lasers. 
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H.3.2 Continuum Models 
 
Continuum models neglect the discrete nature of atom interactions and utilize 
macroscopic material properties. Sintering is at the smallest time and length 
scales where continuum models have been applied (Fig. 1.1). The governing 
equations can be solved by finite element methods or for simple cases 
analytically and are usually applied to viscous sintering (e.g., amorphous SiO2) 
where selected references are presented in the following. 

Viscous flow sintering was simulated with a finite element method on a 
moving mesh for periodic compacts and groups of three particles focusing on 
the development of solution strategies of the Navier-Stokes equations (74). The 
coalescence of by viscous flow has been investigated by describing the surface 
as a Hippopede curve for equally sized particles (75). The method is 
computational very efficient requiring only seconds. The early rates of sintering 
by neck growth were within 5 – 15 % of the corrected model of Frenkel (76) 
with larger deviations afterwards. The results were in also agreement with finite 
element methods (77) in terms of shrinkage as function of the neck radius. The 
evolution of surface area showed two stages where first a quite fast decrease 
upon the formation of the sinter neck was followed by a longer period of only 
small surface area decrease. This work was later extended and modified to 
unequally sized particle pairs (78). Wakai et al. (79) simulated the coarsening of 
two unequally sized particles by a surface evolver program (80) where 
coarsening of the particles was driven by the curvature between the two 
particles. 

The volume of fluid (VOF) method (81) solves the Navier-Stokes 
equations to describe the free surface of flows. Three-dimensional, fractional 
VOF simulations including free surface movement represented the viscous flow 
sintering of SiO2 nanoparticles at different arrangements like particle pairs, 
straight chains of particles and agglomerates (82) similar to previous MD 
simulations of viscous sintering silicon (47, 48). The VOF simulations showed 
increasing deviations from the scaling laws obtained by MD for shorter chains. 
It was found that the initial neck growth rate depends on the coordination 
number of the considered primary particle, but its influence on the surface area 
evolution was rather small. The sintering kinetics of chains with different 
structures could not be normalized to a dimensionless sintering time by a fractal 
dimension. 
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H.3.3 Monte Carlo 
 
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations are based on repeated random sampling. In the 
case of sintering simulations volume elements or atoms are randomly chosen to 
make a certain move and a probability distribution decides if the move is valid 
or not. 

Monte Carlo has been applied to 2-dimensional aggregates undergoing 
coagulation and sintering in gas-phase (83) showing that the temperature and 
sintering rate have a big influence of the surface area evolution while only a 
minor influence on the fractal dimension of the aggregates. A similar method 
has been used to simulate the sintering of aligned copper wires in agreement 
with experimental data (84). 

Sintering of fcc nanoparticle pairs was simulated by a kinetic MC 
method. The initial neck growth rates were sometimes in agreement with classic 
neck growth power laws (85). During the coalescence stage facets were formed 
on the particles and the kinetics subsequently had a stronger dependence on 
temperature, particle size and especially orientation. Monte Carlo based on the 
Potts model (86) has been used to describe the sintering of particle pairs (87), 
pairs of different materials (88) and powder compacts (89). 

Monte Carlo simulations are also used to describe statistical processes. 
The energy release by surface area reduction increased the particle temperature 
and accelerated the sintering rate (90). Kinetic MC of coalescence energy 
release during sintering in aerosol particle populations showed that when the 
characteristic sintering time is much shorter than the ones for coagulation and 
cooling the sintering particles can experience temperatures highly elevated 
above the surrounding gas temperature. This resulted in faster sintering rates by 
several orders of magnitude (91). Such conditions occur for example at low 
ambient pressures which slows down the heat removal from the particles by 
collisions with gas molecules (convection). 
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H.4 Conclusions 
 
This overview shows that there are no nanoparticle sintering MD simulations 
that have extracted the characteristic sintering time as a result and input for 
simulations at other scales. Mesoscale models allow description of larger 
particles or agglomerates but require characteristic sintering times as input. 
Continuum models can lead to characteristic sintering times but are more 
suitable for materials sintering by viscous flow (e.g., amorphous SiO2) 
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Table H.2 Molecular dynamics simulations of nanoparticle sintering 

Reference Material Time 
Char. Size of
one Particle 

Temperature Force field Highlights 

       

Tsuruta et al. 
(1996) (50) 

Si3N4 200 ps 8 nm 2000 K (92) 
very high number of atoms for 
very short time 

Zhu and Averback 
(1996) (32) 

Cu 100 ps 
4688 atoms 

(4.8 nm) 
50 or  
700K 

EAM 
(93) 

- 

Zhu and Averback 
(1996) (33) 

Cu 160 ps 4.8 nm 700 K 
EAM 
(93) 

evolution of grain boundary 
structure 

Collins et al. 
(1997) (53) 

TiO2 1 ns 
1245 atoms 

(2.8 nm) 
1200 –  
2000 K 

Buckingham 
(61) 

first TiO2 nanoparticle sintering 
MD with MA force field 
following a detailed force field 
assessment 

Lewis et al. 
(1997) (29) 

Au 10 ns 1055 atoms 800 K 
EAM 
(69) 

liquid and solid particles 

Raut et al. 
(1998) (31) 

Al 45 ps 3.2 – 4.4 nm 
300 –  
800 K 

MD/MC 
CEM (94) 

shows cross-sections with 
surface/bulk atoms colored 
differently, higher distortion of 
surface atoms 

Zeng et al. 
(1998) (34) 

Cu 34 ps 8.8 nm 1000 K EAM (95) 
2D cross-sections of fibers, 
different diameter ratios 

Zachariah and Carrier 
(1999) (44) 

Si 4 ns 
30 –  

480 atoms 
600 –  

2000 K 

Stillinger-
Weber 
(60) 

comparison with 
phenomenological sintering 
models 

Mazzone (2000) 
(23) 

Ag, Cu,
Pb 

600 ps 
44 –  

276 atoms 
- tight-binding - 

Ogata et al. 
(2000) (54) 

TiO2 18 ps 6 and 8 nm 1400 K 
variable charge
(68) 

Charge distribution in titania 
particles with polarizable force 
field 

Tsuruta et al. (2001) 
(49) 

SiC 10 ps 460 atoms 1000 K tight binding 
2D cross-sections of fibers, neck 
formation polycrystalline 
systems 

Zhao et al. 
(2001) (21) 

Ag 100 ps 309 atoms 
300 –  
1000K 

EAM (96) 
validation with melting 
temperature, sintering of 3 
particles 

Kadau et al. 
(2002) (39) 

Fe/Ni 600 ps 1000 atoms 800 K EAM (97) 
formation of polycrystalline 
bulk from 32 particles 

Hendy et al. 
(2003) (43) 

Pb 1.8 ns 565 atoms 300 K glue (98) - 

Arcidiacono et al. 
(2004) (25) 

Au 7 ns 
0.95 –  
2.5 nm 

517 –  
966 K 

glue (72) comparison with energy balance 

Zhang and Banfield 
(2004) (59) 

ZnS 1.1 ns 3 nm 300 K 
shell model 
(99) 

5 randomly oriented particles, 
observed a fourth stage of phase 
transformation 

Hawa and Zachariah 
(2005) (45) 

Si 160 ps 
2 –  

6 nm 
1000 –  
1500 K 

Stillinger-
Weber 
like (63) 

bare and hydrogen coated 

Koparde and 
Cummings 
(2005) (55) 

TiO2 500 ps 
3 and  
4 nm 

573 –  
1473 

Buckingham 
(61) 

initial stage sintering, compares 
Ti coordination numbers 
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Reference Material Time 
Char. Size of 
one Particle 

Temperature Force field Highlights 

       

Lümmen and Kraska 
(2005) (37) 

Fe 20 ns 681 atoms 600 – 1000 K EAM (97) 

particle formation from gas-
phase, shows that particle 
temperature does not exceed gas 
temperature because of heat 
transfer 

Tay and Bresme 
(2005) (26) 

Au 400 ps 
8x8  

140 atoms 
298 K 

Sutton-Chen 
(100) 

passivated particles and arrays 

Fang et al. 
(2006) (58) 

ZnO 200 ps 
400 –  

1200 atoms 
1000 –  
3000 K 

many body 
tight-binding 
(101) 

- 

Hawa and Zachariah 
(2006) (46) 

Si 140 ps 
1600 and  

10’000 atoms 
1000 and  
1500 K 

Stillinger-
Weber 
(60) 

unequally sized particles 

Zhao et al. 
(2006) (27) 

Au 80 ps 1088 atoms 300 K EAM (102) - 

Grochola et al. 
(2007) (30) 

Au 8 ps 
1.55 –  
6.2 nm 

373 K EAM (103) 
shape evolution during 
coalescence 

Hawa and Zachariah 
(2007) (47) 

Si 120 ps 500 atoms 1500 K 
Stillinger-
Weber 
(60) 

straight chains of up to 80 of 
these primary particles 

Hawa and Zachariah 
(2007) (48) 

Si 133 ps 500 atoms 1500 K 
Stillinger-
Weber 
(60) 

L-, T- and aggregate shaped 
chains, 40 primary particles 

Pawluk and Wang 
(2007) (36) 

Ir 10 ps 
1 – 7  
atoms 

500 K 
Sutton-Chen 
(104) 

show the very first steps of 
particle formation by collision 
and coalescence 

Wang et al. 
(2007) (28) 

Au 2.5 ns 456 atoms 
300 –  

1200 K 

quantum 
Sutton 
-Chen (105) 

- 

Yukna and Wang 
(2007) (22) 

Ag 80 ps 
3 –  

38 atoms 
KE in eV 

cluster Sutton 
-Chen (104) 

- 

Koparde and 
Cummings 
(2008) (56) 

TiO2 10 ns 3 nm 1473 K 
Buckingham 
(61) 

sintering of anatase, rutile and 
amorphous particle 
combinations 

Koparde and 
Cummings 
(2008) (52) 

TiO2 500 ps 
2.5 –  
4 nm 

500 –  
3000 K 

Buckingham 
(61) 

- 

Pan et al. (2008) 
(24) 

Au 10 ns 
4.4 –  

10 nm 
300 –  

1350 K 
glue (72) - 

Theissmann et al. 
(2008) (106) 

L-J 20 ns 3050 atoms 800 K Lennard-Jones - 

Henz et al. (2009) 
(42) 

Ni/Al 1.5 ns 
6 –  

20 nm 
600 K 

EAM 
(107, 108) 

- 

Henz et al. (2009) 
(41) 

Ni/Al 2 ns 
6 –  

20 nm 
600 K 

EAM 
(107, 108) 

- 

Kart et al. (2009) 
(35) 

Cu 100 ps 
4 and  
10 nm 

100 –  
2100 K 

Sutton-Chen - 

Ding et al. (2009) 
(109) 

L-J 5×105 t* 
5000  
atoms 

0.19,  
0.26 T* 

Lennard-Jones 2D cross-section of fibers 

Hu et al. (2010) 
(73) 

ZnO 3000 ps 2 nm 
300 –  

1790 K 

Morse (110, 
111) and 
Lennard Jones 
(112) 

solvated  in liquid tetradecane 
and heat by picosecond laser 
pulses 
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Reference Material Time 
Char. Size of 
one Particle 

Temperature Force field Highlights 

       

Nguyen et al. 
(2010) (38) 

Fe 250 ps 2 nm 
1400,  

1500 K 
Finnis-Sinclair
(108, 113) 

- 

Song and Wen 
(2010) (40) 

Ni 200 ps 
1.76 and  
3.52 nm 

800 –  
1500 K 

EAM 
(114) 

- 

Moitra et al. (2010) 
(57) 

W 200 ps 
2 –  

12 nm 
500 –  

3500 K 
MEAM 
(115) 

- 

Buesser and Pratsinis 
(2011) 

TiO2 300 ns 2 – 4 nm 1500 – 1800 K 
Buckingham 
(61) 

surface diffusion dominated, 
GPU accelerated 
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This code is based on the Langevin Dynamics code of Martin Heine 
(Dissertation ETH no. 17253, Appendix C). Here it has been optimized, 
extended and validated for the free molecule and transition coagulation regimes. 
 
 

I.1 Definition.f90 
Description: This file contains the definitions of a all variables and constants. 
 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! * MODULE: Module_Constant                                                                               * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
module Module_Constant 
 
! programming constants 
 integer*4  MAX_PARTICLE 
 parameter (MAX_PARTICLE = 2000)          ! max number of particles 
 
 integer*4  MAX_NEIGHBOR 
 parameter (MAX_NEIGHBOR = 20)          ! max number of particles in the neighbor list 
 
 integer*4  MAX_DISCRETIZED            ! particles are discretized to calculate beta 
 parameter (MAX_DISCRETIZED = 1000)         ! max. number of sections for discretization 
 
 integer*4  MAX_COLLISIONS            ! particle collisions are stored for further analysis 
 parameter (MAX_COLLISIONS = 50000)        ! max. number of collisions before beta calculated 
 
! natural constants 
 real*8  NA                  ! Avogadro’s Number 
 real*8  kB                  ! Boltzmann constant [J/K] 
 real*8  Pi                  ! Pi 
 real*8  R_gas                ! ideal gas constant [J/mol/K] 
 
! constants for the Cunningham correction factor 
 real*8  A1 
 real*8  A2 
 real*8  A3 
 
end module Module_Constant 
 
 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! * MODULE: Module_Type                                                                                   * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
module Module_Type 
use Module_Constant 
 
 type Type_Particle 
  real*8  v(3)                ! velocity vector of the particle 
  real*8  r(3)                ! position vector of the particle 
  real*8  dx(3)               ! displacement vector for 1 time-step 
  integer*4 multi               ! this dx has to be repeated multi-times 
  integer*4 count               ! dx has to be repeated multi-times 
  real*8  C                 ! Cunningham correction 
  real*8  n                 ! number of primary particles 
  integer*4 n_nl                ! number neighbors in neighbor list 
  integer*4 nl(1:MAX_NEIGHBOR+50)         ! neighbor list 
  real*8  d_col               ! collision diameter [m] 
  real*8  d_mob               ! mobility diameter [m] 
  real*8  d_s                ! solid (coalesced) diameter [m] 
  real*8  m_col_eff              ! collision mass effective [kg] 
  real*8  m_mob_eff              ! mobility mass effective [kg] 
  real*8  m_s                ! solid mass [kg] 
  real*8  rho_col_eff             ! collision effective density of particles [kg/m^3] 
  real*8  rho_mob_eff             ! mobility effective density of particles [kg/m^3] 
  real*8  v_col_eff              ! collision effective volume [m^3] 
  real*8  v_mob_eff              ! mobility effective volume [m^3] 
  real*8  v_s                ! solid volume [m^3] 
 end type Type_Particle 
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 type Type_Fluid 
  real*8 eta                 ! viscosity 
  real*8 lambda                ! mean free path [m] 
  real*8 MW                  ! molecular weight [kg/mol] 
  real*8 p                  ! pressure [Pa] 
  real*8 rho                 ! density [kg/m^3] 
  real*8 T                  ! temperature [K] 
 end type Type_Fluid 
 
 type Type_Time 
  real*8  dt                 ! time-step [s] 
  real*8  dt_outer              ! write positions [s] 
  real*8  min                ! time at begin of simulation 
  real*8  max                ! time at end of simulation 
  integer*4 n_order               ! number of time-steps to increase order of magnitude 
  integer*4 order_min              ! power of starting time 
  integer*4 order_max              ! power of final time 
  real*8  time                ! absolute time [s] 
 end type Type_Time 
 
 type Type_Average_Diameter 
  real*8  mass_mean              ! diameter of average mass d4,3 
  real*8  average_mass            ! number mean diameter d3,0 
  real*8  number_mean             ! number mean diameter d1,0 
  real*8  sauter               ! Sauter diameter d3,2 
  real*8  sigma_gv              ! geometric volume based standard deviation 
  real*8  sigma_gn              ! geometric number based standard deviation 
  real*8  vgv                ! average volume - volume based 
  real*8  vgn                ! average volume - number based 
 end type Type_Average_Diameter 
 
 type Type_Discretized 
  real*8  factor               ! factor 
  real*8  spacing               ! spacing 
  real*8  dgn,dgv               ! mean diameters (number and volume based) 
  real*8  imax                ! max number in spacing 
  real*8  N(1:MAX_DISCRETIZED)         ! Number distribution 
  real*8  V(1:MAX_DISCRETIZED)         ! Volume distribution 
  real*8  d(1:MAX_DISCRETIZED)         ! Corresponding diameter for number discretization 
 end type Type_Discretized 
 
 type Type_Collisions 
  real*8 beta(1:MAX_DISCRETIZED,1:MAX_DISCRETIZED) ! matrix collision frequency * time 
  real*8 dgn                 ! initial mean diameter (log-normal, number based) 
  real*8 list(1:MAX_COLLISIONS,1:2)       ! matrix of collisions 
  integer*4 max                ! number of collisions in one time-step 
  integer*4 N(1:MAX_DISCRETIZED,1:MAX_DISCRETIZED) ! matrix collision frequency * time 
  real*8 t0                  ! intial real-time to count collisions 
 end type Type_Collisions 
 
end module Module_Type 
 
 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! * MODULE: Module_Main                                                                                   * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
module Module_Main 
use Module_Constant 
use Module_Type 
 
 type (Type_Particle)     particle(1:MAX_PARTICLE+50) 
 type (Type_Particle)     particle_new(1:MAX_PARTICLE+50) 
 type (Type_Fluid)      fluid 
 type (Type_Time)       times 
 type (Type_Average_Diameter) average_d_s 
 type (Type_Average_Diameter) average_d_col 
 type (Type_Discretized)   pb          !particle size distribution 
 type (Type_Collisions)    coll 
 
 real*8 geometry(1:3)         ! length of the geometry, 0 point is in the center of the volume 
 real*8 geometry_half(1:3)            ! half length of the geometry 
 real*8 geometry_volume             ! total volume of geometry 
 
 integer*4 domain_counter             ! counter for duplication of domain size 
 
 integer*4 number_particles            ! total number of particles (changing by coagulation) 
 integer*4 number_particles_init          ! initial number of particles 
 integer*4 number_particles_min          ! minimum number of particles 
 
 real*8 nPP_min                 ! minimum number of PPs 
 real*8 nPP_max                 ! maximum number of PPs 
 real*8 nPP_average               ! average number of PPs 
 real*8 nPP_tot                 ! total number of primary particles 
 real*8 npp_tot_init              ! initial total number of primary particles 
 real*8 PP_mass_balance             ! balance of PPs 
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 real*8 phi_s             ! solids volume fraction 
 real*8 phi_s_0             ! initial solids volume fraction 
 real*8 phi_mob_eff           ! mobility effective volume fraction 
 real*8 phi_col_eff           ! effective volume fraction 
 real*8 phi_col_eff_old         ! effective volume fraction of the last time step 
 real*8 Df               ! fractal dimension of agglomerate (Df <=3) 
 
 real*8 rho_s             ! density of particles 
 real*8 d_init             ! initial particle diameter 
 real*8 n_init             ! initial number of primary particles 
 real*8 v_init             ! initial particle volume 
 real*8 m_init             ! initial particle mass 
 real*8 delta_x             ! delta_x / particle_diameter - dimensionless step 
 
 integer*4 outer_loop_max         ! number of time steps of outer time-loop (write output) 
 integer*4 inner_loop_max         ! number of time steps of inner time-loop (integration only) 
 
 integer*4 new_pos(1:MAX_PARTICLE)     ! new position of the old particle 
 
 integer*4 i_min            ! identifier of smallest particle 
 
 integer*4 CE_flag            ! collision efficiency 0: off; 1: on; 
 integer*4 vdW_flag           ! van der Waals forces 0: off; 1: on; 
 integer*4 constant_phi_eff_flag      ! constant effective volume fraction 0: off; 1: on; 
 integer*4 append_flag          ! 0: overwrite files; 1: append size distributions; 
 integer*4 consec_run_flag        ! 0: single run; 1: consecutive runs; 
 integer*4 C_flag            ! Cunningham correction factor 0: off, 1: on; 
 integer*4 dt_flag            ! dt 0: constant; 1: adaptive dependent on smallest particle; 
 integer*4 neighborlist_flag       ! neighbor list 0: off; n: distance equal n times min d_col; 
 integer*4 write_beta_flag        ! number of iterations to write beta; 
 integer*4 write_size_flag        ! number of iterations to write particle sizes; 
 integer*4 regime_flag          ! regime 1: continuum; 2: cont. Cunningham; 3: free molecular; 
 
 integer*4 neighbor_max         ! max number of entries in neighbor list 
 integer*4 neighbor_calls         ! number of neighbor list calls 
 real*8 delta_nl            ! maximum neighbor list distance 
 real*8 max_disp            ! maximum particle displacement 
 
 integer*4 outer_loop_i         ! storage of the counter of the outer loop 
 integer*4 number_runs          ! number of consecutive runs 
 integer*4 outer_loop_counter       ! number of outer loops 
 
 character*40 path           ! output path 
 
 real*8 force_vdW(1:MAX_PARTICLE,1:3)   ! van der Waals force in coordinate directions [N] 
 real*8 Hamaker_constant_A        ! Hamaker constant [J] 
 real*8 restitution           ! coefficient of restitution 1: elastic; 0: inelastic; 
 
 integer*4 CE_collisions_total(1:200,1:200)   ! collision efficiency, all collisions 
 integer*4 CE_collisions_successful(1:200,1:200) ! collision eff., successful collisions 
 
 real*8  V_max 
 real*8  V_av 
 
 real*8  max_step 
 real*8  min_step 
 real*8  gausss_velocity(6) 
 real*8  E_kin 
 
 integer*4 E_kin_Barriere 
 
 real*8  SPSDfm_N(1:80) 
 real*8  SPSDfm_d(1:80) 
 
end module Module_Main 
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I.2 Constant.f90 
Description: This subroutine calculates the collision rate at constant effective 
volume fractions. 
 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! * NAME: constant_phi_eff                                                                                * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
subroutine constant_phi_eff() 
use Module_Main 
 
 implicit none 
 integer*4 i, k, q 
 real*8 ratio 
 
 call calculate_total_PPs() 
 
 ratio = (phi_col_eff / phi_s_0) ** (1d0/3d0) 
 
 geometry(1) = geometry(1) * ratio 
 geometry(2) = geometry(2) * ratio 
 geometry(3) = geometry(3) * ratio 
 
 geometry_volume = geometry(1) * geometry(2) * geometry(3) 
 
 do k=1,3 
  geometry_half(k) = 0.5d0 * geometry(k) 
 end do 
 
 do i = 1,number_particles 
  do q = 1,3 
 
   particle(i)%r(q) = particle(i)%r(q) * ratio 
 
  end do 
 end do 
 
 call calculate_total_PPs() 
 
end 

 

I.3 Force.f90 
Description: These subroutines describe the particle interactions upon collision. 
 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! * NAME: collision_interaction                                                                           * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
subroutine collision_interaction(i,j) 
use Module_Main 
 
 implicit none 
 integer*4 i, j, a, b, var 
 real*8 c, n(1:3), ui(1:3), uj(1:3), particle_th_1_v(1:3), particle_th_2_v(1:3) 
 real*8 r, D, E_vdW, E_kin_1, E_kin_2, delta_xyz 
 
 n = particle(j)%r - particle(i)%r 
 n = n / (n(1)**2d0 + n(2)**2d0 + n(3)**2d0)**(1d0/2d0) 
 
 ui = particle(i)%v 
 uj = particle(j)%v 
 
 c = n(1) * (ui(1) - uj(1)) + n(2) * (ui(2) - uj(2)) + n(3) * (ui(3) - uj(3)) 
 

particle_th_1_v = particle(i)%v - particle(j)%m_col_eff * c / (particle(i)%m_col_eff & 
         + particle(j)%m_col_eff) * (1 + restitution) * n 
 particle_th_2_v = particle(j)%v + particle(i)%m_col_eff * c / (particle(i)%m_col_eff & 
         + particle(j)%m_col_eff) & * (1 + restitution) * n 
 
 D = 2d-10 
 r = particle(i)%d_col/2d0 + particle(j)%d_col/2d0 + D 
 
 E_vdW = Hamaker_constant_A/6 * ( 2*(particle(i)%d_col/2d0)*(particle(j)%d_col/2d0) 
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    / (r**2d0 - (particle(i)%d_col/2d0 + particle(j)%d_col/2d0)**2d0) & 
    + 2*(particle(i)%d_col/2d0)*(particle(j)%d_col/2d0) / (r**2d0 
    - (particle(i)%d_col/2d0 & - particle(j)%d_col/2d0)**2d0) + log((r**2d0  
    - (particle(i)%d_col/2d0 + particle(j)%d_col/2d0)**2d0) & 
    / (r**2d0 - (particle(i)%d_col/2d0 - particle(j)%d_col/2d0)**2d0))) 
 
 E_kin_1 = 0.5d0 * particle(i)%m_col_eff * (particle_th_1_v(1)**2d0 & 
     + particle_th_1_v(2)**2d0 + particle_th_1_v(3)**2d0) 
 E_kin_2 = 0.5d0 * particle(i)%m_col_eff * (particle_th_2_v(1)**2d0 & 
     + particle_th_2_v(2)**2d0 + particle_th_2_v(3)**2d0) 
 
 if (particle(i)%d_col .LE. 100d-9) then 
  a = int(particle(i)%d_col / 1d-9) + 1 
 else if (and(particle(i)%d_col .GT. 100d-9,particle(i)%d_col .LT. 1d-6)) then 
  a = int(particle(i)%d_col / 10d-9) + 1 
 end if 
 
 if (particle(j)%d_col .LE. 100d-9) then 
  b = int(particle(j)%d_col / 1d-9) + 1 
 else if (and(particle(j)%d_col .GT. 100d-9,particle(j)%d_col .LT. 1d-6)) then 
  b = int(particle(j)%d_col / 100-9) + 1 
 end if 
 
 if (b > a) then 
  var = a 
  a   = b 
  b   = var 
 end if 
 
 CE_collisions_total(a,b) = CE_collisions_total(a,b) + 1 
  
 if ((E_kin_1 + E_kin_2) < E_vdW) then 
  CE_collisions_successful(a,b) = CE_collisions_successful(a,b) + 1 
 end if 
 
end 
 
 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! * NAME: write_efficiency                                                                                * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
subroutine write_efficiency() 
use Module_Main 
 
 implicit none 
 integer*4 i, j, lun 
 
 lun = 10 
 call get_fileunit(lun) 
 open (lun, file='total_collisions.txt') 
  !write(lun,21) CE_collisions_successful 
  do i=1,100 
   do j=1,100 
    write(lun,21) CE_collisions_total(i,j) 
   end do 
   write(lun,9) 
  end do 
 close(lun) 
 
 lun = 10 
 call get_fileunit(lun) 
 open (lun, file='successful_collisions.txt') 
  !write(lun,21) CE_collisions_successful 
  do i=1,100 
   do j=1,100 
    write(lun,21) CE_collisions_successful(i,j) 
   end do 
   write(lun,9) 
  end do 
 close(lun) 
 
 9  format() 
 21 format(I7, $) 
 
end 
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I.4 Initialization.f90 
Description: These subroutines initialize of the variables and create of the 
initial particles. 
 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! * NAME: read_initial_values                                                                             * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
subroutine read_initial_values() 
use Module_Main 
 
 implicit none 
 integer*4 lun 
 character*30 dump 
 
 lun = 1 
 
 open(lun, file = 'Input.dat') 
  
 read(lun,*) dump 
 read(lun,*) dump 
 read(lun,*) dump 
 
! ----- Particle ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 read(lun,*) dump 
 read(lun,*) dump 
 number_particles_init = MAX_PARTICLE 
 read(lun,*) dump 
 read(lun,*) d_init 
 read(lun,*) n_init 
 read(lun,*) phi_s_0       ! initial solids volume fraction 
 read(lun,*) rho_s        ! solids density 
 read(lun,*) Df          ! fractal dimension 
 read(lun,*) Hamaker_constant_A   ! Hamaker constant [J] 
 read(lun,*) restitution      ! coefficient of restitution 1: elastic; 0: inelastic; 
 
! ----- Fluid --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 read(lun,*) dump 
 read(lun,*) dump 
 read(lun,*) fluid%MW 
 read(lun,*) fluid%p 
 read(lun,*) fluid%T 
 
! ----- Time ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 read(lun,*) dump 
 read(lun,*) dump 
 read(lun,*) times%min       ! start time 
 read(lun,*) times%order_min    ! power of starting time (e.g. 10^(-4) s -> -4) 
 read(lun,*) times%order_max    ! power of final time (e.g. 10^(1) s -> 1) 
 read(lun,*) times%n_order     ! number of time steps to increase one order of magnitude  
 read(lun,*) delta_x       ! delta_x / particle_diameter - dimensionless step 
 
! ----- Flag ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 read(lun,*) dump 
 read(lun,*) dump 
 read(lun,*) CE_flag       ! collision efficiency 0: off; 1: on; 
 read(lun,*) vdW_flag       ! van der Waals forces 0: off; 1: on; 
 read(lun,*) constant_phi_eff_flag  ! constant effective volume fraction 0: off; 1: on; 
 read(lun,*) append_flag      ! 0: overwrite files; 1: append size distributions; 
 read(lun,*) consec_run_flag    ! 0: single run; 1: consecutive runs; 
 read(lun,*) regime_flag      ! 1: continuum; 2: cont. Cunningham; 3: free molecular; 
 read(lun,*) C_flag        ! Cunningham correction factor 0: off, 1: on; 
 read(lun,*) dt_flag       ! dt 0: constant; 1: adaptive smallest particle; 
 read(lun,*) neighborlist_flag   ! neighbor list 0: off; n: distance n times min d_col; 
 read(lun,*) write_beta_flag    ! number of iterations to write particle sizes; 
 read(lun,*) write_size_flag    ! number of iterations to write particle sizes; 
 
! ----- Discretization ------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 read(lun,*) dump 
 read(lun,*) dump 
 read(lun,*) pb%factor       ! range from average to smallest or largest particle size 
 read(lun,*) pb%spacing      ! spacing for discretization (beta calculation) 
 
 close(lun) 
 
end 
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! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! * NAME: calculate_initial_values                                                                        * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
subroutine calculate_initial_values() 
use Module_Main 
 
 implicit none 
 integer*4 i, j, k, n 
 real*8 D_theoretical 
 
! --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
! natural constants 
! --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 NA = 6.022d23          ! Avogadro’s number 
 kB = 1.380650524d-23       ! Boltzmann constant [J/K] 
 Pi = 3.141592653589793d0      ! Pi 
 
 A1 = 1.21d0 
 A2 = 0.400d0  
 A3 = 0.78d0 
 
 R_gas = 8.314d0         !ideal gas constant [J/mol/K] 
 
! --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
! calculate and print fluid properties  
! --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 fluid%rho   = fluid%p * fluid%MW / (R_gas*fluid%T) 
 fluid%eta   = 0.000001425d0 * fluid%T**0.5039d0/(1d0+108.3d0/fluid%T)   
 fluid%lambda = fluid%eta / fluid%rho * dsqrt(Pi*fluid%MW / (2.0d0 * R_gas * fluid%T)) 
 
 print*,'fluid rho:    ', fluid%rho 
 print*,'fluid eta:    ', fluid%eta 
 print*,'fluid lambda: ', fluid%lambda 
 print* 
 
! --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
! number of particles and minimum allowed number of particles 
! initial particle velocity and position 
! --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 i_min = 1            !identifier of smallest particle 
 
 number_particles = number_particles_init 
 number_particles_min = number_particles_init / 2d0 
 v_init = (Pi/6d0)* d_init**3d0 
 m_init = v_init * rho_s 
 
 do i = 1,number_particles 
  !call random_gauss_velocity(gausss_velocity) 
 
  ! particle(i)%v(1) = gausss_velocity(1) 
  ! particle(i)%v(2) = gausss_velocity(2) 
  ! particle(i)%v(3) = gausss_velocity(3) 
  particle(i)%v  = 0 
  particle(i)%r  = 0 
  particle(i)%n  = n_init 
  particle(i)%d_col = d_init 
  ! particle(i)%d_mob = d_init 
  particle(i)%count = 0 
 end do 
 
 call calculate_particle_properties() 
 
! --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
! calculate time-step 
! --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 times%dt = (delta_x * d_init)**2d0 / (2d0 * D_theoretical(1)) 
 call calculate_particle_properties() 
 
 V_max = 0d0 
 
 E_kin = 0d0 
 E_kin_Barriere = 0 
 
! --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
! calculate geometry 
! --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 geometry_volume = (d_init**3d0 * Pi/ 6d0) * n_init * number_particles_init / phi_s_0 
 geometry(1)     = geometry_volume**(1d0/3d0) 
 geometry(2)     = geometry(1) 
 geometry(3)     = geometry(1) 
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 do k=1,3 
  geometry_half(k) = 0.5d0 * geometry(k) 
 end do 
 
 phi_s = phi_s_0 
 
! --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
! count particle collisions 
! --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 call calculate_particle_properties() 
 domain_counter = 0  ! number of domain duplications 
 call calculate_total_PPs() 
 nPP_tot_init = nPP_tot 
 PP_mass_balance = 1d0 
 
 call calculate_beta_statistics(average_d_s,number_particles) 
 
! --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
! initialize global constants 
! --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 max_disp    = 1d99  !force calculation of neighbor list 
 coll%beta    = 0d0 
 coll%N     = 0 
 coll%t0     = 0d0 
 coll%dgn    = d_init 
 neighbor_calls = 0 
 neighbor_max  = 0 
 phi_col_eff_old = phi_s 
 outer_loop_i  = 0 
 
 CE_collisions_total(1:200,1:200)  = 0 
 CE_collisions_successful(1:200,1:200) = 0 
end 
 
 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! * NAME: set_particles                                                                                   * 
! * set a random distribution of particles                                                                * 
! * avoid overlapping of particles                                                                        * 
! * particles are treated as hard spheres                                                                 * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
subroutine set_particles() 
use Module_Main 
 
 implicit none 
 integer*4 i, j, k, q, m, l 
 real*4 random_num 
 real*8 min, delta_xyz, delta_q(3) 
 
 do i=1,number_particles !loop over all particles 
 min = 0 
! infinite loop until new particle has a valid position 
  do while (min < 1) 
   min = 1 
!   try a new particle for a particle 
   do k=1,3 
    call Random_Number(random_num) 
    particle(i)%r(k) = (random_num-0.5)*geometry(k) 
   end do 
 
!   check if new position is valid 
   if (i .EQ. 1) then !in case that no other particles exist 
    min = 1 
   else 
    do j=1,i-1 
     if (delta_xyz(i,j) .LT. (particle(i)%d_col/2 + particle(j)%d_col/2)) then 
      min = 0 
     end if 
    end do 
   end if 
  end do 
 end do !end of loop over all particles 
 
 print*,'Random distribution set, no overlapping!' 
end 
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I.5 Input.dat 
Description: The file contains the input parameters that define the coagulation 
conditions. 
 
************** 
* Input File * 
************** 
 
--- Particle --- 
NAN 
1d-11    ! initial particle diameter [m] 
1d0     ! initial number of primary particles 
0.01d0    ! solids volume fraction 
1000     ! solids density [kg/m3] 
3.0d0    ! fractal dimension 
0d0     ! Hamaker constant [J] 
1      ! coefficient of restitution 1: elastic collision; 0: inelastic collision; 
** 
--- Fluid --- 
28.97d-3   ! molecular weight fluid [kg/mol] 
1.013d5    ! pressure [Pa] 
293     ! temperature [K] 
* 
--- Time --- 
0d0     ! start time 
-16     ! power of starting time (e.g. 10^(-4) s -> -4) 
90      ! power of final time (e.g. 10^(1) s -> 1) 
100     ! number of time steps to increase one order of magnitude 
0.2d0    ! delta_x / particle_diameter - dimensionless step 
* 
--- Flag --- 
0      ! collision efficiency 0: off; 1: on; 
0      ! van der Waals forces 0: off; 1: on; 
0      ! constant effective volume fraction 0: off; 1: on; 
0      ! 0: overwrite files; 1: append size distributions; 
1      ! 0: single run; 1: consecutive runs; 
2      ! regime 1: continuum; 2: continuum Cunningham; 3: free molecular; 
1      ! 0: Cunningham correction factor off, 1: Cunningham correction factor on; 
1      ! 0: dt constant; 1: dt adaptive dependent on smallest particle; 
0      ! 0: neighbor list off; n: neighbor list distance equal n times min d_col; 
1000     ! number of iterations to write beta; 
100     ! number of iterations to write particle sizes; 
* 
--- Discretization --- 
10      ! factor 
1.2     ! spacing 

 

I.6 Integration.f90 
Description: This subroutine conducts the integration of the Langevin dynamics 
equation for each particle. 
 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! * NAME: integration                                                                                     * 
! * calculation of new particle positions                                                                 * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
subroutine integration() 
use Module_Main 
 
 implicit none 
 integer*4 q, k 
 real*8 Vh(3), Rh(3), x_new(3) 
 real*8 F, G, H, I 
 real*8 gauss(6) 
 real*8 temp1, temp2, delta_t, beta 
 
 max_step = 0d0 
 min_step = 100d0 
 V_max  = 0d0 
 
 call calculate_particle_properties() 
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 if (number_particles <= number_particles_min) then 
  call doublicate_domain() 
 end if 
  
 do k=1,number_particles 
 
  call random_gauss(gauss) 
 
  delta_t = times%dt          !adopted time_step for each particle size 
 
  if (regime_flag == 1) then      ! continuum 
   beta = 18d0 * fluid%eta/(rho_s*(particle(k)%d_s**2d0)) 
  end if 
 
  if (regime_flag == 2) then      ! continuum Cunningham 
   beta = 18d0 * fluid%eta/(rho_s*(particle(k)%d_s**2d0)*particle(k)%C) 
  end if 
 
  if (regime_flag == 3) then      ! free molecular 
   beta = ((2d0/3d0)*particle(k)%d_mob**2d0*fluid%rho*sqrt(2*Pi*kB*fluid%T/ & 
        (fluid%MW/NA))*(1+Pi*0.9/8d0)) / particle(k)%m_mob_eff 
  end if 
 
  temp1 = kB * fluid%T / particle(k)%m_mob_eff 
  temp2 = dexp(-2d0 * beta * delta_t) 
 
  F = dexp(-beta * delta_t)  
  G = temp1 * (1d0-temp2)  
  H = temp1 / beta * (1d0-F)**2d0 
  I = temp1 / (beta**2d0) * (2d0 * beta * delta_t - 3d0 + 4d0 * F - temp2) 
 
  do q = 1,3 
 
   Vh(q) = dsqrt(G) * gauss(q) 
 
   if (I-(H**2d0)/G .GT. 0) then 
    Rh(q) = H / dsqrt(G) * gauss(q) + gauss(q+3) * dsqrt(I-(H**2d0)/G) 
   else 
    Rh(q) = H / dsqrt(G) * gauss(q) 
   end if 
 
   x_new(q) = Rh(q) + particle(k)%r(q) + particle(k)%v(q) / beta * (1d0-F) 
 
   particle(k)%v(q) = Vh(q) + particle(k)%v(q) * F 
 
   particle(k)%dx(q) = (x_new(q) - particle(k)%r(q)) 
 
  end do 
 
  max_step = max(max_step,sqrt(particle(k)%dx(1)**2d0+particle(k)%dx(2)**2d0 & 

 + particle(k)%dx(3)**2d0)/particle(k)%d_s) 
  min_step = min(min_step,sqrt(particle(k)%dx(1)**2d0+particle(k)%dx(2)**2d0 & 
        + particle(k)%dx(3)**2d0)/particle(k)%d_s) 
  V_max    = max(V_max,sqrt(particle(k)%v(1)**2d0+particle(k)%v(2)**2d0 & 
        + particle(k)%v(3)**2d0)) 
 
  !--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  ! new particle position 
  !--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  do q = 1,3 
   particle(k)%r(q) = particle(k)%r(q) + particle(k)%dx(q) 
  end do 
 
 end do 
 
end 
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I.7 Interaction.f90 
Description: These functions calculate distances between particles, process the 
coalescence events, update the neighbor lists and double the simulation domain. 
 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! * NAME: delta_xyz                                                                                       * 
! * Calculates distance between two particles accounting for the periodic boundary                        * 
! * conditions                                                                                            * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
real*8 function delta_xyz(k,l) 
use Module_Main 
 
 implicit none 
 integer*4 q, k, l 
 real*8 delta_q(3) 
 
 do q=1,3 
  delta_q(q) = dabs(particle(k)%r(q) - particle(l)%r(q)) 
  if (delta_q(q) .GE. geometry_half(q)) then 
   delta_q(q) = geometry(q) - delta_q(q) 
  end if 
 end do 
 
 delta_xyz = dsqrt(delta_q(1)**2d0 + delta_q(2)**2d0 + delta_q(3)**2d0) 
 
end 
 
 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! * NAME: dr_xyz                                                                                          * 
! * Calculates vector pointing from particle k to l                                                       * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
!subroutine dr_xyz(k,l,dr) 
!use Module_Main 
! implicit none 
! integer*4 q, k, l 
! real*8 delta_q(3) 
! real*8 dr(3) 
 
! do q=1,3 
!  delta_q(q) = particle(l)%r(q) - particle(k)%r(q) 
 
!  if (dabs(delta_q(q)) .LE. geometry_half(q)) then  ! periodic boundaries not needed 
!   dr(q) = delta_q(q)  
!  else 
!   if (particle(k)%r(q) .LT. 0d0) then  ! particle 1 negative, particle 2 positive 
!    dr(q) = delta_q(q) - geometry(q) 
!   else  
!    dr(q) = delta_q(q) + geometry(q) 
!   end if 
!  end if 
! end do   
!end 
 
 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! * NAME: r1_r2                                                                                           * 
! * distance at which both particle touch, sum of both particle radii                                     * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
real*8 function r1_r2(i,j) 
use Module_Main 
 
 implicit none 
 integer*4 i, j 
 
 r1_r2 = 0.5d0 * (particle(i)%d_col + particle(j)%d_col) 
end 
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! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! * NAME: particle_collision                                                                              * 
! * full coalescence of particles upon collision                                                          * 
! * i: index for first old particles                                                                      * 
! * j: index for second old particles                                                                     * 
! * k: index for new particles                                                                            * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
subroutine particle_collision() 
use Module_Main 
 
 implicit none 
 integer*4 i, k, dummy 
 
 dummy    = number_particles + 1   ! initial value that has to be changed 
 new_pos  = dummy          ! pointer like 
 coll%max = 0           ! initially zero collisions 
 k        = 0           ! number of new particles 
 
 do i = 1, number_particles 
  ! a new particle is generated 
  if (new_pos(i) == dummy) then 
   ! copy particle to new position 
   k = k + 1 
   new_pos(i) = k 
   particle_new(k) = particle(i) 
  end if 
 
  ! does this particle "consume" other particles? 
  if (neighborlist_flag == 0) then 
   call add_particle(i+1,i) 
  else  
   call add_particle_nl(i) 
  end if 
 end do 
 
 if (coll%max >= 1) then 
  call calculate_beta_statistics(average_d_s,number_particles) 
 end if 
 
 number_particles = k 
 particle         = particle_new   ! update particle vector 
 
 call calculate_particle_properties() ! determine new particle sizes 
end 
 
 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! * NAME: add_particle                                                                                    * 
! * 1: min ID of particle that is of interest                                                             * 
! * 2: id of reference particle                                                                           * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
recursive subroutine add_particle(min,i) 
use Module_Main 
 
 implicit none 
 integer*4 min, i, j 
 real*8 delta_xyz, r1_r2 
 
 do j = min,number_particles 
  if (delta_xyz(i,j) < r1_r2(i,j)) then 
   ! add to collision list, i collides with j, not accounting for particle chains 
   if (new_pos(j) > new_pos(i)) then 
    coll%max = coll%max + 1 
    coll%list(coll%max,1) = particle(i)%d_s 
    coll%list(coll%max,2) = particle(j)%d_s 
    call merge_particles(i,j) 
    call add_particle(min,j) 
   end if 
  end if 
 end do 
end 
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! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! * NAME: duplicate_domain                                                                               * 
! * doubles size of domain. The smallest dimension of the geometry is increased.                          * 
! * x is increased first, then y and z                                                                    * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
subroutine duplicate_domain() 
use Module_Main 
 
 implicit none 
 integer*4 q,i 
 
 ! find spacial direction q in which the domain size is increased 
 if  (geometry(3) < geometry(2)) then 
  q = 3 
 else if (geometry(2) < geometry(1)) then 
  q = 2 
 else 
  q = 1 
 end if 
 
 do i = 1,number_particles 
  particle(i+number_particles) = particle(i)    ! copy particle properties 
 
  particle(i+number_particles)%v(1) = - particle(i+number_particles)%v(1) 
  particle(i+number_particles)%v(2) = - particle(i+number_particles)%v(2) 
  particle(i+number_particles)%v(3) = - particle(i+number_particles)%v(3) 
 
  if (particle(i)%r(q) < 0d0) then 
   particle(i+number_particles)%r(q) = particle(i)%r(q) + geometry(q) 
  else 
   particle(i+number_particles)%r(q) = particle(i)%r(q) - geometry(q) 
  end if 
 end do 
 
 number_particles = 2*number_particles 
 
 ! double size in this spacial direction q 
 geometry_half(q) = geometry(q) 
 geometry(q)    = 2d0 * geometry_half(q) 
 
 domain_counter  = domain_counter + 1 
 geometry_volume  = geometry(1) * geometry(2) * geometry(3) 
end 
 
 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! * NAME: check_domain                                                                                    * 
! * periodic bc in x,y and z direction, particles have to stay in the domain                              * 
! * if a particle exits the domain at one side it will reenter on the opposite side                       * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
subroutine check_domain() 
use Module_Main 
 
 implicit none 
 integer*4 q,i 
 
 do i = 1,number_particles 
  do q = 1,3 
   if (particle(i)%r(q) > geometry_half(q)) then 
    particle(i)%r(q) = particle(i)%r(q) - geometry(q) 
   else if (particle(i)%r(q) < -geometry_half(q)) then 
    particle(i)%r(q) = particle(i)%r(q) + geometry(q) 
   end if 
  end do 
 end do 
end 
 
 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! * NAME: check_domain_single                                                                             * 
! * periodic bc in x,y and z direction, particles have to stay in the domain                              * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
!subroutine check_domain_single(i) 
!use Module_Main 
! implicit none 
! integer*4 q,i 
 
! do q = 1,3 
!  if (particle(i)%r(q) > geometry_half(q)) then 
!   particle(i)%r(q) = particle(i)%r(q) - geometry(q) 
!  else if (particle(i)%r(q) < -geometry_half(q)) then 
!   particle(i)%r(q) = particle(i)%r(q) + geometry(q) 
!  end if 
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! end do 
!end 
 
 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! * NAME: calculate_complete_nl                                                                           * 
! * If two particles are close (distance < delta_nl * sum of radii) then particle i and j                 * 
! * are in the neighbor list of particle j and i, respectively                                            * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
subroutine calculate_complete_nl() 
use Module_Main 
 
 implicit none 
 integer*4 i, j, max_nn 
 real*8 delta_xyz, r1_r2 
 
 neighbor_calls = neighbor_calls + 1 
 particle%n_nl = 0  !no neighbors 
 max_nn = 0 
 
 do i = 1, number_particles 
  do j = i+1,number_particles 
   if (delta_xyz(i,j) < r1_r2(i,j) + delta_nl) then 
    particle(i)%n_nl = particle(i)%n_nl + 1  ! increase number of neighbors 
    particle(j)%n_nl = particle(j)%n_nl + 1 
 
    particle(i)%nl(particle(i)%n_nl) = j   ! write ID of neighbor in list 
    particle(j)%nl(particle(j)%n_nl) = i 
 
    max_nn = max(max_nn,particle(i)%n_nl,particle(j)%n_nl) 
   end if 
  end do 
 end do 
 
 neighbor_max = max(neighbor_max,max_nn) 
 
 if (max_nn > MAX_NEIGHBOR) then 
  print*,'too many neighbors in list: ',max_nn 
  neighborlist_flag = 0 
  stop 
 end if 
end 
 
 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! * NAME: add_particle_nl                                                                                 * 
! * 1: min ID of particle that is of interest                                                             * 
! * 2: id of reference particle                                                                           * 
! * accounting for neighbor list                                                                          * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
recursive subroutine add_particle_nl(i) 
use Module_Main 
 
 implicit none 
 integer*4 i, j, k 
 real*8 delta_xyz, r1_r2 
 
 do k = 1,particle(i)%n_nl 
  j = particle(i)%nl(k) 
 
  if (delta_xyz(i,j) < r1_r2(i,j)) then 
   if (new_pos(j) > new_pos(i)) then 
!   add to collision list, i collides with j, this does not account for particle chains 
    coll%max = coll%max + 1 
 
    if (coll%max .GT. MAX_COLLISIONS) then 
     print*,'Too many collisions, increase MAX_COLLISIONS: ',coll%max,MAX_COLLISIONS 
     stop 
    end if 
 
    coll%list(coll%max,1) = particle(i)%d_s 
    coll%list(coll%max,2) = particle(j)%d_s 
 
    call merge_particles(i,j) 
    call add_particle_nl(j) 
   end if 
  end if 
 end do 
end 
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! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! * NAME: merge_particles                                                                                 * 
! * full coalescence of particles upon collision                                                          * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
subroutine merge_particles(i,j) 
use Module_Main 
 
 implicit none 
 integer*4 i, j, q 
 real*8 delta_q, dr, ntot 
  
 if (vdW_flag == 1) then 
  call collision_interaction(i,j) 
 end if 
 
 new_pos(j) = new_pos(i) 
 ! calculate new particle properties 
 ntot = particle_new(new_pos(i))%n + particle(j)%n 
 
 ! new particle velocity (inertia balance) 
 particle_new(new_pos(i))%v = (particle_new(new_pos(i))%n * particle_new(new_pos(i))%v & 
    + particle(j)%n * particle(j)%v) / ntot 
 
 ! new particle position (mass balance) - accounting for periodic boundaries! 
 do q=1,3 
  delta_q = particle(j)%r(q) - particle_new(new_pos(i))%r(q)  
 
  if (dabs(delta_q) .LE. geometry_half(q)) then    ! periodic boundaries not needed 
   dr = delta_q 
  else 
   if (particle_new(new_pos(i))%r(q) .LT. 0d0) then ! particle 1 negative, particle 2 positive 
    dr = delta_q - geometry(q) 
   else 
    dr = delta_q + geometry(q) 
   end if 
  end if 
  particle_new(new_pos(i))%r(q) = particle_new(new_pos(i))%r(q) & 
                    + (particle(j)%n/ntot) * dr 
 end do 
 
 ! add number of primaries 
 particle_new(new_pos(i))%n = ntot 
 particle_new(new_pos(i))%count = 0 
 
 max_disp = 1d99    ! force new call of neighbor list by setting a large value 
end 

 

I.8 LangevinDynamics.f90 
Description: This is the program that contains the inner and outer loops of the 
simulations that call all the subroutines, followed by the subroutine writing the 
output. 
 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! *                                                                                                       * 
! * PROGRAM: LangevinDynamics                                                                             * 
! *                                                                                                       * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
program LangevinDynamics 
 
use Module_Main 
 
 implicit none 
 integer*4 i, j, k, m 
 real*8 cputime 
 logical existence 
 
 outer_loop_counter = 0 
 
 call start_delay() 
 
 call read_initial_values() 
 call calculate_initial_values() 
 
 call Random_SEED() 
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 inquire (file='Transfer_Particle.txt', exist=existence) 
 
 if (existence) then 
  print*, 'reinitializing particles according to previous simulation' 
  call re_initialize_state() 
 else 
  print*, 'set particles randomly' 
  call set_particles() 
 end if 
 
 call calculate_complete_nl() 
 
 outer_loop_max = (times%order_max - times%order_min) * times%n_order + 1 
 
 print*,'Number of particles: ', number_particles 
 print*,'Number of outputs:   ', outer_loop_max 
 
 print* 
 print*,'Particles: ',number_particles_init, '           Min: ',number_particles_min 
 print*,'Geometry: ',-0.5d0 * geometry(1)/d_init, 'to ',0.5d0 * geometry(1)/d_init 
 print* 
 
! --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
! outer loop for time integration 
! in this loop data will be added to the output files 
! --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 if (0==existence) then 
  call print_output(outer_loop_counter) 
 end if 
 
 do m = 1, number_particles 
  V_max = max(V_max,sqrt(particle(m)%v(1)**2d0+particle(m)%v(2)**2d0 & 
       + particle(m)%v(3)**2d0)) 
 end do 
 
 do i = outer_loop_counter+1, outer_loop_max 
 
  times%dt_outer= 10.0d0**(dfloat(i-1)/dfloat(times%n_order) & 
          + dfloat(times%order_min)) - times%time 
 
  if (dt_flag == 1) then 
   call update_time_step() 
  end if 
 
 ! if (E_kin_Barriere .EQ. 0) then 
 !  do while (E_kin .LT. 1d-18) 
 
 !   call integration()    !LD dynamics for all particles (one time-step) 
 
 !   call check_domain()   !check for periodic boundary conditions 
 
 !   E_kin = 0d0 
 
 !   do k = 1, number_particles 
 !    E_kin = E_kin + 0.5d0 * particle(k)%m_s * & 
     (particle(k)%v(1)**2d0+particle(k)%v(2)**2d0+particle(k)%v(3)**2d0) 
 !   end do 
 
 !   print*, E_kin, 1d-18 
 
 !  end do 
 
   E_kin_Barriere = 1 
 
 ! end if 
 
  inner_loop_max = int(times%dt_outer/times%dt+0.5) 
 
 ! ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 ! inner loop for time integration 
 ! loop for calculations only - no output written 
 ! ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  if (E_kin_Barriere .EQ. 1) then 
 
   do j = 1, inner_loop_max 
 
    times%time = times%time + times%dt 
 
    call integration()  !LD dynamics for all particles (one time-step) 
 
    call particle_collision() !check for particle collisions (-> full coalescence) 
 
    call check_domain()  !check for periodic boundary conditions 
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   end do 
 
  end if 
 
  V_av = 0d0 
  E_kin = 0d0 
 
  do k = 1, number_particles 
   V_av = V_av + sqrt(particle(k)%v(1)**2d0+particle(k)%v(2)**2d0 & 
         + particle(k)%v(3)**2d0) 
   E_kin = E_kin + 0.5d0 * particle(k)%m_s * (particle(k)%v(1)**2d0 & 
       + particle(k)%v(2)**2d0+particle(k)%v(3)**2d0) 
  end do 
 
  V_av = V_av / number_particles 
 
  call print_output(i) 
 
  if (2*fluid%lambda/pb%dgn < 0.0001) then 
   stop 
  end if 
 
  ! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  ! storage of particle properties for consecutive simulations 
  ! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  call cpu_time(cputime) 
 
  if (and(and(cputime > 27000,consec_run_flag==1),cputime < 28000)) then 
   outer_loop_i = i 
   call storage_state() 
 
   if (cputime > 28000) then 
    stop 
   end if 
   !call exit() 
  end if 
 
 end do 
 
 stop 
 
end program LangevinDynamics 
 
 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! * Name: print_output                                                                                    * 
! * Statistics are calculated that are only needed for the output of data                                 * 
! * Data are printed on the screen and are written into files                                             * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
subroutine print_output(i) 
use Module_Main 
 
 implicit none 
 integer*4 i 
 
 ! calculation of particle statistics 
 call calculate_total_PPs() 
 call calculate_particle_statistics(average_d_s,number_particles,particle%d_s) 
 call calculate_particle_statistics(average_d_col,number_particles,particle%d_col) 
 
 ! write data into files 
 call write_size_distribution(i) 
 
 if (mod(i,write_size_flag) == 0) then 
  call write_particle_sizes(i) 
 end if 
 
 ! write collision frequency function beta once statistics are good enough 
 if (abs(and(mod(i,write_beta_flag) == 0, times%time>coll%t0))) then 
  call write_beta(i) 
  coll%t0   = times%time 
  coll%beta = 0d0 
  coll%N   = 0 
  coll%dgn  = pb%dgn 
 end if 
 
 ! write output on screen 
 if (mod(i,20) == 0) then 
 print 9, 'iter','time s','#_par','domains','npp_min','npp_average','npp_max', & 
      'sigma_gn','sigma_gv','dgn/dgn0','phi_sol','phi_eff','mass_bal %' 
 end if 
 
 print 10, i,times%time, number_particles, domain_counter,nPP_min, nPP_average, & 
      nPP_max,average_d_s%sigma_gn,average_d_s%sigma_gv, pb%dgn/d_init,phi_s, & 
      phi_col_eff, PP_mass_balance*1d2 
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 if (phi_col_eff .GT. 0.8d0) then 
  stop 'phi_col_eff too large' 
 end if 
 
 ! write data into files 
 if (append_flag == 0) then 
  call write_results(i) 
 end if 
 
9 format (A5,A15,A8,A9,  & 
   A12,A12,A12, & 
   A12,A12,A15, & 
   A12,A12,A12) 
 
10 format (I5,E15.5,I8,I9,  & 
   E12.3,E12.3,E12.3, & 
   F12.6,F12.6,F15.6, & 
   E12.3,F12.8,F12.5) 
end 

 

I.9 Mathematics.f90 
Description: This file contains subroutines for calculation of random numbers, 
diffusion coefficients and particle properties. 
 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! * NAME: random_gauss                                                                                    * 
! * Generate Gaussian random number                                                                       * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
subroutine random_gauss(Y) 
use Module_Constant 
use Module_Main 
use Module_Type 
 
 implicit none 
 integer*4 q 
 real*4 num(6) 
 real*8 average, rgauss(6), average_gauss 
 real*8 sigma, temp, temp2, summe, Y(6) 
 
 sigma = 1 
 do q = 1,6 
  call Random_Number(num(q)) 
  ! -------------------------------------------------- 
  ! Box and Muller approach 
  ! generate random numbers, Rubinstein page 89 (3.6.76) 
  ! p. 13, Kloeden et al. 1995 
  ! -------------------------------------------------- 
  if (mod(q,2) .EQ. 0) then  
   !Generation of two Gaussian numbers if i is an even number 
   temp = sigma * dsqrt(-2d0*log(num(q-1))) 
   temp2 = 2d0*Pi*num(q) 
   rgauss(q-1) = temp * dcos(temp2) 
   rgauss(q)   = temp * dsin(temp2) 
  end if 
 end do 
 Y = rgauss 
end 
 
 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! * NAME: random_gauss_velocity                                                                           * 
! * Generate Gaussian random initial velocity                                                             * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
subroutine random_gauss_velocity(Y) 
use Module_Constant 
use Module_Main 
use Module_Type 
 
 implicit none 
 integer*4 q 
 real*4 num(6) 
 real*8 average, rgauss(6), average_gauss 
 real*8 sigma, temp, temp2, summe, Y(6) 
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 sigma = sqrt(kB * fluid%T / ((d_init)**3d0 * Pi * rho_s / 6d0)) 
 
 do q = 1,6 
  call Random_Number(num(q)) 
  ! -------------------------------------------------- 
  ! Box and Muller approach 
  ! generate random numbers, Rubinstein page 89 (3.6.76) 
  ! p. 13, Kloeden et al. 1995 
  ! -------------------------------------------------- 
  if (mod(q,2) .EQ. 0) then  
   !Generation of two Gaussian numbers if i is an even number 
   temp = sigma * dsqrt(-2d0*log(num(q-1))) 
   temp2 = 2d0*Pi*num(q) 
   rgauss(q-1) = temp * dcos(temp2) 
   rgauss(q)   = temp * dsin(temp2) 
  end if 
 end do 
 Y = rgauss 
end 
 
 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! * NAME: D_theoretical                                                                                   * 
! * full coalescence of particles upon collision                                                          * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
real*8 function D_theoretical(i) 
use Module_Main 
 
 implicit none 
 integer*4 i 
 real*8 friction 
 
 friction   = 3d0 * Pi * fluid%eta * particle(i)%d_mob 
 D_theoretical = kB * fluid%T / friction 
 
end 
 
 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! * NAME: initialize C                                                                                    * 
! * Cunningham correction factor, Friedlander 1977 page 32, equation (2.17)                               * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
real*8 function Cunningham(diameter) 
use Module_Main 
 
 implicit none 
 real*8 diameter 
 
 Cunningham = 1 + 2d0*fluid%lambda/diameter*(A1+A2*dexp(-A3*diameter/fluid%lambda)) 
 
end 
 
 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! * NAME: total_number_PPs                                                                                * 
! * Sum of all primary particles and (solid, fractal) particle volume fractions                           * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
subroutine calculate_total_PPs() 
use Module_Main 
 
 implicit none 
 integer*4 i 
 
 nPP_min = particle(1)%n 
 nPP_max = particle(1)%n 
 
 nPP_tot = particle(1)%n 
 
 do i = 2,number_particles 
  nPP_tot = nPP_tot + particle(i)%n 
  nPP_min = min(particle(i)%n,nPP_min) 
  nPP_max = max(particle(i)%n,nPP_max) 
 end do 
 
 nPP_average     = nPP_tot / dfloat(number_particles) 
 PP_mass_balance = nPP_tot / nPP_tot_init / 2d0**domain_counter 
 
 phi_s       = 0d0 
 phi_mob_eff = 0d0 
 phi_col_eff = 0d0 
 
 do i = 1,number_particles 
  phi_s       = phi_s       + particle(i)%v_s 
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  phi_mob_eff = phi_mob_eff + particle(i)%v_mob_eff 
  phi_col_eff = phi_col_eff + particle(i)%v_col_eff 
 end do 
 
 phi_s       = phi_s       / geometry_volume 
 phi_mob_eff = phi_mob_eff / geometry_volume 
 phi_col_eff = phi_col_eff / geometry_volume 
 
end 
 
 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! * NAME: update_time_step                                                                                * 
! * Time step is chosen according to the smallest particle that diffuses fastest                          * 
! * delta_x is the expected average displacement (x^2 = 2Dt) of the smallest particle                     * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
subroutine update_time_step() 
use Module_Main 
 
 implicit none 
 integer*4 i 
 real*8 D_theoretical, time_max_bc, time_max_fm 
 
 i_min = 1 
 do i = 2, number_particles 
  if (particle(i)%n .LT. particle(i_min)%n) then 
   i_min = i 
  end if 
 end do 
 
 time_max_bc = (delta_x * particle(i_min)%d_mob)**2d0 / (6d0 * D_theoretical(i_min)) 
 time_max_fm = delta_x * particle(i_min)%d_s / V_max 
 
 times%dt = max(time_max_bc,time_max_fm) 
 times%dt = min(times%dt_outer,times%dt) ! time-step cannot be larger than the outer one 
 
 if (times%dt .LT. 0d0) then 
  print*, times%dt, times%dt_outer 
  stop 'time step negative!' 
 end if 
end 
 
 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! * NAME: calculate_particle_properties                                                                   * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
subroutine calculate_particle_properties() 
use Module_Main 
 
 implicit none 
 integer*4 i 
 real*8 D_theoretical, Cunningham 
 
 do i=1,number_particles 
  particle(i)%v_s         = particle(i)%n * v_init 
  particle(i)%m_s         = rho_s * particle(i)%v_s 
  particle(i)%v_col_eff   = v_init*particle(i)%n**(3d0/Df) 
  particle(i)%m_col_eff   = particle(i)%m_s & 
                 + (particle(i)%v_col_eff-particle(i)%v_s)*fluid%rho 
  particle(i)%rho_col_eff = particle(i)%m_col_eff / particle(i)%v_col_eff 
  particle(i)%v_mob_eff   = v_init*particle(i)%n**(3d0/Df) 
  particle(i)%m_mob_eff   = particle(i)%m_s & 
                + (particle(i)%v_mob_eff-particle(i)%v_s)*fluid%rho 
  particle(i)%rho_mob_eff = particle(i)%m_mob_eff / particle(i)%v_mob_eff 
 
  particle(i)%d_s         = (particle(i)%v_s / (Pi/6d0)) ** (1d0/3d0) 
  particle(i)%d_col       = (particle(i)%v_col_eff / (Pi/6d0)) ** (1d0/3d0) 
  particle(i)%d_mob       = (particle(i)%v_mob_eff / (Pi/6d0)) ** (1d0/3d0) 
 end do 
 
 if (C_flag == 0) then 
  particle%C = 1d0      ! no Cunningham correction 
 else 
  do i=1, number_particles 
   particle(i)%C = Cunningham(particle(i)%d_mob) 
  end do 
 end if 
 
end 
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I.10 Statistics.f90 
Description: This file contains subroutines for the calculation of the collision 
frequency and particle size distribution. 
 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! * Name: calculate_beta_statistics                                                                       * 
! * calculate statistics for the collision frequency function beta                                        * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
subroutine calculate_beta_statistics(average_d_local,number_particles_local) 
use Module_Main 
 
 implicit none 
 integer*4 b, d, i, j, k, number_particles_local 
 real*8 diameter(1:number_particles_local) 
 real*8 log_s, sum_v, add_coll 
 type (Type_Average_Diameter) average_d_local 
 
 call calculate_particle_statistics(average_d_s,number_particles,particle%d_s) 
 call calculate_particle_statistics(average_d_col,number_particles,particle%d_col) 
 
 do i = 1, number_particles_local 
  diameter(i) = particle(i)%d_s 
 end do 
 
!------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
! discretize distribution 
! imax: number of discretized points 
! b: offset where d(a) = 1 
!------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 b       = int(dlog(pb%factor)/dlog(pb%spacing) + 0.5d0) 
 pb%imax = 2*b + 1 
 log_s   = dlog(pb%spacing) 
 pb%dgn  = (average_d_local%vgn / (Pi/6d0))**(1d0/3d0) 
 pb%dgv  = (average_d_local%vgv / (Pi/6d0))**(1d0/3d0) 
 pb%N    = 0d0 
 pb%V    = 0d0 
 
 do i = 1, pb%imax 
  pb%d(i) = pb%spacing**(dfloat(i-b-1)) 
 end do 
 
 do i = 1, number_particles 
  ! definition for number 
  ! force it to be a positive number before using int 
  d = int(dlog(diameter(i)/pb%dgn)/log_s + 10000.5d0) + b + 1 - 10000 
  if (and(d >= 1, d <= pb%imax)) then 
   pb%N(d) = pb%N(d) +1 
  end if 
 
  ! definition for volume 
  d = int(dlog(diameter(i)/pb%dgv)/log_s + 10000.5d0) + b + 1 - 10000 
  if (and(d >= 1, d <= pb%imax)) then 
   pb%V(d) = pb%V(d) + diameter(i)**3d0 
  end if 
 end do 
 
!------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
! determine beta_ij 
!------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 do k = 1, coll%max  ! loop through collision list 
 
  i = int(dlog(coll%list(k,1)/pb%dgn)/log_s + 10000.5d0) & 
     + b + 1 - 10000 !section of particle 1 
  j = int(dlog(coll%list(k,2)/pb%dgn)/log_s + 10000.5d0) & 
     + b + 1 - 10000 !section of particle 2 
 
  if (i == j) then 
   coll%beta(i,i) = coll%beta(i,i) + 2d0*geometry_volume / (pb%N(i)*(pb%N(i)-1)) 
  else 
   add_coll       = geometry_volume / pb%N(i) / pb%N(j) 
   coll%beta(i,j) = coll%beta(i,j) + add_coll 
   coll%beta(j,i) = coll%beta(j,i) + add_coll 
  end if 
 
  coll%N(i,j) = coll%N(i,j) + 1 
  coll%N(j,i) = coll%N(j,i) + 1 
 end do 
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!------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
! Normalization of size distribution 
!------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 sum_v = 0 
 do i = 1, pb%imax 
  sum_v = sum_v + pb%V(i) 
 end do 
 
 pb%N = pb%N / number_particles 
 pb%V = pb%V / sum_v 
end 
 
 
! *************************************************************************************** 
! * Name: calculate_particle_statistics 
! * calculate averaged diameters of particles 
! * calculate geometric standard deviation (number and mass) 
! *************************************************************************************** 
 
subroutine calculate_particle_statistics(average_d_local,number_particles_local,diameter) 
use Module_Main 
 
 implicit none 
 integer*4 i, number_particles_local 
 real*8 diameter(1:number_particles_local), volume(1:number_particles_local) 
 real*8 sum_n(1:4), numerator 
 type (Type_Average_Diameter) average_d_local 
 
 volume = (Pi/6d0) * diameter**3.0d0  ! vector operation 
 
!---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
! normal diameter definitions 
!---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 sum_n = 0d0 
 do i = 1, number_particles_local 
  sum_n(1) = sum_n(1) + diameter(i) 
  sum_n(2) = sum_n(2) + diameter(i)**2.0d0 
  sum_n(3) = sum_n(3) + diameter(i)**3.0d0 
  sum_n(4) = sum_n(4) + diameter(i)**4.0d0 
 end do 
 
 average_d_local%number_mean  = sum_n(1) / number_particles_local 
 average_d_local%average_mass = (sum_n(3)/ number_particles_local)**(1d0/3d0) 
 average_d_local%sauter       = sum_n(3) / sum_n(2) 
 average_d_local%mass_mean    = sum_n(4) / sum_n(3) 
 
 
! standard deviation number based 
 numerator = 0d0 
 do i = 1, number_particles_local 
  numerator = numerator + dlog(volume(i)) 
 end do 
 
 average_d_local%vgn = dexp(numerator/number_particles_local) 
 
 
 numerator = 0d0 
 do i = 1, number_particles_local 
  numerator = numerator + (dlog(volume(i)/average_d_local%vgn))**2d0 
 end do 
 
 average_d_local%sigma_gn = dexp(dsqrt(numerator/(9d0*number_particles_local))) 
 
 
! standard deviation volume based 
 numerator = 0d0 
 do i = 1, number_particles_local 
  numerator = numerator + volume(i) * dlog(volume(i)) 
 end do 
 
 average_d_local%vgv = dexp(numerator/sum_n(3)/(Pi/6d0)) 
 
 
 numerator = 0d0 
 do i = 1, number_particles_local 
  numerator = numerator + volume(i) * (dlog(volume(i)/average_d_local%vgv))**2d0 
 end do 
 
 average_d_local%sigma_gv = dexp(dsqrt(numerator/(9d0*sum_n(3)*Pi/6d0))) 
 
end 
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I.11 Storage.f90 
Description: This file contains subroutines that store the current simulations 
state in terms of particle position, velocity and size in text files and the 
subroutines that read these text files as input to restart a simulation for the next 
simulation run. 
 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! * NAME: start_delay                                                                                     * 
! * read start suspending time from shell file time.txt                                                   * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
subroutine start_delay() 
use Module_Main 
 
 implicit none 
 integer*4 susp_time 
 
 open(1, file = 'suspend_time.dat') 
  read(1,*) susp_time 
 close(1) 
 
 call sleep(susp_time) ! suspend start by arbitrary time to prevent equal random numbers 
 
end 
 
 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! * NAME: storage_state                                                                                   * 
! * writing the values of all variables into temporary data file                                          * 
! * to be used for initializing the next run                                                              * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
subroutine storage_state() 
use Module_Main 
 
 implicit none 
 integer*4 i, k, lun 
  
!-------------------------------------------------- 
!---------- Particle ------------------------------ 
!-------------------------------------------------- 
 
 lun = 1 
  
 ! write column headers 
 open (lun, file='Transfer_Particle.txt', status='unknown') 
   
  write(lun,12) 'Particle #' 
!---------- aaa ----------------------------------- 
  write(lun,13) 'Position X' 
  write(lun,13) 'Position Y' 
  write(lun,13) 'Position Z' 
!---------- bbb ----------------------------------- 
  write(lun,13) 'Velocity X' 
  write(lun,13) 'Velocity Y' 
  write(lun,13) 'Velocity Z' 
!---------- ccc ----------------------------------- 
  write(lun,13) 'n_PP' 
   
  write(lun,9) 
   
 close(lun) 
  
  
 do i = 1,number_particles 
  open (lun, file='Transfer_Particle.txt', position='append') 
    
   write(lun,21) i 
!---------- aaa ----------------------------------- 
   write(lun,33) particle(i)%r(1) 
   write(lun,33) particle(i)%r(2) 
   write(lun,33) particle(i)%r(3) 
!---------- bbb ----------------------------------- 
   write(lun,33) particle(i)%v(1) 
   write(lun,33) particle(i)%v(2) 
   write(lun,33) particle(i)%v(3) 
!---------- ccc ----------------------------------- 
   write(lun,33) particle(i)%n 
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   write(lun,9) 
    
  close(lun) 
 
 end do 
 
 
!-------------------------------------------------- 
!---------- Div. ---------------------------------- 
!-------------------------------------------------- 
 
 lun = 2 
  
 ! write column headers 
 open (lun, file='Transfer_Div.txt', status='unknown') 
   
!---------- aaa ----------------------------------- 
  write(lun,13) 'time' 
  write(lun,13) 'n domains' 
  write(lun,14) 'geometry X' 
  write(lun,14) 'geometry Y' 
  write(lun,14) 'geometry Z' 
  write(lun,13) 'n runs' 
  write(lun,13) 'n particle' 
  write(lun,13) 'n slow loop' 
   
  write(lun,9) 
   
 close(lun) 
  
  
 open (lun, file='Transfer_Div.txt', position='append') 
   
!---------- aaa ----------------------------------- 
  write(lun,33) times%time 
  write(lun,23) domain_counter 
  write(lun,34) geometry(1) 
  write(lun,34) geometry(2) 
  write(lun,34) geometry(3) 
  write(lun,23) number_runs 
  write(lun,23) number_particles 
  write(lun,23) outer_loop_i 
   
  write(lun,9) 
   
 close(lun) 
 
 9 format() 
 12 format(A10, $) 
 13 format(A15, $) 
 14 format(A26, $) 
 21 format(I10, $) 
 23 format(I15, $) 
 33 format(E15.5, $) 
 34 format(E26.16, $) 
 
end 
 
 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! * NAME: re_initialize                                                                                   * 
! * writing the values of all variables into temporary data file                                          * 
! * to be used for initializing the next run                                                              * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
subroutine re_initialize_state() 
use Module_Main 
 
 implicit none 
 integer*4 i, k, lun 
 character*30 dump 
 
!-------------------------------------------------- 
!---------- Div. ---------------------------------- 
!-------------------------------------------------- 
 
 lun = 2 
 
 open(lun, file = 'Transfer_Div.txt') 
 
  read(lun,*) dump 
 
  read(lun,*) times%time, domain_counter, geometry(1), geometry(2), geometry(3), number_runs, & 
    number_particles, outer_loop_counter 
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 close(lun) 
 
 do k=1,3 
   geometry_half(k) = 0.5d0 * geometry(k) 
 end do 
 
 geometry_volume = geometry(1) * geometry(2) * geometry(3) 
 
 number_runs = number_runs + 1 
 
 
!-------------------------------------------------- 
!---------- Particle ------------------------------ 
!-------------------------------------------------- 
 
 lun = 1 
 
 open(lun, file = 'Transfer_Particle.txt') 
 
  read(lun,*) dump 
 
  do i = 1,number_particles 
 
   read(lun,*) dump, particle(i)%r(1), particle(i)%r(2), particle(i)%r(3), & 
         particle(i)%v(1), particle(i)%v(2), particle(i)%v(3), particle(i)%n 
 
  end do 
 
 close(lun) 
 
 
 call calculate_particle_statistics(average_d_s,number_particles,particle%d_s) 
 call calculate_particle_statistics(average_d_col,number_particles,particle%d_col) 
 call calculate_particle_properties 
 call calculate_total_PPs 
 
end 

 

I.12 Write.f90 
Description: This file contains subroutines that write the evolving properties of 
the particle population into text files. 
 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! Name: string_length                                                                                     * 
! determines the number of valid characters of a string                                                   * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
subroutine string_length(name,i) 
 implicit none 
 character*30 name 
 integer*4 i 
 
 i=1 
 do while ((ichar(name(i:i)) .GE. ichar('!')) .AND. (ichar(name(i:i)) .LE. ichar('~'))) 
  i=i+1 
 end do ! end of loop over all particles 
 i=i-1 
 
!return 
end 
 
 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! * Name: make_timedependent_name                                                                         * 
! * Routine generates a time-dependent file name                                                          * 
! * time_multiplier: factor to make the time larger then 1                                                * 
! * puts together: path - (/ or \) - name - number - '.txt'                                                * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
subroutine make_timedependent_name(iteration, length_i, path, name, name_results, & 
                  file_ending) 
 
 implicit none 
 character*50 path, name_results 
 character*20 name, file_ending 
 integer*4 iteration, length_i 
 integer*4 length_name, length_path 
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 integer*4 residue, last_number, time_integer 
 integer*4 k, l 
 
 call string_length(path,length_path) 
 call string_length(name,length_name) 
 
 time_integer = iteration 
 last_number = length_name + length_i + 4 
 name_results = ' ' 
 
! write name 
 l=1 
 do k = 1,length_name 
  name_results(k:k)=name(l:l) 
  l = l + 1 
 end do 
 
! write timedependent part 
 do k = last_number-4,length_name+1,-1 
  residue = mod(time_integer,10) !Runden 
  name_results(k:k)=char(residue+ichar('0')) 
  time_integer=int(time_integer/10) 
 end do 
 
 name_results(last_number-3:last_number) = file_ending 
 
! delet rest of string 
 do k = last_number+1,30 
  name_results(k:k) = char(ichar(' ')) 
 end do 
end 
 
 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! * NAME: determine unused file unit number (lun-number)                                                  * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
subroutine get_fileunit(lun) 
 implicit none 
 integer*4 lun 
 logical lun_exist 
 
 lun_exist = .true. 
 lun       = lun - 1 
 
 do while (lun_exist) 
  lun = lun + 1 
  inquire(unit=lun, opened=lun_exist) 
 end do 
end 
 
 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! * Name: write results                                                                                   * 
! * Upon first call the header is written                                                                 * 
! * Output of key variables                                                                               * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
subroutine write_results(i) 
use Module_Main 
 
 implicit none 
 integer*4 i, lun 
! character*50 file_name 
! character*20 char_res, char_end 
 
! char_res = 'results             ' 
! char_end = '.txt                ' 
! call make_timedependent_name(0, 0, path, char_res, file_name, char_end) 
 
 if (i < 1) then 
  lun = 10 
  call get_fileunit(lun) 
   
  ! write column headers 
  open (lun, file='results.txt', status='unknown') 
   write(lun,11) 'Number:' 
   write(lun,13) 'time s' 
   write(lun,12) 'particles' 
   write(lun,12) 'domains' 
   write(lun,13) 'npp_min' 
   write(lun,13) 'npp_average' 
   write(lun,13) 'npp_max' 
!---------- aaa ----------------------------------- 
   write(lun,13) 'ds10' 
   write(lun,13) 'ds30' 
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   write(lun,13) 'ds32' 
   write(lun,13) 'ds43' 
   write(lun,13) 'dsgn' 
   write(lun,13) 'dsgv' 
!---------- bbb ----------------------------------- 
   write(lun,13) 'sigma_gn_s' 
   write(lun,13) 'sigma_gv_s' 
   write(lun,13) 'vgn_s' 
   write(lun,13) 'vgv_s' 
!---------- ccc ----------------------------------- 
   write(lun,13) 'deff10' 
   write(lun,13) 'deff30' 
   write(lun,13) 'deff32' 
   write(lun,13) 'deff43' 
!---------- ddd ----------------------------------- 
   write(lun,13) 'sigma_gn_col' 
   write(lun,13) 'sigma_gv_col' 
   write(lun,13) 'vgn_col' 
   write(lun,13) 'vgv_col' 
!---------- eee ----------------------------------- 
   write(lun,13) 'phi_s' 
   write(lun,13) 'phi_col_eff' 
   write(lun,12) 'Df' 
   write(lun,12) 'balance_%' 
   write(lun,13) 'time_step[s]' 
!---------- fff ----------------------------------- 
   write(lun,13) 'Kn_g_n' 
   write(lun,13) 'max_step' 
   write(lun,13) 'min_step' 
   write(lun,13) 'E_kin' 
   write(lun,13) 'V_max' 
 
   write(lun,9) 
  close(lun) 
 end if 
 
 lun = 10 
 call get_fileunit(lun) 
 open (lun, file='results.txt', position='append') 
  write(lun,21) i 
  write(lun,33) times%time 
  write(lun,22) number_particles 
  write(lun,22) domain_counter 
  write(lun,33) nPP_min 
  write(lun,33) nPP_average 
  write(lun,33) nPP_max 
!---------- aaa ----------------------------------- 
  write(lun,33) average_d_s%number_mean  !d1,0 
  write(lun,33) average_d_s%average_mass !d3,0 
  write(lun,33) average_d_s%sauter    !d3,2 
  write(lun,33) average_d_s%mass_mean   !d4,3 
  write(lun,33) pb%dgn 
  write(lun,33) pb%dgv 
!---------- bbb ----------------------------------- 
  write(lun,33) average_d_s%sigma_gn 
  write(lun,33) average_d_s%sigma_gv 
  write(lun,33) average_d_s%vgn 
  write(lun,33) average_d_s%vgv 
!---------- ccc ----------------------------------- 
  write(lun,33) average_d_col%number_mean  !d1,0 
  write(lun,33) average_d_col%average_mass  !d3,0 
  write(lun,33) average_d_col%sauter    !d3,2 
  write(lun,33) average_d_col%mass_mean   !d4,3 
!---------- ddd ----------------------------------- 
  write(lun,33) average_d_col%sigma_gn 
  write(lun,33) average_d_col%sigma_gv 
  write(lun,33) average_d_col%vgn 
  write(lun,33) average_d_col%vgv 
!---------- eee ----------------------------------- 
  write(lun,33) phi_s 
  write(lun,33) phi_col_eff 
  write(lun,42) Df 
  write(lun,42) PP_mass_balance*1d2 
  write(lun,33) times%dt 
!---------- fff ----------------------------------- 
  write(lun,33) 2*fluid%lambda/pb%dgn 
  write(lun,33) max_step 
  write(lun,33) min_step 
  write(lun,33) E_kin 
  write(lun,33) V_max 
 
  write(lun,9) 
 close(lun) 
 
 
 9  format() 
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 11 format(A7, $) 
 12 format(A10, $) 
 13 format(A15, $) 
 21 format(I7, $) 
 22 format(I10, $) 
 !23 format(I15, $) 
 !32 format(E10.4, $) 
 33 format(E15.5, $) 
 42 format(F10.4, $) 
 43 format(F15.3, $) 
 !53 format(F15.6, $) 
end 
 
 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! * Name: write_particle_sizes                                                                            * 
! * writes information about the detailed particle distributions in file                                  * 
! * subroutine uses time-dependent file name                                                              * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
subroutine write_particle_sizes(i) 
use Module_Main 
 
 implicit none 
 integer*4 d, i, lun 
! character*50 file_name 
! character*20 char_res, char_end 
 
! char_res = 'size                ' 
! char_end = '.txt                ' 
! call make_timedependent_name(i, 10, path, char_res, file_name, char_end) 
 
! lun = 10 
! call get_fileunit(lun) 
 
! if (append_flag == 0) then   
! write column headers 
! open (lun, file=file_name, status='unknown')  
!  write(lun,13) 'iteration' ; write(lun,23) i 
!  write(lun,13) 'time'  ; write(lun,33) times%t 
!  write(lun,13) 'particles' ; write(lun,23) number_particles 
   
!---------- aaa ----------------------------------- 
!  write(lun,13) 'nPP' 
!  write(lun,13) 'd' 
!  write(lun,9) 
! close(lun) 
! end if 
 
! if (append_flag == 0) then 
!  char_end = '.tx2                ' 
!  call make_timedependent_name(i, 10, path, char_res, file_name, char_end) 
!  open (lun, file=file_name, status='unknown') 
! else 
!  char_end = '.sum                ' 
!  call make_timedependent_name(i, 10, path, char_res, file_name, char_end) 
!  open (lun, file=file_name, position='append') 
! end if 
!---------- bbb ----------------------------------- 
!  do d=1, number_particles 
!   write(lun,33) particle(d)%n 
!   write(lun,33) particle(d)%d_s 
!  end do 
! close(lun) 
 
!9 format() 
!13 format(A15, $) 
!23 format(I15) 
!24 format(I15, $) 
!33 format(E15.5) 
end 
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! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! * NAME: write_number_distribution                                                                       * 
! * routine writes the time-dependent particle number and volume distribution                             * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
subroutine write_size_distribution(i) 
use Module_Main 
 
 implicit none 
 integer*4 d, i, lun 
! character*50 file_name, file_name_N, file_name_V 
! character*20 char_res, char_end 
 
! char_res = 'sectional_N         ' 
! char_end = '.txt                ' 
! call make_timedependent_name(i, 0, path, char_res, file_name, char_end) 
! file_name_N = file_name 
! char_res = 'sectional_V         ' 
! call make_timedependent_name(i, 0, path, char_res, file_name, char_end) 
! file_name_V = file_name 
 
! --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
! header of file and data file 
! number normal distribution  
! --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
! header 
 if (append_flag == 0) then 
  if (times%time .LE. times%min + 0.5d0 * times%dt) then 
   lun = 10 
   call get_fileunit(lun) 
   open (lun, file='sectional_N.txt', status='unknown') 
    write(lun,11) 'Number:' 
    write(lun,12) 'Time:' 
    write(lun,12) 'Spacing:' 
    write(lun,12) 'd_gn:' 
    do d=1,pb%imax 
     write(lun,33) pb%d(d) 
    end do 
    write(lun,10) 
   close(lun) 
 
   open (lun, file='sectional_V.txt', status='unknown') 
    write(lun,11) 'Number:' 
    write(lun,12) 'HAN, x [cm]' 
    write(lun,12) 'Factor:' 
    write(lun,12) 'd_gv:' 
    do d=1,pb%imax 
     write(lun,33) pb%d(d) 
    end do 
    write(lun,10) 
   close(lun) 
  end if 
 end if 
 
! data 
 lun = 10 
 call get_fileunit(lun) 
 open (lun, file='sectional_N.txt', position='append') 
  write(lun,21) i 
  write(lun,22) times%time 
  write(lun,32) pb%spacing 
  write(lun,22) pb%dgn 
  do d = 1,pb%imax 
   write(lun,22) pb%N(d) 
  end do 
  write(lun,10)  
 close(lun) 
  
 open (lun, file='sectional_V.txt', position='append') 
  write(lun,21) i 
  write(lun,22) times%time 
  write(lun,32) pb%factor 
  write(lun,22) pb%dgv 
  do d = 1,pb%imax 
   write(lun,22) pb%V(d) 
  end do 
  write(lun,10)  
 close(lun) 
 

 10 format() 
 11 format(A7, $) 
 12 format(A15, $) 
 21 format(I7, $) 
 22 format(E15.5, $) 
 32 format(F15.5, $) 
 33 format(F15.8, $) 
end 
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! ********************************************************************************************************* 
! * NAME: write_beta                                                                                      * 
! * writes information about the collision frequency function                                             * 
! * results are only valid in the Brownian continuum regime                                               * 
! ********************************************************************************************************* 
 
subroutine write_beta(k) 
use Module_Main 
 
 implicit none 
 integer*4 i, j, k, lun 
 real*8 delta_time 
 character*50 file_name 
 character*20 char_res, char_end 
 
 char_res = 'Vdist               ' 
 char_end = '.txt                ' 
 call make_timedependent_name(k, 10, path, char_res, file_name, char_end) 
 
 delta_time = times%time - coll%t0 
 
 lun = 10 
 call get_fileunit(lun) 
  
! write column headers 
 open (lun, file=file_name, status='unknown') 
  write(lun,12) 'Particle #' 
!---------- aaa ----------------------------------- 
  write(lun,13) 'Position X' 
  write(lun,13) 'Position Y' 
  write(lun,13) 'Position Z' 
!---------- bbb ----------------------------------- 
  write(lun,13) 'Velocity X' 
  write(lun,13) 'Velocity Y' 
  write(lun,13) 'Velocity Z' 
!---------- ccc ----------------------------------- 
  write(lun,13) 'n_PP' 
   
  write(lun,9) 
   
 close(lun) 
 
 do i = 1,number_particles 
  open (lun, file=file_name, position='append') 
    
   write(lun,21) i 
!---------- aaa ----------------------------------- 
   write(lun,33) particle(i)%r(1) 
   write(lun,33) particle(i)%r(2) 
   write(lun,33) particle(i)%r(3) 
!---------- bbb ----------------------------------- 
   write(lun,33) particle(i)%v(1) 
   write(lun,33) particle(i)%v(2) 
   write(lun,33) particle(i)%v(3) 
!---------- ccc ----------------------------------- 
   write(lun,33) particle(i)%n 
    
   write(lun,9) 
    
  close(lun) 
 
 end do 
 
 9  format() 
 12 format(A10, $) 
 13 format(A15, $) 
 21 format(I10, $) 
 23 format(I15, $) 
 33 format(E15.5, $) 
 34 format(E15.5) 
end 
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J.1 coating_model.m 
 
% **************************************************************************** 
% * Name: coating_model.m * 
% * Author: Beat Büsser * 
% * Date: 30th December 2009 * 
% * Place: ETH Zürich * 
% *  * 
% * Description: This is the main function containing the option settings, * 
% * initialization, integration and calculations. It is called by the * 
% * script run.m and calls all the other functions of the model. * 
% **************************************************************************** 
 
function [t,y,test] = coating_model(y_prec,dsca) 
     
    clear global 
     
    tic; 
     
    global test z 
     
    z = 1; 
     
% 1: Tsantilis et al. (2002) 2: constant temperature 3: cooling rate 
    temperatureprofile      = 3; 
% 1: TiO2  2: SiO2 
    material.coating        = 2; 
% 1: TiO2  2: SiO2 
    material.carrier        = 1; 
% 1: TiCl4 2: TTIP 3: HMDSO 
    precursor.coating       = 3; 
% sintering 0: without 1: with 2: infinitely fast 
    case_sintering          = 1; 
% coating sintering 0: without 1: with 2: infinitely fast 
    case_coatingsintering   = 1; 
% coagulation coating      0: without 1: with 
    case_coagulation_co     = 1; 
% coagulation coating core 0: without 1: with 
    case_coagulation_coca   = 1; 
% coagulation core         0: without 1: with 
    case_coagulation_ca     = 1; 
% coating thickness corr. 0: without 1: smooth 2: fractal 
    case_coating_correction = 1; 
     
    surface_growth_gamma    = 0; 
     
     
    %dsca                   = 40*10^-9; % core particle diameter [m] 
    production_rate_ca      = 23.5;     % g/h 
    %y_prec                 = 20;       % weight% SiO2  
    N2_dilution             = 15;       % N2 dilution HMDSO [l/min] 
    Temp_start              = 1450;     % temperature [K] 
    tstart                  = 0; 
    tres                    = 1.5e-1;   % residence time 
    cooling_rate            = 1.25e3;   % cooling rate [K/s] 
     
    p                       = 101325;   % pressure [Pa] 
    Dfco                    = 1.8;      % fractal dimension of [] 
    Dfca                    = 1.8;      % Core particle fractal dimension 
     
    test.production_rate_ca = production_rate_ca; 
    test.dsca               = dsca; 
    test.y_prec             = y_prec; 
    test.precursor          = precursor.coating; 
     
     
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % Physical constants % 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
     
    [kB,NA,R,V_molar,p0,T0] = physical_constants; 
     
    if precursor.coating == 1 
        CE.A = 1.16145;                 % Chapman-Enskog parameter A 
        CE.B = 0.14874;                 % Chapman-Enskog parameter B 
        CE.C = 0.52487;                 % Chapman-Enskog parameter C 
        CE.D = 0.77320;                 % Chapman-Enskog parameter D 
        CE.E = 2.16178;                 % Chapman-Enskog parameter E 
        CE.F = 2.43787;                 % Chapman-Enskog parameter F 
         
        CE.eps_over_k = 106.7;          % epsilon/k (Lennard Jones Potentials) 
        CE.sigma      = 3.467 * 10^-10; % hard sphere diameter 
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        n_monomer = 1; 
    end 
     
    if precursor.coating == 2 
        CE.A = 1.16145;                 % Chapman-Enskog parameter A 
        CE.B = 0.14874;                 % Chapman-Enskog parameter B 
        CE.C = 0.52487;                 % Chapman-Enskog parameter C 
        CE.D = 0.77320;                 % Chapman-Enskog parameter D 
        CE.E = 2.16178;                 % Chapman-Enskog parameter E 
        CE.F = 2.43787;                 % Chapman-Enskog parameter F 
         
        CE.eps_over_k = 78.6;           % epsilon/k (Lennard Jones Potentials) 
        CE.sigma      = 3.711 * 10^-10; % hard sphere diameter. 
         
        n_monomer = 1; 
    end 
     
    if precursor.coating == 3 
        CE.A = 1.16145;                 % Chapman-Enskog parameter A 
        CE.B = 0.14874;                 % Chapman-Enskog parameter B 
        CE.C = 0.52487;                 % Chapman-Enskog parameter C 
        CE.D = 0.77320;                 % Chapman-Enskog parameter D 
        CE.E = 2.16178;                 % Chapman-Enskog parameter E 
        CE.F = 2.43787;                 % Chapman-Enskog parameter F 
         
        CE.eps_over_k = 78.6;           % epsilon/k (Lennard Jones Potentials) 
        CE.sigma      = 3.711 * 10^-10; % hard sphere diameter 
         
        n_monomer = 2; 
    end 
     
     
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % conditions % 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
     
    [rhop_co,d1co,a1co,v1co,MW_co] = materialproperties(material.coating,NA; 
    [rhop_ca,d1ca,a1ca,v1ca,MW_ca] = materialproperties(material.carrier,NA); 
     
     
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % sectionalization co % 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
     
    rco     = 2; 
    vsco(1) = v1co; 
    vsco(2) = rco * vsco(1); 
    aco(1)  = (36 * pi)^(1/3) * (vsco(1))^(2/3); 
    aco(2)  = (36 * pi)^(1/3) * (vsco(2))^(2/3); 
    asco(1) = (36 * pi)^(1/3) * (vsco(1))^(2/3); 
    asco(2) = (36 * pi)^(1/3) * (vsco(2))^(2/3); 
    dsco(1) = (asco(1) / pi)^(1/2); 
    dsco(2) = (asco(2) / pi)^(1/2); 
         
    dpco(1) = dsco(1); 
    dpco(2) = dsco(1); 
    npco(1) = 1; 
    npco(2) = 1; 
         
    tauco(2) = 10^-3; 
     
    test.dsco(z,:) = dsco; 
    test.asco(z,:) = asco; 
     
     
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % sectionalization ca % 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
     
    Nca = production_rate_ca/(3600*1000*rhop_ca*dsca^3*pi/6); % Core particle number 
                                                                concentration [#/s] 
    vsca = dsca^3 * pi / 6;              % core particle volume [m^3] 
    asca = dsca^2*pi;                    % core particle surface area [m^2] 
    npca = 1;                            % core primary particle number 
    dpca  = ((vsca/npca)*6/pi)^(1/3);    % core primary particle diameter [m] 
    tauco_ca = 10^-3;                    % char. sintering time coating on core particle 
     
 
 
     
    %%%%%%%%%% 
    % offset % 
    %%%%%%%%%% 
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    o.t         = 1;                     % offset time 
    o.T         = 2;                     % offset temperature 
    o.pos       = 3;                     % offset position 
    o.precursor = 4;                     % offset precursor 
    o.CH4       = 5;                     % offset CH4 
    o.O2        = 6;                     % offset O2 
    o.N2        = 7;                     % offset N2 
    o.Ar        = 8;                     % offset Ar 
    o.H2O       = 9;                     % offset H2O 
    o.CO2       = 10;                    % offset CO2 
    o.Cl2       = 11;                    % offset Cl2 
     
    o.Nico      = 11;                    % offset Ni 
    o.Aico      = o.Nico + 2;            % offset Ai 
    o.Vico      = o.Aico + 2;            % offset Vi 
    o.tmix      = o.Vico + 2;            % offset tmix 
     
    o.Aico_ca_r = o.tmix      + 1;       % offset Aico_ca_p particle 
    o.Vico_ca_r = o.Aico_ca_r + 1;       % offset Vico_ca_p particle 
    o.Vico_ca_s = o.Vico_ca_r + 1;       % offset Vico_ca_f film 
     
    o.Nica      = o.Vico_ca_s + 1;       % offset Nica 
     
     
    %%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % feed rate % 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%% 
     
    %Vdot.precursor  = y_prec/(100-y_prec)*production_rate_ca/(60*1000) 
         /(rhop_co*(d1co^3*pi/6)*NA)/n_monomer*22.4; 
    Vdot.CH4        = 0;                 % feed rate [l/min] at 293K 
    Vdot.O2         = 32.5;              % feed rate [l/min] at 293K 
    Vdot.N2         = N2_dilution + 0.8; % feed rate [l/min] at 293K 
    Vdot.Ar         = 0;                 % feed rate [l/min] at 293K 
    Vdot.H2O        = 9.7;               % feed rate [l/min] at 293K 
    Vdot.CO2        = 11;                % feed rate [l/min] at 293K 
    Vdot.Cl2        = 0;                 % feed rate [l/min] at 293K 
     
    Q = Vdot.CH4 + Vdot.O2 + Vdot.N2 + Vdot.Ar + Vdot.H2O + Vdot.CO2 + Vdot.Cl2; 
     
     
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % temperature field and time % 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
     
    if temperatureprofile == 1 
        Temp_start   = 423;  % starting temperature [K] 
        grad_Temp    = 0; 
    end 
     
    if temperatureprofile == 2 
        grad_Temp    = 0; 
    end 
     
    if temperatureprofile == 3 
        grad_Temp    =  0; 
    end 
     
     
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % velocity and position % 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
     
    vel.u     = ambient_velocity(Temp_start,T0,Q); % ambient velocity [m/s] 
    pos.start = 0;                                 % position start   [m] 
     
     
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % properties gas % 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
     
    if precursor.coating == 1 
        gas.MW_precursor = 189.678 * 10^-3; % molecular weight gas [kg/mol] 
    end 
     
    if precursor.coating == 2 
        gas.MW_precursor = 283.880 * 10^-3; % molecular weight gas [kg/mol] 
    end 
     
    if precursor.coating == 3 
        gas.MW_precursor = 162.4 * 10^-3;   % molecular weight gas [kg/mol] 
    end 
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    gas.MW_CH4 = 16.000 * 10^-3;            % molecular weight gas [kg/mol] 
    gas.MW_O2  = 32.000 * 10^-3;            % molecular weight gas [kg/mol] 
    gas.MW_N2  = 28.013 * 10^-3;            % molecular weight gas [kg/mol] 
    gas.MW_Ar  = 40.000 * 10^-3;            % molecular weight gas [kg/mol] 
    gas.MW_H2O = 18.000 * 10^-3;            % molecular weight gas [kg/mol] 
    gas.MW_CO2 = 44.000 * 10^-3;            % molecular weight gas [kg/mol] 
    gas.MW_Cl2 = 70.906 * 10^-3;            % molecular weight gas [kg/mol] 
     
     
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % feed composition % 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
     
    Ndot.precursor   = y_prec/(100-y_prec) ... 
       *production_rate_ca/1000/3600/rhop_co/(d1co^3*pi/6)/n_monomer; % Feed rate [#/s] 
    Ndot.CH4 = (Vdot.CH4 * NA * p0 / (R * T0)) / (60 * 10^3);         % Feed rate [#/s] 
    Ndot.O2  = (Vdot.O2  * NA * p0 / (R * T0)) / (60 * 10^3);         % Feed rate [#/s] 
    Ndot.N2  = (Vdot.N2  * NA * p0 / (R * T0)) / (60 * 10^3);         % Feed rate [#/s] 
    Ndot.Ar  = (Vdot.Ar  * NA * p0 / (R * T0)) / (60 * 10^3);         % Feed rate [#/s] 
    Ndot.H2O = (Vdot.H2O * NA * p0 / (R * T0)) / (60 * 10^3);         % Feed rate [#/s] 
    Ndot.CO2 = (Vdot.CO2 * NA * p0 / (R * T0)) / (60 * 10^3);         % Feed rate [#/s] 
    Ndot.Cl2 = (Vdot.Cl2 * NA * p0 / (R * T0)) / (60 * 10^3);         % Feed rate [#/s] 
     
    Ndot.precursor_0 = Ndot.precursor; 
    Ndot.CH4_0       = Ndot.CH4; 
    Ndot.O2_0        = Ndot.O2; 
    Ndot.N2_0        = Ndot.N2; 
    Ndot.Ar_0        = Ndot.Ar; 
    Ndot.H2O_0       = Ndot.H2O; 
    Ndot.CO2_0       = Ndot.CO2; 
    Ndot.Cl2_0       = Ndot.Cl2; 
     
    gas.MW = (Ndot.precursor * gas.MW_precursor ... 
             + Ndot.CH4 * gas.MW_CH4 ... 
             + Ndot.O2 * gas.MW_O2 ... 
             + Ndot.N2 * gas.MW_N2 ... 
             + Ndot.Ar * gas.MW_Ar ... 
             + Ndot.H2O * gas.MW_H2O ... 
             + Ndot.CO2 * gas.MW_CO2 ... 
             + Ndot.Cl2 * gas.MW_Cl2) ... 
             /(Ndot.precursor + Ndot.CH4 + Ndot.O2 + Ndot.N2 + Ndot.Ar ... 
             + Ndot.H2O + Ndot.CO2 + Ndot.Cl2); 
     
    gas.Mdot = (Ndot.precursor * gas.MW_precursor ... 
               + Ndot.CH4 * gas.MW_CH4 ... 
               + Ndot.O2 * gas.MW_O2 ... 
               + Ndot.N2 * gas.MW_N2 ... 
               + Ndot.Ar * gas.MW_Ar ... 
               + Ndot.H2O * gas.MW_H2O ... 
               + Ndot.CO2 * gas.MW_CO2 ... 
               + Ndot.Cl2 * gas.MW_Cl2) ... 
               / NA; 
     
    gas.rho  = p * gas.MW / (R * Temp_start); 
    gas.Vdot = gas.Mdot / gas.rho; 
     
     
    %%%%%%%% 
    % beta % 
    %%%%%%%% 
     
    betacoij    = zeros(2,2); 
    betaco_caij = zeros(2,1); 
     
    betaca      = 0; 
     
     
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % initial values for integration % 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
     
    y0 = zeros(2+o.Aico,1); 
     
    y0(o.t)           = 0; 
    y0(o.T)           = Temp_start; 
    y0(o.pos)         = pos.start; 
    y0(o.precursor)   = Ndot.precursor_0; 
    y0(o.CH4)         = Ndot.CH4_0; 
    y0(o.O2)          = Ndot.O2_0; 
    y0(o.N2)          = Ndot.N2_0; 
    y0(o.Ar)          = Ndot.Ar_0; 
    y0(o.H2O)         = Ndot.H2O_0; 
    y0(o.CO2)         = Ndot.CO2_0; 
    y0(o.Cl2)         = Ndot.Cl2_0; 
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    y0(1+o.Nico)      = 1; 
    y0(2+o.Nico)      = 1; 
    y0(1+o.Aico)      = aco(1); 
    y0(2+o.Aico)      = aco(2); 
    y0(1+o.Vico)      = vsco(1); 
    y0(2+o.Vico)      = vsco(2); 
     
    y0(1+o.tmix)      = 1; 
    y0(1+o.Aico_ca_r) = a1co; 
    y0(1+o.Vico_ca_r) = v1co; 
    y0(1+o.Vico_ca_s) = v1co; 
         
    y0(1+o.Nica)      = Nca; 
     
     
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % tolerances % 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
     
    [k] = reactionkinetic(precursor.coating,y0,o); 
     
    k.g = k.o; 
     
    x = 1; 
    suface_growth_total = 0; 
    ratio_reaction_transport = 1;  
     
    Tol.Rel                    = 0.001; 
    Tol.Abs(1:o.Nico)          = 1e6; 
    Tol.Abs(1+o.Nico:2+o.Nico) = 1e6; 
    Tol.Abs(1+o.Aico:2+o.Aico) = 1e6 * a1co; 
    Tol.Abs(1+o.Vico:2+o.Vico) = 1e6 * v1co; 
    Tol.Abs(1+o.tmix)          = 1e6; 
    Tol.Abs(1+o.Aico_ca_r)     = 1e6 * a1co;%10^-9; 
    Tol.Abs(1+o.Vico_ca_r)     = 1e6 * v1co;%10^-18; 
    Tol.Abs(1+o.Vico_ca_s)     = 1e6 * v1co;%10^-18; 
     
    Tol.Abs(1+o.Nica)          = 1e6; 
     
     
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % integration % 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
     
    options = odeset('RelTol',Tol.Rel,'AbsTol',Tol.Abs,'OutputFcn',@calculations); 
     
    [t,y] = ode23tb(@differentials,[tstart,tres],y0,options); 
     
     
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % differentials function definition % 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
     
    function dy = differentials(t,y) 
         
        dy = zeros(2,1); 
         
        dy(o.t)   = 1; 
        dy(o.T)   = grad_Temp; 
         
        dy(o.pos) = vel.u; 
         
        if precursor.coating == 1 % TiCl4 + O2 -> TiO2 + 2 Cl2 
            if y(o.precursor) > 10^-3 
                dy(o.precursor) =   - k.o * y(o.precursor); 
                dy(o.O2)        =   - k.o * y(o.precursor); 
                dy(o.Cl2)       = 2 * k.o * y(o.precursor); 
                dy(o.N2)        = 0; 
            else 
                dy(o.precursor) = 0; 
                dy(o.O2)        = 0; 
                dy(o.Cl2)       = 0; 
                dy(o.N2)        = 0; 
            end 
        end 
         
        if precursor.coating == 2 % TTIP + 18 O2 -> TiO2 + 14 H20 + 12 CO2 
            if y(o.precursor) > 10^-3 
                dy(o.precursor) =      - k.o * y(o.precursor); 
                dy(o.CH4)       = 0; 
                dy(o.O2)        = - 18 * k.o * y(o.precursor); 
                dy(o.N2)        = 0; 
                dy(o.Ar)        = 0; 
                dy(o.H2O)       =   14 * k.o * y(o.precursor); 
                dy(o.CO2)       =   12 * k.o * y(o.precursor); 
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            else 
                dy(o.precursor) = 0; 
                dy(o.CH4)       = 0; 
                dy(o.O2)        = 0; 
                dy(o.N2)        = 0; 
                dy(o.Ar)        = 0; 
                dy(o.H2O)       = 0; 
                dy(o.CO2)       = 0; 
            end 
        end 
         
        if precursor.coating == 3 % C6H18OSi2 (HMDSO) + 10 O2 -> 2 SiO2 + 9 H20 + 6 CO2 
            if y(o.precursor) > 10^3 
                dy(o.precursor) =      - k.g * y(o.precursor) - suface_growth_total; 
                dy(o.CH4)       = 0; 
                dy(o.O2)        = - 10 * (k.g * y(o.precursor) + suface_growth_total); 
                dy(o.N2)        = 0; 
                dy(o.Ar)        = 0; 
                dy(o.H2O)       =    9 * (k.g * y(o.precursor) + suface_growth_total); 
                dy(o.CO2)       =    6 * (k.g * y(o.precursor) + suface_growth_total); 
            else 
                dy(o.precursor) = 0; 
                dy(o.CH4)       = 0; 
                dy(o.O2)        = 0; 
                dy(o.N2)        = 0; 
                dy(o.Ar)        = 0; 
                dy(o.H2O)       = 0; 
                dy(o.CO2)       = 0; 
            end 
        end 
         
        dy(1+o.Nico) = dNico_dt_J(1,betacoij,betaco_caij,y,o,k,rco,n_monomer); 
        dy(2+o.Nico) = dNico_dt_J(2,betacoij,betaco_caij,y,o,k,rco,n_monomer); 
        dy(1+o.Aico) = dAico_dt_J(1,betacoij,betaco_caij,y,o,asco,rco,tauco, ... 
            case_sintering,a1co,v1co,dpco,n_monomer,x,ratio_reaction_transport); 
        dy(2+o.Aico) = dAico_dt_J(2,betacoij,betaco_caij,y,o,asco,rco,tauco, ... 
            case_sintering,a1co,v1co,dpco,n_monomer,x,ratio_reaction_transport); 
        dy(1+o.Vico) = dVico_dt_J(1,betacoij,betaco_caij,y,o,rco,v1co,n_monomer, ... 
            x,ratio_reaction_transport); 
        dy(2+o.Vico) = dVico_dt_J(2,betacoij,betaco_caij,y,o,rco,v1co,n_monomer, ... 
            x,ratio_reaction_transport); 
         
        dy(1+o.tmix)      = -1; 
        dy(1+o.Aico_ca_r) = dAico_ca_r_dt(betaco_caij,y,o,asco,case_coatingsintering, ... 
            tauco_ca); 
        dy(1+o.Vico_ca_r) = dVico_ca_r_dt(betaco_caij,y,o,vsco,case_coatingsintering, ... 
            tauco_ca); 
        dy(1+o.Vico_ca_s) = dVico_ca_s_dt(betaco_caij,y,o,vsco,case_coatingsintering, ... 
            tauco_ca,n_monomer,x,ratio_reaction_transport); 
             
        dy(1+o.Nica)      = dNica_dt(betaca,y,o); 
    end 
     
     
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % calculations function definition % 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
     
    function status = calculations(t,y,flag) 
         
        if numel(y) > 0 
             
            y(1) 
             
             
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
            % coating particles % 
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
             
            test.dsco(z,:) = dsco; 
            test.asco(z,:) = asco; 
            test.vsco(z,:) = vsco; 
            test.npco(z,:) = npco; 
            test.dpco(z,:) = dpco; 
            test.aco(z,:)  = aco; 
             
            vsco(2) = y(2+o.Vico) / y(2+o.Nico);         % Average volume of mode 2 
            aco(2)  = y(2+o.Aico) / y(2+o.Nico);         % Average surface area of mode 2 
            asco(2) = (36 * pi)^(1/3) * (vsco(2))^(2/3); % Surface area of a spherical 
                                                           particle of volume v2 
            dsco(2) = (asco(2) / pi)^(1/2); 
             
            dpco(2) = 6 * y(2+o.Vico) / y(2+o.Aico);     % Primary particle diameter of 
                                                           mode 2 
            npco(2) = vsco(2) / (dpco(2)^3 * pi / 6);    % Number of primary particles 
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                                                           per aggregate particle [#] 
             
            if dpco(2) < dsco(1) 
                dpco(2) = dsco(1); 
                npco(2) = vsco(2) / (dpco(2)^3 * pi / 6); 
            end 
                
            if npco(2) < 1 
               npco(2) = 1; 
            end 
             
            test.rco(z) = rco; 
             
            rco = vsco(2) / vsco(1); % Ratio of the size of v2 to v1 
             
             
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
            % core particles % 
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
             
            test.npca(z,:) = npca; 
            test.dpca(z,:) = dpca; 
             
            if case_coating_correction == 0 % without coating thickness correction 
                 
                dpca = dsca; 
                 
                npca = Nca / y(1+o.Nica); 
                 
            end 
             
            if case_coating_correction == 1 % smooth shell 
                 
                dpca = (((Nca*vsca+y(1+o.Vico_ca_s)+y(1+o.Vico_ca_r))/Nca)*6/pi)^(1/3); 
                 
                npca = Nca / y(1+o.Nica); 
                 
            end 
             
            if case_coating_correction == 2 % fractal with monodisperse primary particles 
                 
                dpca_smooth = (((Nca*vsca+y(1+o.Vico_ca_s))/Nca)*6/pi)^(1/3); 
                 
                dpca = 6*(Nca*vsca+y(1+o.Vico_ca_s)+y(1+o.Vico_ca_r)) ... 
                    / (Nca*dpca_smooth^2*pi+y(1+o.Aico_ca_r)); 
                 
                npca = (Nca*vsca+y(1+o.Vico_ca_s)+y(1+o.Vico_ca_r)) / (dpca^3*pi/6) ... 
                    / y(1+o.Nica); 
                 
            end 
             
            dcca = dpca * npca^(1/Dfca); 
             
             
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
            % coating on core particles % 
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
             
            dpco_ca = 6 * y(1+o.Vico_ca_r) / y(1+o.Aico_ca_r); 
             
            if dpco_ca < d1co 
                dpco_ca = d1co; 
            end 
             
            nco_ca = (y(1+o.Vico_ca_r)/y(1+o.Nica)) / (dpco_ca^3*pi/6); 
             
            test.dpco_ca(z,:) = dpco_ca; 
            test.nco_ca(z,:)  = nco_ca; 
             
             
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
            % temperature field and time % 
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
             
            if temperatureprofile == 1 
                if y(o.pos) <= 0.003 
                    grad_Temp = 724856; 
                else if y(o.pos) <= 0.065 
                        grad_Temp = -14669; 
                    else if y(o.pos) <= 0.2 
                            grad_Temp = -10282; 
                        else 
                            grad_Temp = 0; 
                        end 
                    end 
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                end 
            end 
             
            if temperatureprofile == 2 
                grad_Temp = 0; 
            end 
             
            if temperatureprofile == 3 
                grad_Temp = - cooling_rate; 
                 
                if y(o.T) < 300 
                    grad_Temp = 0; 
                end 
            end 
             
             
            %%%%%%%%%%%% 
            % velocity % 
            %%%%%%%%%%%% 
             
            vel.u = ambient_velocity(y(o.T),T0,gas.Vdot); % ambient velocity, [m/s] 
             
            test.vel(z) = vel.u; 
             
             
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
            % feed composition % 
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
             
            test.Mdot(z) = gas.Mdot; 
            test.Vdot(z) = gas.Vdot; 
             
            gas.MW   = (y(o.precursor) * gas.MW_precursor ... 
                       + y(o.CH4) * gas.MW_CH4 ... 
                       + y(o.O2) * gas.MW_O2 ... 
                       + y(o.N2) * gas.MW_N2 ... 
                       + y(o.Ar) * gas.MW_Ar ... 
                       + y(o.H2O) * gas.MW_H2O ... 
                       + y(o.CO2) * gas.MW_CO2 ... 
                       + y(o.Cl2) * gas.MW_Cl2) ... 
                       /(y(o.precursor) + y(o.CH4) + y(o.O2) + y(o.N2) + y(o.Ar) ... 
                       + y(o.H2O) + y(o.CO2)) + y(o.Cl2); 
             
            gas.Mdot = (y(o.precursor) * gas.MW_precursor ... 
                       + y(o.CH4) * gas.MW_CH4 ... 
                       + y(o.O2) * gas.MW_O2 ... 
                       + y(o.N2) * gas.MW_N2 ... 
                       + y(o.Ar) * gas.MW_Ar ... 
                       + y(o.H2O) * gas.MW_H2O ... 
                       + y(o.CO2) * gas.MW_CO2 ... 
                       + y(o.Cl2) * gas.MW_Cl2) ... 
                       / NA; 
             
            gas.rho  = p * gas.MW / (R * y(o.T)); 
            gas.Vdot = gas.Mdot / gas.rho; 
             
             
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
            % calculation of collision frequency beta % 
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
             
            [betacoij betaco_caij betaca] = beta(y,o,dpco,dpca,npco,npca,Dfco,Dfca, ... 
                R,kB,rhop_co,rhop_ca,vsco,vsca,CE,gas); 
             
            test.betaco_caij(z,:) = betaco_caij; 
             
            % coagulation coating coating 
             
            if case_coagulation_co == 0 
                betacoij = zeros(2,2); 
            end 
             
            if case_coagulation_co == 1 
                betacoij = betacoij / gas.Vdot; 
            end 
             
            % coagulation coating core 
             
            if case_coagulation_coca == 0 
                betaco_caij = zeros(2,2); 
            end 
             
            if case_coagulation_coca == 1 
                betaco_caij = betaco_caij / gas.Vdot; 
            end 
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             % coagulation core core 
             
            if case_coagulation_ca == 0 
                betaca = 0; 
            end 
             
            if case_coagulation_ca == 1 
                betaca = betaca / gas.Vdot; 
            end 
             
             
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
            % reaction rates % 
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
             
            [k] = reactionkinetic(precursor.coating,y,o); 
             
            ratio_reaction_transport = surface_growth_gamma; 
             
            suface_growth_total = ratio_reaction_transport/(ratio_reaction_transport+1) ... 
                * (betacoij(1,2) * y(o.precursor) * y(2+o.Nico) 
                + betaco_caij(1)*y(o.precursor)*y(o.Nica)); 
         
            if suface_growth_total > k.o * y(o.precursor) 
                x = k.o * y(o.precursor)/suface_growth_total; 
                suface_growth_total = k.o * y(o.precursor); 
                k.g = 0; 
            else 
                x = 1; 
                k.g = (k.o * y(o.precursor) - suface_growth_total) / y(o.precursor); 
            end 
             
            test.surface_growth(z,1) = suface_growth_total; 
         
            test.reaction(z,1) = k.o * y(o.precursor); 
             
            test.x(z,1) = x; 
             
             
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
            % calculation of characteristic sintering time tau % 
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
             
            % tauco 
             
            if case_sintering == 0 % without sintering 
                tauco(1:2) = 1; 
            end 
             
            if case_sintering == 1 % with sintering 
                tauco(1) = charsinteringtime(material.coating,dpco(1),y,o); 
                tauco(2) = charsinteringtime(material.coating,dpco(2),y,o); 
            end 
             
            if case_sintering == 2 % infinite fast sintering 
                tauco(1:2) = 10^-12; 
            end 
             
            test.tauco(z,1:2) = tauco; 
             
            % tauco_ca 
             
            if case_coatingsintering == 0 % without coating sintering 
                tauco_ca = 1; 
            end 
             
            if case_coatingsintering == 1 % with coating sintering 
                tauco_ca = charsinteringtime(material.coating,dpco_ca,y,o); 
            end 
             
            if case_coatingsintering == 2 % infinite coating fast sintering 
                tauco_ca = 10^-12; 
            end 
             
            test.tauco_ca(z,1) = tauco_ca; 
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            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
            % coating characteristics % 
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
             
            gamma_s = 0.5*(((y(1+o.Vico_ca_s)/Nca + dsca^3*pi/6)*6/pi)^(1/3)-dsca); 
            gamma_t = 0.5*((((y(1+o.Vico_ca_r)+y(1+o.Vico_ca_s))/Nca ... 
                + dsca^3*pi/6)*6/pi)^(1/3)-dsca); 
             
            efficiency = 100*(y(1+o.Vico_ca_r)+y(1+o.Vico_ca_s)) 
                / (n_monomer*Ndot.precursor_0*v1co); 
            smooth     = 100*y(1+o.Vico_ca_s)/(y(1+o.Vico_ca_r)+y(1+o.Vico_ca_s)); 
     
             
            %volume_ratio  = (Nca*vsca+y(1+o.Vico_ca_r)+y(1+o.Vico_ca_s)) 
                /(Nca*vsca); % Frenklach 
             
            %area_ratio    = (Nca*(dsca+2*gamma_s)^2*pi+y(1+o.Aico_ca_r)) 
                /(Nca*asca); % Frenklach 
             
            globularity = (((Nca*vsca+y(1+o.Vico_ca_r)+y(1+o.Vico_ca_s)) ... 
                /Nca*6/pi)^(1/3))^2*pi*Nca ... 
                / (Nca*(dsca+2*gamma_s)^2*pi+y(1+o.Aico_ca_r)); 
             
            rugosity    = (Nca*(dsca+2*gamma_s)^2*pi+y(1+o.Aico_ca_r)) ... 
                / (Nca*vsca+y(1+o.Vico_ca_r)+y(1+o.Vico_ca_s)); 
             
            dvca = ((y(1+o.Vico_ca_r) + y(1+o.Vico_ca_s) ... 
                + Nca*dsca^3*pi/6)/y(1+o.Nica)*6/pi)^(1/3); 
  
            dynamicshape = (dcca/Cunningham(dcca,test.lambda(z))) ... 
                / (dvca/Cunningham(dvca,test.lambda(z))); 
             
            test.gamma_s(z,1)    = gamma_s; 
            test.gamma_t(z,1)    = gamma_t; 
            test.efficiency(z,1) = efficiency; 
            test.smooth(z,1)     = smooth; 
             
            test.globularity(z,1) = globularity; 
            test.rugosity(z,1)    = rugosity; 
             
            test.dynamicshape(z,1) = dynamicshape; 
             
             
            d_SSA = ((dsca^3*pi/6+y(1+o.Vico_ca_s)./Nca)*6/pi).^(1/3); 
             
            SSA = (d_SSA.^2.*pi.*Nca+y(1+o.Aico_ca_r)) ... 
                ./((d_SSA.^3.*pi./6.*Nca+y(1+o.Vico_ca_r)) ... 
                *((100-y_prec)*4000+y_prec*2200)/100*1000); 
             
            test.SSA(z,1) = SSA; 
             
             
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
            % status and counter % 
            %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
             
            z = z + 1; 
             
            status = 0; 
             
        end 
         
    end 
  
end 
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J.2 run.m 
 
% **************************************************************************** 
% * Name: run.m * 
% * Author: Beat Büsser * 
% * Date: 30th December 2009 * 
% * Place: ETH Zürich * 
% *  * 
% * Description: This script runs the coating_model.m for several conditions * 
% * automatically.  * 
% **************************************************************************** 
 
clear all 
 
MMM=1; 
 
 
y_prec_vector_all_01 = [10^0.00 10^0.01 10^0.02 10^0.03 10^0.04 10^0.05 10^0.06 10^0.07 
                        10^0.08 10^0.09]; 
y_prec_vector_all_02 = [10^0.10 10^0.11 10^0.12 10^0.13 10^0.14 10^0.15 10^0.16 10^0.17 
                        10^0.18 10^0.19]; 
y_prec_vector_all_03 = [10^0.20 10^0.21 10^0.22 10^0.23 10^0.24 10^0.25 10^0.26 10^0.27 
                        10^0.28 10^0.29]; 
y_prec_vector_all_04 = [10^0.30 10^0.31 10^0.32 10^0.33 10^0.34 10^0.35 10^0.36 10^0.37 
                        10^0.38 10^0.39]; 
y_prec_vector_all_05 = [10^0.40 10^0.41 10^0.42 10^0.43 10^0.44 10^0.45 10^0.46 10^0.47 
                        10^0.48 10^0.49]; 
y_prec_vector_all_06 = [10^0.50 10^0.51 10^0.52 10^0.53 10^0.54 10^0.55 10^0.56 10^0.57 
                        10^0.58 10^0.59]; 
y_prec_vector_all_07 = [10^0.60 10^0.61 10^0.62 10^0.63 10^0.64 10^0.65 10^0.66 10^0.67 
                        10^0.68 10^0.69]; 
y_prec_vector_all_08 = [10^0.70 10^0.71 10^0.72 10^0.73 10^0.74 10^0.75 10^0.76 10^0.77 
                        10^0.78 10^0.79]; 
y_prec_vector_all_09 = [10^0.80 10^0.81 10^0.82 10^0.83 10^0.84 10^0.85 10^0.86 10^0.87 
                        10^0.88 10^0.89]; 
y_prec_vector_all_10 = [10^0.90 10^0.91 10^0.92 10^0.93 10^0.94 10^0.95 10^0.96 10^0.97 
                        10^0.98 10^0.99]; 
y_prec_vector_all_11 = [10^1.00 10^1.01 10^1.02 10^1.03 10^1.04 10^1.05 10^1.06 10^1.07 
                        10^1.08 10^1.09]; 
y_prec_vector_all_12 = [10^1.10 10^1.11 10^1.12 10^1.13 10^1.14 10^1.15 10^1.16 10^1.17 
                        10^1.18 10^1.19]; 
y_prec_vector_all_13 = [10^1.20 10^1.21 10^1.22 10^1.23 10^1.24 10^1.25 10^1.26 10^1.27 
                        10^1.28 10^1.29]; 
y_prec_vector_all_14 = [10^1.30 10^1.31 10^1.32 10^1.33 10^1.34 10^1.35 10^1.36 10^1.37 
                        10^1.38 10^1.39]; 
y_prec_vector_all_15 = [10^1.40 10^1.41 10^1.42 10^1.43 10^1.44 10^1.45 10^1.46 10^1.47 
                        10^1.48 10^1.49]; 
y_prec_vector_all_16 = [10^1.50 10^1.51 10^1.52 10^1.53 10^1.54 10^1.55 10^1.56 10^1.57 
                        10^1.58 10^1.59]; 
y_prec_vector_all_17 = [10^1.60 10^1.61 10^1.62 10^1.63 10^1.64 10^1.65 10^1.66 10^1.67 
                        10^1.68 10^1.69]; 
y_prec_vector_all_18 = [10^1.70]; 
 
dsca_vector_all_01 = [10^-8.00 10^-7.99 10^-7.98 10^-7.97 10^-7.96 10^-7.95 10^-7.94 
                      10^-7.93 10^-7.92 10^-7.91]; 
dsca_vector_all_02 = [10^-7.90 10^-7.89 10^-7.88 10^-7.87 10^-7.86 10^-7.85 10^-7.84 
                      10^-7.83 10^-7.82 10^-7.81]; 
dsca_vector_all_03 = [10^-7.80 10^-7.79 10^-7.78 10^-7.77 10^-7.76 10^-7.75 10^-7.74 
                      10^-7.73 10^-7.72 10^-7.71]; 
dsca_vector_all_04 = [10^-7.70 10^-7.69 10^-7.68 10^-7.67 10^-7.66 10^-7.65 10^-7.64 
                      10^-7.63 10^-7.62 10^-7.61]; 
dsca_vector_all_05 = [10^-7.60 10^-7.59 10^-7.58 10^-7.57 10^-7.56 10^-7.55 10^-7.54 
                      10^-7.53 10^-7.52 10^-7.51]; 
dsca_vector_all_06 = [10^-7.50 10^-7.49 10^-7.48 10^-7.47 10^-7.46 10^-7.45 10^-7.44 
                      10^-7.43 10^-7.42 10^-7.41]; 
dsca_vector_all_07 = [10^-7.40 10^-7.39 10^-7.38 10^-7.37 10^-7.36 10^-7.35 10^-7.34 
                      10^-7.33 10^-7.32 10^-7.31]; 
dsca_vector_all_08 = [10^-7.30 10^-7.29 10^-7.28 10^-7.27 10^-7.26 10^-7.25 10^-7.24 
                      10^-7.23 10^-7.22 10^-7.21]; 
dsca_vector_all_09 = [10^-7.20 10^-7.19 10^-7.18 10^-7.17 10^-7.16 10^-7.15 10^-7.14 
                      10^-7.13 10^-7.12 10^-7.11]; 
dsca_vector_all_10 = [10^-7.10 10^-7.09 10^-7.08 10^-7.07 10^-7.06 10^-7.05 10^-7.04 
                      10^-7.03 10^-7.02 10^-7.01]; 
dsca_vector_all_11 = [10^-7.00 10^-6.99 10^-6.98 10^-6.97 10^-6.96 10^-6.95 10^-6.94 
                      10^-6.93 10^-6.92 10^-6.91]; 
dsca_vector_all_12 = [10^-6.90 10^-6.89 10^-6.88 10^-6.87 10^-6.86 10^-6.85 10^-6.84 
                      10^-6.83 10^-6.82 10^-6.81]; 
dsca_vector_all_13 = [10^-6.80 10^-6.79 10^-6.78 10^-6.77 10^-6.76 10^-6.75 10^-6.74 
                      10^-6.73 10^-6.72 10^-6.71]; 
dsca_vector_all_14 = [10^-6.70 10^-6.69 10^-6.68 10^-6.67 10^-6.66 10^-6.65 10^-6.64 
                      10^-6.63 10^-6.62 10^-6.61]; 
dsca_vector_all_15 = [10^-6.60 10^-6.59 10^-6.58 10^-6.57 10^-6.56 10^-6.55 10^-6.54 
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                      10^-6.53 10^-6.52 10^-6.51]; 
dsca_vector_all_17 = [10^-6.50 10^-6.49 10^-6.48 10^-6.47 10^-6.46 10^-6.45 10^-6.44 
                      10^-6.43 10^-6.42 10^-6.41]; 
dsca_vector_all_16 = [10^-6.40 10^-6.39 10^-6.38 10^-6.37 10^-6.36 10^-6.35 10^-6.34 
                      10^-6.33 10^-6.32 10^-6.31]; 
dsca_vector_all_18 = [10^-6.30 10^-6.29 10^-6.28 10^-6.27 10^-6.26 10^-6.25 10^-6.24 
                      10^-6.23 10^-6.22 10^-6.21]; 
dsca_vector_all_19 = [10^-6.20 10^-6.19 10^-6.18 10^-6.17 10^-6.16 10^-6.15 10^-6.14 
                      10^-6.13 10^-6.12 10^-6.11]; 
dsca_vector_all_20 = [10^-6.10 10^-6.09 10^-6.08 10^-6.07 10^-6.06 10^-6.05 10^-6.04 
                      10^-6.03 10^-6.02 10^-6.01]; 
 
 
for m = 1:length(y_prec_vector) 
    for n = 1:length(dsca_vector) 
        m 
        n  
         
        y_prec_0 = y_prec_vector(m) 
         
        dsca_0 = dsca_vector(n) 
         
        [t,y,test] = coating_model(y_prec_0,dsca_0); 
         
        pos_i = 1; 
  
        while y(pos_i,1) < 0.1 
            pos_i = pos_i + 1; 
        end 
         
        MMM_efficiency(n,m)  = test.efficiency(pos_i); 
         
        MMM_sigma(n,m)       = test.smooth(pos_i); 
         
        MMM_thickness_t(n,m) = test.gamma_t(pos_i)*10^9; 
         
        MMM_thickness_s(n,m) = test.gamma_s(pos_i)*10^9; 
         
        MMM_SSA(n,m)         = test.SSA(pos_i); 
         
    end 
end 

J.3 run_simple.m 
 
% **************************************************************************** 
% * Name: run_simple.m * 
% * Author: Beat Büsser * 
% * Date: 30th December 2009 * 
% * Place: ETH Zürich * 
% *  * 
% * Description: This script runs the coating_model.m. * 
% **************************************************************************** 
 
clear all 
 
[t,y,test] = coating_model(5,40e-9); 

J.4 physical_constants.m 
 
% **************************************************************************** 
% * Name: physical_constants.m * 
% * Author: Beat Büsser * 
% * Date: 30th December 2009 * 
% * Place: ETH Zürich * 
% *  * 
% * Description: This function defines the physical constants. * 
% **************************************************************************** 
 
function [kB,NA,R,V_molar,p0,T0] = physical_constants 
     
    kB      = 1.380650324*10^-23; % Boltzmann constant [J/K] 
    NA      = 6.0220453*10^23;    % Avogadro's number [#/mol] 
    R       = 8.31441;            % Universal gas constant [J/mol K] 
    V_molar = 22.414 * 10^-3;     % molar volume [m^3/mol] at p = 101'325 Pa, T = 273 K 
    p0      = 101325;             % standard condition pressure [Pa] 
    T0      = 293.15;             % standard condition temperature [K] 
     
end 
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J.5 materialproperties.m 
 
% **************************************************************************** 
% * Name: materialproperties.m * 
% * Author: Beat Büsser * 
% * Date: 30th December 2009 * 
% * Place: ETH Zürich * 
% *  * 
% * Description: This function defines the material properties. * 
% **************************************************************************** 
 
% NA Avogadro's number [#/mol] 
  
function [rhop,d_monomer,a_monomer,v_monomer,MW] = materialproperties(material,NA) 
     
    if material == 1 % TiO2 
        rhop      = 4000;                       % Density particles    [kg/m^3] 
        MW        = 0.0799;                     % Molecular Weight     [kg/mol] 
        v_monomer = MW / (rhop * NA);           % Monomer volume       [m^3] 
        d_monomer = (v_monomer * 6 / pi)^(1/3); % Monomer diameter     [m] 
        a_monomer = d_monomer^2 * pi;           % Monomer surface area [m^2] 
    end 
     
    if material == 2 % SiO2 
        rhop      = 2200;                       % Density particles    [kg/m^3] 
        MW        = 0.06;                       % Molecular Weight     [kg/mol] 
        v_monomer = MW / (rhop * NA);           % Monomer diameter     [m] 
        d_monomer = (v_monomer * 6 / pi)^(1/3); % Monomer diameter     [m] 
        a_monomer = d_monomer^2 * pi;           % Monomer surface area [m^2] 
    end 
     
end 
 

J.6 ambient_velocity.m 
 
% **************************************************************************** 
% * Name: ambient_velocity.m * 
% * Author: Beat Büsser * 
% * Date: 30th December 2009 * 
% * Place: ETH Zürich * 
% *  * 
% * Description: This function calculates the averagevelocity of the gas * 
% * volume flow Q in a pipe with diameter d. * 
% **************************************************************************** 
 
function u = ambient_velocity(T,T0,Q) 
     
    d = 4.5*10^-2; 
     
    u = 4 * Q / (pi * d^2); % Velocity [m/s] 
     
end 
 

J.7 reactionkinetic.m 
 
% **************************************************************************** 
% * Name: reactionkinetic.m * 
% * Author: Beat Büsser * 
% * Date: 30th December 2009 * 
% * Place: ETH Zürich * 
% *  * 
% * Description: This function calculates the overall reaction rates * 
% * constants of TiCl4, TTIP or HMDSO as function of temperature. * 
% **************************************************************************** 
 
function [k] = reactionkinetic(precursor,y,o) 
     
    if precursor == 1 % TiCl4 
% Overall reaction rate constant of TiCl4 vapor [1/s], 
% Pratsinis and Spicer Chem. Eng. Sci. 53 (1998) 1861-1868 
         
        k.o = 8.26 * 10^4 * exp(-10681 / y(o.T)); 
         
    end 
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    if precursor == 2 % TTIP 
% Overall reaction rate of TTIP vapor [1/s], Okuyama et al., 1990 
         
        k.o = 3.96 * 10^5 * exp(-8479.7 / y(o.T)); 
         
    end 
     
    if precursor == 3 % HMDSO 
% Oxidation reaction rate of HMDSO vapor [1/s], Ehrman et al., 1998 
         
        k.o = 4 * 10^17 * exp(-370000 / (8.314 * y(o.T))); 
         
    end 
end 
 
 

J.8 dNico_dt_J.m 
 
% **************************************************************************** 
% * Name: dNico_dt_J.m * 
% * Author: Beat Büsser * 
% * Date: 30th December 2009 * 
% * Place: ETH Zürich * 
% *  * 
% * Description: This function calculates the rate of change of number * 
% * concentrations of coating monomers (i = 1) and particles (i = 2) * 
% * following the model of Jeong and Choi (2005). * 
% **************************************************************************** 
 
function [dNico_dt_J] = dNico_dt_J(i,betacoij,betaco_caij,y,o,k,rco,n_monomer) 
     
    global test z 
     
    if i == 1 
         
        loss_co_ca = 0; 
         
        % loss_co_ca 
         
        loss_co_ca = loss_co_ca + betaco_caij(1) * y(1+o.Nico) * y(1+o.Nica); 
         
        % dNico_dt_J 
         
        dNico_dt_J = - 1/2 * betacoij(1,1) * y(1+o.Nico)^2 * (rco/(rco-1)) ... 
                   - betacoij(1,2) * y(1+o.Nico) * y(2+o.Nico) ... 
                   + n_monomer * k.g * y(o.precursor) ... 
                   - loss_co_ca; 
         
        if (y(1+o.Nico) < 10^0) && (k.o * y(o.precursor) < 10^3) 
            dNico_dt_J = 0; 
        end 
         
    end 
     
     
    if i == 2 
         
        % loss_co_ca 
         
        loss_co_ca = betaco_caij(2) * y(2+o.Nico) * y(1+o.Nica); 
         
        % dNico_dt_J 
         
        dNico_dt_J = 1/2 * betacoij(1,1) * y(1+o.Nico)^2 * 1/(rco-1) ... 
                   - 1/2 * betacoij(2,2) * y(2+o.Nico)^2 ... 
                   - loss_co_ca; 
         
    end 
end 
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J.9 dAico_dt_J.m 
 
% **************************************************************************** 
% * Name: dAico_dt_J.m * 
% * Author: Beat Büsser * 
% * Date: 30th December 2009 * 
% * Place: ETH Zürich * 
% *  * 
% * Description: This function calculates the rate of change of surface area * 
% * concentrations of coating monomers (i = 1) and particles (i = 2) * 
% * following the model of Jeong and Choi (2005). * 
% **************************************************************************** 
 
function [dAico_dt_J] = dAico_dt_J(i,betacoij,betaco_caij,y,o,asco,rco,tau, ... 
             case_sintering,a1co,v1co,dpco,n_monomer,x,ratio_reaction_transport) 
     
    global test z 
     
    if i == 1 
        dAico_dt_J = a1co * test.dNico_dt_J(z); 
    end 
     
     
    if i == 2 
         
        % loss_co_ca 
         
        loss_co_ca = betaco_caij(2) * y(2+o.Nico) * y(1+o.Nica) * y(2+o.Aico) ... 
            / y(2+o.Nico); 
         
        % sintering 
         
        if case_sintering == 0 
            sintering = 0; 
        end 
         
        if case_sintering == 1 
            sintering = (y(2+o.Aico) - y(2+o.Nico)*asco(2)) / tau(2); 
        end 
         
        if case_sintering == 2 
            sintering = (y(2+o.Aico) - y(2+o.Nico)*asco(2)) / tau(2); 
        end 
         
        % surface growth 
         
        surface_growth = x * ratio_reaction_transport/(ratio_reaction_transport+1) ... 
            * (4/dpco(2)) * betacoij(1,2) * y(o.precursor) * y(2+o.Nico) ... 
            * n_monomer * v1co; 
         
        % dAico_dt_J 
         
        dAico_dt_J = 1/2 * betacoij(1,1) * y(1+o.Nico)^2 * a1co * rco/(rco-1) ... 
                   + betacoij(1,2) * y(1+o.Nico) * y(2+o.Nico) * a1co ... 
                   - sintering ... 
                   + surface_growth ... 
                   - loss_co_ca; 
         
    end 
end 
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J.10 dVico_dt_J.m 
 
% **************************************************************************** 
% * Name: dVico_dt_J.m * 
% * Author: Beat Büsser * 
% * Date: 30th December 2009 * 
% * Place: ETH Zürich * 
% *  * 
% * Description: This function calculates the rate of change of volume * 
% * concentrations of coating monomers (i = 1) and particles (i = 2) * 
% * following the model of Jeong and Choi (2005). * 
% **************************************************************************** 
 
function [dVico_dt_J] = dVico_dt_J(i,betacoij,betaco_caij,y,o,rco,v1co, ... 
             n_monomer,x,ratio_reaction_transport) 
     
    global test z 
     
    if i == 1 
        dVico_dt_J = v1co * test.dNico_dt_J(z); 
    end 
     
     
    if i == 2 
         
        % loss_co_ca 
         
        loss_co_ca = betaco_caij(2) * y(2+o.Nico) * y(1+o.Nica) * y(2+o.Vico) ... 
            / y(2+o.Nico); 
         
        % surface growth 
         
        surface_growth = x * ratio_reaction_transport/(ratio_reaction_transport+1) ... 
            * betacoij(1,2) * y(o.precursor) * y(2+o.Nico) * n_monomer * v1co; 
         
        % dVi_dt_J 
         
        dVico_dt_J = 1/2 * betacoij(1,1) * y(1+o.Nico)^2 * (rco/(rco-1)) * v1co ... 
                   + betacoij(1,2) * y(1+o.Nico) * y(2+o.Nico) * v1co ... 
                   + surface_growth ... 
                   - loss_co_ca;  
         
    end 
end 
 

J.11 dAico_ca_r_dt.m 
 
% **************************************************************************** 
% * Name: dAico_ca_r_dt.m * 
% * Author: Beat Büsser * 
% * Date: 30th December 2009 * 
% * Place: ETH Zürich * 
% *  * 
% * Description: This function calculates the rate of change of area * 
% * concentration of rough coating shells. * 
% **************************************************************************** 
 
function [dAico_ca_r_dt] = dAico_ca_r_dt(betaco_caij,y,o,asco, ... 
             case_coatingsintering,tauco_ca) 
     
    % loss_co_ca 
     
    loss_co_ca = betaco_caij(2) * y(2+o.Nico) * y(1+o.Nica) * asco(2); 
     
    % sintering 
     
    if case_coatingsintering == 0 
        sintering = 0; 
    end 
     
    if case_coatingsintering == 1 
        sintering = (y(1+o.Aico_ca_r) - 0) / tauco_ca; 
    end 
     
    if case_coatingsintering == 2 
        sintering = (y(1+o.Aico_ca_r) - 0) / tauco_ca; 
    end 
     
    % dAico_ca_p_dt 
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    dAico_ca_r_dt = loss_co_ca - sintering; 
     
end 
 

J.12 dVico_ca_r_dt.m 
 
% **************************************************************************** 
% * Name: dVico_ca_r_dt.m * 
% * Author: Beat Büsser * 
% * Date: 30th December 2009 * 
% * Place: ETH Zürich * 
% *  * 
% * Description: This function calculates the rate of change of volume * 
% * concentration of rough coating shells. * 
% **************************************************************************** 
 
function [dVico_ca_r_dt] = dVico_ca_r_dt(betaco_caij,y,o,vsco, ... 
             case_coatingsintering,tauco_ca) 
     
    % loss_co_ca 
     
    loss_co_ca = betaco_caij(2) * y(2+o.Nico) * y(1+o.Nica) * vsco(2); 
     
    % sintering 
     
    if case_coatingsintering == 0 
        sintering = 0; 
    end 
     
    if case_coatingsintering == 1 
        sintering = y(1+o.Vico_ca_r) / tauco_ca; 
    end 
     
    if case_coatingsintering == 2 
        sintering = (((y(1+o.Aico_ca_r) - 0) / tauco_ca) ... 
            / y(1+o.Aico_ca_r)) * y(1+o.Vico_ca_r); 
    end 
     
    % dVico_ca_r_dt 
     
    dVico_ca_r_dt = loss_co_ca - sintering; 
     
end 

J.13 dVico_ca_s_dt.m 
 
% **************************************************************************** 
% * Name: dVico_ca_s_dt.m * 
% * Author: Beat Büsser * 
% * Date: 30th December 2009 * 
% * Place: ETH Zürich * 
% *  * 
% * Description: This function calculates the rate of change of volume * 
% * concentration of smooth coating shells. * 
% **************************************************************************** 
 
function [dVico_ca_s_dt] = dVico_ca_s_dt(betaco_caij,y,o,vsco,case_coatingsintering, ... 
    tauco_ca,n_monomer,x,ratio_reaction_transport) 
     
    % loss_co_ca 
     
    loss_co_ca = betaco_caij(1) * y(1+o.Nico) * y(1+o.Nica) * vsco(1); 
     
    % sintering 
     
    if case_coatingsintering == 0 
        sintering = 0; 
    end 
     
    if case_coatingsintering == 1 
        sintering = y(1+o.Vico_ca_r) / tauco_ca; 
    end 
     
    if case_coatingsintering == 2 
        sintering = (((y(1+o.Aico_ca_r) - 0) / tauco_ca) ... 
            / y(1+o.Aico_ca_r)) * y(1+o.Vico_ca_r); 
    end 
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    % surface growth 
     
    surface_growth = x * ratio_reaction_transport/(ratio_reaction_transport+1) ... 
        * betaco_caij(1)*y(o.precursor)*y(o.Nica)*n_monomer*vsco(1); 
     
    % dVico_ca_s_dt 
     
    dVico_ca_s_dt = loss_co_ca + sintering + surface_growth; 
     
end 
 

J.14 dNica_dt.m 
 
% **************************************************************************** 
% * Name: dNica_dt.m * 
% * Author: Beat Büsser * 
% * Date: 30th December 2009 * 
% * Place: ETH Zürich * 
% * * 
% * Description: This function calculates the rate of change of number * 
% * concentration of core particles. * 
% **************************************************************************** 
 
function [dNica_dt] = dNica_dt(betaca,y,o) 
     
    % dNica_dt 
     
    dNica_dt = - 1/2 * betaca * y(1+o.Nica)^2; 
     
    if y(1+o.Nica) < 10^-6 
        dNica_dt = 0; 
    end 
     
end 
 

J.15 beta.m 
 
% **************************************************************************** 
% * Name: beta.m * 
% * Author: Beat Büsser * 
% * Date: 30th December 2009 * 
% * Place: ETH Zürich * 
% *  * 
% * Description: This function calculates the collision frequencies * 
% * between coating monomers, betacoij(1), coating particles, betacoij(2), * 
% * coating and core particles, betaco_caij, and core particles, betaca. * 
% **************************************************************************** 
 
function [betacoij betaco_caij betaca] = ... 
    beta(y,o,dpco,dpca,npco,npca,Dfco,Dfca,R,kB,rhop_co,rhop_ca,vsco,vsca,CE,gas) 
     
    global test z 
     
    T_star = y(o.T) / CE.eps_over_k; 
     
    omega_v = (CE.A * T_star^(-CE.B)) ... 
              + CE.C * (exp(-CE.D * T_star)) ... 
              + CE.E * (exp(-CE.F * T_star)); 
     
    mu_gas = 8.44012 * 10^-25 * sqrt(gas.MW * y(o.T)) / (CE.sigma^2 * omega_v); 
     
    % free mean path 
     
    lambda_gas = mu_gas / gas.rho * sqrt(pi * gas.MW / (2 * R * y(o.T))); 
     
    test.lambda(z) = lambda_gas; 
     
    % collision diameter 
     
    dcco = dpco .* npco.^(1/Dfco); 
    dcca = dpca .* npca.^(1/Dfca); 
     
    for i = 1:2 
        for j = 1:2 
            dcij_co(i,j) = dcco(i) + dcco(j); 
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        end 
    end 
     
    for i = 1:2 
        dcij_co_ca(i,1) = dcco(i) + dcca; 
    end 
     
    dcij_ca = dcca + dcca; 
     
    % Knudsen number 
     
    Knco = 2 * lambda_gas ./ dcco; 
    Knca = 2 * lambda_gas ./ dcca; 
     
    % Diffusion coefficient [m^2/s] 
     
    Dco = (kB * y(o.T) ./ (3 * pi * mu_gas * dcco)) ... 
        .* ((5 + 4 * Knco + 6 * Knco.^2 + 18 * Knco.^3) ... 
        ./ (5 - Knco + (8 + pi) * Knco.^2)); 
    Dca = (kB * y(o.T) ./ (3 * pi * mu_gas * dcca)) ... 
        .* ((5 + 4 * Knca + 6 * Knca.^2 + 18 * Knca.^3) ... 
        ./ (5 - Knca + (8 + pi) * Knca.^2)); 
     
    for i = 1:2 
        for j = 1:2 
            Dij_co(i,j) = Dco(i) + Dco(j); 
        end 
    end 
     
    for i = 1:2 
            Dij_co_ca(i,1) = Dco(i) + Dca; 
    end 
     
    Dij_ca = Dca + Dca; 
     
    % "Brownian velocity" of particle 
     
    cco = sqrt(8 * kB * y(o.T) ./ (pi * rhop_co * vsco)); 
    cca = sqrt(8 * kB * y(o.T) ./ (pi * rhop_ca * vsca)); 
     
    % Particle Knudsen number 
     
    lco = 8 * Dco ./ (pi * cco); 
    lca = 8 * Dca ./ (pi * cca); 
     
    gco = ((dcco + lco).^3 - (dcco.^2 + lco.^2).^(3/2)) ./ (3 * dcco .* lco) - dcco; 
    gca = ((dcca + lca).^3 - (dcca.^2 + lca.^2).^(3/2)) ./ (3 * dcca .* lca) - dcca; 
     
    for i = 1:2 
        for j = 1:2 
            betacoij(i,j) = 2 * pi * Dij_co(i,j) * dcij_co(i,j) * (dcij_co(i,j) ... 
                / (dcij_co(i,j) + 2 * sqrt(gco(i)^2 + gco(j)^2)) + 8 * Dij_co(i,j) ... 
                / (dcij_co(i,j) * sqrt(cco(i)^2 + cco(j)^2)))^-1; 
        end 
    end 
     
    for i = 1:2 
        betaco_caij(i,1) = 2 * pi * Dij_co_ca(i,1) * dcij_co_ca(i,1) * (dcij_co_ca(i,1) ... 
            / (dcij_co_ca(i,1) + 2 * sqrt(gco(i)^2 + gca^2)) + 8 * Dij_co_ca(i,1) ... 
            / (dcij_co_ca(i,1) * sqrt(cco(i)^2 + cca^2)))^-1; 
    end 
     
    betaca = 2 * pi * Dij_ca * dcij_ca * (dcij_ca ... 
            / (dcij_ca + 2 * sqrt(gca^2 + gca^2)) + 8 * Dij_ca ... 
            / (dcij_ca * sqrt(cca^2 + cca^2)))^-1; 
     
end 
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J.16 charsinteringtime.m 
 
% **************************************************************************** 
% * Name: charsinteringtime.m * 
% * Author: Beat Büsser * 
% * Date: 30th December 2009 * 
% * Place: ETH Zürich * 
% *  * 
% * Description: This function calculates the characteristic sintering * 
% * time for titania and silica. * 
% **************************************************************************** 
 
% dp  monodisperse particle diameter [m] 
% T   temperature [K] 
% tau characteristic sintering time [s] 
  
function tau = charsinteringtime(material,dp,y,o) 
     
    if material == 1 
% titania [s], Kobata et al. AIChE J. 37 (1991) 347-359 
        tau = 7.4 * 10^16 * y(o.T) * dp.^4 * exp(31000/y(o.T)); 
    end 
     
    if material == 2 
% silica [s]; Tsantilis, Briesen and Pratsinis; Aerosol Sci. Tech. 34 (2001) 237-246 
        tau = 6.5 * 10^-13 * dp .* exp((83000/y(o.T)) * (1 - 1*10^-9./dp));  
         
% silica [s]; Kingery, Bowen and Uhlmann; Introduction to ceramcis, Wiley, New York 
        %tau = 6.5 * 10^-13 * dp * exp(83000/y(o.T)); 
         
% silica [s]; Xiong, Akhtar and Pratsinis; J. Aerosol Sci. 24 (1993), 3,  301-313 
        %tau = 5.5*10^7 * dp *exp(1565/y(o.T)); 
         
% Kirchhoff 
        %tau = 6.5 * 10^-13 * dp .* exp(6.1e-19/(1.38e-23*y(o.T))); 
         
% Kirchhoff equation 9 
        %tau = ((1-1/exp(1))*(dp/2).^2)/2^(2/3)/3.5e-4.*exp(6.1e-19/1.38e-23/y(o.T)); 
         
        %tau = 6.5 * 10^-13 * dp * exp(4.45e4/y(o.T)); 
         
        if tau < 10^-17 
            tau = 10^-17; 
        end 
         
    end 
     
end 
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K.1 Header 
Description: This is the main program containing header, definition of physical 
constant and material properties and the functions. 
 
/*******************************************************************/ 
/* UDF for bimodal aerosol coating model                           */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 
 
#include "udf.h" 
#include "sg_udms.h" 
#include "mem.h" 
#include "materials.h" 
#include "sg_pdf.h" 
#include "threads.h" 
 
// constants 
 
real R_gas        = 8.314472;      // gas constant, [J K^-1 mol^-1] 
real k_B          = 1.3806503e-23; // Boltzmann constant, [m^2 kg s^-2 K^-1] 
real pi           = 3.141;         // Pi, [-] 
real N_A          = 6.023e23;      // Avogadro constant, [mol^-1] 
 
// core material 
 
real rho_core        = 4000.;      // density of core material, [kg/m^3] 
real ds_core_1       = 4.0000e-10; // solid diameter of one particle of Mode 1 
real dc_core_1       = 4.0000e-10; // collision diameter of one particle of Mode 1 
real as_core_1       = 5.0265e-19; // solid area of one particle of Mode 1 
real vs_core_1       = 3.3510e-29; // solid volume of one particle of Mode 1 
real Df_core         = 1.8;        // fractal dimension of core particles [-] 
real MW_core         = 79.8788e-3; // Molecular Weigth [kg/mol] 
 
real corr_ur_core    = 0.3;        // underrelaxation factor 
int s_core           = 3;          // TiO2 species index in Fluent 
 
// coating material 
 
rho_coating          = 2200.;      // density of coating material, [kg/m^3] 
real ds_coating_1    = 4.0000e-10; // solid diameter of one particle of Mode 1 
real dc_coating_1    = 4.0000e-10; // collision diameter of one particle of Mode 1 
real as_coating_1    = 5.0265e-19; // solid area of one particle of Mode 1 
real vs_coating_1    = 3.3510e-29; // solid volume of one particle of Mode 1 
real Df_coating      = 1.8;        // fractal dimension of free coating particles [-] 
real MW_coating      = 60.0843e-3; // Molecular Weigth [kg/mol] 
 
real corr_ur_coating = 0.3;        // underrelaxation factor 
int s_coating        = 4;          // SiO2 species index in Fluent 
 
// HMDSO (hexamthyldisiloxane), C6H18OSi2 
 
real n_Si            = 2.;         // number if Si atoms per coating precursor molecule, [- 
 

K.2 Scalar and Memory Name Definition 
Description: This function is executed once upon loading the program in 
Fluent. It changes the standard names of the scalars and memories to the user 
defined names. 
 
DEFINE_EXECUTE_ON_LOADING(report_version, libname) 
{ 
 Set_User_Scalar_Name(0,"N_core_1"); 
 Set_User_Scalar_Name(1,"N_core_2"); 
 Set_User_Scalar_Name(2,"A_core_2"); 
 Set_User_Scalar_Name(3,"V_core_2"); 
 Set_User_Scalar_Name(4,"N_coating_1"); 
 Set_User_Scalar_Name(5,"N_coating_2"); 
 Set_User_Scalar_Name(6,"A_coating_2"); 
 Set_User_Scalar_Name(7,"V_coating_2"); 
 Set_User_Scalar_Name(8,"A_shell_rough"); 
 Set_User_Scalar_Name(9,"V_shell rough"); 
 Set_User_Scalar_Name(10,"V_shell_smooth"); 
 Set_User_Scalar_Name(11,"C_HMDSO"); 
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 Set_User_Memory_Name(0,"D_core_1"); 
 Set_User_Memory_Name(1,"D_core_2"); 
 Set_User_Memory_Name(2,"D_coating_1"); 
 Set_User_Memory_Name(3,"D_coating_2"); 
 Set_User_Memory_Name(4,"beta_c1c1"); 
 Set_User_Memory_Name(5,"beta_c1c2"); 
 Set_User_Memory_Name(6,"beta_c2c2"); 
 Set_User_Memory_Name(7,"beta_f1f1"); 
 Set_User_Memory_Name(8,"beta_f1f2"); 
 Set_User_Memory_Name(9,"beta_f2f2"); 
 Set_User_Memory_Name(10,"beta_f1c2"); 
 Set_User_Memory_Name(11,"beta_f2c2"); 
 Set_User_Memory_Name(12,"r_value_c"); 
 Set_User_Memory_Name(13,"r_value_f"); 
 Set_User_Memory_Name(14,"tau_core_2"); 
 Set_User_Memory_Name(15,"tau_coating_2"); 
 Set_User_Memory_Name(16,"tau_coating_c"); 
 Set_User_Memory_Name(17,"thickness"); 
 Set_User_Memory_Name(18,"texture"); 
 Set_User_Memory_Name(19,"ds_core_2"); 
 Set_User_Memory_Name(20,"dp_core_2"); 
 Set_User_Memory_Name(21,"np_core_2"); 
 Set_User_Memory_Name(22,"dc_core_2"); 
 Set_User_Memory_Name(23,"ds_coating_2"); 
 Set_User_Memory_Name(24,"dp_coating_2"); 
 Set_User_Memory_Name(25,"np_coating_2"); 
 Set_User_Memory_Name(26,"dc_coating_2"); 
 Set_User_Memory_Name(27,"Correction_c"); 
 Set_User_Memory_Name(28,"Correction_f"); 
 Set_User_Memory_Name(29,"mol_con_c"); 
 Set_User_Memory_Name(30,"mol_con_f"); 
 Set_User_Memory_Name(31,"formation_c"); 
 Set_User_Memory_Name(32,"formation_f"); 
 Set_User_Memory_Name(33,"lambda"); 
} 
 

K.3 Main Function 
Description: This function is executed once after each iteration step of the CFD 
equations by Fluent. It calculates the new particle sizes, collision frequencies 
and characteristic sintering times at each cell of the mesh. 
 
DEFINE_ADJUST(my_adjust,d) 
{ 
    Thread *t; 
    cell_t c; 
     
    real mean_free_path;   // mean free path of gas, [m] 
    Material *mix, *sp; 
    real mw[MAX_SPE_EQNS]; // molecular weight of gas species, [g mol^-1] 
    real molwt_bulk = 0.;  // average molecular weight in bulk gas, [g mol^-1] 
    int i; 
     
    real Kn_core_1, Kn_core_2, Kn_coating_1, Kn_coating_2; 
    real  c_core_1,  c_core_2,  c_coating_1,  c_coating_2; 
    real  D_core_1,  D_core_2,  D_coating_1,  D_coating_2; 
    real  l_core_1,  l_core_2,  l_coating_1,  l_coating_2; 
    real  g_core_1,  g_core_2,  g_coating_1,  g_coating_2; 
    real beta_c1c1, beta_c1c2, beta_c2c2, beta_f1f1 
    real beta_f1f2, beta_f2f2, beta_f1c2, beta_f2c2; 
     
    real vs_core_2, as_core_2, dp_core_2, np_core_2, dc_core_2, ds_core_2, dp_core_c; 
    real vs_coating_2, as_coating_2, dp_coating_2, np_coating_2, dc_coating_2 
    real ds_coating_2, dp_coating_c; 
    real r_value_c, r_value_f, tau_core_2, tau_coating_2, tau_coating_c; 
     
    real exponent; 
     
     
     
    thread_loop_c(t,d) 
    { 
        begin_c_loop(c,t) 
        { 
             
            // particle size update core 
 
                if (C_UDSI(c,t,1) < 1./N_A/1e3) 
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                { 
                    vs_core_2 = 6.7021e-29; 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                    vs_core_2 = C_UDSI(c,t,3)/(C_UDSI(c,t,1)*N_A*1e3); 
                } 
 
                if (vs_core_2 < 6.7021e-29) vs_core_2 = 6.7021e-29; 
 
                ds_core_2      = pow(vs_core_2*6./pi,1./3.); 
                C_UDMI(c,t,19) = ds_core_2; 
 
                if (C_UDSI(c,t,2) < 7.9791e-19) 
                { 
                    dp_core_2 = 5.0397e-10; 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                    dp_core_2 = 6.*C_UDSI(c,t,3)/C_UDSI(c,t,2); 
                } 
 
                if (dp_core_2 < 5.0397e-10) dp_core_2 = 5.0397e-10; 
 
                if (vs_core_2 > 1e-18) vs_core_2 = 1e-18; 
                if (dp_core_2 > 1e-5)  dp_core_2 = 1e-5; 
 
                np_core_2 = vs_core_2/(pow(dp_core_2,3.)*pi/6.); 
                 
                if(np_core_2 < 0.5) 
                { 
                    np_core_2 = 1.; 
                    dp_core_2 = ds_core_2; 
                } 
                 
                dc_core_2    = dp_core_2*pow(np_core_2,1./Df_core); 
 
                C_UDMI(c,t,20) = dp_core_2; 
                C_UDMI(c,t,21) = np_core_2; 
                C_UDMI(c,t,22) = dc_core_2; 
 
 
            // particle size update coating 
                 
                if (C_UDSI(c,t,5) < 1./N_A/1e3) 
                { 
                    vs_coating_2 = 6.7021e-29; 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                    vs_coating_2 = C_UDSI(c,t,7)/(C_UDSI(c,t,5)*N_A*1e3); 
                } 
 
                if (vs_coating_2 < 6.7021e-29) vs_coating_2 = 6.7021e-29; 
                 
                ds_coating_2   = pow(vs_coating_2*6./pi,1./3.); 
                C_UDMI(c,t,23) = ds_coating_2; 
                 
                if (C_UDSI(c,t,6) < 7.9791e-19) 
                { 
                    dp_coating_2 = 5.0397e-10; 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                    dp_coating_2 = 6.*C_UDSI(c,t,7)/C_UDSI(c,t,6); 
                    if (dp_coating_2 < 5.0397e-10) dp_coating_2 = 5.0397e-10; 
                } 
 
                if (vs_coating_2 > 1e-18) vs_coating_2 = 1e-18; 
                if (dp_coating_2 > 2e-8) dp_coating_2 = 2e-8; 
 
                np_coating_2 = vs_coating_2/(pow(dp_coating_2,3.)*pi/6.); 
 
                if(np_coating_2 < 0.5) 
                { 
                    np_coating_2 = 1.; 
                    dp_coating_2 = ds_coating_2; 
                } 
 
                dc_coating_2 = dp_coating_2*pow(np_coating_2,1./Df_coating); 
 
                C_UDMI(c,t,24) = dp_coating_2; 
                C_UDMI(c,t,25) = np_coating_2; 
                C_UDMI(c,t,26) = dc_coating_2; 
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            // coating on core 
 
                if (C_UDSI(c,t,8) < 7.9791e-19) 
                { 
                    dp_coating_c = 5.0397e-10; 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                    dp_coating_c = 6.*C_UDSI(c,t,9)/C_UDSI(c,t,8); 
                } 
 
                if (dp_coating_c < 5.0397e-10) dp_coating_c = 5.0397e-10; 
 
                if (dp_coating_c > 1e-5) dp_coating_c = 1e-5; 
 
            // mean free path 
 
                mean_free_path = C_UDMI(c,t,33); 
 
            // Knudsen number 
 
                Kn_core_1    = 2.*mean_free_path/dc_core_1; 
                Kn_core_2    = 2.*mean_free_path/dc_core_2; 
                Kn_coating_1 = 2.*mean_free_path/dc_coating_1; 
                Kn_coating_2 = 2.*mean_free_path/dc_coating_2; 
 
            // c value 
 
                c_core_1    = sqrt(8.*k_B*C_T(c,t)/(pi*rho_core*vs_core_1)); 
                c_core_2    = sqrt(8.*k_B*C_T(c,t)/(pi*rho_core*vs_core_2)); 
                c_coating_1 = sqrt(8.*k_B*C_T(c,t)/(pi*rho_coating*vs_coating_1)); 
                c_coating_2 = sqrt(8.*k_B*C_T(c,t)/(pi*rho_coating*vs_coating_2)); 
 
            // Diffusivity 
 
                D_core_1    = (k_B*C_T(c,t)/(3.*pi*C_MU_L(c,t)*dc_core_1)) 
                    *((5.+4.*Kn_core_1+6.*Kn_core_1*Kn_core_1 
                    +18.*Kn_core_1*Kn_core_1*Kn_core_1)/(5.-Kn_core_1+(8.+pi) 
                    *Kn_core_1*Kn_core_1)); 
                D_core_2    = (k_B*C_T(c,t)/(3.*pi*C_MU_L(c,t)*dc_core_2)) 
                    *((5.+4.*Kn_core_2+6.*Kn_core_2*Kn_core_2 
                    +18.*Kn_core_2*Kn_core_2*Kn_core_2)/(5.-Kn_core_2+(8.+pi) 
                    *Kn_core_2*Kn_core_2)); 
                D_coating_1 = (k_B*C_T(c,t)/(3.*pi*C_MU_L(c,t)*dc_coating_1)) 
                    *((5.+4.*Kn_coating_1+6.*Kn_coating_1*Kn_coating_1 
                    +18.*Kn_coating_1*Kn_coating_1*Kn_coating_1)/(5.-Kn_coating_1+(8.+pi) 
                    *Kn_coating_1*Kn_coating_1)); 
                D_coating_2 = (k_B*C_T(c,t)/(3.*pi*C_MU_L(c,t)*dc_coating_2)) 
                    *((5.+4.*Kn_coating_2+6.*Kn_coating_2*Kn_coating_2 
                    +18.*Kn_coating_2*Kn_coating_2*Kn_coating_2)/(5.-Kn_coating_2+(8.+pi) 
                    *Kn_coating_2*Kn_coating_2)); 
 
                C_UDMI(c,t,0) = D_core_1; 
                C_UDMI(c,t,1) = D_core_2; 
                C_UDMI(c,t,2) = D_coating_1; 
                C_UDMI(c,t,3) = D_coating_2; 
 
            // l value 
 
                l_core_1    = 8.*D_core_1/(pi*c_core_1); 
                l_core_2    = 8.*D_core_2/(pi*c_core_2); 
                l_coating_1 = 8.*D_coating_1/(pi*c_coating_1); 
                l_coating_2 = 8.*D_coating_2/(pi*c_coating_2); 
 
            // g value 
 
                g_core_1    = (pow((dc_core_1+l_core_1),3.)-pow((pow(dc_core_1,2.) 
                    +pow(l_core_1,2.)),1.5))/(3.*dc_core_1*l_core_1) 
                    - dc_core_1; 
                g_core_2    = (pow((dc_core_2+l_core_2),3.)-pow((pow(dc_core_2,2.) 
                    +pow(l_core_2,2.)),1.5))/(3.*dc_core_2*l_core_2) 
                    - dc_core_2; 
                g_coating_1 = (pow((dc_coating_1+l_coating_1),3.) 
-                   pow((pow(dc_coating_1,2.) 
                    +pow(l_coating_1,2.)),1.5))/(3.*dc_coating_1*l_coating_1) 
                    - dc_coating_1; 
                g_coating_2 = (pow((dc_coating_2+l_coating_2),3.) 
                    -pow((pow(dc_coating_2,2.) 
                    +pow(l_coating_2,2.)),1.5))/(3.*dc_coating_2*l_coating_2) 
                    - dc_coating_2; 
 
            // beta 
 
                beta_c1c1 = 2.*pi*(D_core_1+D_core_1)*(dc_core_1+dc_core_1) 
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                    * pow((dc_core_1+dc_core_1)/((dc_core_1+dc_core_1) 
                    +2.*sqrt(pow(g_core_1,2.)+pow(g_core_1,2.))) 
                    + 8.*(D_core_1+D_core_1)/((dc_core_1+dc_core_1) 
                    *sqrt( pow(c_core_1,2.)+pow(c_core_1,2.))),-1.); 
                beta_c1c2 = 2.*pi*(D_core_1+D_core_2)*(dc_core_1+dc_core_2) 
                    * pow((dc_core_1+dc_core_2)/((dc_core_1+dc_core_2) 
                    +2.*sqrt(pow(g_core_1,2.)+pow(g_core_2,2.))) 
                    + 8.*(D_core_1+D_core_2)/((dc_core_1+dc_core_2) 
                    *sqrt( pow(c_core_1,2.)+pow(c_core_2,2.))),-1.); 
                beta_c2c2 = 2.*pi*(D_core_2+D_core_2)*(dc_core_2+dc_core_2) 
                    * pow((dc_core_2+dc_core_2)/((dc_core_2+dc_core_2) 
                    +2.*sqrt(pow(g_core_2,2.)+pow(g_core_2,2.))) 
                    + 8.*(D_core_2+D_core_2)/((dc_core_2+dc_core_2) 
                    *sqrt( pow(c_core_2,2.)+pow(c_core_2,2.))),-1.); 
                 
                beta_f1f1 = 2.*pi*(D_coating_1+D_coating_1)*(dc_coating_1+dc_coating_1) 
                    * pow((dc_coating_1+dc_coating_1)/((dc_coating_1+dc_coating_1) 
                    +2.*sqrt(pow(g_coating_1,2.)+pow(g_coating_1,2.))) 
                    + 8.*(D_coating_1+D_coating_1)/((dc_coating_1+dc_coating_1) 
                    *sqrt( pow(c_coating_1,2.)+pow(c_coating_1,2.))),-1.); 
                beta_f1f2 = 2.*pi*(D_coating_1+D_coating_2)*(dc_coating_1+dc_coating_2) 
                    * pow((dc_coating_1+dc_coating_2)/((dc_coating_1+dc_coating_2) 
                    +2.*sqrt(pow(g_coating_1,2.)+pow(g_coating_2,2.))) 
                    + 8.*(D_coating_1+D_coating_2)/((dc_coating_1+dc_coating_2) 
                    *sqrt( pow(c_coating_1,2.)+pow(c_coating_2,2.))),-1.); 
                beta_f2f2 = 2.*pi*(D_coating_2+D_coating_2)*(dc_coating_2+dc_coating_2) 
                    * pow((dc_coating_2+dc_coating_2)/((dc_coating_2+dc_coating_2) 
                    +2.*sqrt(pow(g_coating_2,2.)+pow(g_coating_2,2.))) 
                    + 8.*(D_coating_2+D_coating_2)/((dc_coating_2+dc_coating_2) 
                    *sqrt( pow(c_coating_2,2.)+pow(c_coating_2,2.))),-1.); 
 
                beta_f1c2 = 2.*pi*(D_coating_1+D_core_2)*(dc_coating_1+dc_core_2) 
                    * pow((dc_coating_1+dc_core_2)/((dc_coating_1+dc_core_2) 
                    +2.*sqrt(pow(g_coating_1,2.)+pow(g_core_2,2.))) 
                    + 8.*(D_coating_1+D_core_2)/((dc_coating_1+dc_core_2) 
                    *sqrt( pow(c_coating_1,2.)+pow(c_core_2,2.))),-1.); 
                beta_f2c2 = 2.*pi*(D_coating_2+D_core_2)*(dc_coating_2+dc_core_2) 
                    * pow((dc_coating_2+dc_core_2)/((dc_coating_2+dc_core_2) 
                    +2.*sqrt(pow(g_coating_2,2.)+pow(g_core_2,2.))) 
                    + 8.*(D_coating_2+D_core_2)/((dc_coating_2+dc_core_2) 
                    *sqrt( pow(c_coating_2,2.)+pow(c_core_2,2.))),-1.); 
 
                C_UDMI(c,t,4)  = beta_c1c1; 
                C_UDMI(c,t,5)  = beta_c1c2; 
                C_UDMI(c,t,6)  = beta_c2c2; 
                C_UDMI(c,t,7)  = beta_f1f1; 
                C_UDMI(c,t,8)  = beta_f1f2; 
                C_UDMI(c,t,9)  = beta_f2f2; 
                C_UDMI(c,t,10) = beta_f1c2; 
                C_UDMI(c,t,11) = beta_f2c2; 
 
            // r value 
 
                r_value_c = vs_core_2/vs_core_1; 
                r_value_f = vs_coating_2/vs_coating_1; 
 
                //if (r_value <= 2.) r_value = 2.; 
 
                C_UDMI(c,t,12) = r_value_c; 
                C_UDMI(c,t,13) = r_value_f; 
 
            // characteristic sintering time 
 
                // 7.4e16*C_T(c,t)*pow(dp_core_2,4)*exp(exponent); 
                exponent = 31000/C_T(c,t); 
                exponent = 38.8428 + log(C_T(c,t)) + log(pow(dp_core_2,4)) + exponent; 
                if(exponent > 40.) exponent = 40.; 
                tau_core_2    = exp(exponent); 
                 
                // 6.5e-13*dp_coating_2*exp(83000./C_T(c,t)) * (1.-1e-9/dp_coating_2); 
                // log(6.5e-13) = -28.0618 
                exponent = (83000./C_T(c,t)) * (1.-1e-9/dp_coating_2); 
                exponent = -28.0618 + log(dp_coating_2) + exponent; 
                if(exponent > 40.) exponent = 40.; 
                tau_coating_2 = exp(exponent); 
 
                // 6.5e-13*dp_coating_c*exp(83000./C_T(c,t)) * (1.-1e-9/dp_coating_c); 
                // log(6.5e-13) = -28.0618 
                exponent = (83000./C_T(c,t)) * (1.-1e-9/dp_coating_c); 
                exponent = -28.0618 + log(dp_coating_c) + exponent; 
                if(exponent > 40.) exponent = 40.; 
                tau_coating_c = exp(exponent); 
 
                if(tau_core_2 < 1e-7) tau_core_2 = 1e-7; 
                if(tau_coating_2 < 1e-7) tau_coating_2 = 1e-7; 
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                if(tau_coating_c < 1e-7) tau_coating_c = 1e-7; 
 
                C_UDMI(c,t,14) = tau_core_2; 
                C_UDMI(c,t,15) = tau_coating_2; 
                C_UDMI(c,t,16) = tau_coating_c; 
 
        } 
        end_c_loop(c,t) 
    } 
} 

 

K.4 Core Monomer Number Concentration 
Description: This function calculates the rate of change of the number 
concentration of core monomers. 
 
DEFINE_SOURCE(N_core_1,c,t,dS,eqn) 
{ 
    real N_core_1, N_core_2, source; 
    real beta_c1c1, beta_c1c2; 
    real r_value_c; 
    real rate_gas; 
 
    N_core_1 = C_UDSI(c,t,0); 
    N_core_2 = C_UDSI(c,t,1); 
     
    beta_c1c1 = C_UDMI(c,t,4)*N_A*1e3; // [m^3/s/kmol] 
    beta_c1c2 = C_UDMI(c,t,5)*N_A*1e3; // [m^3/s/kmol] 
 
    r_value_c = C_UDMI(c,t,12); 
 
    source  = C_UDMI(c,t,31) 
        - 0.5*beta_c1c1*N_core_1*C_R(c,t)*N_core_1*C_R(c,t)*r_value_c/(r_value_c-1.) 
        - beta_c1c2*N_core_1*C_R(c,t)*N_core_2*C_R(c,t); 
 
    dS[eqn] = -beta_c1c1*N_core_1*C_R(c,t)*C_R(c,t)*r_value_c/(r_value_c-1.) 
        - beta_c1c2*N_core_2*C_R(c,t)*C_R(c,t); 
 
    return source; 
} 
 

K.5 Core Particle Number Concentration 
Description: This function calculates the rate of change of the number 
concentration of core particles. 
 
DEFINE_SOURCE(N_core_2,c,t,dS,eqn) 
{ 
    real N_core_1, N_core_2, source; 
    real beta_c1c1, beta_c2c2; 
    real r_value_c; 
 
    N_core_1 = C_UDSI(c,t,0); 
    N_core_2 = C_UDSI(c,t,1); 
 
    beta_c1c1 = C_UDMI(c,t,4)*N_A*1e3; // [m^3/s/kmol] 
    beta_c2c2 = C_UDMI(c,t,6)*N_A*1e3; // [m^3/s/kmol] 
 
    r_value_c = C_UDMI(c,t,12); 
 
    source  = 0.5*beta_c1c1*N_core_1*C_R(c,t)*N_core_1*C_R(c,t)/(r_value_c-1.) 
        - 0.5*beta_c2c2*N_core_2*C_R(c,t)*N_core_2*C_R(c,t); 
 
    dS[eqn] = -beta_c2c2*N_core_2*C_R(c,t)*C_R(c,t); 
 
    return source; 
} 
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K.6 Core Particle Surface Area Concentration 
Description: This function calculates the rate of change of the surface area 
concentration of core particles. 
 
DEFINE_SOURCE(A_core_2,c,t,dS,eqn) 
{ 
    real N_core_1, N_core_2, A_core_2, V_core_2, source; 
    real beta_c1c1, beta_c1c2; 
    real r_value_c; 
    real tau_core_2; 
    real as_core_2; 
    real sintering; 
 
    N_core_1 = C_UDSI(c,t,0)*N_A*1e3; 
    N_core_2 = C_UDSI(c,t,1)*N_A*1e3; 
    A_core_2 = C_UDSI(c,t,2); 
    V_core_2 = C_UDSI(c,t,3); 
 
    beta_c1c1 = C_UDMI(c,t,4); // [m^3/s/#] 
    beta_c1c2 = C_UDMI(c,t,5); // [m^3/s/#] 
 
    r_value_c = C_UDMI(c,t,12); 
 
    tau_core_2 = C_UDMI(c,t,14); 
 
    if (N_core_2 < 1e-27){N_core_2 = 1e-27;} 
    if (V_core_2 < 1e-30){V_core_2 = 1e-30;} 
 
    as_core_2 = pow(36.*pi,1./3.)*pow(V_core_2/N_core_2,2./3.); 
 
    if (as_core_2 > 3.141e-12){as_core_2 = 3.141e-12;} 
    if (as_core_2 < 3.141e-19){as_core_2 = 3.141e-19;} 
 
 
    source  = 0.5*beta_c1c1*N_core_1*C_R(c,t)*N_core_1*C_R(c,t)*as_core_1 
        *r_value_c/(r_value_c-1.) 
        + beta_c1c2*N_core_1*C_R(c,t)*N_core_2*C_R(c,t)*as_core_1 
        - (A_core_2-N_core_2*as_core_2)*C_R(c,t)/tau_core_2; 
 
    dS[eqn] = - 1.*C_R(c,t)/tau_core_2; 
 
    return source; 
} 
 

K.7 Core Particle Volume Concentration 
Description: This function calculates the rate of change of the volume 
concentration of core particles. 
 
DEFINE_SOURCE(V_core_2,c,t,dS,eqn) 
{ 
    real N_core_1, N_core_2, source; 
    real beta_c1c1, beta_c1c2, beta_c2cc; 
    real r_value_c; 
 
    N_core_1 = C_UDSI(c,t,0)*N_A*1e3; 
    N_core_2 = C_UDSI(c,t,1)*N_A*1e3; 
 
    beta_c1c1 = C_UDMI(c,t,4); // [m^3/s/#] 
    beta_c1c2 = C_UDMI(c,t,5); // [m^3/s/#] 
 
    if(C_UDSI(c,t,3) < 6.7021e-29) // V_core_2 
    { 
        C_UDSI(c,t,3) = 6.7021e-29; 
    } 
 
    r_value_c = C_UDMI(c,t,12); 
 
    source  = 0.5*beta_c1c1*N_core_1*C_R(c,t)*N_core_1*C_R(c,t)*vs_core_1 
        *r_value_c/(r_value_c-1.) 
        + beta_c1c2*N_core_1*C_R(c,t)*N_core_2*C_R(c,t)*vs_core_1; 
    dS[eqn] = 0.; 
    return source; 
} 
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K.8 Coating Monomer Number Concentration 
Description: This function calculates the rate of change of the number 
concentration of coating monomers. 
 
DEFINE_SOURCE(N_coating_1,c,t,dS,eqn) 
{ 
    real N_core_2, N_coating_1, N_coating_2, C_HMDSO, source; 
    real beta_f1f1, beta_f1f2, beta_f1c2; 
    real r_value_f, k_o; 
 
    N_core_2    = C_UDSI(c,t,1); 
    N_coating_1 = C_UDSI(c,t,4); 
    N_coating_2 = C_UDSI(c,t,5); 
    C_HMDSO     = C_UDSI(c,t,11); 
 
    if(C_HMDSO < 0.0){C_HMDSO = 0.0;} 
 
    beta_f1f1 = C_UDMI(c,t,7)*N_A*1e3;  // [m^3/s/kmol] 
    beta_f1f2 = C_UDMI(c,t,8)*N_A*1e3;  // [m^3/s/kmol] 
    beta_f1c2 = C_UDMI(c,t,10)*N_A*1e3; // [m^3/s/kmol] 
 
    r_value_f = C_UDMI(c,t,13); 
     
    if (C_YI(c,t,0) < 0.9) 
    { 
        k_o = 4e17*exp(-370000.0/(8.314*C_T(c,t))); 
    } 
    else 
    { 
        k_o = 0.0; 
    } 
 
    source  = 2.0*k_o*C_HMDSO*C_R(c,t) 
        - 0.5*beta_f1f1*N_coating_1*C_R(c,t)*N_coating_1*C_R(c,t) 
        *r_value_f/(r_value_f-1.) 
        - beta_f1f2*N_coating_1*C_R(c,t)*N_coating_2*C_R(c,t) 
        - beta_f1c2*N_coating_1*C_R(c,t)*N_core_2*C_R(c,t); 
 
    dS[eqn] = -beta_f1f1*N_coating_1*C_R(c,t)*C_R(c,t)*r_value_f/(r_value_f-1.) 
        - beta_f1f2*N_coating_2*C_R(c,t)*C_R(c,t) - beta_f1c2*N_core_2*C_R(c,t)*C_R(c,t); 
 
    return source; 
} 
 

K.9 Coating Particle Number Concentration 
Description: This function calculates the rate of change of the number 
concentration of coating particles. 
 
DEFINE_SOURCE(N_coating_2,c,t,dS,eqn) 
{ 
    real N_core_2, N_coating_1, N_coating_2, source; 
    real beta_f1f1, beta_f2f2, beta_f2c2; 
    real r_value_f; 
 
    N_core_2    = C_UDSI(c,t,1); 
    N_coating_1 = C_UDSI(c,t,4); 
    N_coating_2 = C_UDSI(c,t,5); 
 
 
    beta_f1f1 = C_UDMI(c,t,7)*N_A*1e3;  // [m^3/s/kmol] 
    beta_f2f2 = C_UDMI(c,t,9)*N_A*1e3;  // [m^3/s/kmol] 
    beta_f2c2 = C_UDMI(c,t,11)*N_A*1e3; // [m^3/s/kmol] 
 
    r_value_f = C_UDMI(c,t,13); 
 
    source  = 0.5*beta_f1f1*N_coating_1*C_R(c,t)*N_coating_1*C_R(c,t)/(r_value_f-1.) 
        - 0.5*beta_f2f2*N_coating_2*C_R(c,t)*N_coating_2*C_R(c,t) 
        - beta_f2c2*N_coating_2*C_R(c,t)*N_core_2*C_R(c,t); 
 
    dS[eqn] = -beta_f2f2*N_coating_2*C_R(c,t)*C_R(c,t) 
        - beta_f2c2*N_core_2*C_R(c,t)*C_R(c,t); 
    return source; 
} 
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K.10 Coating Particle Surface Area Concentration 
Description: This function calculates the rate of change of the surface area 
concentration of core particles. 
 
DEFINE_SOURCE(A_coating_2,c,t,dS,eqn) 
{ 
    real N_core_2, N_coating_1, N_coating_2, A_coating_2, V_coating_2, source; 
    real beta_f1f1, beta_f1f2, beta_f2c2; 
    real r_value_f; 
    real tau_coating_2; 
    real as_coating_2; 
 
    N_core_2    = C_UDSI(c,t,1)*N_A*1e3; 
    N_coating_1 = C_UDSI(c,t,4)*N_A*1e3; 
    N_coating_2 = C_UDSI(c,t,5)*N_A*1e3; 
    A_coating_2 = C_UDSI(c,t,6); 
    V_coating_2 = C_UDSI(c,t,7); 
 
    beta_f1f1 = C_UDMI(c,t,7);  // [m^3/s/#] 
    beta_f1f2 = C_UDMI(c,t,8);  // [m^3/s/#] 
    beta_f2c2 = C_UDMI(c,t,11); // [m^3/s/#] 
 
    r_value_f = C_UDMI(c,t,13); 
 
    tau_coating_2 = C_UDMI(c,t,15); 
 
    if (N_coating_2 < 1e-27){N_coating_2 = 1e-27;} 
    if (V_coating_2 < 1e-30){V_coating_2 = 1e-30;} 
 
    as_coating_2 = pow(36.*pi,1./3.)*pow(V_coating_2/N_coating_2,2./3.); 
 
    if (as_coating_2 > 3.141e-12){as_coating_2 = 3.141e-12;} 
    if (as_coating_2 < 3.141e-19){as_coating_2 = 3.141e-19;} 
 
    source  = 0.5*beta_f1f1*N_coating_1*C_R(c,t)*N_coating_1*C_R(c,t)*as_coating_1 
        *r_value_f/(r_value_f-1.) 
        + beta_f1f2*N_coating_1*C_R(c,t)*N_coating_2*C_R(c,t)*as_coating_1 
        - (A_coating_2-N_coating_2*as_coating_2)*C_R(c,t)/tau_coating_2 
        - beta_f2c2*A_coating_2*C_R(c,t)*N_core_2*C_R(c,t); 
 
    dS[eqn] = - C_R(c,t)/tau_coating_2 - beta_f2c2*N_core_2*C_R(c,t)*C_R(c,t); 
 
    return source; 
} 
 

K.11 Coating Particle Volume Concentration 
Description: This function calculates the rate of change of the volume 
concentration of core particles. 
 
DEFINE_SOURCE(V_coating_2,c,t,dS,eqn) 
{ 
    real N_core_2, N_coating_1, N_coating_2, V_coating_2, source; 
    real beta_f1f1, beta_f1f2, beta_f2c2; 
    real r_value_f; 
 
    N_core_2    = C_UDSI(c,t,1)*N_A*1e3; 
    N_coating_1 = C_UDSI(c,t,4)*N_A*1e3; 
    N_coating_2 = C_UDSI(c,t,5)*N_A*1e3; 
    V_coating_2 = C_UDSI(c,t,7); 
 
 
    beta_f1f1 = C_UDMI(c,t,7);  // [m^3/s/#] 
    beta_f1f2 = C_UDMI(c,t,8);  // [m^3/s/#] 
    beta_f2c2 = C_UDMI(c,t,11); // [m^3/s/#] 
 
    if(C_UDSI(c,t,7) < 6.7021e-29) // V_core_2 
    { 
        C_UDSI(c,t,7) = 6.7021e-29; 
    } 
 
    r_value_f = C_UDMI(c,t,13); 
 
    source  = 0.5*beta_f1f1*N_coating_1*C_R(c,t)*N_coating_1*C_R(c,t)*vs_coating_1 
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        *r_value_f/(r_value_f-1.) 
        + beta_f1f2*N_coating_1*C_R(c,t)*N_coating_2*C_R(c,t)*vs_coating_1 
        - beta_f2c2*V_coating_2*C_R(c,t)*N_core_2*C_R(c,t); 
 
    dS[eqn] = -beta_f2c2*N_core_2*C_R(c,t)*C_R(c,t); 
 
    return source; 
} 
 

K.12 Coating Shell Rough Surface Area Concentration 
Description: This function calculates the rate of change of the surface area 
concentration of rough coating shells. 
 
DEFINE_SOURCE(A_shell_rough,c,t,dS,eqn) 
{ 
    real N_core_2, A_coating_2, A_coating_shell_rough, source; 
    real beta_f2c2; 
    real tau_coating_c; 
 
    N_core_2              = C_UDSI(c,t,1)*N_A*1e3; 
    A_coating_2           = C_UDSI(c,t,6); 
    A_coating_shell_rough = C_UDSI(c,t,8); 
 
    beta_f2c2 = C_UDMI(c,t,11); // [m^3/s/#] 
 
    tau_coating_c = C_UDMI(c,t,16); 
 
    source  = beta_f2c2*A_coating_2*C_R(c,t)*N_core_2*C_R(c,t) 
        - A_coating_shell_rough*C_R(c,t)/tau_coating_c; 
 
    dS[eqn] = -1.*C_R(c,t)/tau_coating_c; 
 
    return source; 
} 
 

K.13 Coating Shell Rough Volume Concentration 
Description: This function calculates the rate of change of the volume 
concentration of rough coating shells. 
 
DEFINE_SOURCE(V_shell_rough,c,t,dS,eqn) 
{ 
    real N_core_2, V_coating_2, V_coating_shell_rough, source; 
    real beta_f2c2; 
    real tau_coating_c; 
 
    N_core_2              = C_UDSI(c,t,1)*N_A*1e3; 
    V_coating_2           = C_UDSI(c,t,7); 
    V_coating_shell_rough = C_UDSI(c,t,9); 
 
    beta_f2c2 = C_UDMI(c,t,11); // [m^3/s/#] 
 
    tau_coating_c = C_UDMI(c,t,16); 
 
    source  = beta_f2c2*V_coating_2*C_R(c,t)*N_core_2*C_R(c,t) 
        - V_coating_shell_rough*C_R(c,t)/tau_coating_c; 
 
    dS[eqn] = -1.*C_R(c,t)/tau_coating_c; 
 
    return source; 
} 
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K.14 Coating Shell Smooth Volume Concentration 
Description: This function calculates the rate of change of the volume 
concentration of smooth coating shells. 
 
DEFINE_SOURCE(V_shell_smooth,c,t,dS,eqn) 
{ 
    real N_core_2, N_coating_1, V_coating_shell_rough, source; 
    real beta_f1c2; 
    real tau_coating_c; 
 
    N_core_2              = C_UDSI(c,t,1)*N_A*1e3; 
    N_coating_1           = C_UDSI(c,t,4)*N_A*1e3; 
    V_coating_shell_rough = C_UDSI(c,t,9); 
 
    beta_f1c2 = C_UDMI(c,t,10); // [m^3/s/#] 
 
    tau_coating_c = C_UDMI(c,t,16); 
 
    source  = beta_f1c2*N_coating_1*C_R(c,t)*N_core_2*C_R(c,t)*vs_coating_1 
        + V_coating_shell_rough*C_R(c,t)/tau_coating_c; 
    dS[eqn] = 0.; 
 
    return source; 
} 
 

K.15 Coating Precursor Vapor Number Concentration 
Description: This function calculates the rate of change of the number 
concentration of coating precursor. 
 
DEFINE_SOURCE(C_HMDSO,c,t,dS,eqn) 
{ 
    real C_HMDSO, k_o, source; 
 
    C_HMDSO = C_UDSI(c,t,11); 
 
    if (C_YI(c,t,0) < 0.9) 
    { 
        k_o = 4e17*exp(-370000.0/(8.314*C_T(c,t))); 
    } 
    else 
    { 
        k_o = 0.0; 
    } 
 
    source  = -k_o * C_HMDSO*C_R(c,t); 
 
    dS[eqn] = -k_o; 
 
    return source; 
} 
 

K.16 Diffusivity 
Description: These functions calculate the diffusivities of the transported 
species. 
 
DEFINE_DIFFUSIVITY(D_Fluent_PDF,c,t,i) 
{ 
    return C_MU_L(c,t) + C_MU_T(c,t)/0.85; 
} 
DEFINE_DIFFUSIVITY(D_core_1,c,t,i) 
{ 
    return C_UDMI(c,t,0) * C_R(c,t); 
} 
DEFINE_DIFFUSIVITY(D_core_2,c,t,i) 
{ 
    return C_UDMI(c,t,1) * C_R(c,t); 
} 
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DEFINE_DIFFUSIVITY(D_coating_1,c,t,i) 
{ 
    return C_UDMI(c,t,2) * C_R(c,t); 
} 
DEFINE_DIFFUSIVITY(D_coating_2,c,t,i) 
{ 
    return C_UDMI(c,t,3) * C_R(c,t); 
} 

K.17 Analysis Calculation 
Description: This function does calculations that are needed only at the end of 
the simulation upon request in the Fluent menu. It calculates coating thickness 
and fraction of smooth coating shells. 
 
DEFINE_ON_DEMAND(calculations) 
{ 
    Domain *d; 
    Thread *t; 
    cell_t c; 
 
    d = Get_Domain(1); 
 
    thread_loop_c(t,d) 
    { 
 
 
        begin_c_loop(c,t) 
        { 
 
            C_UDMI(c,t,17) = 0.5*(pow(((C_UDSI(c,t,9)+C_UDSI(c,t,10)) 
                /(C_UDSI(c,t,1)*N_A*1e3)/C_UDMI(c,t,21) 
                +pow(C_UDMI(c,t,20),3.)*pi/6.0)*6.0/pi,1./3.)-C_UDMI(c,t,20)); 
 
 
            if(C_UDMI(c,t,17)!= C_UDMI(c,t,17)) 
            { 
                C_UDMI(c,t,17) = 1e-12; 
            } 
 
            if(C_UDMI(c,t,17) > 1) 
            { 
                C_UDMI(c,t,17) = 1; 
            } 
 
            // texture 
            C_UDMI(c,t,18) = 100*C_UDSI(c,t,10)/(C_UDSI(c,t,9)+C_UDSI(c,t,10)+1e-28); 
 
            if(C_UDMI(c,t,18)!=C_UDMI(c,t,18)) 
            { 
                C_UDMI(c,t,18) = 1e-12; 
            } 
 
        } 
        end_c_loop(c,t) 
 
    } 
} 
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K.18 Initialization 
Description: This function initializes the variables of the calculations upon 
request in the Fluent menu. 
 
DEFINE_ON_DEMAND(initialize) 
{ 
     
    real beta_c1c1, beta_c1c2, beta_c2c2, beta_f1f1, beta_f1f2, beta_f2f2 
    real beta_f1c2, beta_f2c2; 
    real tau_core_2, tau_coating_2, tau_coating_c; 
    real r_value_c, r_value_f; 
 
 
    Domain *d; 
    Thread *t; 
    cell_t c; 
 
    d = Get_Domain(1); 
 
    thread_loop_c(t,d) 
    { 
        begin_c_loop(c,t) 
        { 
 
            // beta 
 
                beta_c1c1 = 1e-20; 
                beta_c1c2 = 1e-20; 
                beta_c2c2 = 1e-20; 
                 
                beta_f1f1 = 1e-20; 
                beta_f1f2 = 1e-20; 
                beta_f2f2 = 1e-20; 
 
                beta_f1c2 = 1e-20; 
                beta_f2c2 = 1e-20; 
 
                C_UDMI(c,t,4)  = beta_c1c1; 
                C_UDMI(c,t,5)  = beta_c1c2; 
                C_UDMI(c,t,6)  = beta_c2c2; 
                C_UDMI(c,t,7)  = beta_f1f1; 
                C_UDMI(c,t,8)  = beta_f1f2; 
                C_UDMI(c,t,9)  = beta_f2f2; 
                C_UDMI(c,t,10) = beta_f1c2; 
                C_UDMI(c,t,11) = beta_f2c2; 
 
            // r value 
 
                r_value_c = 2.; 
                r_value_f = 2.; 
 
                C_UDMI(c,t,12) = r_value_c; 
                C_UDMI(c,t,13) = r_value_f; 
 
            // characteristic sintering time 
 
 
                tau_core_2    = 1e-3; 
                tau_coating_2 = 1e-3; 
                tau_coating_c = 1e-3; 
 
                C_UDMI(c,t,14) = tau_core_2; 
                C_UDMI(c,t,15) = tau_coating_2; 
                C_UDMI(c,t,16) = tau_coating_c; 
 
 
            // formation rate 
 
                C_UDMI(c,t,31) = 0; 
 
        } 
        end_c_loop(c,t) 
    } 
} 
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K.19 Mean Free Path 
Description: This function calculates the mean free path of the gas only once 
before iterating the particle dynamics equations upon request in the Fluent 
menu. 
 
DEFINE_ON_DEMAND(mean_free_path) 
{ 
    real mean_free_path;   // mean free path of gas, [m] 
    real molwt_bulk = 0.;  // average molecular weight in bulk gas, [g mol^-1] 
    int i; 
 
    Domain *d; 
    Thread *t; 
    cell_t c; 
 
    d = Get_Domain(1); 
 
    thread_loop_c(t,d) 
    { 
        begin_c_loop(c,t) 
        { 
            // mean free path 
 
            molwt_bulk = 28.0; 
 
            mean_free_path = (C_MU_L(c,t)/C_R(c,t)) 
                * sqrt(pi*molwt_bulk*1e-3/(2.*R_gas*C_T(c,t))); 
            C_UDMI(c,t,33) = (C_MU_L(c,t)/C_R(c,t)) 
                * sqrt(pi*molwt_bulk*1e-3/(2.*R_gas*C_T(c,t))); 
        } 
        end_c_loop(c,t) 
    } 
} 
 

K.20 Inlet Velocity Profiles 
Description: This function calculates the velocity profile at the inlet of the 
coating reactor and is hooked to the boundary condition definition panel. 
 
DEFINE_PROFILE(inlet_x_velocity, thread, position)  
{ 
    real x[ND_ND]; /* this will hold the position vector */ 
    real r_sq; 
    face_t f; 
 
    begin_f_loop(f, thread) 
    { 
        F_CENTROID(x,f,thread); 
        r_sq = x[0]*x[0] + x[1]*x[1] + x[2]*x[2]; 
        F_PROFILE(f, thread, position) = 2*3.53 * (1-r_sq/5.0625e-004); 
        // [m/s]; 2.25e-2^2=5.0625e-4 
    } 
    end_f_loop(f, thread) 
} 
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K.21 Inlet Core Particle Number Concentration 
Description: This function calculates the core particle number concentration 
profile at the inlet of the coating reactor and is hooked to the boundary condition 
definition panel. 
 
DEFINE_PROFILE(inlet_Nc2_concentration, thread, position)  
{ 
    real x[ND_ND]; /* this will hold the position vector */ 
    real r_sq; 
    face_t f; 
 
    begin_f_loop(f, thread) 
    { 
        F_CENTROID(x,f,thread); 
        r_sq = x[0]*x[0] + x[1]*x[1] + x[2]*x[2]; 
        F_PROFILE(f, thread, position) = 5.0/4.0*8.2888e-11 * (1-r_sq/5.0625e-004); 
        // [kmol/kg]; 2.25e-2^2=5.0625e-4 
    } 
    end_f_loop(f, thread) 
} 

 

K.22 Inlet Core Particle Surface Area Concentration 
Description: This function calculates the core particle surface area 
concentration profile at the inlet of the coating reactor and is hooked to the 
boundary condition definition panel. 
 
DEFINE_PROFILE(inlet_Ac2_concentration, thread, position)  
{ 
    real x[ND_ND]; /* this will hold the position vector */ 
    real r_sq; 
    face_t f; 
 
    begin_f_loop(f, thread) 
    { 
        F_CENTROID(x,f,thread); 
        r_sq = x[0]*x[0] + x[1]*x[1] + x[2]*x[2]; 
        F_PROFILE(f, thread, position) = 5.0/4.0*250.942 * (1-r_sq/5.0625e-004); 
        // [m^2/kg]; 
    } 
    end_f_loop(f, thread) 
} 
 

K.23 Inlet Core Particle Volume Concentration 
Description: This function calculates the core particle volume concentration 
profile at the inlet of the coating reactor and is hooked to the boundary condition 
definition panel. 
 
DEFINE_PROFILE(inlet_Vc2_concentration, thread, position)  
{ 
    real x[ND_ND]; /* this will hold the position vector */ 
    real r_sq; 
    face_t f; 
 
    begin_f_loop(f, thread) 
    { 
        F_CENTROID(x,f,thread); 
        r_sq = x[0]*x[0] + x[1]*x[1] + x[2]*x[2]; 
        F_PROFILE(f, thread, position) = 5.0/4.0*1.6729e-06 * (1-r_sq/5.0625e-004); 
        // [m^3/kg]; 
    } 
    end_f_loop(f, thread)} 
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L.1 LJForceGPU.cu 
This file of the open source code hoomd blue 0.8.2 was modified between lines 
154 -241 to include the force field calculation of Matsui and Akaogi (1991). 
 
/* 
Highly Optimized Object-Oriented Molecular Dynamics (HOOMD) Open 
Source Software License 
Copyright (c) 2008 Ames Laboratory Iowa State University 
All rights reserved. 
 
Redistribution and use of HOOMD, in source and binary forms, with or 
without modification, are permitted, provided that the following 
conditions are met: 
 
* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, 
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. 
 
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright 
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the 
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. 
 
* Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names HOOMD's 
contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this 
software without specific prior written permission. 
 
Disclaimer 
 
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND 
CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS''  AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, 
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY 
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  
 
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS  BE LIABLE 
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR 
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF 
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS 
INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN 
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) 
ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF 
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 
*/ 
 
// $Id: LJForceGPU.cu 1949 2009-07-09 02:07:51Z akohlmey $ 
// $URL: https://codeblue.umich.edu/hoomd-blue/svn/tags/hoomd-0.8.2/src/cuda/LJForceGPU.cu $ 
// Maintainer: joaander 
 
#include "gpu_settings.h" 
#include "LJForceGPU.cuh" 
 
#ifdef WIN32 
#include <cassert> 
#else 
#include <assert.h> 
#endif 
 
/*! \file LJForceGPU.cu 
 \brief Defines GPU kernel code for calculating the Lennard-Jones pair forces. Used by 
LJForceComputeGPU. 
*/ 
 
//! Texture for reading particle positions 
texture<float4, 1, cudaReadModeElementType> pdata_pos_tex; 
 
//! Kernel for calculating lj forces 
/*! This kernel is called to calculate the lennard-jones forces on all N particles 
 
 \param force_data Device memory array to write calculated forces to 
 \param pdata Particle data on the GPU to calculate forces on 
 \param nlist Neigbhor list data on the GPU to use to calculate the forces 
 \param d_coeffs Coefficients to the lennard jones force. 
 \param coeff_width Width of the coefficient matrix 
 \param r_cutsq Precalculated r_cut*r_cut, where r_cut is the radius beyond which forces are 
  set to 0 
 \param rcut6inv Precalculated 1/r_cut**6 
 \param xplor_denom_inv Precalculated 1/xplor denominator 
 \param r_on_sq Precalculated r_on*r_on (for xplor) 
 \param box Box dimensions used to implement periodic boundary conditions 
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 \a coeffs is a pointer to a matrix in memory. \c coeffs[i*coeff_width+j].x is \a lj1 for the type pair 
\a i, \a j. 
 Similarly, .y is the \a lj2 parameter. The values in d_coeffs are read into shared memory, so  
 \c coeff_width*coeff_width*sizeof(float2) bytes of extern shared memory must be allocated for the 
kernel call. 
  
 Developer information: 
 Each block will calculate the forces on a block of particles. 
 Each thread will calculate the total force on one particle. 
 The neighborlist is arranged in columns so that reads are fully coalesced when doing this. 
*/ 
template<bool ulf_workaround, unsigned int shift_mode> __global__ void 
gpu_compute_lj_forces_kernel(gpu_force_data_arrays force_data, gpu_pdata_arrays pdata, gpu_boxsize box, 
gpu_nlist_array nlist, float2 *d_coeffs, int coeff_width, float r_cutsq, float rcut6inv, float 
xplor_denom_inv, float r_on_sq) 
 { 
 // read in the coefficients 
 extern __shared__ float2 s_coeffs[]; 
 for (unsigned int cur_offset = 0; cur_offset < coeff_width*coeff_width; cur_offset += blockDim.x) 
  { 
  if (cur_offset + threadIdx.x < coeff_width*coeff_width) 
   s_coeffs[cur_offset + threadIdx.x] = d_coeffs[cur_offset + threadIdx.x]; 
  } 
 __syncthreads(); 
  
 // start by identifying which particle we are to handle 
 unsigned int idx_local = blockIdx.x * blockDim.x + threadIdx.x; 
  
 if (idx_local >= pdata.local_num) 
  return; 
  
 unsigned int idx_global = idx_local + pdata.local_beg; 
  
 // load in the length of the list (MEM_TRANSFER: 4 bytes) 
 unsigned int n_neigh = nlist.n_neigh[idx_global]; 
 
 // read in the position of our particle. Texture reads of float4's are faster than 
    // global reads on compute 1.0 hardware 
 // (MEM TRANSFER: 16 bytes) 
 float4 pos = tex1Dfetch(pdata_pos_tex, idx_global); 
 
// read in the diameter of our particle. 
// float di_gpu = pdata.diameter[idx_global]; 
  
 // initialize the force to 0 
 float4 force = make_float4(0.0f, 0.0f, 0.0f, 0.0f); 
 float virial = 0.0f; 
 
 // prefetch neighbor index 
 unsigned int cur_neigh = 0; 
 unsigned int next_neigh = nlist.list[idx_global]; 
 
 // loop over neighbors 
 // on pre C1060 hardware, there is a bug that causes rare and random ULFs when simply 
 // looping over n_neigh 
 // the workaround (activated via the template paramter) is to loop over nlist.height 
 // and put an if (i < n_neigh) 
 // inside the loop 
 int n_loop; 
 if (ulf_workaround) 
  n_loop = nlist.height; 
 else 
  n_loop = n_neigh; 
   
 for (int neigh_idx = 0; neigh_idx < n_loop; neigh_idx++) 
  { 
  if (!ulf_workaround || neigh_idx < n_neigh) 
  { 
  // read the current neighbor index (MEM TRANSFER: 4 bytes) 
  // prefetch the next value and set the current one 
  cur_neigh = next_neigh; 
  next_neigh = nlist.list[nlist.pitch*(neigh_idx+1) + idx_global]; 
   
  // get the neighbor's position (MEM TRANSFER: 16 bytes) 
  float4 neigh_pos = tex1Dfetch(pdata_pos_tex, cur_neigh); 
 
  // calculate dr (with periodic boundary conditions) (FLOPS: 3) 
  float dx = pos.x - neigh_pos.x; 
  float dy = pos.y - neigh_pos.y; 
  float dz = pos.z - neigh_pos.z; 
    
  // apply periodic boundary conditions: (FLOPS 12) 
  dx -= box.Lx * rintf(dx * box.Lxinv); 
  dy -= box.Ly * rintf(dy * box.Lyinv); 
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  dz -= box.Lz * rintf(dz * box.Lzinv); 
    
  // calculate r squard (FLOPS: 5) 
  float rsq = dx*dx + dy*dy + dz*dz; 
  /* 
  // calculate 1/r^2 (FLOPS: 2) 
  float r2inv; 
  if (rsq >= r_cutsq) 
   r2inv = 0.0f; 
  else 
   r2inv = 1.0f / rsq; 
  */ 
  // lookup the coefficients between this combination of particle types 
  // int typ_pair = __float_as_int(neigh_pos.w) * coeff_width 
  // + __float_as_int(pos.w); 
  // float lj1 = s_coeffs[typ_pair].x; 
  // float lj2 = s_coeffs[typ_pair].y; 
  
  // calculate 1/r^6 (FLOPS: 2) 
  // float r6inv = r2inv*r2inv*r2inv; 
  // calculate the force magnitude / r (FLOPS: 6) 
  // float forcemag_divr = r2inv * r6inv * (12.0f * lj1  * r6inv - 6.0f * lj2); 
  // calculate the pair energy (FLOPS: 3) 
  // float pair_eng = r6inv * (lj1 * r6inv - lj2); 
 
  // read in the diameter of neighbor particle. 
  // float dj_gpu = pdata.diameter[cur_neigh]; 
  float dj_gpu = pdata.diameter[cur_neigh] + pdata.diameter[idx_global]; 
 
  float forcemag_divr = 0.0f; 
  float pair_eng = 0.0f; 
  float rijown = sqrtf(rsq); 
  float rijinvown = rsqrtf(rsq); 
 
  float r2inv = rijinvown*rijinvown; 
 
  float r6inv = r2inv*r2inv*r2inv; 
 
 
  if (dj_gpu>3.5f) 
      { 
      // forcemag_divr = 1e3*1e-20*(6.023e23*1e-3*1e20*8.987551e9*1.602176e 
   //     -19*1.602176e-19*(1.098*1.098*rijinvown*rijinvown*rijinvown) 
   //     - 1e10*6.0f*2916.0f*r6inv*r2inv + 1e10*4.184f*0.234f*__expf((3.2678f 
   //     - rijown)/0.234f)/0.234f*rijinvown); 
      // pair_eng      = 6.023e23*1e-3*1e10*8.987551e9*1.602176e-19*1.602176e 
   //     -19*(1.098*1.098*rijinvown) - 2916.0f*r6inv  
   //     + 4.184f*0.234f*__expf((3.2678f - rijown)/0.234f); 
      forcemag_divr = (1.67524895216966e-4f*rijinvown*r2inv - 17496.0e 
    -7f*r6inv*r2inv + 4.184e-7f*__expf((3.2678f - rijown) 
    *4.27350427350427f)*rijinvown); 
      pair_eng      = 1.67524895216966e3f*rijinvown - 2916.0f*r6inv  
    + 0.979056f*__expf((3.2678f - rijown)*4.27350427350427f); 
      } 
  else if (dj_gpu>2.5f) 
      { 
      // forcemag_divr = 1e3*1e-20*(6.023e23*1e-3*1e20*8.987551e9*1.602176e 
   //     -19*1.602176e-19*(-1.098*2.196*rijinvown*rijinvown*rijinvown) 
   //     - 1e10*6.0f*1215.0f*r6inv*r2inv + 1e10*4.184f*0.194f*__expf((2.8162f 
   //     - rijown)/0.194f)/0.194f*rijinvown); 
      // pair_eng      = 6.023e23*1e-3*1e10*8.987551e9*1.602176e-19*1.602176e-19 
   //     *(-1.098*2.196*rijinvown) - 1215.0f*r6inv 
   //     + 4.184f*0.194f*__expf((2.8162f - rijown)/0.194f);  
      forcemag_divr = (-3.35049790433933e-4f*rijinvown*r2inv - 7290.0e-7f*r6inv*r2inv + 4.184e-
7f*__expf((2.8162f - rijown)*5.15463917525773f)*rijinvown); 
      pair_eng      = -3.35049790433933e3f*rijinvown - 1215.0f*r6inv + 0.811696f*__expf((2.8162f - 
rijown)*5.15463917525773f); 
      } 
  else 
      { 
      // forcemag_divr = 1e3*1e-20*(6.023e23*1e-3*1e20*8.987551e9*1.602176e 
   //     -19*1.602176e-19*(2.196*2.196*rijinvown*rijinvown*rijinvown) 
   //     - 1e10*6.0f*506.25f*r6inv*r2inv + 1e10*4.184f*0.154f*__expf((2.3646f 
   //     - rijown)/0.154f)/0.154f*rijinvown); 
      // pair_eng      = 6.023e23*1e-3*1e10*8.987551e9*1.602176e-19*1.602176e 
   //     -19*(2.196*2.196*rijinvown) - 506.25f*r6inv 
   //     + 4.184f*0.154f*__expf((2.3646f - rijown)/0.154f);  
      forcemag_divr = (6.70099580867865e-4f*rijinvown*r2inv 
        - 3037.5e-7f*r6inv*r2inv + 4.184e-7f*__expf((2.3646f 
        - rijown)*6.49350649350649f)*rijinvown); 
      pair_eng      = 6.70099580867865e3f*rijinvown - 506.25f*r6inv 
        + 0.644336f*__expf((2.3646f - rijown)*6.49350649350649f);  
      } 
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  /* 
  if (shift_mode == 1) 
   { 
   // shifting is enabled: shift the energy (FLOPS: 4) 
   if (rsq < r_cutsq) 
    pair_eng -= rcut6inv * (lj1*rcut6inv - lj2); 
   } 
  else 
  if (shift_mode == 2) 
   { 
   if (rsq >= r_on_sq) 
    { 
    // Implement XPLOR smoothing (FLOPS: 15) 
    float old_pair_eng = pair_eng; 
    float old_forcemag_divr = forcemag_divr; 
       
    float rsq_minus_r_cut_sq = rsq - r_cutsq; 
    float s = rsq_minus_r_cut_sq * rsq_minus_r_cut_sq 
           * (r_cutsq + 2.0f * rsq - 3.0f * r_on_sq) * xplor_denom_inv; 
    float ds_dr_divr = 12.0f * (rsq - r_on_sq) * rsq_minus_r_cut_sq 
           * xplor_denom_inv; 
       
    // make modifications to the old pair energy and force 
    if (rsq < r_cutsq) 
     { 
     pair_eng = old_pair_eng * s; 
     // note: I'm not sure why the minus sign needs to be there: my notes 
                       have a +. But this is verified correct 
     // I think it might have something to do with the fact that I'm 
                       actually calculating \vec{r}_{ji} instead of {ij} 
     forcemag_divr = s * old_forcemag_divr - ds_dr_divr * old_pair_eng; 
     } 
    } 
   } 
  */ 
  // calculate the virial (FLOPS: 3) 
  virial += float(1.0/6.0) * rsq * forcemag_divr; 
  // virial += 0.166666666666667f * rsq * forcemag_divr; 
 
  // add up the force vector components (FLOPS: 7) 
  force.x += dx * forcemag_divr; 
  force.y += dy * forcemag_divr; 
  force.z += dz * forcemag_divr; 
  force.w += pair_eng; 
  } 
  } 
  
 // potential energy per particle must be halved 
 force.w *= 0.5f; 
 // now that the force calculation is complete, write out the result  
 // (MEM TRANSFER: 20 bytes) 
 force_data.force[idx_local] = force; 
 force_data.virial[idx_local] = virial; 
 } 
 
 
/*! \param force_data Force data on GPU to write forces to 
 \param pdata Particle data on the GPU to perform the calculation on 
 \param box Box dimensions (in GPU format) to use for periodic boundary conditions 
 \param nlist Neighbor list stored on the gpu 
 \param d_coeffs A \a coeff_width by \a coeff_width matrix of coefficients indexed by 
  type 
  pair i,j. The x-component is lj1 and the y-component is lj2. 
 \param coeff_width Width of the \a d_coeffs matrix. 
 \param opt More execution options bundled up in a strct 
  
 \returns Any error code resulting from the kernel launch 
  
 This is just a driver for calcLJForces_kernel, see the documentation for it for more 
 information. 
*/ 
cudaError_t gpu_compute_lj_forces(const gpu_force_data_arrays& force_data, const gpu_pdata_arrays &pdata, 
const gpu_boxsize &box, const gpu_nlist_array &nlist, float2 *d_coeffs, int coeff_width, const lj_options& 
opt) 
 { 
 assert(d_coeffs); 
 assert(coeff_width > 0); 
 
    // setup the grid to run the kernel 
    dim3 grid( (int)ceil((double)pdata.local_num / (double)opt.block_size), 1, 1); 
    dim3 threads(opt.block_size, 1, 1); 
 
 // bind the texture 
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 pdata_pos_tex.normalized = false; 
 pdata_pos_tex.filterMode = cudaFilterModePoint;  
 cudaError_t error = cudaBindTexture(0, pdata_pos_tex, pdata.pos, 
 sizeof(float4)*pdata.N); 
 if (error != cudaSuccess) 
  return error; 
   
 // precompue some values 
 float rcut2inv = 1.0f / opt.r_cutsq; 
 float rcut6inv = rcut2inv * rcut2inv * rcut2inv; 
 float r_on_sq = opt.xplor_fraction * opt.xplor_fraction * opt.r_cutsq;  
 float xplor_denom_inv = 1.0f / ((opt.r_cutsq - r_on_sq) * (opt.r_cutsq - r_on_sq) 
  * (opt.r_cutsq - r_on_sq)); 
 
 // run the kernel 
 if (opt.ulf_workaround) 
  { 
  if (opt.shift_mode == 0) 
   gpu_compute_lj_forces_kernel<true, 0><<< grid, threads, 
   sizeof(float2)*coeff_width*coeff_width >>>(force_data, pdata, box, nlist, 
   d_coeffs, coeff_width, opt.r_cutsq, rcut6inv, xplor_denom_inv, r_on_sq); 
  else if (opt.shift_mode == 1) 
   gpu_compute_lj_forces_kernel<true, 1><<< grid, threads, 
   sizeof(float2)*coeff_width*coeff_width >>>(force_data, pdata, box, nlist, 
   d_coeffs, coeff_width, opt.r_cutsq, rcut6inv, xplor_denom_inv, r_on_sq); 
  else if (opt.shift_mode == 2) 
   gpu_compute_lj_forces_kernel<true, 2><<< grid, threads, 
   sizeof(float2)*coeff_width*coeff_width >>>(force_data, pdata, box, nlist, 
   d_coeffs, coeff_width, opt.r_cutsq, rcut6inv, xplor_denom_inv, r_on_sq); 
  else 
   return cudaErrorUnknown; 
  } 
 else 
  { 
  if (opt.shift_mode == 0) 
   gpu_compute_lj_forces_kernel<false, 0><<< grid, threads, 
   sizeof(float2)*coeff_width*coeff_width >>>(force_data, pdata, box, nlist, 
   d_coeffs, coeff_width, opt.r_cutsq, rcut6inv, xplor_denom_inv, r_on_sq); 
  else if (opt.shift_mode == 1) 
   gpu_compute_lj_forces_kernel<false, 1><<< grid, threads, 
   sizeof(float2)*coeff_width*coeff_width >>>(force_data, pdata, box, nlist, 
   d_coeffs, coeff_width, opt.r_cutsq, rcut6inv, xplor_denom_inv, r_on_sq); 
  else if (opt.shift_mode == 2) 
   gpu_compute_lj_forces_kernel<false, 2><<< grid, threads, 
   sizeof(float2)*coeff_width*coeff_width >>>(force_data, pdata, box, nlist, 
   d_coeffs, coeff_width, opt.r_cutsq, rcut6inv, xplor_denom_inv, r_on_sq); 
  else 
   return cudaErrorUnknown; 
  } 
   
 if (!g_gpu_error_checking) 
  { 
  return cudaSuccess; 
  } 
 else 
  { 
  cudaThreadSynchronize(); 
  return cudaGetLastError(); 
  } 
 } 
 
// vim:syntax=cpp 
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L.2 ZeroMomentumUpdater.cc 
This file of the open source code hoomd blue 0.8.2 has been modified in the 
function ZeroMomentumUpdater. 
 
/* 
Highly Optimized Object-Oriented Molecular Dynamics (HOOMD) Open 
Source Software License 
Copyright (c) 2008 Ames Laboratory Iowa State University 
All rights reserved. 
 
Redistribution and use of HOOMD, in source and binary forms, with or 
without modification, are permitted, provided that the following 
conditions are met: 
 
* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, 
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. 
 
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright 
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the 
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. 
 
* Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names HOOMD's 
contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this 
software without specific prior written permission. 
 
Disclaimer 
 
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND 
CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS''  AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, 
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY 
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  
 
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS  BE LIABLE 
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR 
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF 
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS 
INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN 
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) 
ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF 
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 
*/ 
 
// $Id: ZeroMomentumUpdater.cc 1826 2009-04-27 22:18:31Z joaander $ 
// $URL: https://codeblue.umich.edu/hoomd-blue/svn/tags/hoomd-0.8.2/src/updaters/ZeroMomentumUpdater.cc $ 
// Maintainer: joaander 
 
/*! \file ZeroMomentumUpdater.cc 
 \brief Defines the ZeroMomentumUpdater class 
*/ 
 
#ifdef WIN32 
#pragma warning( push ) 
#pragma warning( disable : 4103 4244 ) 
#endif 
 
#include <boost/python.hpp> 
using namespace boost::python; 
 
#include "ZeroMomentumUpdater.h" 
 
#include <iostream> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <stdexcept> 
 
using namespace std; 
 
/*! \param pdata Particle data to zero the momentum of 
*/ 
ZeroMomentumUpdater::ZeroMomentumUpdater(boost::shared_ptr<ParticleData> pdata) 
 : Updater(pdata) 
 { 
 assert(m_pdata); 
 } 
  
  
/*! Perform the needed calculations to zero the system's momentum 
 \param timestep Current time step of the simulation 
*/ 
void ZeroMomentumUpdater::update(unsigned int timestep) 
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 { 
 if (m_prof) m_prof->push("ZeroMomentum"); 
 
 // calculate the average momentum 
 assert(m_pdata); 
 ParticleDataArrays arrays = m_pdata->acquireReadWrite(); 
 
 // calcualte initial kinetic energy, added by Beat (04.08.2010) 
 Scalar kinetic_energy_0 = 0.0; 
 for (unsigned int i = 0; i < arrays.nparticles; i++) 
  { 
  kinetic_energy_0 = kinetic_energy_0 + arrays.mass[i] 
   *(arrays.vx[i]*arrays.vx[i] 
   +arrays.vy[i]*arrays.vy[i] 
   +arrays.vz[i]*arrays.vz[i]); 
  } 
  
 // temp variables for holding the sums 
 Scalar sum_px = 0.0; 
 Scalar sum_py = 0.0; 
 Scalar sum_pz = 0.0; 
  
 for (unsigned int i = 0; i < arrays.nparticles; i++) 
  { 
  Scalar mass = arrays.mass[i]; 
  sum_px += mass*arrays.vx[i]; 
  sum_py += mass*arrays.vy[i]; 
  sum_pz += mass*arrays.vz[i]; 
  } 
  
 // calculate the average 
 Scalar avg_px = sum_px / Scalar(arrays.nparticles); 
 Scalar avg_py = sum_py / Scalar(arrays.nparticles); 
 Scalar avg_pz = sum_pz / Scalar(arrays.nparticles); 
  
 // subtract this momentum from every partcile 
 for (unsigned int i = 0; i < arrays.nparticles; i++) 
  { 
  Scalar mass = arrays.mass[i]; 
  arrays.vx[i] -= avg_px/mass; 
  arrays.vy[i] -= avg_py/mass; 
  arrays.vz[i] -= avg_pz/mass; 
  } 
/* 
 // calcualte final kinetic energy, added by Beat (04.08.2010) 
 Scalar kinetic_energy_1 = 0.0; 
 for (unsigned int i = 0; i < arrays.nparticles; i++) 
  { 
  kinetic_energy_1 = kinetic_energy_1  
   + arrays.mass[i] 
   *(arrays.vx[i]*arrays.vx[i] 
   +arrays.vy[i]*arrays.vy[i] 
   +arrays.vz[i]*arrays.vz[i]); 
  } 
 
 // scale final velocity, added by Beat (04.08.2010) 
 Scalar fraction_KE = sqrt(kinetic_energy_0 / kinetic_energy_1); 
 
 for (unsigned int i = 0; i < arrays.nparticles; i++) 
  { 
  arrays.vx[i] = arrays.vx[i] * fraction_KE; 
  arrays.vy[i] = arrays.vy[i] * fraction_KE; 
  arrays.vz[i] = arrays.vz[i] * fraction_KE; 
  } 
*/ 
/* 
 // calcualte final kinetic energy, added by Beat (04.08.2010) 
 Scalar kinetic_energy_2 = 0.0; 
 for (unsigned int i = 0; i < arrays.nparticles; i++) 
  { 
  kinetic_energy_2 = kinetic_energy_2  
   + arrays.mass[i] 
   *(arrays.vx[i]*arrays.vx[i] 
   +arrays.vy[i]*arrays.vy[i] 
   +arrays.vz[i]*arrays.vz[i]); 
  } 
 
cout<<"KE0 "; 
cout<<kinetic_energy_0; 
cout<<"KE1 "; 
cout<<kinetic_energy_1; 
cout<<"KE2 "; 
cout<<kinetic_energy_2; 
*/ 
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// m_pdata->release(); 
  
// if (m_prof) m_prof->pop(); 
 
 
 
 
// Added by Beat, 24.06.2010, zero the angular moment 
 
/* ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
   compute the center-of-mass coords of group of atoms 
   masstotal = total mass 
   return center-of-mass coords in cm[] 
   must unwrap atoms to compute center-of-mass correctly 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- */ 
 
double COM_x = 0.0; 
double COM_y = 0.0; 
double COM_z = 0.0; 
double mass_total = 0.0; 
/* 
// calcualte initial kinetic energy, added by Beat (04.08.2010) 
Scalar kinetic_energy_0 = 0.0; 
for (unsigned int i = 0; i < arrays.nparticles; i++) 
 { 
 kinetic_energy_0 = kinetic_energy_0 + 
arrays.mass[i]*(arrays.vx[i]*arrays.vx[i]+arrays.vy[i]*arrays.vy[i]+arrays.vz[i]*arrays.vz[i]); 
 } 
*/ 
for (unsigned int i = 0; i < arrays.nparticles; i++) 
{ 
 Scalar mass = arrays.mass[i]; 
 COM_x += arrays.x[i] * mass; 
 COM_y += arrays.y[i] * mass; 
 COM_z += arrays.z[i] * mass; 
 mass_total += mass; 
} 
 
 
if (mass_total > 0.0) 
{ 
 COM_x /= mass_total; 
 COM_y /= mass_total; 
 COM_z /= mass_total; 
} 
 
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
//   compute the angular momentum L (lmom) of group around center-of-mass cm 
//   must unwrap atoms to compute L correctly 
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
double dx = 0.0; 
double dy = 0.0; 
double dz = 0.0; 
 
double L_x = 0.0; 
double L_y = 0.0; 
double L_z = 0.0; 
 
for (unsigned int i = 0; i < arrays.nparticles; i++) 
{ 
 dx = arrays.x[i] - COM_x; 
 dy = arrays.y[i] - COM_y; 
 dz = arrays.z[i] - COM_z; 
 
 Scalar mass = arrays.mass[i]; 
 
 L_x += mass * (dy*arrays.vz[i] - dz*arrays.vy[i]); 
 L_y += mass * (dz*arrays.vx[i] - dx*arrays.vz[i]); 
 L_z += mass * (dx*arrays.vy[i] - dy*arrays.vx[i]); 
} 
 
//------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
//   compute moment of inertia tensor around center-of-mass cm 
//   must unwrap atoms to compute itensor correctly 
//------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
int i,j; 
double inertia[3][3]; 
 
for (i = 0; i < 3; i++) 
  for (j = 0; j < 3; j++) 
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    inertia[i][j] = 0.0; 
 
for (unsigned int i = 0; i < arrays.nparticles; i++) 
{ 
 dx = arrays.x[i] - COM_x; 
 dy = arrays.y[i] - COM_y; 
 dz = arrays.z[i] - COM_z; 
 
 Scalar mass = arrays.mass[i]; 
 
 inertia[0][0] += mass * (dy*dy + dz*dz); 
 inertia[1][1] += mass * (dx*dx + dz*dz); 
 inertia[2][2] += mass * (dx*dx + dy*dy); 
 inertia[0][1] -= mass * dx*dy; 
 inertia[1][2] -= mass * dy*dz; 
 inertia[0][2] -= mass * dx*dz; 
 
 inertia[1][0] = inertia[0][1]; 
 inertia[2][1] = inertia[1][2]; 
 inertia[2][0] = inertia[0][2]; 
} 
 
 
//------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
//   compute angular velocity omega from L = Iw, inverting I to solve for w 
//   really not a group operation, but L and I were computed for a group 
//------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
double inverse[3][3]; 
double w[3]; 
 
inverse[0][0] =   inertia[1][1]*inertia[2][2] - inertia[1][2]*inertia[2][1]; 
inverse[0][1] = -(inertia[0][1]*inertia[2][2] - inertia[0][2]*inertia[2][1]); 
inverse[0][2] =   inertia[0][1]*inertia[1][2] - inertia[0][2]*inertia[1][1]; 
 
inverse[1][0] = -(inertia[1][0]*inertia[2][2] - inertia[1][2]*inertia[2][0]); 
inverse[1][1] =   inertia[0][0]*inertia[2][2] - inertia[0][2]*inertia[2][0]; 
inverse[1][2] = -(inertia[0][0]*inertia[1][2] - inertia[0][2]*inertia[1][0]); 
 
inverse[2][0] =   inertia[1][0]*inertia[2][1] - inertia[1][1]*inertia[2][0]; 
inverse[2][1] = -(inertia[0][0]*inertia[2][1] - inertia[0][1]*inertia[2][0]); 
inverse[2][2] =   inertia[0][0]*inertia[1][1] - inertia[0][1]*inertia[1][0]; 
 
double determinant = inertia[0][0]*inertia[1][1]*inertia[2][2] +  
    inertia[0][1]*inertia[1][2]*inertia[2][0] +  
    inertia[0][2]*inertia[1][0]*inertia[2][1] -  
    inertia[0][0]*inertia[1][2]*inertia[2][1] - 
    inertia[0][1]*inertia[1][0]*inertia[2][2] -  
    inertia[2][0]*inertia[1][1]*inertia[0][2];  
 
if (determinant > 0.0) 
  for (int i = 0; i < 3; i++) 
    for (int j = 0; j < 3; j++) 
      inverse[i][j] /= determinant; 
 
w[0] = inverse[0][0]*L_x + inverse[0][1]*L_y + inverse[0][2]*L_z; 
w[1] = inverse[1][0]*L_x + inverse[1][1]*L_y + inverse[1][2]*L_z; 
w[2] = inverse[2][0]*L_x + inverse[2][1]*L_y + inverse[2][2]*L_z; 
 
// adjust velocities to zero omega 
// vnew_i = v_i - w x r_i 
// must use unwrapped coords to compute r_i correctly 
 
for (unsigned int i = 0; i < arrays.nparticles; i++) 
{ 
 dx = arrays.x[i] - COM_x; 
 dy = arrays.y[i] - COM_y; 
 dz = arrays.z[i] - COM_z; 
 
 arrays.vx[i] -= w[1]*dz - w[2]*dy; 
 arrays.vy[i] -= w[2]*dx - w[0]*dz; 
 arrays.vz[i] -= w[0]*dy - w[1]*dx; 
} 
 
// calcualte final kinetic energy, added by Beat (04.08.2010) 
Scalar kinetic_energy_1 = 0.0; 
for (unsigned int i = 0; i < arrays.nparticles; i++) 
 { 
 kinetic_energy_1 = kinetic_energy_1 + 
arrays.mass[i]*(arrays.vx[i]*arrays.vx[i]+arrays.vy[i]*arrays.vy[i]+arrays.vz[i]*arrays.vz[i]); 
 } 
 
// scale final velocity, added by Beat (04.08.2010) 
Scalar fraction_KE = sqrt(kinetic_energy_0 / kinetic_energy_1); 
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for (unsigned int i = 0; i < arrays.nparticles; i++) 
 { 
 arrays.vx[i] = arrays.vx[i] * fraction_KE; 
 arrays.vy[i] = arrays.vy[i] * fraction_KE; 
 arrays.vz[i] = arrays.vz[i] * fraction_KE; 
 } 
 
m_pdata->release(); 
  
if (m_prof) m_prof->pop(); 
 
 
} 
  
void export_ZeroMomentumUpdater() 
 { 
 class_<ZeroMomentumUpdater, boost::shared_ptr<ZeroMomentumUpdater>, bases<Updater>, 
boost::noncopyable> 
  ("ZeroMomentumUpdater", init< boost::shared_ptr<ParticleData> >()) 
  ; 
 } 
 
#ifdef WIN32 
#pragma warning( pop ) 
#endif 
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Listing of hoomd blue 0.8.2 Input Script for 
Molecular Dynamics of TiO2 
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This is an input script for sintering molecular dynamics simulations with the 
open source MD code hoomd blue 0.8.2. 
 
from hoomd_script import * 
 
################################################################## 
# read initial conditions for atoms positions, velocity and type # 
################################################################## 
 
# start simualtion at the first time step 
# init.read_xml(filename="Sintering_TiO2_3nm_1800K_000_000_000_1_2.xml") 
 
# start simualtion at time step 27542288 
init.read_xml(filename="atoms.dump.0027542288.xml") 
 
########################################################################## 
# set cut off radius (bigger than particle doublet and LF parameter to 1 # 
########################################################################## 
 
lj = pair.lj(r_cut=150) 
lj.pair_coeff.set('Ti', 'Ti', epsilon=1.0, sigma=1.0, alpha=1.0) 
lj.pair_coeff.set('Ti', 'O',  epsilon=1.0, sigma=1.0, alpha=1.0) 
lj.pair_coeff.set('O',  'O',  epsilon=1.0, sigma=1.0, alpha=1.0) 
 
nlist.set_params(r_buff = 10.0, check_period = 100000000) 
 
####################################### 
# integration and temperature control # 
####################################### 
 
# constant energy, NVE, with timestep dt = 3 fs 
integrate.nve(dt=3.0) 
 
# zero translational and rotational momentum 
update.zero_momentum(period=5000) 
 
# rescale temperature, T=1800K*kB*NA/1e10 
update.rescale_temp(period=10000, T=1.4961e-06) 
 
########## 
# output # 
########## 
 
# write population properties to full.log at logarithmically distributed 
# timesteps for start simualtion at the first time step 
#analyze.log(quantities=['pair_lj_energy','kinetic_energy','temperature'], period = lambda n: 
10.0**(n/100.0), filename='full.log') 
 
# write population properties to full.log at logarithmically distributed 
# timesteps for start simualtion at time step 27542288 
# (log10(27542288)*100 = 744) 
analyze.log(quantities=['pair_lj_energy','kinetic_energy','temperature'], period = lambda n: 
10.0**((n+744.0)/100.0)-27542288.0, filename='full.log') 
 
# write atomic coordinates, velocities and types into xml files at 
# logarithmically distributed timesteps for start simualtion at the first 
# time step 
#xml = dump.xml(filename="atoms.dump", period = lambda n: 10.0**(n/100.0)) 
 
# write atomic coordinates, velocities and types into xml files at 
# logarithmically distributed timesteps for start simualtion at 
# time step 27542288 
xml = dump.xml(filename="atoms.dump", period = lambda n: 10.0**((n+744.0)/100.0)-27542288.0) 
xml.set_params(position=True, type=True, velocity=True, diameter=True, mass=True) 
 
# dump a mol2 file containing the structure information for e.g. VMD 
mol2 = dump.mol2() 
mol2.write(filename='Structure.mol2') 
 
# dump a .dcd file containing the trajectory for e.g. VMD in connection with 
# mol.2 files 
dump.dcd(filename='Trajectory.dcd', period=10000) 
 
################## 
# run simulation # 
################## 
 
sorter.disable() 
 
# run for 50x10^6 timesteps 
run(50.0e6) 
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N.1 Langevin Dynamics 

N.1.1 Parameter fitting (search_exp.m) 
 
% **************************************************************************** 
% * Name: search_exp.m * 
% * Author: Beat Büsser * 
% * Date: 26th May 2008 * 
% * Place: ETH Zürich * 
% *  * 
% * Description: This script searches the fitting parameters. * 
% **************************************************************************** 
 
d_data = [0.28; 0.52; 1.28; 8.19] 
phi    = [0.01; 0.1; 0.2; 0.3]; 
 
delta      = 0.01; 
R_min      = 10^99; 
R_min_loop = 101; 
 
a_min = 0; 
b_min = 0; 
c_min = 0; 
 
for a = 7780:7900 
    for b = 30:50 
        for c = 260:280 
             
            d_iter = (b*delta)*exp((a*delta)*phi.^(c*delta)); 
             
            R_min_loop = sum((d_data - d_iter).^2); 
             
            if R_min_loop < R_min 
                R_min = R_min_loop; 
                a_min = a; 
                b_min = b; 
                c_min = c; 
            end 
             
        end 
    end 
end 
 
d_eval = (b_min*delta)*exp((a_min*delta*phi.^(c_min*delta))); 
 
plot(phi,d_data,phi,d_eval) 
 
xlim([0.01 0.3]); 
ylim([0 10]); 
 

N.1.2 Parameter fitting (search_gamma2.m) 
 
% **************************************************************************** 
% * Name: search_gamma2.m * 
% * Author: Beat Büsser * 
% * Date: 26th May 2008 * 
% * Place: ETH Zürich * 
% *  * 
% * Description: This function searches the fitted parameters of the * 
% * coagulation rate enhancement. * 
% **************************************************************************** 
 
phi      = 0.2; 
Kn       = Kn_20; 
gamma_LD = gamma_20; 
 
gamma_co = 1.0734*(1 + (2.5 / (1-phi)) * (-log10(phi))^-2.7); 
 
delta      = 0.1; 
R_min      = 10^99; 
R_min_loop = 101; 
 
a_min = 0; 
b_min = 0; 
c_min = 0; 
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for a = 1:100 
    for b = 1:100 
        for c = 1:1 
             
            %gamma = gamma_co ./(1 + (a*delta*Kn).^(b*delta)).^(c*delta); 
            gamma = gamma_co ./(1 + (a*delta*Kn).^(b*delta)); 
             
            R_min_loop = sum((gamma - gamma_LD).^2); 
             
            if R_min_loop < R_min 
                R_min = R_min_loop; 
                a_min = a; 
                b_min = b; 
                c_min = c; 
            end 
              
        end 
    end 
end 
 
gamma_iter = gamma_co ./ (1+(a_min*delta*Kn).^(b_min*delta)).^(c_min*delta); 
 
gamma_diff = gamma_LD - gamma_iter; 
 
semilogx(Kn,gamma_iter,'o',Kn_01,gamma_01,Kn_10,gamma_10,Kn_20,gamma_20) 
 
xlim([0.01 100]); 
ylim([1 12]); 
 

N.1.3 Parameter fitting (search_sigma2.m) 
 
% **************************************************************************** 
% * Name: search_sigma2.m * 
% * Author: Beat Büsser * 
% * Date: 26th May 2008 * 
% * Place: ETH Zürich * 
% *  * 
% * Description: This script searches the fitted value of sigma. * 
% **************************************************************************** 
 
a   = [0.45 0.57 0.89 1.8]; 
b   = [0.88 0.83 0.92 0.7]; 
c   = [3.36 2.77 1.81 1.06]; 
d   = [1 1 1.09 0.86]; 
phi = [1 10 20 30]; 
 
pa = polyfit(phi,a,3); 
pb = polyfit(phi,b,3); 
pc = polyfit(phi,c,3); 
pd = polyfit(phi,d,3); 
 
vala = polyval(pa,phi); 
valb = polyval(pb,phi); 
valc = polyval(pc,phi); 
vald = polyval(pd,phi); 
 
figure 
plot(phi,vala,'o',phi,a,1:0.1:30,polyval(pa,1:0.1:30)) 
figure 
plot(phi,valb,'o',phi,b,1:0.1:30,polyval(pb,1:0.1:30)) 
figure 
plot(phi,valc,'o',phi,c,1:0.1:30,polyval(pc,1:0.1:30)) 
figure 
plot(phi,vald,'o',phi,d,1:0.1:30,polyval(pd,1:0.1:30)) 
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N.1.4 Validation (gamma_beta_validation.m) 
 
% **************************************************************************** 
% * Name: gamma_beta_validation.m * 
% * Author: Beat Büsser * 
% * Date: 26th May 2008 * 
% * Place: ETH Zürich * 
% *  * 
% * Description: This script calculates the collision frequency as function * 
% * of Knudsen number. * 
% **************************************************************************** 
 
clear all 
 
mu_air = 1.82 * 10^-5; % [Ns/m^2] 
rho_p  = 2000;          % [kg/m^3] 
kB     = 1.38 * 10^-23; % [J/K] 
T      = 293;           % [K] 
lambda = 65 * 10^-9; 
 
data(:,12) = [1*10^-9 2*10^-9 3*10^-9 4*10^-9 5*10^-9 6*10^-9 7*10^-9 ... 
    8*10^-9 9*10^-9 1*10^-8 2*10^-8 3*10^-8 4*10^-8 5*10^-8 6*10^-8 ... 
    7*10^-8 8*10^-8 9*10^-8 1*10^-7 2*10^-7 3*10^-7 4*10^-7 5*10^-7 ... 
    6*10^-7 7*10^-7 8*10^-7 9*10^-7 1*10^-6 2*10^-6 3*10^-6 4*10^-6 ... 
    5*10^-6 6*10^-6 7*10^-6 8*10^-6 9*10^-6]'; 
 
data(:,31) = 2*lambda./data(:,12); 
 
%Cu = 1 + data(:,31) .* (1.21 + 0.4 * exp(-0.78 * data(:,12) ./ lambda)); 
Cu = 1 + data(:,31) .* (1.257 + 0.4 * exp(-0.5 * data(:,12) ./ lambda)); 
 
D = kB * T * Cu ./ (3 * pi * mu_air * data(:,12)); 
 
for n = 1:length(data(:,12)) 
    c(n,1) = (8 * kB * T / (pi * data(n,12).^3 * pi / 6 * rho_p)).^(1/2); 
end 
 
lambdaP = 8 * D ./ (pi * c); 
 
g = ((data(:,12) + lambdaP).^3 - (data(:,12).^2 + lambdaP.^2).^(3/2)) ... 
    ./ (3 * data(:,12) .* lambdaP) - data(:,12); 
 
beta_C_0 = 8 *pi * data(:,12) .* D ./ (data(:,12) ./ (data(:,12) ... 
    + sqrt(2) .* g) + 8 * D ./ (sqrt(2) * c .* data(:,12))); 
 
test = beta_C_0/(4*2*kB*T/3/mu_air); 
 
loglog(data(:,31),test) 
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N.2 Coating CFD 

N.2.1 Streamlines (Streamline_coordinates.m) 
 
% **************************************************************************** 
% * Name: Streamline_coordinates.m * 
% * Author: Beat Büsser * 
% * Date: 17th August 2010 * 
% * Place: ETH Zürich * 
% *  * 
% * Description: This script calculates the coordinates of the streamlines * 
% * used in the 3D coating CFD figures. * 
% **************************************************************************** 
 
clear all 
clc 
 
angles = [11.25 22.5 33.75 45]; 
 
coordinates_0_5(1,1) = sin(2*pi*11.25/360)*0.5e-2; 
coordinates_0_5(1,2) = cos(2*pi*11.25/360)*0.5e-2; 
coordinates_0_5(2,1) = sin(2*pi*22.50/360)*0.5e-2; 
coordinates_0_5(2,2) = cos(2*pi*22.50/360)*0.5e-2; 
coordinates_0_5(3,1) = sin(2*pi*33.75/360)*0.5e-2; 
coordinates_0_5(3,2) = cos(2*pi*33.75/360)*0.5e-2; 
coordinates_0_5(4,1) = sin(2*pi*45.00/360)*0.5e-2; 
coordinates_0_5(4,2) = cos(2*pi*45.00/360)*0.5e-2; 
 
coordinates_1_0(1,1) = sin(2*pi*11.25/360)*1.0e-2; 
coordinates_1_0(1,2) = cos(2*pi*11.25/360)*1.0e-2; 
coordinates_1_0(2,1) = sin(2*pi*22.50/360)*1.0e-2; 
coordinates_1_0(2,2) = cos(2*pi*22.50/360)*1.0e-2; 
coordinates_1_0(3,1) = sin(2*pi*33.75/360)*1.0e-2; 
coordinates_1_0(3,2) = cos(2*pi*33.75/360)*1.0e-2; 
coordinates_1_0(4,1) = sin(2*pi*45.00/360)*1.0e-2; 
coordinates_1_0(4,2) = cos(2*pi*45.00/360)*1.0e-2; 
 
coordinates_1_5(1,1) = sin(2*pi*11.25/360)*1.5e-2; 
coordinates_1_5(1,2) = cos(2*pi*11.25/360)*1.5e-2; 
coordinates_1_5(2,1) = sin(2*pi*22.50/360)*1.5e-2; 
coordinates_1_5(2,2) = cos(2*pi*22.50/360)*1.5e-2; 
coordinates_1_5(3,1) = sin(2*pi*33.75/360)*1.5e-2; 
coordinates_1_5(3,2) = cos(2*pi*33.75/360)*1.5e-2; 
coordinates_1_5(4,1) = sin(2*pi*45.00/360)*1.5e-2; 
coordinates_1_5(4,2) = cos(2*pi*45.00/360)*1.5e-2; 
 
coordinates_2_0(1,1) = sin(2*pi*11.25/360)*2.0e-2; 
coordinates_2_0(1,2) = cos(2*pi*11.25/360)*2.0e-2; 
coordinates_2_0(2,1) = sin(2*pi*22.50/360)*2.0e-2; 
coordinates_2_0(2,2) = cos(2*pi*22.50/360)*2.0e-2; 
coordinates_2_0(3,1) = sin(2*pi*33.75/360)*2.0e-2; 
coordinates_2_0(3,2) = cos(2*pi*33.75/360)*2.0e-2; 
coordinates_2_0(4,1) = sin(2*pi*45.00/360)*2.0e-2; 
coordinates_2_0(4,2) = cos(2*pi*45.00/360)*2.0e-2; 
 

N.2.2 Boundary conditions (parameter_setting.m) 
 
% **************************************************************************** 
% * Name: parameter_setting.m * 
% * Author: Beat Büsser * 
% * Date: 17th August 2010 * 
% * Place: ETH Zürich * 
% *  * 
% * Description: This script calculates the input values and boundary * 
% * conditions of the coating reactor CFD simulations, * 
% **************************************************************************** 
 
clear all 
clc 
 
N_A     = 6.023e23;         % Avogadro number                   [mol^-1] 
R       = 8.314;            % universal gas constant            [J K^-1 mol^-1] 
p       = 101325;           % pressure                          [N m^-2] 
g       = 9.81;             % standard gravity                  [m s^-2] 
T_0     = 293;              % ambient temperature               [K] 
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T_inlet = 1900;             % core particle aerosol temperature [K] 
d_core  = 40e-9;            % core primary particle diameter    [m] 
n_jets  = 16;               % number of mixing jets             [-] 
wt_fraction_SiO2 = 20;      % coating weight fraction           [%] 
 
wt_fraction_SiO2 = wt_fraction_SiO2/100; 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% experimental flow rates % 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
V_dot_CH4_flamelet  = 1.5;            % methane flamelets [l/min @ 293K] 
V_dot_O2_flamelet   = 3.2;            % oxygen flamelets  [l/min @ 293K] 
V_dot_O2_sheath     = 40;             % oxygen sheath gas [l/min @ 293K] 
V_dot_O2_dispersion = 5;              % oxygen dispersion [l/min @ 293K] 
V_dot_N2_coating    = 15.8/16*n_jets; % nitrogen coating  [l/min @ 293K] 
 
V_dot_liq_C8H10     = 5; % precursor solvent (xylene)           [ml/min] 
C_C12H28O4Ti        = 1; % molar concentration precursor (TTIP) [mol/l] 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% material properties % 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
MW_TiO2       = 79.8788e-3; % molar weigth titania  [kg/mol] 
MW_SiO2       = 60.0843e-3; % molar weigth silica   [kg/mol] 
MW_C8H10      = 106.17e-3;  % molar weight xylene   [kg/mol] 
MW_C12H28O4Ti = 284.26e-3;  % molar weight TTIP     [kg/mol] 
MW_C6H18OSi2  = 162.38e-3;  % molar weight HMDSO    [kg/mol] 
MW_CH4        = 16e-3;      % molar weight methane  [kg/mol] 
MW_O2         = 32e-3;      % molar weight oxygen   [kg/mol] 
MW_N2         = 28e-3;      % molar weight nitrogen [kg/mol] 
 
rho_TiO2      = 4000;       % density TiO2          [kg/m^3] 
rho_C8H10     = 864;        % density xylene        [kg/m^3] 
 
 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% reactor dimensions % 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
d_sheath_o     = 34e-3;     % outer diameter of sheath gas     [m] 
d_sheath_i     = 18e-3;     % inner diameter of sheath gas     [m] 
 
d_flamelet_o   = 7.2e-3;    % outer diameter of flamelets      [m] 
d_flamelet     = 7.0e-3;    % mean diameter of flamelets       [m] 
d_flamelet_i   = 6.8e-3;    % inner diameter of flamelets      [m] 
 
d_dispersion_o = 0.97e-3;   % outer diameter of dispersion     [m] 
d_dispersion_i = 0.72e-3;   % inner diameter of dispersion     [m] 
 
d_fuel         = 0.41e-3;   % diameter of solvent              [m] 
d_coating      = 3.8e-3;    % diameter of mucing jets          [m] 
d_tube         = 45e-3;     % diameter of coating reactor tube [m] 
L              = 0.5;       % length of coating reactor tube   [m] 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% particle production rate and inlet velocities % 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
production_rate_TiO2 = MW_TiO2*(V_dot_liq_C8H10/1e3) ... 
                       *C_C12H28O4Ti*60;                     % [kg/h] 
 
production_rate_SiO2 = wt_fraction_SiO2*production_rate_TiO2 ... 
                       /(1-wt_fraction_SiO2);                % [kg/h] 
 
n_dot_C12H28O4Ti = C_C12H28O4Ti*V_dot_liq_C8H10/1e3;         % [mol/min] 
n_dot_C8H10      = rho_C8H10*V_dot_liq_C8H10/1e6/MW_C8H10;   % [mol/min] 
 
% after reactions: 1 CH4 + 2 O2 -> 1 CO2 + 2 H2O; 1 C8H10 + 10.5 O2 -> 8 CO2 + 5 H2O; 1 C12H28O4Ti + 18 O2 
-> 12 CO2 + 14 H2O + 1TiO2 
 
V_inlet_CO2 = V_dot_CH4_flamelet   + 8*n_dot_C8H10*R*T_0/p*1e3 ... 
            + 12*V_dot_liq_C8H10/1e3*C_C12H28O4Ti*R*T_0/p*1e3; 
V_inlet_H2O = 2*V_dot_CH4_flamelet + 5*n_dot_C8H10*R*T_0/p*1e3 ... 
            + 14*V_dot_liq_C8H10/1e3*C_C12H28O4Ti*R*T_0/p*1e3; 
 
V_inlet_O2  = V_dot_O2_dispersion + V_dot_O2_sheath ... 
            + (V_dot_O2_flamelet-V_dot_CH4_flamelet)  
            - 10.5*n_dot_C8H10*R*T_0 ... 
            /p*1e3 - 18*V_dot_liq_C8H10/1e3*C_C12H28O4Ti*R*T_0/p*1e3; 
 
V_inlet   = V_inlet_CO2 + V_inlet_H2O + V_inlet_O2; 
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m_inlet   = p*V_inlet/1e3/R/T_0*MW_O2;                      % [kg/min] 
v_inlet   = V_inlet/1e3/60/(d_tube^2*pi/4)/T_0*T_inlet; 
 
v_flamelet_o = (V_dot_O2_flamelet/1e3/60) ... 
               /((d_flamelet_o^2-d_flamelet^2)*pi/4);       % flamelet [m/s] 
v_flamelet_i = (V_dot_CH4_flamelet/1e3/60) ... 
               /((d_flamelet^2-d_flamelet_i^2)*pi/4);       % flamelet [m/s] 
v_sheath     = (V_dot_O2_sheath/1e3/60) ... 
               /((d_sheath_o^2-d_sheath_i^2)*pi/4);         % sheath   [m/s] 
v_dispersion = (V_dot_O2_dispersion/1e3/60) ... 
               /((d_dispersion_o^2-d_dispersion_i^2)*pi/4); % disp.    [m/s] 
v_coating    = ((V_dot_N2_coating+V_dot_C6H18OSi2)/1e3/60) ... 
               /(2*n_jets*d_coating^2*pi/4);                % coating  [m/s] 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% inlet concentrations % 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
% core particle 
 
Vc2_inlet = production_rate_TiO2/rho_TiO2/60/m_inlet;       % volume [m^3 /kg_gas] 
Nc2_inlet = Vc2_inlet/(d_core^3*pi/6)/1e3/N_A;              % number [kmol/kg_gas] 
Ac2_inlet = Vc2_inlet/(d_core^3*pi/6)*d_core^2*pi;          % area   [m^2 /kg_gas] 
 
% coating precursor (HMDSO) 
 
n_dot_C6H18OSi2 = production_rate_SiO2/60/MW_SiO2/2;        % [mol/min] 
V_dot_C6H18OSi2 = 1e3*n_dot_C6H18OSi2*R*T_0/p;              % [l/min] 
c_C6H18OSi2     = n_dot_C6H18OSi2/1e3 
                  /(p*V_dot_N2_coating/1e3/R/T_0*MW_N2);    % [kmol/kg_gas] 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% mass flow rates % 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
m_dot_inlets_total = V_dot_CH4_flamelet/60/1e3*p/(R*T_0)*MW_CH4 ... 
    + (V_dot_O2_flamelet+V_dot_O2_sheath+V_dot_O2_dispersion)/60/1e3*p ... 
    /(R*T_0)*MW_O2 + V_dot_liq_C8H10/1e6/60*rho_C8H10;         % [kg/s] 
m_dot_C12H28O4Ti = MW_C12H28O4Ti*C_C12H28O4Ti*V_dot_liq_C8H10 
                   /1e3/60;                                    % [kg/s] 
m_dot_tot        = rho_C8H10*V_dot_liq_C8H10 
                   /1e6/60;                                    % [kg/s] 
m_dot_C8H10_1_16 = rho_C8H10*V_dot_liq_C8H10 
                   /1e6/60/n_jets;                             % [kg/s] 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% molar fraction values for PDF-table generation % 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
stream_1_molf_C8H10       = n_dot_C8H10/(n_dot_C8H10+n_dot_C12H28O4Ti); 
stream_1_molf_C12H28O4Ti  = n_dot_C12H28O4Ti/(n_dot_C8H10+n_dot_C12H28O4Ti) 
stream_1_massf_C12H28O4Ti = m_dot_C12H28O4Ti/m_dot_tot; 
stream_1_massf_C8H10      = 1-stream_1_massf_C12H28O4Ti; 
 
stream_2_molf_N2         = V_dot_N2_coating ... 
                           /(V_dot_N2_coating+V_dot_C6H18OSi2); 
stream_2_molf_C6H18OSi2  = V_dot_C6H18OSi2 ... 
                           /(V_dot_N2_coating+V_dot_C6H18OSi2); 
stream_2_massf_N2        = V_dot_N2_coating*MW_N2 ... 
                    /(V_dot_N2_coating*MW_N2+V_dot_C6H18OSi2*MW_C6H18OSi2); 
stream_2_massf_C6H18OSi2 = V_dot_C6H18OSi2*MW_C6H18OSi2 ... 
                    /(V_dot_N2_coating *MW_N2+V_dot_C6H18OSi2*MW_C6H18OSi2); 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% convection coefficient (natural convection) % 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
beta   = 1.7;      % air                      [-] 
Pr     = 0.72;     % Prandtl number           [-] 
mu_air = 15.68e-6; % kinematic viscosity air  [m^2 s^-1] 
T_w    = 1000;     % wall temperature         [K] 
T_inf  = 300;      % bulk temperature         [K] 
k      = 0.02624;  % thermal conductivity air [W m^-1 K^-1] 
 
% Grashof number [-] 
Gr = g*beta*L^3*(T_w-T_inf)/mu_air; 
 
% Nusselt number, [-] 
Nu   = (4/3)*(7*Gr*Pr^2/(5*(20+21*Pr)))^0.25+(4*(272+315*Pr)*L) ... 
       /(35*(64+63*Pr)*d_tube);  
Nu_2 = (0.68+0.387*(Gr*Pr)^(1/6)/(1+(0.492/Pr)^(9/16))^(8/27))^2; 
 
h    = Nu*k/L; % thermal convection coefficient [W m^-2 K^-1] 
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N.2.3 Export postprocessing (read_CFD_post_export.m) 
 
% **************************************************************************** 
% * Name: read_CFD_post_export.m * 
% * Author: Beat Büsser * 
% * Date: 17th August 2010 * 
% * Place: ETH Zürich * 
% *  * 
% * Description: This function imports the data exported from CFX-post * 
% * into Matlab.   * 
% **************************************************************************** 
 
function [Core_Area,Core_Volume,Coating_Area,Coating_Volume, ... 
          Shell_rough_Area,Shell_rough_Volume,Shell_smooth_Volume, ... 
          Coating_thickness,Core_dp,Coating_dp] ... 
          = read_CFD_post_export(file_string) 
     
    fid = fopen(['./csv/',file_string,'.csv']); 
         
        Core_Area_cell           = textscan(fid,'%f %f', ... 
           'CollectOutput',1,'HeaderLines',5,'delimiter',','); 
        Core_Area                = cell2mat(Core_Area_cell); 
         
        Core_Volume_cell         = textscan(fid,'%f %f', ... 
            'CollectOutput',1,'HeaderLines',5,'delimiter',','); 
        Core_Volume              = cell2mat(Core_Volume_cell); 
         
        Coating_Area_cell        = textscan(fid,'%f %f', ... 
           'CollectOutput',1,'HeaderLines',5,'delimiter',','); 
        Coating_Area             = cell2mat(Coating_Area_cell); 
         
        Coating_Volume_cell      = textscan(fid,'%f %f', ... 
            'CollectOutput',1,'HeaderLines',5,'delimiter',','); 
        Coating_Volume           = cell2mat(Coating_Volume_cell); 
         
        Shell_rough_Area_cell    = textscan(fid,'%f %f', ... 
            'CollectOutput',1,'HeaderLines',5,'delimiter',','); 
        Shell_rough_Area         = cell2mat(Shell_rough_Area_cell); 
         
        Shell_rough_Volume_cell  = textscan(fid,'%f %f', ... 
            'CollectOutput',1,'HeaderLines',5,'delimiter',','); 
        Shell_rough_Volume       = cell2mat(Shell_rough_Volume_cell); 
         
        Shell_smooth_Volume_cell = textscan(fid,'%f %f', ... 
            'CollectOutput',1,'HeaderLines',5,'delimiter',','); 
        Shell_smooth_Volume      = cell2mat(Shell_smooth_Volume_cell); 
         
        Coating_thickness_cell   = textscan(fid,'%f %f', ... 
            'CollectOutput',1,'HeaderLines',5,'delimiter',','); 
        Coating_thickness        = cell2mat(Coating_thickness_cell); 
         
        Core_dp_cell             = textscan(fid,'%f %f', ... 
            'CollectOutput',1,'HeaderLines',5,'delimiter',','); 
        Core_dp                  = cell2mat(Core_dp_cell); 
         
        Coating_dp_cell          = textscan(fid,'%f %f', ... 
            'CollectOutput',1,'HeaderLines',5,'delimiter',','); 
        Coating_dp               = cell2mat(Coating_dp_cell); 
         
    fclose(fid); 
     
end 
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N.2.4 Analysis of CFD data (producion_rate.m) 
 
% **************************************************************************** 
% * Name: Production_rate.m.m * 
% * Author: Beat Büsser * 
% * Date: 17th August 2010 * 
% * Place: ETH Zürich * 
% *  * 
% * Description: This script calculates the fraction of coated particles * 
% * and other values of the coating CFD simualtions from the data imported * 
% * by the function read_CFD_post_export.m. This function can only be used * 
% * if the particle and shell concetrations are axisymmetric, otherwise the * 
% * fraction of uncated particles has been calculated with the Ansys * 
% * CFD-Post software accounting for the concentration variations in the * 
% * angular direction   * 
% **************************************************************************** 
 
clear all 
clc 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% settings % 
%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
file_string = ['coating_section_BRD_20_N2_15_8_TiO2_1_0_SiO2_20_glass']; 
 
wt_fraction_SiO2          = 20;     % [%] 
Coating_thickness_cut_off = 0.4e-9; % [nm] 
n_length                  = 1000; 
 
rho_core    = 4e6;   % density core particle (TiO2)    [g/m3] 
rho_coating = 2.2e6; % density coating particle (SiO2) [g/m3] 
M_TiO2      = 24;    % core production rate [g/h] 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% calculations % 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
wt_fraction_SiO2 = wt_fraction_SiO2/100; 
M_SiO2           = wt_fraction_SiO2*M_TiO2 
                   /(1-wt_fraction_SiO2); % production rate coating [g/h] 
 
%function call read_CFD_post_export 
 
[Core_Area,Core_Volume,Coating_Area,Coating_Volume,Shell_rough_Area, ... 
    Shell_rough_Volume,Shell_smooth_Volume,Coating_thickness,Core_dp, ... 
    Coating_dp] = read_CFD_post_export(file_string); 
 
% initialization 
 
Core_APR                      = 0; 
Core_APR_density              = 0; 
Core_APR_sum                  = 0; 
 
Core_coated_APR_sum           = 0; 
 
Core_APR_non_hermetic         = 0; 
Core_APR_non_hermetic_cut     = 0; 
Core_APR_non_hermetic_cut_sph = 0; 
 
Core_VPR_sum                  = 0; 
Coating_APR_sum               = 0; 
Coating_VPR_sum               = 0; 
Shell_rough_APR_sum           = 0; 
Shell_rough_VPR_sum           = 0; 
Shell_smooth_VPR_sum          = 0; 
 
Core_VPR_density              = 0; 
Coating_VPR_density           = 0; 
 
% summing up production rates 
 
for i = 2:n_length 
     
    Core_APR(i,1)         = 2*pi*Core_Area(i,1)*Core_Area(i,2) ... 
                            *(2.25e-2/n_length); 
    Core_APR_density(i,1) = 2*pi*Core_Area(i,1)*Core_Area(i,2); 
    Core_APR_sum          = Core_APR_sum + 2*pi*Core_Area(i,1) ... 
                            *Core_Area(i,2)*(2.25e-2/n_length); 
     
    if Core_dp(i,2) > 0 
        Core_coated_APR_sum = Core_coated_APR_sum + 2*pi*Core_Area(i,1) ... 
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            *(Core_Volume(i,2)/(Core_dp(i,2)^3*pi/6)*((Core_dp(i,2) ... 
            +2*Coating_thickness(i,2))^2*pi)) * (2.25e-2/n_length); 
    end 
     
    if Coating_thickness(i,2) < Coating_thickness_cut_off 
         
        Core_APR_non_hermetic = Core_APR_non_hermetic ... 
            + 2*pi*Core_Area(i,1)*Core_Area(i,2)*(2.25e-2/n_length); 
         
        Core_APR_non_hermetic_cut     = Core_APR_non_hermetic_cut ... 
            + 2*pi*Core_Area(i,1)*Core_Area(i,2)*(2.25e-2/n_length) ... 
            * (Coating_thickness_cut_off-Coating_thickness(i,2)) 
            / Coating_thickness_cut_off; 
         
        Core_APR_non_hermetic_cut_sph = Core_APR_non_hermetic_cut_sph ... 
            + 2*pi*Core_Area(i,1)*Core_Area(i,2)*(2.25e-2/n_length) ... 
            * (1-((Core_dp(i,2)+2*Coating_thickness(i,2))^3 ... 
            - Core_dp(i,2)^3)/((Core_dp(i,2) ... 
            + 2*Coating_thickness_cut_off)^3 - Core_dp(i,2)^3)); 
         
    end 
     
    Core_VPR_sum = Core_VPR_sum + 2*pi*Core_Volume(i,1) ... 
        * Core_Volume(i,2) * (2.25e-2/n_length); 
 
    Coating_APR_sum = Coating_APR_sum + 2*pi*Coating_Area(i,1) ... 
        * Coating_Area(i,2) * (2.25e-2/n_length); 
 
    Coating_VPR_sum = Coating_VPR_sum + 2*pi*Coating_Volume(i,1) ... 
        * Coating_Volume(i,2)*(2.25e-2/n_length); 
     
    Core_VPR_density(i,1)    = 2*pi*Core_Volume(i,1)   *Core_Volume(i,2); 
    Coating_VPR_density(i,1) = 2*pi*Coating_Volume(i,1)*Coating_Volume(i,2); 
     
    Shell_rough_APR_sum = Shell_rough_APR_sum + 2*pi ... 
        * Shell_rough_Area(i,1) * Shell_rough_Area(i,2) *(2.25e-2/n_length); 
    Shell_rough_VPR_sum = Shell_rough_VPR_sum + 2*pi ... 
        * Shell_rough_Volume(i,1) * Shell_rough_Volume(i,2) ... 
        * (2.25e-2/n_length); 
    Shell_smooth_VPR_sum = Shell_smooth_VPR_sum ... 
        + 2*pi*Shell_smooth_Volume(i,1)*Shell_smooth_Volume(i,2) ... 
        * (2.25e-2/n_length); 
 
end 
 
Core_VPR_probability = Core_VPR_density / Core_VPR_sum; 
 
Core_APR_non_hermetic_fraction         = Core_APR_non_hermetic/Core_APR_sum; 
Core_APR_non_hermetic_fraction_cut     = Core_APR_non_hermetic_cut ... 
                                         /Core_APR_sum; 
Core_APR_non_hermetic_fraction_cut_sph = ... 
    Core_APR_non_hermetic_cut_sph/Core_APR_sum; 
 
% SSA 
 
SSA = (Core_APR_sum + Coating_APR_sum+Shell_rough_APR_sum) ... 
    / (Core_VPR_sum*rho_core+(Coating_VPR_sum+Shell_rough_VPR_sum ... 
    + Shell_smooth_VPR_sum)*rho_coating); 
 
SSA_coated = (Core_coated_APR_sum+Coating_APR_sum+Shell_rough_APR_sum) ... 
    / (Core_VPR_sum*rho_core+(Coating_VPR_sum+Shell_rough_VPR_sum ... 
    + Shell_smooth_VPR_sum)*rho_coating); 
 
SSA_Core = Core_APR_sum/(Core_VPR_sum*rho_core); 
 
% efficiency and texture 
 
Efficiency_HMDSO = 100*(Shell_rough_VPR_sum+Shell_smooth_VPR_sum) ... 
    *rho_coating/(M_SiO2/3600); 
 
Efficiency_SiO2 = 100*(Shell_rough_VPR_sum+Shell_smooth_VPR_sum) ... 
    *rho_coating/((Coating_VPR_sum+Shell_rough_VPR_sum ... 
    +Shell_smooth_VPR_sum)*rho_coating); 
 
Texture = Shell_smooth_VPR_sum/(Shell_rough_VPR_sum+Shell_smooth_VPR_sum); 
 
% save data into mat file 
 
save(['./mat/',file_string,'.mat'],'Core_Area','Core_Volume', ... 
'Coating_Area','Coating_Volume','Shell_rough_Area','Shell_rough_Volume', ... 
'Shell_smooth_Volume','Coating_thickness','Core_dp','Coating_dp'); 
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N.2.5 Materials properties (thermo_db_coefficients.m) 
 
% **************************************************************************** 
% * Name: thermo_db_coefficients.m * 
% * Author: Arto Gröhn, Beat Büsser * 
% * Date: 17th August 2010 * 
% * Place: ETH Zürich * 
% *  * 
% * Description: This script determines the coefficients for the thermo * 
% * database thermo_db of Ansys Fluent. * 
% **************************************************************************** 
 
clear all 
 
% 1: xylene C8H10 
% 2: hexamethyldisiloxane, HMDSO, C6H18OSi2 
 
material_flag = 6; 
 
Rg = 83144100; % Gas constant [erg] 
 
if material_flag == 1 
     
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % xylene               % 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
     
    % Yaws' Handbook of Thermodynamic and Physical Properties of Chemical 
    % Compounds <br> Copyright (c) 2003  Knovel 
    % 
    % Temperature 
    % 
    % Temperature Range 200 - 1500 K 
    % 
    % Heat Capacity of Gas (J/(mol K)) 
    % 
    % m-xylene: Cp = -1.6725e1  + 5.6424e-1*T - 2.6465e-4*T.^2 
                      + 1.3380e-8*T.^3 + 1.5869e-11*T.^4 
    % s-xylene: Cp =  1.8200e-1 + 5.1344e-1*T - 2.0212e-4*T.^2 
                      - 2.1610e-8*T.^3 + 2.3212e-11*T.^4 
    % p-xylene: Cp = -1.7360e1  + 5.6470e-1*T - 2.6293e-4*T.^2 
                      + 1.1220e-8*T.^3 + 1.6544e-11*T.^4 
    % 
    % enthalpy of formation @ 298 K 
    % 
    % m-xylene: 17.3 kJ/mol 
    % s-xylene: 19.1 kJ/mol 
    % p-xylene: 18   kJ/mol 
    % 
    % entropy of gas @ 298 K 
    % 
    % m-xylene: 358.55 J/(mol K) 
    % s-xylene: 353.86 J/(mol K) 
    % p-xylene: 352.18 J/(mol K) 
     
    T_lower = 300:1:5000; 
    T_upper = 5000:1:5001; 
     
    Enthalpy_298_spec =  18.00;  % [(kJ/mol] 
    Entropy_298_spec  = 352.18;  % [J/(mol K)] 
     
    % Enthalpy_298_spec = -74.5; % [kJ/mol] 
    % Entropy_298_spec  = 186.6; % [J/(mol K)] 
     
    T = T_lower; 
    Cp_spec_low = -1.7360e1 + 5.6470e-1*T - 2.6293e-4*T.^2  
        + 1.1220e-8*T.^3 + 1.6544e-11*T.^4; 
    % Cp_spec_low = min(Cp_spec_low,Cp_spec_low(1201)); 
     
    T = T_upper; 
    Cp_spec_up = -1.7360e1  + 5.6470e-1*T - 2.6293e-4*T.^2 ... 
    + 1.1220e-8*T.^3 + 1.6544e-11*T.^4; 
     
end 
 
if material_flag == 2 
     
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % hexamethyldisiloxane % 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
     
    % Yaws' Handbook of Thermodynamic and Physical Properties of Chemical 
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    % Compounds <br> Copyright (c) 2003  Knovel 
    % 
    % Temperature 
    % 
    % Temperature Range 200 - 1500 K 
    % 
    % Heat Capacity of Gas (J/(mol K)) 
    % 
    % Cp = 9.6759e1 + 5.3023e-1*T - 1.0701e-4*T.^2 - 1.014e-7*T.^3 
          + 4.3962e-11*T.^4 
    % 
    % enthalpy of formation @ 298 K 
    % 
    % -777.72 kJ/mol 
    % 
    % entropy of gas @ 298 K 
    % 
    % 536 (J/(mol K)) 
     
    T_lower = 300:1:900; 
    T_upper = 900:1:1500; 
     
    Enthalpy_298_spec = -777.72; % [kJ/mol] 
    Entropy_298_spec  =  536;    % [J/(mol K)] 
     
    T=T_lower; 
    Cp_spec_low = 9.6759e+1 + 5.3023e-1.*T - 1.0701e-4*T.^2 ... 
        - 1.0140e-7*T.^3 + 4.3962e-11*T.^4; 
     
    T=T_upper; 
    Cp_spec_up  = 9.6759e+1 + 5.3023e-1.*T - 1.0701e-4*T.^2 ... 
        - 1.0140e-7*T.^3 + 4.3962e-11*T.^4; 
     
end 
  
if material_flag == 3 
     
%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Analysis % 
%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
% Molar enhtalpy 
  
for i=2:length(T_lower) 
    H_spec_low(i)= trapz(T_lower(1:i),Cp_spec_low(1:i)) ... 
        +Enthalpy_298_spec*1000; 
end 
  
for i=2:length(T_upper) 
    H_spec_up(i)= trapz(T_lower(1:end),Cp_spec_low(1:end)) ... 
        +trapz(T_upper(1:i),Cp_spec_up(1:i))+Enthalpy_298_spec*1000; 
end 
 
H_spec_low(1) = H_spec_low(2); 
H_spec_up(1)  = H_spec_up(2); 
 
% Conversion J -> [erg] and H -> H/Rg 
 
H_spec_low = (H_spec_low*10^7)/Rg; 
H_spec_up  = (H_spec_up*10^7)/Rg; 
 
[temp_spec_coef_low] = polyfit(T_lower,H_spec_low,5); 
[temp_spec_coef_up]  = polyfit(T_upper,H_spec_up,5); 
 
% Transform coefficients to CHEMAP format 
 
spec_coef_low(1)=temp_spec_coef_low(5); 
spec_coef_low(2)=temp_spec_coef_low(4)*2; 
spec_coef_low(3)=temp_spec_coef_low(3)*3; 
spec_coef_low(4)=temp_spec_coef_low(2)*4; 
spec_coef_low(5)=temp_spec_coef_low(1)*5; 
spec_coef_low(6)=temp_spec_coef_low(6); 
 
spec_coef_up(1)=temp_spec_coef_up(5); 
spec_coef_up(2)=temp_spec_coef_up(4)*2; 
spec_coef_up(3)=temp_spec_coef_up(3)*3; 
spec_coef_up(4)=temp_spec_coef_up(2)*4; 
spec_coef_up(5)=temp_spec_coef_up(1)*5; 
spec_coef_up(6)=temp_spec_coef_up(6); 
 
% Molar entropy 
 
for i=2:length(T_lower) 
    S_spec_low(i)= trapz(T_lower(1:i),Cp_spec_low(1:i)./T_lower(1:i)) 
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        +Entropy_298_spec; 
end 
 
for i=2:length(T_upper) 
    S_spec_up(i)= trapz(T_lower(1:end),Cp_spec_low(1:end)./T_lower(1:end)) 
        +trapz(T_upper(1:i),Cp_spec_up(1:i)./T_upper(1:i))+Entropy_298_spec; 
end 
 
S_spec_low(1) = S_spec_low(2); 
S_spec_up(1)  = S_spec_up(2); 
 
% Conversion J -> [erg] 
 
S_spec_low = (S_spec_low*10^7); 
S_spec_up  = (S_spec_up*10^7); 
 
[coeff_7_low,resnorm] = lsqcurvefit(@(x,T_lower) 
    find_coeff_lsm(x,T_lower,spec_coef_low),1,T_lower,S_spec_low); 
[coeff_7_up,resnorm]  = lsqcurvefit(@(x,T_upper)  
    find_coeff_lsm(x,T_upper,spec_coef_up),1,T_upper,S_spec_up); 
 
spec_coef_low(7) = coeff_7_low; 
spec_coef_up(7)  = coeff_7_up; 
 
% Plot 
 
x = spec_coef_low; 
T = T_lower; 
 
Plot_Cp_low = ((x(1)+x(2)*T+x(3)*T.^2+x(4)*T.^3+x(5)*T.^4)*Rg); 
Plot_S_low  = (((x(1)*log(T)+x(2)*T+(x(3)/2)*T.^2+(x(4)/3)*T.^3 ... 
    + (x(5)/4)*T.^4+x(7))*Rg)); 
Plot_H_low  = (x(1)+(x(2)/2)*T+(x(3)/3)*T.^2+(x(4)/4)*T.^3 
    + (x(5)/5)*T.^4+(x(6)./T)).*(Rg*T); 
 
x = spec_coef_up; 
T = T_upper; 
 
Plot_Cp_up = ((x(1)+x(2)*T+x(3)*T.^2+x(4)*T.^3+x(5)*T.^4)*Rg); 
Plot_S_up  = (((x(1)*log(T)+x(2)*T+(x(3)/2)*T.^2+(x(4)/3)*T.^3 ... 
    + (x(5)/4)*T.^4+x(7))*Rg)); 
Plot_H_up  = (x(1)+(x(2)/2)*T+(x(3)/3)*T.^2+(x(4)/4)*T.^3 ... 
    + (x(5)/5)*T.^4+(x(6)./T)).*(Rg*T); 
 
figure(1) 
plot(T_lower,Plot_Cp_low*10^-7,T_lower,Cp_spec_low,'--', ... 
    T_upper,Plot_Cp_up*10^-7,T_upper,Cp_spec_up,'--') 
 
figure(2) 
plot(T_lower,Plot_S_low,T_lower,S_spec_low,'--', ... 
    T_upper,Plot_S_up,T_upper,S_spec_up,'--') 
 
figure(3) 
plot(T_lower,Plot_H_low,T_lower,H_spec_low*Rg,'--', ... 
    T_upper,Plot_H_up,T_upper,H_spec_up*Rg,'--') 
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N.3 Molecular Dynamics 

N.3.1 Crystal Lattice (Lattice_builder.m) 
 
% **************************************************************************** 
% * Name: Lattice_builder.m * 
% * Author: Beat Büsser * 
% * Date: 6th April 2011 * 
% * Place: ETH Zürich * 
% *  * 
% * Description: This script builds crystals from unit cells, cuts * 
% * out spheres and writes the coordinates in to files. * 
% **************************************************************************** 
 
clear all 
clc 
 
cut_shape = 1; % 1: sphere, 2: cube 
offset = 0; 
 
d_max      = 150/3.4; % [Angstrom] 
d_particle = 100/3.4; % [Angstrom] 
 
delta_x    = 0.0; 
delta_y    = 0.0; 
delta_z    = 0.0; 
 
% unit cell parameters 
 
alpha = pi/2; 
beta  = pi/2; 
gamma = pi/2; 
 
[n_atom_unit_red,unit_cell_red,unit_cell_atom_type,cell_a,cell_b,cell_c] = 
    unit_cell_rutile_TiO2_reduced(); 
% [n_atom_unit_red,unit_cell_red,unit_cell_atom_type,cell_a,cell_b,cell_c] = 
    unit_cell_rutile_TiO2_ini(); 
% [n_atom_unit_red,unit_cell_red,unit_cell_atom_type,cell_a,cell_b,cell_c] = 
    unit_cell_anatase_TiO2_ini(); 
% [n_atom_unit_red,unit_cell_red,unit_cell_atom_type,cell_a,cell_b,cell_c] = 
    unit_cell_anatase_TiO2_reduced(); 
 
% number of multiplications 
  
n_a = floor(d_max / cell_a); 
n_b = floor(d_max / cell_b); 
n_c = floor(d_max / cell_c); 
 
% repeat the unit cell 
 
cell_counter = 0; 
 
n_ini = n_a*n_b*n_c*n_atom_unit_red; 
 
atom_type_block        = zeros(n_ini,1); 
atom_coordinates_block = zeros(n_ini,3); 
 
for i_a = 1:n_a 
    for i_b = 1:n_b 
        for i_c = 1:n_c 
             
            for n = 1:n_atom_unit_red 
                 
                atom_type_block(n+cell_counter,1) = unit_cell_atom_type(n); 
                 
                atom_coordinates_block(n+cell_counter,1) = ... 
                    unit_cell_red(n,1) + (i_a-1)*cell_a  
                    - (i_b-1)*sin(gamma-pi/2)*cell_a; 
                atom_coordinates_block(n+cell_counter,2) = ... 
                    unit_cell_red(n,2) + (i_b-1)*cell_b; 
                atom_coordinates_block(n+cell_counter,3) = ... 
                    unit_cell_red(n,3) + (i_c-1)*cell_c; 
                 
            end 
             
            cell_counter = cell_counter + n_atom_unit_red; 
             
        end 
    end 
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end 
 
% center the block 
 
atom_coordinates_block(:,1) = atom_coordinates_block(:,1) ... 
    - n_a*cell_a/2 + delta_x; 
atom_coordinates_block(:,2) = atom_coordinates_block(:,2) ... 
    - n_b*cell_b/2 + delta_y; 
atom_coordinates_block(:,3) = atom_coordinates_block(:,3) ... 
    - n_c*cell_c/2 + delta_z; 
 
% cut out sphere 
  
if cut_shape == 1 
     
    n_atom_particle = 0; 
     
    atom_type_particle_large        = zeros(n_ini,1); 
    atom_coordinates_particle_large = zeros(n_ini,3); 
     
     
    for n = 1:length(atom_type_block) 
         
        length(atom_type_block) 
         
        radius = sqrt(atom_coordinates_block(n,1)^2 ... 
            + atom_coordinates_block(n,2)^2 ... 
            + atom_coordinates_block(n,3)^2); 
         
        if radius < d_particle/2 
        %if radius > d_particle/2 
             
            n_atom_particle = n_atom_particle + 1; 
             
            atom_coordinates_particle_large(n_atom_particle,1) = ... 
                atom_coordinates_block(n,1); 
            atom_coordinates_particle_large(n_atom_particle,2) = ... 
                atom_coordinates_block(n,2); 
            atom_coordinates_particle_large(n_atom_particle,3) = ... 
                atom_coordinates_block(n,3); 
             
            atom_type_particle_large(n_atom_particle,1) = ... 
                atom_type_block(n); 
             
        end 
    end 
     
    atom_type_particle        = atom_type_particle_large(1:n_atom_particle); 
    atom_coordinates_particle = ... 
        atom_coordinates_particle_large(1:n_atom_particle,1:3); 
     
end 
 
% cut out cube 
 
if cut_shape == 2 
     
    n_atom_particle = 0; 
     
    atom_type_particle_large        = zeros(n_ini,1); 
    atom_coordinates_particle_large = zeros(n_ini,3); 
     
    for n = 1:length(atom_type_block) 
         
        length(atom_type_block) 
         
        if abs(atom_coordinates_block(n,1)) < d_particle/2 
            if abs(atom_coordinates_block(n,2)) < d_particle/2 
                if abs(atom_coordinates_block(n,3)) < d_particle/2 
                     
                    n_atom_particle = n_atom_particle + 1; 
                     
                    atom_coordinates_particle_large(n_atom_particle,1) = ... 
                        atom_coordinates_block(n,1); 
                    atom_coordinates_particle_large(n_atom_particle,2) = ... 
                        atom_coordinates_block(n,2); 
                    atom_coordinates_particle_large(n_atom_particle,3) = ... 
                        atom_coordinates_block(n,3); 
                     
                    atom_type_particle_large(n_atom_particle,1) = ... 
                        atom_type_block(n); 
                     
                end 
            end 
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        end 
    end 
     
    atom_type_particle        = atom_type_particle_large(1:n_atom_particle); 
    atom_coordinates_particle = ... 
        atom_coordinates_particle_large(1:n_atom_particle,1:3); 
     
end 
 
% write data files 
 
write_pdb(atom_coordinates_particle,n_atom_particle,atom_type_particle) 
write_atom_list_charge(atom_coordinates_particle,n_atom_particle, ... 
    atom_type_particle) 
write_atom_list(atom_coordinates_particle,n_atom_particle, ... 
    atom_type_particle,offset) 
write_xyz(atom_coordinates_particle,n_atom_particle,atom_type_particle) 
 
% check for stoichiometry 
 
N_O  = 0; 
N_Ti = 0; 
 
for i= 1:n_atom_particle 
     
    if atom_type_particle(i) == 8 
        N_O = N_O + 1; 
    end 
     
    if atom_type_particle(i) == 22 
        N_Ti = N_Ti + 1; 
    end 
     
end 
 
R_TiO2 = N_O/N_Ti; 
 

N.3.2 Unit cell (unit_cell_rutile_TiO2_ini.m) 
 
% **************************************************************************** 
% * Name: unit_cell_rutile_TiO2_ini.m * 
% * Author: Beat Büsser * 
% * Date: 6th April 2011 * 
% * Place: ETH Zürich * 
% *  * 
% * Description: This file contains the Cartesian coordinates of atoms in * 
% * the unit cell of rutile TiO2. * 
% *   * 
% * Outputs:   * 
% * n_atom_unit_red number of atoms in unit cell * 
% * unit_cell_red matrix with atom coordinates * 
% * unit_cell_atom_type vector of atom type * 
% * cell_a  lattice parameter a [Angstrom] * 
% * cell_b  lattice parameter b [Angstrom] * 
% * cell_c  lattice parameter c [Angstrom] * 
% **************************************************************************** 
 
function [n_atom_unit_red,unit_cell_red,unit_cell_atom_type,cell_a, ... 
    cell_b,cell_c] = unit_cell_rutile_TiO2_ini() 
     
    cell_a = 4.594; % [Angstrom] 
    cell_b = 4.594; % [Angstrom] 
    cell_c = 2.958; % [Angstrom] 
     
    n_atom_unit_red = 15; 
     
    unit_cell_atom_type(1,1) = 22; 
    unit_cell_red(1,1) = 0.000; 
    unit_cell_red(1,2) = 0.000; 
    unit_cell_red(1,3) = 0.000; 
 
    unit_cell_atom_type(2,1) = 22; 
    unit_cell_red(2,1) = 4.594; 
    unit_cell_red(2,2) = 0.000; 
    unit_cell_red(2,3) = 0.000; 
     
    unit_cell_atom_type(3,1) = 22; 
    unit_cell_red(3,1) = 0.000; 
    unit_cell_red(3,2) = 4.594; 
    unit_cell_red(3,3) = 0.000; 
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    unit_cell_atom_type(4,1) = 22; 
    unit_cell_red(4,1) = 0.000; 
    unit_cell_red(4,2) = 0.000; 
    unit_cell_red(4,3) = 2.958; 
     
    unit_cell_atom_type(5,1) = 22; 
    unit_cell_red(5,1) = 4.594; 
    unit_cell_red(5,2) = 4.594; 
    unit_cell_red(5,3) = 0.000; 
     
    unit_cell_atom_type(6,1) = 22; 
    unit_cell_red(6,1) = 4.594; 
    unit_cell_red(6,2) = 0.000; 
    unit_cell_red(6,3) = 2.958; 
     
    unit_cell_atom_type(7,1) = 22; 
    unit_cell_red(7,1) = 0.000; 
    unit_cell_red(7,2) = 4.594; 
    unit_cell_red(7,3) = 2.958; 
     
    unit_cell_atom_type(8,1) = 22; 
    unit_cell_red(8,1) = 4.594; 
    unit_cell_red(8,2) = 4.594; 
    unit_cell_red(8,3) = 2.958; 
     
    unit_cell_atom_type(9,1) = 22; 
    unit_cell_red(9,1) = 2.297; 
    unit_cell_red(9,2) = 2.297; 
    unit_cell_red(9,3) = 1.479; 
     
    unit_cell_atom_type(10,1) = 8; 
    unit_cell_red(10,1) = 1.402; 
    unit_cell_red(10,2) = 1.402; 
    unit_cell_red(10,3) = 0.000; 
     
    unit_cell_atom_type(11,1) = 8; 
    unit_cell_red(11,1) = 3.192; 
    unit_cell_red(11,2) = 3.192; 
    unit_cell_red(11,3) = 0.000; 
     
    unit_cell_atom_type(12,1) = 8; 
    unit_cell_red(12,1) = 1.402; 
    unit_cell_red(12,2) = 1.402; 
    unit_cell_red(12,3) = 2.958; 
     
    unit_cell_atom_type(13,1) = 8; 
    unit_cell_red(13,1) = 3.192; 
    unit_cell_red(13,2) = 3.192; 
    unit_cell_red(13,3) = 2.958; 
     
    unit_cell_atom_type(14,1) = 8; 
    unit_cell_red(14,1) = 3.669; 
    unit_cell_red(14,2) = 0.895; 
    unit_cell_red(14,3) = 1.479; 
     
    unit_cell_atom_type(15,1) = 8; 
    unit_cell_red(15,1) = 0.895; 
    unit_cell_red(15,2) = 3.669; 
    unit_cell_red(15,3) = 1.479; 
     
end 
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N.3.3 Unit cell simplified (unit_cell_rutile_TiO2_reduced.m) 
 
% **************************************************************************** 
% * Name: unit_cell_rutile_TiO2_reduced.m * 
% * Author: Beat Büsser * 
% * Date: 6th April 2011 * 
% * Place: ETH Zürich * 
% *  * 
% * Description: This file contains the Cartesian coordinates of atoms in * 
% * the unit cell of rutile TiO2 without the periodic images of atoms. * 
% *    * 
% * Outputs:   * 
% * n_atom_unit_red number of atoms in unit cell * 
% * unit_cell_red matrix with atom coordinates * 
% * unit_cell_atom_type vector of atom type * 
% * cell_a  lattice parameter a [Angstrom] * 
% * cell_b  lattice parameter b [Angstrom] * 
% * cell_c  lattice parameter c [Angstrom] * 
% **************************************************************************** 
 
function [n_atom_unit_red,unit_cell_red,unit_cell_atom_type,cell_a, ... 
    cell_b,cell_c] = unit_cell_rutile_TiO2_reduced() 
     
    cell_a = 4.594; % [Angstrom] 
    cell_b = 4.594; % [Angstrom] 
    cell_c = 2.958; % [Angstrom] 
     
    n_atom_unit_red = 6; 
     
    unit_cell_atom_type(1,1) = 22; 
    unit_cell_red(1,1) = 4.594; 
    unit_cell_red(1,2) = 0.000; 
    unit_cell_red(1,3) = 0.000; 
     
    unit_cell_atom_type(2,1) = 22; 
    unit_cell_red(2,1) = 2.297; 
    unit_cell_red(2,2) = 2.297; 
    unit_cell_red(2,3) = 1.479; 
     
    unit_cell_atom_type(3,1) = 8; 
    unit_cell_red(3,1) = 1.402; 
    unit_cell_red(3,2) = 1.402; 
    unit_cell_red(3,3) = 0.000; 
     
    unit_cell_atom_type(4,1) = 8; 
    unit_cell_red(4,1) = 3.192; 
    unit_cell_red(4,2) = 3.192; 
    unit_cell_red(4,3) = 0.000; 
     
    unit_cell_atom_type(5,1) = 8; 
    unit_cell_red(5,1) = 3.669; 
    unit_cell_red(5,2) = 0.895; 
    unit_cell_red(5,3) = 1.479; 
     
    unit_cell_atom_type(6,1) = 8; 
    unit_cell_red(6,1) = 0.895; 
    unit_cell_red(6,2) = 3.669; 
    unit_cell_red(6,3) = 1.479; 
     
end 
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N.3.4 Output (write_atom_list_charge.m) 
 
% **************************************************************************** 
% * Name: write_atom_list_charge.m * 
% * Author: Beat Büsser * 
% * Date: 6th April 2011 * 
% * Place: ETH Zürich * 
% *  * 
% * Description: This function writes a list of atom coordinates, atom * 
% * types and atom charges that can be copied into the velocity section of * 
% * the input file used by LAMMPS. * 
% *  * 
% * Inputs:   * 
% * coordinates atom velocities, matrix 3 columns (x,y,z) and n_atom rows * 
% * n_atom number of atoms, integer * 
% * atom_type type of atoms (atomic number), vector with lenth n_atom * 
% **************************************************************************** 
 
function write_atom_list_charge(coordinates,n_atom,atom_type) 
     
    fid = fopen('atom_list_charge.txt','w'); 
         
        for n = 1:n_atom 
             
            switch atom_type(n) 
                case 8 
                    charge = '-1.098'; 
                case 18 
                    charge = ' 0.000'; 
                case 22 
                    charge = ' 2.196'; 
                otherwise 
                    disp('Element nicht gefunden!') 
            end 
             
            fprintf(fid,'%6.0f %8.0f %8s %10.5f %10.5f ... 
                %10.5f\n',n,atom_type(n),charge,coordinates(n,1), ... 
                coordinates(n,2),coordinates(n,3)); 
             
        end 
         
    fclose(fid) 
     
end 
 

N.3.5 Output (write_atom_list.m) 
 

% **************************************************************************** 
% * Name: write_atom_list.m * 
% * Author: Beat Büsser * 
% * Date: 6th April 2011 * 
% * Place: ETH Zürich * 
% *  * 
% * Description: This function writes a list of atom coordinates and atom * 
% * types that can be copied into the velocity section of the input file * 
% * used by LAMMPS.  * 
% *  * 
% * Inputs:   * 
% * coordinates atom velocities, matrix 3 columns (x,y,z) and n_atom rows * 
% * n_atom number of atoms, integer * 
% * atom_type type of atoms (atomic number), vector with lenth n_atom * 
% * offset starting at different atom-ID * 
% **************************************************************************** 
 

function write_atom_list(coordinates,n_atom,atom_type,offset) 
     
    fid = fopen('atom_list.txt','w'); 
         
        for n = 1:n_atom 
             
            n_line = offset + n; 
             
            fprintf(fid,'%6.0f %8.0f %10.5f %10.5f %10.5f\n',n_line, ... 
                atom_type(n),coordinates(n,1),coordinates(n,2), ... 
                coordinates(n,3)); 
             
        end 
    fclose(fid) 
end 
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N.3.6 Output (write_atom_list_vel.m) 
 
% **************************************************************************** 
% * Name: write_atom_list_vel.m * 
% * Author: Beat Büsser * 
% * Date: 6th April 2011 * 
% * Place: ETH Zürich * 
% *  * 
% * Description: This function writes a list of atom velocities that can * 
% * be copied into the velocity section of the input file used by LAMMPS. * 
% *    * 
% * Inputs:   * 
% * velocities atom velocities, matrix 3 columns (x,y,z) and n_atom rows * 
% * n_atom number of atoms, integer * 
% * offset starting at different atom-ID * 
% **************************************************************************** 
 
function write_atom_list_vel(velocities,n_atom,offset) 
     
    fid = fopen('atom_list_vel.txt','w'); 
         
        for n = 1:n_atom 
             
            n_line = offset + n; 
             
            fprintf(fid,'%6.0f %12.7f %12.7f %12.7f\n',n_line, ... 
                velocities(n,1),velocities(n,2),velocities(n,3)); 
             
        end 
     
    fclose(fid) 
     
end 

N.3.7 Output (write_xyz.m) 
 
% **************************************************************************** 
% * Name: write_xyz.m * 
% * Author: Beat Büsser * 
% * Date: 6th April 2011 * 
% * Place: ETH Zürich * 
% *  * 
% * Description: This function writes atom coordinates in xyz files that * 
% * for e.g. vizualization by VMD. * 
% *   * 
% * Inputs:   * 
% * coordinates atom coordinates, matrix 3 columns (x,y,z) and n_atom rows * 
% * n_atom number of atoms, integer * 
% * atom_type type of atoms (atomic number), vector with lenth n_atom * 
% **************************************************************************** 
 
function write_xyz(coordinates,n_atom,atom_type) 
     
    fid = fopen('atom_list.xyz','w'); 
         
        fprintf(fid,'%2.0f\n',n_atom); 
        fprintf(fid,'%4s\n','Atoms'); 
         
        for n = 1:n_atom 
             
            fprintf(fid,' %2.0f %8.5f %8.5f %8.5f\n',atom_type(n), ... 
                coordinates(n,1),coordinates(n,2),coordinates(n,3)); 
             
        end 
         
    fclose(fid) 
 
end 
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N.3.8 Combining two particles (main_sintering_setup_1_2.m) 
 
% **************************************************************************** 
% * Name: main_sintering_setup_1_2.m * 
% * Author: Beat Büsser * 
% * Date: 6th April 2011 * 
% * Place: ETH Zürich * 
% *  * 
% * Description: This script combines the coordinates and velocities of * 
% * two particle equilibrium simulations and rotates the second particle * 
% * by predefined angles and finally writes the coordinates of both * 
% * particles into a single file. * 
% **************************************************************************** 
 
phi_x_vector = [0 90 180 270]; 
phi_y_vector = [0 90 180 270]; 
phi_z_vector = [0 90 180 270]; 
 
separation = 3; % [Angstrom] 
 
temp_string = '1800'; 
diameter_string = '3_5'; 
 
for i_x = 1:length(phi_x_vector) 
    for i_y = 1:length(phi_y_vector) 
        for i_z = 1:length(phi_z_vector) 
             
            i_x 
            i_y 
            i_z 
             
            phi_x = phi_x_vector(i_x); 
            phi_y = phi_y_vector(i_y); 
            phi_z = phi_z_vector(i_z); 
             
            phi_x = phi_x/180*pi; 
            phi_y = phi_y/180*pi; 
            phi_z = phi_z/180*pi; 
             
            path_string = ['H:\Projects\Molecular_Dynamics\Matlab\ ... 
                sintering_setup\Sintering_TiO2_rut_ana_', ... 
                diameter_string,'nm_',temp_string,'K_', ... 
                num2str(phi_x_vector(i_x),'%03.0f'),'_', ... 
                num2str(phi_y_vector(i_y),'%03.0f'),'_', ... 
                num2str(phi_z_vector(i_z),'%03.0f'),'.data']; 
             
            atom_type_1   = data_co_1(:,1); 
            coordinates_1 = data_co_1(:,2:4); 
            n_atom_1      = length(data_co_1(:,1)); 
            velocities_1  = data_vel_1(:,2:4); 
             
            COM_x_1       = 0; 
            COM_y_1       = 0; 
            COM_z_1       = 0; 
            mass_total_1  = 0; 
             
            for i = 1:n_atom_1 
                 
                mass_1 = 0; 
                 
                if atom_type_1(i) == 8 
                    mass_1 = 16; 
                elseif atom_type_1(i) == 22 
                    mass_1 = 48; 
                end 
                 
                COM_x_1 = COM_x_1 + coordinates_1(i,1)*mass_1; 
                COM_y_1 = COM_y_1 + coordinates_1(i,2)*mass_1; 
                COM_z_1 = COM_z_1 + coordinates_1(i,3)*mass_1; 
                 
                mass_total_1 = mass_total_1 + mass_1; 
                 
            end 
             
            COM_x_1 = COM_x_1 / mass_total_1; 
            COM_y_1 = COM_y_1 / mass_total_1; 
            COM_z_1 = COM_z_1 / mass_total_1; 
             
            coordinates_1(:,1) = coordinates_1(:,1) - COM_x_1; 
            coordinates_1(:,2) = coordinates_1(:,2) - COM_y_1; 
            coordinates_1(:,3) = coordinates_1(:,3) - COM_z_1; 
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            MAX_x1 = max(coordinates_1(:,1)); 
            MIN_x1 = min(coordinates_1(:,1)); 
             
             
            atom_type_2   = data_co_2(:,1); 
            coordinates_2 = data_co_2(:,2:4); 
            n_atom_2      = length(data_co_2(:,1)); 
            velocities_2  = data_vel_2(:,2:4); 
             
            COM_x_2       = 0; 
            COM_y_2       = 0; 
            COM_z_2       = 0; 
            mass_total_2  = 0; 
             
            for i = 1:n_atom_2 
                 
                mass_2 = 0; 
                 
                if atom_type_2(i) == 8 
                    mass_2 = 16; 
                elseif atom_type_2(i) == 22 
                    mass_2 = 48; 
                end 
                 
                COM_x_2 = COM_x_2 + coordinates_2(i,1)*mass_2; 
                COM_y_2 = COM_y_2 + coordinates_2(i,2)*mass_2; 
                COM_z_2 = COM_z_2 + coordinates_2(i,3)*mass_2; 
                 
                mass_total_2 = mass_total_2 + mass_2; 
                 
            end 
             
            COM_x_2 = COM_x_2 / mass_total_2; 
            COM_y_2 = COM_y_2 / mass_total_2; 
            COM_z_2 = COM_z_2 / mass_total_2; 
             
            coordinates_2(:,1) = coordinates_2(:,1) - COM_x_2; 
            coordinates_2(:,2) = coordinates_2(:,2) - COM_y_2; 
            coordinates_2(:,3) = coordinates_2(:,3) - COM_z_2; 
             
            MAX_x2 = max(coordinates_2(:,1)); 
            MIN_x2 = min(coordinates_2(:,1)); 
             
             
            coordinates_2_rot(:,2) = coordinates_2(:,2)*cos(phi_x) ... 
                - coordinates_2(:,3)*sin(phi_x); 
            coordinates_2_rot(:,3) = coordinates_2(:,2)*sin(phi_x) ... 
                + coordinates_2(:,3)*cos(phi_x); 
             
            coordinates_2(:,2) = coordinates_2_rot(:,2); 
            coordinates_2(:,3) = coordinates_2_rot(:,3); 
             
            coordinates_2_rot(:,1) = coordinates_2(:,1)*cos(phi_y) ... 
                - coordinates_2(:,3)*sin(phi_y); 
            coordinates_2_rot(:,3) = coordinates_2(:,1)*sin(phi_y) ... 
                + coordinates_2(:,3)*cos(phi_y); 
             
            coordinates_2(:,1) = coordinates_2_rot(:,1); 
            coordinates_2(:,3) = coordinates_2_rot(:,3); 
             
            coordinates_2_rot(:,1) = coordinates_2(:,1)*cos(phi_z) ... 
                - coordinates_2(:,2)*sin(phi_z); 
            coordinates_2_rot(:,2) = coordinates_2(:,1)*sin(phi_z) ... 
                + coordinates_2(:,2)*cos(phi_z); 
             
            coordinates_2(:,1) = coordinates_2_rot(:,1); 
            coordinates_2(:,2) = coordinates_2_rot(:,2); 
             
            MAX_x2 = max(coordinates_2(:,1)); 
            MIN_x2 = min(coordinates_2(:,1)); 
             
            coordinates_2(:,1) = coordinates_2(:,1) + (MAX_x1 - MIN_x2) ... 
                + separation; 
             
             
            velocities_2_rot(:,1) = velocities_2(:,1)*cos(phi_z) ... 
                - velocities_2(:,2)*sin(phi_z); 
            velocities_2_rot(:,2) = velocities_2(:,1)*sin(phi_z) ... 
                + velocities_2(:,2)*cos(phi_z); 
             
            velocities_2(:,1) = velocities_2_rot(:,1); 
            velocities_2(:,2) = velocities_2_rot(:,2); 
             
            velocities_2_rot(:,2) = velocities_2(:,2)*cos(phi_x) ... 
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                - velocities_2(:,3)*sin(phi_x); 
            velocities_2_rot(:,3) = velocities_2(:,2)*sin(phi_x) ... 
                + velocities_2(:,3)*cos(phi_x); 
             
            velocities_2(:,2) = velocities_2_rot(:,2); 
            velocities_2(:,3) = velocities_2_rot(:,3); 
             
            velocities_2_rot(:,1) = velocities_2(:,1)*cos(phi_y) ... 
                - velocities_2(:,3)*sin(phi_y); 
            velocities_2_rot(:,3) = velocities_2(:,1)*sin(phi_y) ... 
                + velocities_2(:,3)*cos(phi_y); 
             
            velocities_2(:,1) = velocities_2_rot(:,1); 
            velocities_2(:,3) = velocities_2_rot(:,3); 
             
             
            coordinates(1:n_atom_1,1:3) = coordinates_1; 
            velocities(1:n_atom_1,1:3)  = velocities_1; 
            atom_type(1:n_atom_1,1)     = atom_type_1; 
             
            coordinates(n_atom_1+1:n_atom_1+n_atom_2,1:3) = coordinates_2; 
            velocities(n_atom_1+1:n_atom_1+n_atom_2,1:3)  = velocities_2; 
            atom_type(n_atom_1+1:n_atom_1+n_atom_2,1)     = atom_type_2; 
            n_atom = n_atom_1 + n_atom_2; 
             
             
            fid = fopen(path_string,'w'); 
                 
                fprintf(fid,'LAMMPS Description\n\n'); 
                 
                fprintf(fid,'%4.0f atoms\n\n',n_atom); 
                 
                fprintf(fid,'22   atom types\n\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'-200 200 xlo xhi\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'-200 200 ylo yhi\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'-200 200 zlo zhi\n\n'); 
                 
                fprintf(fid,'Masses\n\n'); 
                 
                fprintf(fid,'1   1.01\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'2   4.00\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'3   6.94\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'4   9.01\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'5  10.81\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'6  12.01\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'7  14.00\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'8  16.00\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'9  19.00\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'10 20.18\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'11 22.99\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'12 24.31\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'13 26.98\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'14 28.09\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'15 30.97\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'16 32.07\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'17 35.45\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'18 39.95\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'19 39.10\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'20 40.08\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'21 44.96\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'22 47.87\n\n\n'); 
                 
                fprintf(fid,'Atoms\n\n'); 
                 
                 
                for n = 1:n_atom 
                     
                    switch atom_type(n) 
                        case 8 
                            charge = '-1.098'; 
                        case 22 
                            charge = ' 2.196'; 
                        otherwise 
                            disp('Element nicht gefunden!') 
                    end 
                     
                    fprintf(fid,'%6.0f %8.0f %8s %10.5f %10.5f %10.5f\n', ... 
                        n,atom_type(n),charge,coordinates(n,1), ... 
                        coordinates(n,2),coordinates(n,3)); 
                     
                end 
                 
                fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
                fprintf(fid,'Velocities\n\n'); 
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                for n = 1:n_atom 
                     
                    fprintf(fid,'%6.0f %12.7f %12.7f %12.7f\n',n, ... 
                        velocities(n,1),velocities(n,2),velocities(n,3)); 
                     
                end 
                 
            fclose(fid) 
             
        end 
    end 
end 
 

N.3.9 Output (write_xml_SI.m) 
 
% **************************************************************************** 
% * Name: write_xml_SI.m * 
% * Author: Beat Büsser * 
% * Date: 6th April 2011 * 
% * Place: ETH Zürich * 
% *  * 
% * Description: This function writes atom coordinates and velocities into * 
% * xml files as input for hoomd blue 0.8.2 using SI units. * 
% **************************************************************************** 
 
function write_xml_SI(file_name) 
     
    fid = fopen(file_name,'w'); 
     
    fprintf(fid,'<?xml version="1.1" encoding="UTF-8"?>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'<hoomd_xml version="1.0">\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'<configuration time_step="0">\n'); 
     
    fprintf(fid,'<box units="sigma"  lx="1000" ly="1000" lz="1000"/>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
     
    fprintf(fid,'<position units="Angstrom">\n'); 
     
    for i = 1:length(data_co(:,1)) 
        fprintf(fid,'%8.5f %8.5f %8.5f\n',data_co(i,4),data_co(i,5), ... 
            data_co(i,6)); 
    end 
     
    fprintf(fid,'%11s\n','</position>'); 
    fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
     
    fprintf(fid,'<velocity units="Angstrom/fs">\n'); 
     
    for i = 1:length(data_vel(:,1)) 
        fprintf(fid,'%10.7f %10.7f %10.7f\n',data_vel(i,2), ... 
            data_vel(i,3),data_vel(i,4)); 
    end 
     
    fprintf(fid,'</velocity>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
     
    fprintf(fid,'<mass units="kg/mol">\n'); 
 
    for i = 1:length(data_co(:,1)) 
         
        if data_co(i,2) == 8 
            fprintf(fid,'16.0e-3\n'); 
        elseif data_co(i,2) == 22 
            fprintf(fid,'47.87e-3\n'); 
        end 
         
    end 
     
    fprintf(fid,'</mass>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
     
    fprintf(fid,'<diameter units="---">\n'); 
    for i = 1:length(data_co(:,1)) 
         
        if data_co(i,2) == 8 
            fprintf(fid,'2.0\n'); 
        elseif data_co(i,2) == 22 
            fprintf(fid,'1.0\n'); 
        end 
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    end 
     
    fprintf(fid,'</diameter>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
     
    fprintf(fid,'<type>\n'); 
     
    for i = 1:length(data_co(:,1)) 
     
        if data_co(i,2) == 8 
            fprintf(fid,'O\n'); 
        elseif data_co(i,2) == 22 
            fprintf(fid,'Ti\n'); 
        end 
         
    end 
     
    fprintf(fid,'</type>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'\n'); 
     
    fprintf(fid,'</configuration>\n'); 
    fprintf(fid,'</hoomd_xml>\n'); 
     
    fclose(fid) 
end 
 

N.3.10 Surface area calculation (surface_analysis_xml.m) 
 
% **************************************************************************** 
% * Name: surface_analysis_xml.m * 
% * Author: Beat Büsser * 
% * Date: 6th April 2011 * 
% * Place: ETH Zürich * 
% *  * 
% * Description: This script calculates the surface area from atom  * 
% * coordinates in a set of xml files of hoomd blue 0.8.2. calling the * 
% * msms.exe program by Sanner et al. (1996). * 
% **************************************************************************** 
 
clear all 
clc 
 
phi_string = '000_000_000_1_2'; 
temp_string = '1500'; 
diameter_string = '2_5'; 
integrator_string = 'NVE_zero_momentum'; 
 
path_string_xml = 'F:\molecular_dynamics\projects\Matlab_analysis_temp\'; 
 
load N_vector_45e6.mat 
 
SES_analytic       = zeros(length(N_vector),1); 
SAS_analytic       = zeros(length(N_vector),1); 
SES_volume_numeric = zeros(length(N_vector),1); 
SES_numeric        = zeros(length(N_vector),1); 
 
for i = 1:length(N_vector) 
     
    N_vector(i) 
     
    file_name_string = num2str(N_vector(i),'%010.0f'); 
     
    fid = fopen([path_string_xml,'atoms.dump.',num2str(N_vector(i), ... 
        '%010.0f'),'.xml'], 'r'); 
        data_xyz = textscan(fid, '%f %f %f %f', 'headerlines', 5); 
    fclose(fid); 
     
    data_xyz = cell2mat(data_xyz); 
    coordinates = data_xyz(:,1:3); 
     
    n_atom = length(coordinates(:,1)); 
     
     
    fid = fopen([path_string_xml,'atoms.dump.',num2str(N_vector(i), ... 
        '%010.0f'),'.xml'], 'r'); 
        data_xyz = textscan(fid, '%f %f %f %f', 'headerlines', n_atom+2+5); 
    fclose(fid); 
     
    data_xyz   = cell2mat(data_xyz); 
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    velocities = data_xyz(:,1:3); 
     
     
    fid = fopen([path_string_xml,'atoms.dump.',num2str(N_vector(i), ... 
        '%010.0f'),'.xml'], 'r'); 
        data_xyz = textscan(fid, '%f %f %f %f', 'headerlines', ... 
            3*(n_atom+2)+5); 
    fclose(fid); 
     
    data_xyz = cell2mat(data_xyz); 
    diameter = data_xyz(:,1); 
     
     
    for n = 1:n_atom 
         
        if diameter(n) == 2 
            atom_type(n,1) = 8; 
        end 
         
        if diameter(n) == 1 
            atom_type(n,1) = 22; 
        end 
         
    end 
     
    name_string_xyzr = ['Sintering_TiO2_',diameter_string,'nm_', ... 
        temp_string,'K.',num2str(N_vector(i),'%010.0f'),'.xyzr']; 
     
    write_xyzr(coordinates,n_atom,atom_type,name_string_xyzr) 
     
     
    string_dos = ['msms.exe -if Sintering_TiO2_',diameter_string,'nm_', ... 
        temp_string,'K.',num2str(N_vector(i),'%010.0f'), ... 
        '.xyzr -af Sintering_TiO2_',diameter_string,'nm_',temp_string, ... 
        'K_',phi_string,'.',num2str(N_vector(i),'%010.0f'), ... 
        '.area -probe_radius 2.25']; 
     
    [status,result] = dos(string_dos); 
     
    if length(result)>379 
         
        % d_p = 2nm 
        % SES_analytic(i,1)       = str2double(result(390:397)); 
        % SAS_analytic(i,1)       = str2double(result(400:407)); 
        % SES_volume_numeric(i,1) = str2double(result(502:510)); 
        % SES_numeric(i,1)        = str2double(result(514:521)); 
         
        % d_p = 2.5nm 
        SES_analytic(i,1)         = str2double(result(391:398)); 
        SAS_analytic(i,1)         = str2double(result(401:408)); 
        SES_volume_numeric(i,1)   = str2double(result(503:511)); 
        SES_numeric(i,1)          = str2double(result(515:522)); 
         
        % d_p = 3nm 
        % SES_analytic(i,1)       = str2double(result(389:396)); 
        % SAS_analytic(i,1)       = str2double(result(399:406)); 
        % SES_volume_numeric(i,1) = str2double(result(501:509)); 
        % SES_numeric(i,1)        = str2double(result(513:520)); 
         
        % d_p = 4nm 
        % SES_analytic(i,1)       = str2double(result(388:396)); 
        % SAS_analytic(i,1)       = str2double(result(398:406)); 
        % SES_volume_numeric(i,1) = str2double(result(500:509)); 
        % SES_numeric(i,1)        = str2double(result(512:520)); 
         
        % d_p = 5nm 
        % SES_analytic(i,1)       = str2double(result(389:397)); 
        % SAS_analytic(i,1)       = str2double(result(399:407)); 
        % SES_volume_numeric(i,1) = str2double(result(502:511)); 
        % SES_numeric(i,1)        = str2double(result(514:522)); 
         
    else 
         
        SES_analytic(i,1)       = NaN; 
        SAS_analytic(i,1)       = NaN; 
         
        SES_volume_numeric(i,1) = NaN; 
        SES_numeric(i,1)        = NaN; 
         
    end 
     
end 
 
SES_analytic_norm = SES_analytic ./ SES_analytic(1); 
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a_as_div_a0_as = SES_analytic_norm*4.8473 -3.8473; 
 
a_as_div_a0_as_1 = (SES_analytic - min(SES_analytic)) ... 
    / (SES_analytic(1) - min(SES_analytic)); 
 

N.3.11 Output (write_xyzr.m) 
 
% **************************************************************************** 
% * Name: write_xyzr.m * 
% * Author: Beat Büsser * 
% * Date: 6th April 2011 * 
% * Place: ETH Zürich * 
% *  * 
% * Description: This function writes atom coordinates in an xyzr input * 
% * file for the msms program of Sanner et al. (1996). * 
% **************************************************************************** 
 
function write_xyzr(coordinates,n_atom,atom_type,name_string_xyzr) 
     
    fid = fopen(name_string_xyzr,'w'); 
         
        for n = 1:n_atom 
             
            switch atom_type(n) 
                case 8 
                    r_vdW = 1.54; % [Angstrom] 
                case 22 
                    r_vdW = 2.5;  % [Angstrom] 
                otherwise 
                    disp('Element nicht gefunden!') 
                    r_vdW = 0; 
                 
            end 
             
            fprintf(fid,' %8.5f %8.5f %8.5f %8.5f\n',coordinates(n,1), ... 
                coordinates(n,2),coordinates(n,3),r_vdW); 
             
        end 
         
    fclose(fid); 
     
end 
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N.3.12 Check file order (get_number_xml.m) 
 
% **************************************************************************** 
% * Name: get_number_xml.m * 
% * Author: Beat Büsser * 
% * Date: 6th April 2011 * 
% * Place: ETH Zürich * 
% *  * 
% * Description: This script determines the file name numbers of a series * 
% * of xml files. The MD code hoomd blue sometimes rounds the output step * 
% * number differently leding to slightly (+-5) numbering of a few files. * 
% **************************************************************************** 
 
clear all 
clc 
path_string_xml = 'F:\molecular_dynamics\projects\Matlab_analysis_temp\'; 
 
j = 1; 
n_files = 867; 
 
N_vector_guess = [1:1:237 floor(round(10*10.^((238:n_files+1)/100))/10)]; 
N_vector_guess = N_vector_guess'; 
 
N_vector = zeros(n_files,1); 
 
search_range = 5; 
 
for i = 1:n_files 
     
    file_name_string = [path_string_xml,'atoms.dump.', ... 
        num2str(N_vector_guess(i),'%010.0f'),'.xml']; 
    file_flag = exist(file_name_string,'file'); 
     
    if file_flag == 2 
        N_vector(i,1) = N_vector_guess(i); 
    end 
     
    if file_flag == 0 
         
        if N_vector_guess(i)> 1e6; 
            search_range = 10; 
        end 
         
        for j = (N_vector_guess(i)-search_range):(N_vector_guess(i) ... 
            +search_range) 
             
            file_name_string = [path_string_xml,'atoms.dump.', ... 
                num2str(j,'%010.0f'),'.xml']; 
             
            file_flag_2 = exist(file_name_string,'file'); 
             
            if file_flag_2 == 2 
                N_vector(i,1) = j; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
 
save('N_vector_45e6.mat','N_vector'); 
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N.3.13 Merge output files (merge_xyz.m) 
 
% **************************************************************************** 
% * Name: merge_xyz.m * 
% * Author: Beat Büsser * 
% * Date: 6th April 2011 * 
% * Place: ETH Zürich * 
% *  * 
% * Description: This script merges xyz-files into a single trajectory * 
% * files for VMD.  * 
% **************************************************************************** 
 
clear all 
clc 
 
name_string = 'Equilibrium_TiO2_2_5nm_1500K.'; 
path_string = 'F:\molecular_dynamics\projects\Matlab_analysis_temp\'; 
 
N_vector = 0:1000:10000; 
 
fid = fopen([path_string,name_string,'_combined.xyz'], 'w'); 
fclose(fid); 
 
for i = 1:length(N_vector) 
     
    fid = fopen([path_string,name_string,num2str(N_vector(i)),'.xyz'], 'r'); 
        data_xyz = textscan(fid, '%f %f %f %f', 'headerlines', 2); 
    fclose(fid); 
     
     data_xyz  = cell2mat(data_xyz); 
     n_atom    = length(data_xyz(:,1)); 
     atom_type = data_xyz(:,1); 
      
     fid = fopen([path_string,name_string,'_combined.xyz'], 'a'); 
         fprintf(fid,'%6.0f \n',n_atom); 
         fprintf(fid,'i = %6.0f \n',N_vector(i)); 
          
         for j = 1:n_atom 
              
             atom_name = 'Ar'; 
              
             if atom_type(j) == 8 
                 atom_name = 'O'; 
             end 
              
             if atom_type(j) == 22 
                 atom_name = 'Ti'; 
             end 
              
             fprintf(fid,'%2s %12.4f %12.4f %12.4f \n',atom_name, ... 
                 data_xyz(j,2),data_xyz(j,3),data_xyz(j,4)); 
              
         end 
          
     fclose(fid); 
     
end

 


